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Abstract
The past two decades have witnessed an unprecedented proliferation of mobile devices equipped
with extremely innovative wireless technologies. Short range networks, such as wireless personal
area networks (WPANs), wireless sensor networks (WSNs) and wireless body area networks
(WBANs) have been defined and researched to deliver high speed home connectivity,
environment and health monitoring. This thesis tackles design, analysis and simulation of medium
access control (MAC) protocols tailored for short range networks. These have in common the use
of battery operated devices but also certain design challenges connected with MAC protocols are
common upon selecting the physical layer technology.
Ultra wideband (UWB) technology and 60 GHz technology (which is referred to also as
millimeter wave communications) are two valid examples of the wireless revolution of the past
decade. Several existing standards, such as IEEE 802.15.3, ECMA-368, IEEE 802.15.4 and its
amendment IEEE 802.15.4a, are considered in this thesis for MAC analysis in conjunction with
UWB technology. With regard to millimeter wave communications the characteristics of the IEEE
802.15.3c standard are taken into account. Apart for the IEEE 802.15.3c all the MAC protocols
have been modeled in the network simulator Opnet.
One contribution of this thesis is to produce an innovative and in-depth analysis of the
management aspects (e.g. ECMA-368 distributed beaconing) stemming from the above
mentioned standards by means of analytical and simulation models. This study approach allows
selecting the MAC features suitable for the applications and the technologies of interest. The key
performance metric used to analyze all the protocols is energy efficiency, but also throughput is
investigated. Another contribution brought by this thesis consists in the innovative way of
studying slotted-based MAC protocols as an integrated concept connected with the type of
network, the type of application and the selected physical technologies.
This thesis also shows MAC performance in conjunction with UWB when false alarm, missdetection and receiver capture (capture is modeled by means of an existing interference model) are
taken into consideration. Most of the unrealistic, though common, assumptions in MAC analysis
are removed and the performance of selected medical applications is evaluated through Opnet
simulations.
The well known binary exponential backoff is analyzed with an innovative though simplified
one-dimensional Markov chain approach in the context of directional MAC for 60 GHz
communications. As shown in the remainder of this thesis, the simplification introduced does not
hinder the accuracy of the results, but rather allows accounting even for a finite number of
retransmissions with a simple chain extension.

Keywords: body area networks, medium access control, millimeter wave
communications, personal area networks, sensor networks, ultra wideband technology
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Tiivistelmä
Kahden viime vuosikymmenen aikana innovatiivisella langattomalla tekniikalla varustettujen
viestintälaiteiden määrä on kasvanut räjähdysmäisesti. Lyhyen kantaman verkkoja kuten langattomia henkilökohtaisen alueen verkkoja (WPAN), langattomia anturiverkkoja (WSN) ja langattomia vartaloalueen verkkoja (WBAN) on määritelty ja tutkittu, jotta voitaisiin tuottaa korkeanopeuksisia kotiyhteyksiä sekä välineitä ympäristön ja terveydentilan seurantaan. Tämä väitöskirja käsittelee lyhyen kantaman viestintään suunniteltujen linkinohjauskerroksen MAC-protokollien suunnittelua, analysointia ja simulointia. Näissä kaikissa käytetään akkukäyttöisiä laitteita, mutta myös tietyt MAC-protokollien suunnittelun haasteet ovat tavallisia fyysisen kerroksen
teknologiaa valittaessa.
Ultra-laajakaistainen (UWB) teknologia ja 60 GHz teknologia (eli millimetriaallonpituusalueen tietoliikenne) ovat hyviä esimerkkejä kuluneen vuosikymmenen langattomasta vallankumouksesta. Tässä väitöskirjassa huomioidaan UWB teknologiaan liittyvää MAC-kerroksen analyysiä tehtäessä useat olemassa olevat standardit, kuten IEEE 802.15.3, ECMA-368, IEEE 802.15.4
ja sen lisäys IEEE 802.15.4a. Millimetriaallonpituusalueen tietoliikenteessä huomioidaan myös
IEEE 802.15.3c standardin erityispiirteet. IEEE 802.15.3c:tä lukuun ottamatta kaikki MAC-protokollat on mallinnettu Opnet verkkosimulaattorilla.
Tämä tutkimus tarjoaa innovatiivisen ja syväluotaavan tutkimuksen näiden standardien pohjalta ja analyyttisten ja simuloitujen mallien avulla kehitetyistä hallinnallisista lähestymistavoista
(esim. ECMA-368 hajautettu majakkasignaali). Näiden avulla voidaan valita kohteena oleviin
sovelluksiin ja teknologioihin parhaiten soveltuvia MAC-ominaisuuksia. Kaikkien protokollien
analysointiin käytetty ensisijainen suorituskykymittari on energiatehokkuus, mutta myös datanopeuksia on tarkasteltu. Tässä tutkimuksessa esitellään myös innovatiivinen tapa tutkia MAC protokollia integroituina konsepteina suhteessa verkon ja sovellusten tyyppiin sekä fyysisen kerroksen teknologiaan.
Lisäksi tämä väitöskirja esittelee MAC suorituskykyä UWB verkossa silloin, kun siinä otetaan huomioon väärät hälytykset, väärä havainnointi ja vastaanottimen signaalinkaappaus (vastaanoton mallintamiseksi käytetään olemassa olevaa interferenssimallia). MAC analyysistä poistetaan useimmat epärealistiset, vaikkakin tavalliset, olettamukset, ja verkkojen suorituskykyä
tarkastellaan valittujen kriittisten parametrien monitoroinnissa Opnet-simulaatioiden avulla.
Tunnettua binäärijakoinen eksponentiaalinen perääntyminen -algoritmia analysoidaan innovatiivisella, yksinkertaistetulla yksiulotteisella Markov-ketju -mallilla 60 GHz:n suunta-antenni
MAC:n yhteydessä. Kuten tässä tutkimuksessa tullaan osoittamaan, esitelty yksinkertaistus ei
rajoita tulosten tarkkuutta, vaan mukaan voidaan lukea jopa rajallinen määrä uudelleenlähetyksiä
yksinkertaisen Markovin ketjun laajennuksen avulla.

Asiasanat: anturiverkot, henkilökohtaisen alueen verkot, linkinohjauskerros, millimetri
aallonpituusalueen tietoliikenne, ultra-laajakaistainen teknologia, vartaloalueen verkot
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Abbreviations
AAA

Adaptive antenna array

AC

Access category

AMC

Absorbing Markov chain

AOA

Angle of arrival

AP

Access point

ARQ

Automatic repeat request

ASK

Amplitude phase shift key

ATP

Association time out period

BE

Backoff exponent

BEB

Binary exponential backoff

BEP

Bit error probability

BFN

Fixed beamforming network

BG

Beacon group

BP

Beacon period

BPAM

Binary pulse-amplitude modulation

BPOIE

Beacon period occupancy information element

BPPM

Binary pulse position

BPSK

Binary phase shift key

BST
CA

Beam switching and tracking
Collision avoidance

CAC

Context-aware computing

CAP

Contention access period

CCA

Clear channel assessment

CDF

Cumulative distribution function

CDMA

Code division multiple access

CE

Consumer electronics

CMS

Common mode signaling

CS

Circularly symmetric

CS

Carrier sense

CSMA

Carrier sense multiple access

CSS

Chirp spread spectrum
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CTA

Channel time allocation

CTAP
CW

Channel time allocation period
Contention window

DOA

Direction of arrival

DSSS

Direct sequence spread spectrum

DTP

Data transfer period

ECC

Electronics communications committee

ECG

Electrocardiogram

ED

Energy detector

EDCA

Enhanced distributed channel access

EEG

Electroencephalography

EMG

Electromyography

ETSI

European telecommunications standard institute

FCC

Federal communications commissions

FCS

Frame check sequence

FDMA

Frequency division multiple access

FEC

Forward error correction

FFD

Full function device

FIFO

First-in-first-out

HCS

Header check sequence

HDD

Hard decision decoding

HDTV

High definition TV

HRP

High-rate PHY

ICT

Information and communications technology

IFS

Long inter-frame space

IR

Impulse radio

ISI

Inter-symbol interference

ISM

Industrial, scientific and medical

LAS

Location-aware service

LBS
LoS

Location-based service
Line of sight

LRP

Low-rate PHY

MAC

Medium access control

MAI

Multiple access interference

MAS

Media access slot
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MB

Multi-band

MBOA
MC

Multi-band OFDMA Alliance
Markov chain

MCS

Modulation and coding scheme

MCTA

management channel time allocation

MPDU

MAC protocol data unit

MUI

Multi user interference

NAV

Network allocation vector

NB

Number of backoff periods

NLoS

Non-Line of sight

NP-CSMA

Non-persistent CSMA

OFDM

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing

OOK

On-off shift key

O-QPSK

Offset-quadrature phase shift key

OSI

Open system interconnection

P2PTN

Peer-to-peer topology network

PD

Preamble detection

PDA

Personal digital assistant

PDF

Probability density function

PDP

Power delay profile

PER

Packet error probability

PES

Personal environment space

PET

Pattern estimation and tracking

PHY

Physical layer

PL

Path-loss

POS

Personal operating space

PPP

Poisson pint process

PSDU

PHY service data unit

PSMA

Preamble sense multiple access

PSSS
QO

Parallel sequence spread spectrum
Quasi-omni

QoS

Quality of service

RFD

Reduced function device

RMS

Root mean square

RS

Reed-Solomon
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SINR

Signal-to-interference plus noise ratio

SIR
SNR

Signal-to-interference ratio
Signal to noise ratio

STN

Star topology Network

TAT

Turn around time

TDMA

Time division multiple access

TH

Time-hopping

UC

Unified communications

UTB

Uniform truncated backoff

UWB

Ultra wideband

WAN

Wireless wide area network

WBAN

Wireless body area network

WLAN

Wireless local area network

WMAN

Wireless metropolitan area network

WPAN

Wireless personal area network

WSN

Wireless sensor networks

WTS

Wireless telemetry service

WUSB

Wireless universal serial bus
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Symbols and abbreviations
{Πi }

Set of steady-state probabilities for Markov chain analysis

{ρi,nc }

Set of coefficients in case of no receiver capture

{ρi }

Set of coefficients to derive steady-state probabilities

αs

Characteristic exponent of the stable distribution

αi
¯ (cp)
∆H

ith contraction iteration
ECMA-368 expected variation of the HOBS during CP phase

¯ (ep)
∆H

ECMA-368 expected variation of the HOBS during the EP phase

Ā1, j
¯
CW

Complex aggregated interference vector collected during a time frame
Average contention window size

Ḡ1, j

Multivariate Gaussian r.v.

β

Power delay profile

βs

Skewness of the stable distribution

δ

Denotes one of the two sides of the BPPM interval

∆ε

Energy saving

δc

Number of chips between code symbols in the IEEE 802.15.4a preamble

∆i

Time shift for the ith interfering signal

∆r

Thickness of an annulus

η

ECMA-368 HOBS for contraction

ηe

Energy ratio

γ

Threshold for false alarm and miss-detection

Γ0

Uncoded SNR GAP

Γc,i

SNR GAP for the ith code

γs

Dispersion parameter of the stable distribution

κ

Degrees of freedom of the χ 2 distributed random variable

Λ

Average packets generation rate in the network

λ0

Reference packet generation rate for an IEEE 802.15.3 piconet

λn

Average generation rate of new packets in the network

λpsym

SNR of a preamble symbol

λr

Average generation rate of backlog traffic in the networks

λs

Spatial density of the nodes over space
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A1, j,s

Component of the aggregated complex interference vector collected
during a time frame

I1, j,i,s

Low-pass versions sample of the interference collected during a time

M

frame
Fundamental matrix of the absorbing Markov chain

Q

Matrix of the transient states for an absorbing Markov chain

H0

Statistical hypothesis no signal is transmitted

H1

Statistical hypothesis a signal is transmitted

S

Stable distribution

Sc

CS stable distribution

R

Matrix of the transitions toward the absorbing state

µ

Non-centrality parameter of the Chi-square r.v.

µ(k, η)

Average for the Contraction process

µ0|Ψ

Expectation of the χ 2 random variable under hypothesis H0

µ1|Ψ

Expectation of the χ 2 random variable under hypothesis H1

µs

Location parameters of the stable distribution

µz0 , µz1

Non-centrality parameters of the Chi-square distributed random variables

µk,η

Average for the Binomialized Contraction random process

ω

Overhead accounting coefficient

Ω

Path-loss exponent

⊗

Kronecker product

Ψ

Shorthand denoting the pair of {hl , τl }

ρi,c

Set of coefficients with receiver capture

σ 2 (k, η)

Variance for the contraction process

σ02

Variance of the additive white Gaussian noise

2
σk,η
2
σ0|Ψ
2
σ1|Ψ

Variance for the Binomialized Contraction random process

σI

Shadowing coefficient

σn

Probability to generate a new packet per time slot

σrt

Probability a packet is retransmitted in a time slot

τ

Conditional transmission probability

τp

Propagation delay

τl,i

Delay of the lth path for the ith interferer
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Variance of the χ 2 random variable under hypothesis H0
Variance of the χ 2 random variable under hypothesis H1

τl

Delay of the lth multipath component

θ

Antenna beamwidth

θsat

Parameter denoting ECMA-368 BP saturation

θrx

Receiving antenna beamwidth

θtx

Transmitting antenna beamwidth

r̃(k) (t)

Expression of the band-pass filtered received signal for the kth user

υ
ϒ(x)

Number of devices not requiring contraction
Characteristic function of the random variable x

ϒA2

CF of the sub-Gaussian SαS stable distributed vector

ε

Energy consumption of a transmission successful after nt attempts
(Sim)

εb

Simulated energy per useful bit

εack

Energy spent to transmit an ACK packet

εcp

Overall consumption for the ECMA-368 CP pahse

εd,rx

Energy spent to receive data packets

εd,tx

Energy spent to transmit data packets

εd

Energy spent to exchange data packets

εd

Energy spent to transmit a data packet

εep

Overall consumption for the ECMA-368 EP phase

εov,rx

Energy spent in reception to exchange command frames

εov,tx

Energy spent in transmission to exchange command frames

εov

Energy spent to exchange command frames

εrx

ECMA-368 energy consumption for beacon reception

εs|Ψ

Energy of a preamble symbol conditional upon channel characteristics

εs

Energy of a transmitted symbol

εtot (BPL)

Total energy consumption for extension end contraction

εtx

ECMA-368 energy consumption for beacon transmission

εbi

Energy of the ith bit of the interferer

ε (sim)

Simulated network energy consumption

εsink

Energy consumption of the coordinator/sink

A
a1 , a2

Area of the surface of interest
Amplitudes of the signals over the two pulse positions

a1

Amplitude of the lth multipath component

ab

Number of backoff slots

Ai

Area of a sub-part of the network

b

Number of bits per symbol
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Bhours

Total battery capacity

BLifetime

Estimated average battery lifetime

BE

Backoff exponent

BI

Beacon interval

BO

Beacon order

BPL
BPL(Mcp )

Beacon period length
ECMA-368 BP length at superframe Mcp

BPL(Mep )

ECMA-368 BP length at superframe Mep

BPL(m j )

ECMA-368 BP length at superframe m j

C

Speed of light

C1

Chi-square r.v. with 2W Tint degrees of freedom

Ckj

kth time hopping sequence

Ci

ith preamble code

CG

Coding gain

CW

Contention window

CWi

ith contention window size

(n)
Dr

Delivery ratio of the nth application

Dc

Contour identifying points where energy saving is maximized by the use
of coding

(k)
dj

jth bit of the data sequence of the kth user

Di

Random delay of the ith interferer

F(x)

CDF of the random variable x

fc

Central frequency

G

Overall normalized offered traffic to the channel including backlog
traffic
(Sim)

GAloha

Simulated traffic for S-Aloha

(Sim)
GPSMA

PSMA simulated traffic

g0

Position information of a bit

g1

Amplitude information of a bit

Grx

Receiving antenna gain

G(sim)

Traffic estimated from simulations

Gtx

Transmitting antenna gain

Gθ

Antenna gain with beamwidth θ

gi

Normally distributed coefficient

H(η)

Number of slots between HOBS(0) and HOBS(Mep )
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h(m)

Number of devices trying to access the ECMA-368 BP at superframe m

h(t)

Channel impulse response

h1

PDP of the first multipath component

hl,i

Amplitude of the lth path for the ith interferer

hi (t)

Channel impulse response of the ith signal

HOBS(0)
HOBS(Mcp )

Initial values of the HOBS for the ECMA-368 BP
ECMA-368 HOBS at superframe Mcp

HOBS(Mep )

ECMA-368 HOBS at superframe Mep

HOBS(m j )

ECMA-368 HOBS at superframe m j

I(t)

Aggregated UWB interference

I1, j , I2, j

Aggregated interference lying on the first and second sub-interval

Icp

Number of superframes for one BP contraction to happen

Iimpl oss

Implementation losses

Ii (t)

ith interference contribution

k

Number of devices in the network

kc

Number of symbols in imput to the encoder

Krt

Width of the interval used to retransmit packets

ks

Number of nodes in a sector

Ki

ith contribution to energy consumption

ki

Number of nodes located in the ith sub-area

L

Number of multipath components

LACK

Size of an ACK packet

Lb,i

ith beacon frame size

Lb

Size of a beacon packet

Lc

Size of the coded data packet

LCTRreq,i

ith CTR request packet

LCTRresp,i

ith CTR response packet

Ld

Size of the uncoded data packet

LM

Maximum data packet size

Lp

MAC header plus payload

Lphy

PHY header size

LRL

Reflection loss coefficient

Lshr

Synchronization header size

Lsync

Preamble sequence length

m0

EP phase start time
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mb

Maximum backoff stage

Mcp

ECMA-368 CP phase completion time

Mep

ECMA-368 EP phase completion time

Mset−up

ECMA-368 extension and contraction completion time

Mk−s

Average time required to arrive in state k − s from state k

MaxBPLength Maximum length of the ECMA-368 BP
MaxLostBeac Maximum number of consecutive beacons lost in the ECMA-368 BP
n(t)
Gaussian noise process
N0

One-sided noise power spectral density

n1,i, j , n2,i, j

Equivalent low-pass version of the noise samples on the two pulse
positions

Nb,rx

Number fo received beacons

Nbckff

Average number of backoff slots

nc

Number of symbols after the encoder

nCAP

Number of slots in a CAP period

NCCA

Number of CCAs

nCFP

Number of slots in a CFP period

Ncmd ( j)

Number of commands exchanged by a device to manage the IEEE
802.15.3 CTAP

Ncpb

Number of chips per burst

Nh

Number of time slots separating consecutive CAP periods

nI

Number of slots in an inactive period

Np,i

Number of pulses composing the signal of the ith interferer

Np

Number of pulses per symbol

Ns,bb

Number of backoff slots in a successful frame transaction

Ns,ii

Number of backoff slots in an idle period

Nstrm,rx

Number of CTAs used for reception

Nstrm,tx
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1

Introduction

Medium access control (MAC) has been a popular research topic for four decades.
The MAC, which belongs to a network whose resources such as band and power
are limited, is responsible for channel access coordination. At the dawn of modern
telecommunications era, Norman Abramson developed the Aloha network to connect
together the computers located on different islands of the Hawaiian archipelago. This
happened in 1968 and since then the research on medium access control has never
stopped. In the middle of the 1970s Kleinrock and Tobagi proposed and studied the
well known carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) protocol [1], which is nowadays
implemented in a large number of products available in the market. The advent of the
multiple access with collision avoidance (MACA) protocol [2] and its wireless version
MACAW [3] have represented other two fundamental achievements. MAC protocols
have been widely used in satellite networks and Ethernet cable based networks. More
recent advances have been achieved with market successes like WiFi.
The core functionality of any MAC protocol is to make the probability of concurrent
transmissions in a certain region of space as low as possible. Access techniques capable
of achieving this objective are time division multiple access (TDMA), frequency division
multiple access (FDMA), space division multiple access (SDMA) and code division
multiple access (CDMA). TDMA suits delay sensitive applications such as voice and
video particularly well. CDMA is for example used with success in recent generations
of cellular networks. The structure of a wireless network is greatly influenced by two
factors, i.e. the type of application and the type of physical layer technology used. As a
consequence, the MAC is probably the protocol affected more significantly by these
choices.
Roughly speaking, MAC protocols can be divided into random access protocols and
contention-free protocols. A large number of MAC protocols have been defined and
studied through the years and a very good classification of MAC protocols and related
design issues is given in [4] and [5]. The layered view of OSI led the researchers to
study the MAC as a stand-alone concept, for many aspects disconnected from other
layers. More recently, the MAC has been restudied as a concept integrated also with
other layers. The MAC protocols classification shown in Figure 1 is simplistic but
functional to the purpose of this thesis.
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Fig 1. MAC protocols classification according to [6].

Contention-free protocols require some central entity capable of assigning resources
to the different stations. Furthermore, they do not adapt very well to frequent changes in
the network such as varying loads and number of nodes (network scalability aspect).
The first problem arises in case of communications occurring in bursts. Thus, the
network could be inactive even for long periods of time and suddenly become active.
The second problem is due to the mobility of devices or to the fact that devices could be
battery-operated. On the other hand, random access protocols can make more efficient
use of the resources and adapt better to changes in load and in number of terminals but
they suffer from collisions.
As radio packets switched networks became more and more important, an increasing
number of tasks were assigned to the MAC. For example, in wireless communications,
the problem of hidden and exposed terminals has been of major concern for a long
time. This problem was solved satisfactorily using the request-to-send clear-to-send
(RTS-CTS) handshake. Studies have proved formally that random access protocols are
bistable in nature. When the traffic in the network is below a certain value the protocol
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is stable, whereas when the traffic goes above it, the protocol is unstable and subject to a
destructive avalanche effect. The threshold value for the traffic is protocol dependent.
The bottleneck in performance caused by high peaks of sudden traffic found its solution
thanks to the introduction of backoff techniques. Notably, the binary exponential backoff
(BEB) is probably the most widespread solution.
The majority of the random access protocols for narrow band communications
exploits the presence of a carrier signal (a tone). This characteristic immediately calls
for a type of MAC that is aware of the situation experienced by the ongoing transmission.
This is the well-known listen while speaking of Ethernet cables. Such technique is
difficult to implement in wireless devices as it would require two radios to monitor the
status of an ongoing transmission, thus increasing the costs. The wireless version of this
approach is known as listen before speaking. Thanks to the fact that the energy of a
transmission is concentrated around the carrier frequency, carrier sensing technique
results to be very efficient and reliable.
In more recent years, owing to technological improvements of electronics, ad-hoc
types of networks and sensor networks have gained increasing popularity and significant
attention from academia and industry. These networks of new conception have motivated
the research on novel MAC solutions. MAC protocols are nowadays distinguished
on the basis of their centralized/distributed management approach, and also on the
capabilities of the nodes. In this sense, the literature of MAC protocols differentiates
between flat topology networks, clustered topology networks and centralized topology
networks. Furthermore, a MAC protocol is often responsible for power management
mechanisms (such as power control and/or hibernation), as well as handover procedures.
Two novel physical layer technologies, ultra wideband (UWB) and millimeter wave
communications have represented a revolutionary step in wireless communications. They
entail short range wireless networks, capable of supporting a wide range of applications
and data rates. The term short range networks is broadly used here to indicate network
devices operating over relatively short distances and meant for supporting various
applications and different data rates. UWB and 60 GHz are the selected physical layer
technologies for this scope. In time, UWB has split into three main approaches, the first
known as impulse radio, the second as multi-band and the third as frequency modulated.
Millimeter wave communications take place in the region around 60 GHz and represent
a complete different approach to information transmission, though conceived to support
similar applications as UWB.
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1.1

Motivations

Wireless sensor networks, high data rate personal area networks and wireless body
area networks belong to short range networks in combination with UWB and 60 GHz
as transmission technologies. In this thesis, the problem of designing and evaluating
MAC protocols performance suitable for these types of networks is carried out by
developing analytical and simulation models. The network simulator Opnet is the
selected simulation tool. Certainly, the large number of MAC protocols existing in the
literature poses questions such as whether a new protocol is really necessary, or how to
compare existing ones. In the process of modifying an existing protocol or designing
a complete new one, analytical and simulation models aid the process of comparing
different options, with the aim of finding the best solution for selected application and
physical technology.
The general scope of the study is delimited by international standards, such as IEEE
802.15.3 [7], ECMA-368 [8], IEEE 80215.3c [9], IEEE 802.15.4 [10], IEEE 802.15.4a
[11]. Although not studied in this thesis, the raising standard IEEE 802.15.6 [12] will
certainly play an important role in future body area networks. The work presented in
this thesis relies on a number of papers published in international conferences, journals
and patents.
The topics addressed in this thesis are quite different, though bound together by
selected common objectives. All the topics touched in the remainder of this thesis lie in
fact in the broad definition of short range networks. In addition, the types of networks
tackled here are meant for unleashing applications that are similar to some extent. High
definition video applications, smart environments and health monitoring are only some
of them. Sensor networks, personal area networks and body area networks obeys to
very different paradigms and even one of these subjects could cover a doctoral thesis.
However, upon the selection of the physical layer technology, such as UWB and 60
GHz, commonalities are more evident. It is worth noting that the material presented in
this thesis was motivated by the author’s work in several European and industry led
projects. Most notably, Nokia had been one of the founder of these industrial projects.
In the most common approach, the problem of medium access coordination assumes
an ideal channel wherein collisions represent the only cause of packets loss. In addition,
also the application is often modeled quite roughly or not modeled at all. This implies
that an accurate evaluation of MAC protocols performance would entail modeling the
entire network. A composite modeling of the network is analytically difficult and for
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this reason, in recent years, the use of simulation tools has become more important.
This thesis attempts to model more accurately physical layer characteristics connected with the selected physical layer technologies, as well as the applications. The
approach adopted for the analysis of MAC protocols for UWB and 60 GHz technologies
is modular. In this regard, specific phenomena of interest are modeled first analytically,
exploiting also existing models to improve MAC analysis. Simulation models that have
been developed follow the same philosophy. The final goal is to be able to evaluate
different medium access techniques in realistic scenarios, with the possibility to remix
them in order to achieve predefined objectives. The next section discusses the author’s
publications that are relevant to this doctoral thesis in a concise way.

1.2

Contributions of the thesis

The author of this thesis is willing to emphasize that analytical and simulation models
developed in this thesis are fully developed by the author himself. All proof an
derivations are developed by the author and they all are genuine contributions. As this
thesis relies on previous achievements found in the literature, the author wants also to
remark that the major findings are clearly connected with previous papers (e.g. some of
the literature used to delimit the problem space tackled by the author). However, all
results somehow extend and/or bring forward existing knowledge on MAC protocols
tailored for the selected topics. Although some proof and results have not been published
prior to this thesis (see Chapter 4 and Chapter 5), they have been fully developed by the
author as the only contributer.
In [13] the author investigates the performance of an impulse radio UWB communication system using bi-orthogonal modulations having modulation index greater
than two. Performance are obtained by means of a C++ based simulator and compared
with models existing in the literature to prove the fairness of the simulator. Author’s
contribution consists in the development of the simulator and the derivation of the main
results.
In [14] and [15], the author studied the network management mechanisms of the
IEEE 802.15.3 MAC modeling them in the Opnet simulator. The network consists of a
varying number of devices negotiating data links with the network coordinator. The
physical layer is impulse radio UWB, whereas applications are delay sensitive such as
voice or video. Performance has been evaluated mainly in terms of communication
overhead and energy consumption. Author’s contribution is the whole development
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of the Opnet simulator, as well as the definition of the study and the metrics useful to
measure the overhead. By virtue of this study, the IEEE 802.15.3 MAC Opnet model
was uploaded onto the Opnet website [16] and the author visited the Intel research labs.
In [17], the author began studying the energy consumption of the distributed
beaconing prescribed by ECMA-368 MAC. The distributed beaconing represents the
core functionality for managing a short range distributed network using multi-band
UWB. Performance are measured in terms of energy consumption and obtained with
the network simulator Opnet. The author is the main developer of the Opnet model
and of the results presented in the paper, though these results are not showed here. In
fact, the authors studied more in-depth the distributed beaconing of ECMA-368 in [18]
(which is still in the submission stage). For the sake of this study, the author developed a
urn model approach of the distributed beaconing. To the best knowledge of the author
this approach was never presented in this context. Furthermore, the author is confident
that this analysis can be conveniently exploited also to tackle more general problems
involving slotted channel access (where slots could be either in time or frequency).
The author here proposes the use of the combinatorial tool of exponential generating
functions to solve the urns and more extensive simulations were performed in Opnet,
for comparison. In [19] the analysis of the distributed beaconing was extended by the
author such as to include Rayleigh distributed fading. The whole set of results and proof
presented in the mentioned papers have been fully developed by the author.
The author has a few patents in the area of distributed networks based on multi-band
UWB. The patents are discussed in brief only for the sake of addressing the author’s
contribution in this research topic but they will not be reused later. For instance,
specific data exchange methods and the distributed beaconing defined by ECMA-368
are enhanced in [20] and [21]. In [20], the author has contributed developing the
general idea of taking advantage of the spatial separation between links, which can yield
spatial reuse. In [21] instead, additional features that could be added to the distributed
beaconing have been put forward. Also in this patent, the author’s contribution was the
development of the key enhanced features.
Sensor networks have been investigated by the author in [22], [23], [24] and [25] in
conjunction with impulse radio UWB. The studies presented in these papers assume
cheap wireless sensors using the non-coherent energy detector receiver. The structure of
the MAC follows the beacon-enabled star topology prescribed by the IEEE 802.15.4
MAC. The UWB transmission technology is defined in the IEEE 802.15.4a specifications
amendment. In opposition to narrow band communications, protocols based on clear
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channel assessment are less effective due to the lack of a carrier signal. Possible
alternatives to conventional clear channel assessment techniques are investigated in
the presence of detrimental events of interference, false alarm and miss-detection.
Author’s contribution in [22] and [23] is the throughput development of the basic
preamble sense multiple access (PSMA) MAC protocol. In Chapter 4, the author
resumes the throughput for the basic PSMA but he develops a complete new analysis
and a new set of results such as to include the effect of false alarm, miss-detection and
full receiver capture. In [25], the author has investigated into how even low-complexity
Reed-Solomon codes can improve energy consumption. The author here is the developer
of the optimization problem, he developed the analysis and he carried out the main
results shown in Chapter 4. In order to focus on a specific application, in [26] and [27]
wireless medical monitoring was selected by the author. These studies have been carried
out within international master thesis programs in which the author was the technical
supervisor. The author worked on extending the IEEE 802.15.4 Opnet model in order to
include S-Aloha and PSMA, as well the UWB defined by the IEEE 802.15.4a. The last
part of Chapter 4 shows the relevant results for the selected vital parameters to monitor
(e.g. electrocardiography).
The distributed beaconing of ECMA-368 and a peculiar type of sensor networks
used for oil exploration have been mixed together in [28] (this work was developed
within an international master thesis program), [29], [30] and [31] (the patent is in
filing process at the Italian patent office). The author has defined the hierarchical
network architecture and proposed reusing the distributed beaconing as a viable way
for managing the network. In short, these papers consists in adapting the distributed
beaconing to become the key managing feature of a large, massively dense sensor
network used for ground monitoring. The network is designed to be mesh in nature and
hierarchical. The author has derived the set of results as an innovative step forward and
he has distributed them between Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The core of the patent will
not be reused in the remainder of this thesis as the author believes that the set of results
presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 is sufficient to show the impact of the author’s
contribution.
In [32] 60 GHz based personal area networks are investigated. The study here is
based on the IEEE 802.15.3c MAC superframe structure. The author has proposed
the cross-layer analysis and he fully developed the Markov chain model used to find
the proposed trade-off. To compensate the high propagation losses, high data rate
personal area networks operating in the 60 GHz band require the use of directional
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communications. So in other words, the entire network must adapt to exploit efficiently
antennas directivity. In fact, the MAC carries the task of managing the network until
communication links are not established. Network management is achieved by using
CSMA access to transmit control packets. The study developed in [32] sought for
a trade-off between interference and antenna directivity to achieve efficient network
management. The author proposes in Chapter 5 an extension to the Markov chain model
in order to account also for finite number of retransmissions (unpublished so far but
fully developed by the author).

1.3

Thesis outline

Chapter 2 provides a general discussion on UWB based communication systems, as well
as some principles of millimeter wave communications. This is functional to illustrate
the main goals that modern communication networks are meant for and to address better
the innovative ideas spurred by this thesis.
The analysis and the Opnet simulation models of high data rate personal area
networks are described in Chapter 3. More exactly, the first part of the chapter is
dedicated to the MAC protocol IEEE 802.15.3, whereas the second part is concerned
with the distributed beaconing of ECMA-368.
Chapter 4 is devoted to UWB based wireless sensor networks. The first part of
this chapter focuses on describing the impulse radio UWB defined by the standard
amendment IEEE 802.15.4a. In particular, the events of false alarm, miss-detection
and interference are included in analysis and simulations. The interference model is
based on previous existing mathematical models and is used to derive the probability a
reference transmission manages to capture the intended receiver. Based on the physical
layer modeling, performance of selected MAC protocols are carried out in analytical
form and by means of Opnet simulations.
Chapter 5 deals with millimeter wave communications. The approach adopted in the
first part of the chapter overlaps with what has done in previous chapters for UWB
communications. The main characteristics of the 60 GHz propagation environment
encountered by radio signals are reviewed. A general overview of the regulations
existing worldwide for enabling 60 GHz communications is also given. Moreover,
the main applications of 60 GHz communications are underlined and general design
principles for directional communications are summarized, based on a literature search.
The last part of the chapter derives an analytical model capable of describing the
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performance of directional CSMA/CA, while taking into account the general structure
provided by the IEEE 802.15.3c.
Chapter 6 is the concluding chapter of this thesis. Here the author will try to address
the overall view of the work carried out trying to highlight the thesis contribution
broadly.
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2

Related work on short-range
communication systems

Over the past two decades, the boom of information and communication technology
(ICT), consumer applications, the development of flexible software radios, and mass
market electronics has led to a veritable revolution. The Internet has entered everybody’s
daily life, the spread of mobile technology such as mobile phones, smart phones and
personal digital assistants (PDAs) are nowadays a reality. On the one side there are
small high-performance computing and communication devices [33] [34], capable of
auto-configuration and ad hoc communications and on the other side small, low-cost low
complexity sensor devices capable of sensing the surrounding environment [35]. As
technology improves, all these characteristics can be embedded in a single resourceconstrained device. Wireless networks can be distinguished by using three discriminants
such as applications, nominal data rate and coverage. Wireless personal area networks
(WPANs), wireless sensor networks (WSNs) and wireless body area networks (WBANs)
is the current classification.
Several concepts envisaging future communications have been developed through
the years. They are reviewed here to delimit the topics object of this thesis. From
[36], ubiquitous computing states that specialized elements of hardware and softwares
connected by wires, radio waves and infrared, will be so ubiquitous that no one will
notice their presence; pervasive computing is defined as the integration of distributed
communication systems and mobile computing; location-based service (LBS) is defined
as the support of services depending on the location of a user; location-aware service
(LAS) defines that depending on the user’s location the settings of the software interface
and hardware functionalities are modified accordingly and context-aware computing
(CAC) states that the software adapts based on the location, collection of nearby users,
hosts, devices and changes of these factor over time. All these concepts have sparked
the definition of the personal environment space (PES) which is aimed at constructing a
personalized, intelligent and automated environment for the users through utilization of
communication technologies such as WPAN, WLAN and WBAN using mobile phones
as a service coordinating point [36]. Furthermore, the concept of unified communications
(UC) has been defined as the possibility of integrating different services over all access
networks so as to provide users with a unified communication environment [37]. On the
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way of this social and technological revolutionary loop, UWB technology and millimeter
wave-based communication systems have been defined to become candidate physical
transmission technologies to deliver WPANs, WBANs and WSNs functionalities [38].

2.1

Ultra wideband communications

A signal is defined UWB according to two definitions. The first definition refers to the
fractional bandwidth that must be at least 20%, whereas the second definition states that
the bandwidth W of an ultra widband signal must be at least 500 MHz [39, 40].
Wf = 2

fh − fl
≥ 0.2 ,
fh + fl

(1)

where fh and fl are the high and low cutoff frequencies measured at either -3 dB or -10
dB, depending on the definition.
Already in 2002 the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) [41] in the USA
regulated the spectral emissions of UWB hand-held devices in the range 3.6-10.1 GHz.
In the well known first report and order (R&O) revision of part 15, the FCC defined the
use of UWB for imaging, communications, measurements and vehicular radar systems.
In the mentioned frequency range, the allowed power spectral density S( f ) is -41.3
dBm/MHz to ascertain coexistence with other systems (e.g., GPS). In more recent years,
the emissions of UWB devices have been regulated also in Europe by the Electronic
Communications Committee (ECC) [42], in the same frequency range of the FCC,
although only in the range between 6 and 8.5 GHz the same power spectral density
as the FCC is allowed. The mask implementing the regulatory on the emissions of
UWB enabled devices is shown in Figure 2. UWB can be seen as an extreme form of
spread spectrum system, with the energy of an UWB transmission spread over a huge
bandwidth that overlays with other existing licensed radio communications systems.
Although UWB technology was recently rediscovered to enable unlicensed use of wide
portions of the radio spectrum, UWB is not totally new. Initially, it was exploited for
high data rate (data rate higher than 110 Mbps) short range WPANs (10-20 m distance),
and later for short range low data rate WSNs (below 1 Mbps) and variable data rate
WBANs (e.g., medical applications). In fact, UWB can be dated back to the first radio
transmissions of Guglielmo Marconi. Subsequently, UWB was applied in the late 1960s
early 1970s as a radar technology. In more recent years, due to the scarcity of available
spectrum to license new applications, UWB was resumed for wireless communications,
especially for home and office environments. Nowadays, three major types of UWB
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Fig 2. Regulatory for the power spectral density of UWB emitters for indoor and
outdoors environments.

technology exists. The first and oldest is referred to as impulse radio UWB (IR-UWB).
The second, more recent type, is referred to as multi-band UWB (MB-UWB). The third
type is known as frequency modulated (FM) UWB [43]. Typical modulation schemes
that are used to encode the information in UWB transmissions are binary pulse position
modulation (BPPM), binary pulse amplitude modulation (BPAM) and on-off shift key
(OOK). For impulse radio technology, the rejection of the multi user interference (MUI)
is achieved by the use of time hopping (TH) codes, in a similar fashion to CDMA
systems.
The major features of the IR-UWB signal are i) almost noise-like power emissions,
thus requiring the receiver to rake the energy spread over the huge bandwidth; ii)
carrier-less signal, which facilitates the design at least of the transmitter and somehow
also of the receiver since there is no need of up and down conversion circuitry; iii) very
high bandwidth thanks to the generation of nanoseconds pulses, where the pulse shape
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has strong impact on the performance, assumed as the Gaussian pulse and its derivatives;
iv) accurate resolution of multipath components, thanks to the huge bandwidth, which
makes UWB very suitable to indoor environments; v) robustness toward fading; vi
possibility to enable centimeters accuracy positioning systems; vii) potentially small
size and processing power [39].
Despite all its promises and appealing features, UWB has also posed great challenges
to the designers from conceptual to implementation points of view. Some of these
challenges include the task of synchronizing the reception of ultra short pulses, strict
power limitations, low complexity in decoding, high-performance multiple access
protocols and minimal interference toward licensed systems. Therefore, in order to
leverage all the potentials of UWB-based communications, it was necessary to develop
advanced synchronization, equalization and channel estimation techniques, as well
as high-rate high-precision low power analog to digital converter and interference
cancellation techniques. Furthermore, the research spanned also the field of channel
measurements and modeling and as mentioned, the design of MAC protocols. The
working groups within the IEEE 802.15 [44] family are meant to develop MAC protocols
for WPANs and WBANs. The related standards for both high and low rates will be
object of the investigation of this thesis, as shown in the next chapters.
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2.2

MAC protocols for UWB based high-data rate
wireless personal area networks

WPANs for high data rate are by their nature short range types of networks meant
to operate mainly indoor. With the promise of unleashing very high data rates, they
enable users to watch uncompressed high-definition videos and listen high quality audio.
WPANs would also provide for cable replacement and home connectivity. UWB was
initially applied as a PHY technology able to maintain all these promises. As mentioned,
the two types of UWB, i.e. single-band and multi-band, are very different in nature,
both offering pros and cons. The carrier-less impulse technology was conceived to
provide a simple wireless system with high performance, thanks to the huge bandwidth
that arises from the generation of nanoseconds pulses (i.e. gigahertz of bandwidth).
However, the lack of a carrier signal clearly represents the major drawback for the
operations performed by the higher layers, as the MAC. On the other hand, despite using
the more complex OFDM technology, the multi-band UWB partially solve problems of
the single-band UWB. Its bandwidth, however, is not as large as for the impulse radio
case. As very well known, the MAC layer is the key design point to enable efficient
exploitation of the bandwidth and hence assure the desired level of performance for the
network. Thus, it is evident that the design of an efficient MAC protocols that could
work with UWB technology is not a trivial task. In the next sections some of the major
standards that have been candidate to work with UWB are reviewed.

2.2.1

IEEE 802.15.3 MAC protocol

Efforts for standardization of MAC protocols that could work with IR-UWB have
focused on the IEEE 802.15 family, namely on the high data rate Task Group 3a and low
data rate Task Group 4a. This section aims to present the main features of the standard
IEEE 802.15.3 MAC [7]. Although originally not conceived for UWB but instead
for the 2.4 GHz ISM band in the context of narrow band communications, 802.15.3
MAC represents the first effort to standardize a protocol that could be able to work in
conjunction with IR-UWB technology. MAC protocols based on carrier sensing like the
distributed coordination function (DCF) of the IEEE 802.11 MAC [33], are not well
suited for IR-UWB because of the carrier-less nature of the signal. They are therefore
considered only as a useful reference. The hybrid MAC IEEE 802.15.3 combines the
use of TDMA channel access schemes, resulting to be more appropriate for UWB,
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thanks also to its capabilities to coordinate services with very different requirements
(e.g., quality of service) in a simple and efficient manner. In its original formulation, the
standard was supposed to provide from 11 Mbps up to 55 Mbps, to satisfy consumer
applications.
The basic network entity defined by the IEEE 802.15.3 is a short range network, ad
hoc in nature, called piconet. For the sake of clarity, a high data rate WPAN (HR-WPAN)
will be also referred to as a piconet and vice versa. A piconet is meant to operate in
a typical communication range of 10 meters (referred to also as personal operating
range). In this last characteristic, a WPAN significantly differs from a WLAN. Within
the piconet one of the devices becomes the master node, which is denoted as the piconet
coordinator (PNC) in the 802.15.3 terminology. The task of the piconet unique PNC is
to coordinate the nodes and to facilitate the exchange of general information within the
piconet, as well as to broadcast the beacon packet to the other devices. The standard
provides several mechanisms such as PNC handover, child piconet and neighbor piconet
formations. In addition, the standard assigns the PNC the tasks of access control and
management of the power save modes. Included in the standard, devices of the piconet
can communicate with each other in peer-to-peer (P2P) fashion.
As already mentioned, data communication between nodes within the piconet is P2P,
and data can be exchanged in both synchronous and asynchronous fashion. The most
important timing structure for a piconet is the superframes. Channel time is discretized
in superframes having maximum duration of 65.536 ms, and all the operations of the
nodes are regulated by the different sub-periods that are part of the superframe. As
shown in the figure, the beginning of the mth superframe is delimited by the transmission
of the beacon packet. Figure 3 presents the general structure of a superframe, which is is
divided into beacon transmission/reception period, contention access period (CAP) and
Channel Time allocation period (CTAP).
The CAP is used to exchange commands and asynchronous data by means of
slotted carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) but without
RTS-CTS handshake. The CTAP is then divided in channel time allocations (CTAs) that
correspond to a TDMA-like channel access. CTAs can be categorized into dynamic,
private, pseudo-static and management. In particular, management CTAs (MCTAs) are
used to replace CAP functionalities as well as for communications between the devices
and the PNC. MCTAs could be either for exclusive use of a pair device/PNC or used
among devices on a shared basis, using S-Aloha channel access. As for dynamic CTAs,
the PNC can move their position within the CTAP from a superframe to another, but if a
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device looses a beacon, it cannot utilize its allocated dynamic CTA. In this case a device
is entitled to request a pseudo-static CTA, which may be used even in case of beacon
losses, for up to mMaxLostBeacons consecutive superframes. A pseudo-static CTA is
dedicated to isochronous traffic only. A private CTA is a special type of reservation not
used to exchange traffic during the network but for example to establish a dependent
network.

Fig 3. IEEE 802.15.3 superframe structure [7] including 1) Beacon slot; 2)Contention Access Period slot; 3) Channel Time Allocation Period.

During the beacon transmission/reception period, the PNC broadcasts the beacon
packet that is destined to any other node that is potentially in range. Furthermore, the
beacon carries structural information regarding the piconet and the superframe and it
also provides the timing for the piconet. After a device is turned on, it performs passive
scanning over the channels of the pre-assigned frequency range, to detect ongoing
activities. If the device is capable of taking the role of the PNC, it will start broadcasting
the beacon as soon as an available channel is found. On the other hand, if a device finds
an existing PNC already broadcasting beacons, it can begin the procedure to join the
existing network.
Network membership and authentication is a standard defined association procedure.
Such a procedure is initiated by a device sending an association request command to the
PNC during the CAP. Before describing the CSMA/CA mechanism, it is important
to remark which acknowledgment policies are adopted by the standard. The IEEE
802.15.3 defines three acknowledgment policies: no-ACK, immediate ACK policy
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(after every successful frame transmission an ACK follows) and delayed ACK policy
(the ACK comes after a number of a data packets transmissions for the entire group of
packets). Furthermore, the standard makes use of minimum interframe space (MIFS),
short interframe space (SIFS) backoff interframe space (BIFS) and retransmission
interframe space (RIFS), with MIFS ≤ SIFS ≤ BIFS ≤ RIFS. In case no-ACK policy is
used, one SIFS after the reception of a packet the PNC can send commands without
initiating a backoff procedure. Furthermore, with no-ACK policy, either the PNC or a
device can extend their operations started in the CAP during CTAP. On the other hand,
with immediate ACK, the current CAP must be long enough to accommodate the packet
transmission plus 2 times the SIFS and the acknowledgment packet. The sum of all
these times is referred to as frame transaction. In case there is insufficient time during
the current CAP, the transaction must be postponed to the next superframe.
The slotted CSMA/CA uses the backoff slot duration as basic time unit, assuming
the backoff slot at least as long as the time needed to assess the channel. According to
[7] the CSMA/CA is based on carrier sensing and BEB. The PNC handover mechanism
is used by the PNC every time it finds a more capable device among its associated
nodes, or when it has to give up functionalities due to its current limitations (e.g., low
battery). This mechanism is essential in order to rotate the PNC role, given that devices
of a piconet are mainly battery-operated and hence they need some mechanism to
enable energy efficiency to some extent. The procedure should ensure seamless network
management. It is important to remark here that, being a piconet a centralized network,
it is exposed to the problem of missing beacon packets. The standard allows piconet
devices to loose up mMaxLostBeacons [7] consecutive beacon packets, before loosing
network membership which could even lead to network destruction.
Child piconet is instead a mechanism through which an existing piconet may extend
its radio coverage or decentralize computational load. In this case, child piconet
establishment could be either initiated by a PNC capable device itself or by the PNC,
which can select one of the associated devices to become the child PNC (and hence the
original PNC becomes the parent PNC). Thus, a PNC capable device can request a
specific private CTA allocation from the parent PNC, which can grant it or deny it. The
two piconets can then intercommunicate between each other since the child PNC is able
to manage its own piconet but also to communicate with any device in the parent piconet.
However, this does not imply that the two piconets will merge. The child piconet is
allowed to repeat the process and thus to start another child piconet on its own.
Neighbor piconet is similar to the child piconet but it serves the purpose of spectrum
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sharing between piconets in case of lack of vacant channels. Also this network mode
operation, is endowed with a neighbor PNC and a parent PNC, which can in turn have
several neighbor dependent piconets. As in other cases, the neighbor PNC must first
gain network membership and then bargain with the parent PNC over the allocation of a
private pseudo-static CTA.
The CTAP is the period in which devices (DEVs) in the piconet exchange command
and data frames (synchronous and asynchronous). As mentioned, the CTAP is divided
into CTAs and each CTA is reserved during contention phase. The DEV wishing to
start a synchronous stream must send a channel time allocation request to the PNC
[7], specifying also the type of CTA. In the channel time request, a device specifies
the duration of the allocation and in case, whether it is sub or super-rate, i.e. data
transmission does not occurs in every superframe or it occurs more than once in the
same superframe, respectively. The PNC must acknowledge the requesting device and
later send a channel time response indicating whether the request has been accepted
or rejected. If it is accepted, the PNC also includes the position of the specified CTA
within the CTAP. The device must send an ACK frame in response. in addition, all the
packets must be successfully acknowledged and the PNC must broadcast the allocation
information in the next beacon transmission. The PNC must also notify the duration of
the Association Time-Out Period (ATP) via the PNC information command any time
there is a change in the CTAs. The ATP period describes the number of beacons that a
node can miss before it is considered disassociated. A CTA request is also made when a
device or the PNC wants to modify or terminate a stream [7].
Amendments to the original CSMA/CA
CSMA/CA is used to exchange commands and/or asynchronous data and may or may
not be included in any given superframe. Because the IR-UWB is a carrier-less signal, a
modification to the original CSMA/CA mechanism is needed. The modifications can be
done in essentially three ways, i.e S-Aloha, PSMA, and ESMA. S-Aloha is the most
straightforward approach, though it greatly violates the standard. Using S-Aloha, the
CAP period is divided into integer number of slots of equal size. Any communication
frame within the CAP has to fit into one slot (as well as the possible ACK). A node
is only allowed to start transmission at the beginning of a slot, which fits well with
IR-UWB synchronization. Note that S-Aloha results in high number of frame collisions
when the CAP traffic is all but modest.
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For example, [45] describes the second approach. The idea is to detect frequency
domain peaks created by the pulse repetition frequency of a transmission, in order
to perform clear channel assessment (CCA). Such approach is almost equally fast as
the CCA provided by carrier sensing (CS) in narrow band systems1 . The approach
adopted in this thesis is to enable packet detection during the CAP by means of ESMA.
Again, the CAP has to be slotted and a transmission can only start at the beginning
of a slot. The energy sense (ES) method is achievable by nodes transmitting a long
preamble upon start of their transmission. This preamble is a unique transmission
segment endowed with very good autocorrelation properties and such that the precise
start time of the preamble is known with sufficient accuracy. The accuracy is guaranteed
by the periodic beacon transmission of the PNC. Nodes having CAP frames to transmit
listen to the channel in correspondence of a slot boundary, so as to detect the preamble.
If the preamble is detected, a backoff is made and nodes repeat the process later. If the
preamble is not detected, the frame can be transmitted. The problem with this approach
is the transmission of long preambles to ensure that nodes performing a CCA can detect
it. In the present study, the PHY layer taken into account is IR-UWB relying on BPAM
modulation scheme

1 Note
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that this approach radically differs from the preamble sensing technique used later in this thesis.

2.2.2

ECMA-368 MAC protocol

Designed to overcome some of the drawbacks and limits of the IEEE 802.15.3, ECMA368 [8] is probably the first standard specifically tailored since the beginning of UWB
technology. In particular, ECMA-368 was conceived for wireless universal serial bus
(WUSB), consumer electronics (CE) and generally speaking home connectivity. The
major problem linked to the IEEE 802.15.3 is the centralized management of the network
and the centralized strive to manage TDMA slots assigned to P2P communicating
devices [46]. Furthermore, uncoordinated and independent piconets managed by
different PNCs may cause reciprocal interference on the TDMA slots that cannot
be avoided due to lack of mechanisms to re-coordinate the two networks 2 . For all
these reasons, ECMA-368 arose as the candidate MAC protocol in order to perform
distributed network management and data exchange. To implement a fully distributed
network architecture, the concepts of logical, physical and extended beacon groups
(BGs) are defined. Logical groups are established around a device so as to enable
medium reservations and spatial reuse. A physical beacon group is a set of devices from
which a device receives beacons that are time synchronized. An extended beacon group
is the union of extended beacon groups.
Physical layer
ECMA-368 [8] uses Multi-Band Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (MBOFDM) modulation scheme to transmit data. Physical layer characteristics specify the
use of mandatory data rates of {53.3, 106.7, 200} Mbps. Other admissible data rates
are {80, 160, 320, 400} Mbps and the maximum allowable transfer rate is 480 Mbps.
The frequency spectrum is divided into 14 bands of 528 MHz each. The first 12 bands
are grouped into 4 band groups of 3 bands each, while the last 2 are grouped in a fifth
group. Each band uses a total of 110 OFDM carriers: 100 useful plus 10 guard carriers.
Frequency-domain spreading, time-domain spreading, puncturing and concatenated
forward error correction (FEC) coding are used depending on the data rate and the
modulation. In particular, the outer encoder is the Reed-Solomon RS(23,17), while
the inner encoder is convolutional with code rates {1/3, 1/3, 5/8}, for the mandatory
transfer rates. OFDM carriers are modulated with Quadrature Phase Shift Key (QPSK)
up to 200 Mbps, whereas for higher values the Dual-Carrier Modulation (DCM), [47] is
2 The

IEEE 802.15.3 does not include any mechanism allowing two independent PNCs to intercommunicate.
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used.

Fig 4. ECMA-368 superframe MAC structure [8].

MAC layer
MAC functionalities are fully distributed among devices, while flexibility is provided by
distributed coordination and distributed resource reservation policies [8]. Channel access
periods are organized in superframes (SF) of 65.536 ms duration. Each superframe is
divided into 256 medium access slots (MASs), each 256 µs long. Each superframe
begins with a beacon period (BP) followed by a data transfer period (DTP). Data
exchange during the DTP may occur in contention-free as well as in contention
mode. The contention-free mode is known as distributed reservation protocol (DRP),
whereas the contention mode uses prioritized contention access (PCA). The superframe
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structure of the ECMA-368 MAC is shown in Figure 4. The standard includes several
sophisticated distributed techniques which enhance coexistence between neighboring
piconets (multiple BPs merging protocol), as well as a number of power management
techniques and ACK policies. In particular, the standard defines the use of several ACK
policies, namely No-ACK, immediate ACK and block ACK.
The beginning of a superframe is identified by the beacon period start time (BPST),
coinciding with the beginning of the BP. The beacon period is divided into BSs of
duration Ts = 85.3 µs. Beacon frames convey an amount of information vital for the
management of the network in the form of IEs. For example, beacon frames transmitted
within the BSs contain necessary information about connectivity status of a device
through the beacon period occupancy information element (BPOIE). Some important
IEs that are included in a beacon are the BP switch IE (used for merging multiple BPs),
DRP IE (used for reserving MAS during the superframe), hibernation mode IE (used by
hibernation mode devices) and the traffic indication map IE (TIM). Other IEs could be
cited but for the sake of conciseness they will not be discussed.
The first two BP slots are referred to as signaling slots (SS) and have special
purposes. During network set-up, a newcomer device must first scan for beacons to
acquire synchronization for at least 1 superframe, or at least 2 superframes in case no
beacon frame is received. If no beacons are detected, beacon frames are periodically
broadcasted so as to define the superframe structure at the rate of 53.3 Mbps. Otherwise,
newcomer devices should contend for a BS with other potential devices in a fixed size
window of n slots referred to as the extension window (EW). Medium access is based
on S-Aloha. While EW size assumes values in the range n ∈ [2, 8] [8]. This phase is
referred to as the extension phase. Every time that new devices acquire a BS, the length
of the beacon period (BPL) increases, up to a maximum of mMaxBPLength (96 beacon
slots, see also Table 14) [8]. The index of the last beacon slot successfully occupied is
defined as the highest occupied busy slot (HOBS). Devices that suffer collisions must
reattempt a new beacon slot. At the superframe following an access phase, attempting
devices receive beacon frames from nodes already member of the BP. A newcomer
device acquire a BS free from collisions when all beacon frames transmitted by member
devices report the MAC address of the newcomer device in the corresponding BPOIE.
In order to avoid conflicts, a member device will communicate within its BPOIE not
only the occupied BSs in its one-hop neighborhood, but also those occupied within
two-hops. After two hops the BS indexes can be reused, hence enabling spatial reuse.
As it was described in [48], deadlock configurations occur when newcomer devices
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attempt to join a BP where only one beacon slot is available. This results in a starvation
of the allocation process.
After all devices have successfully acquired a beacon slot within the BP, the
contraction phase can start. Since at the end of the extension phase beacon slots are
not necessarily contiguously occupied, the device occupying the HOBS that does not
register any medium activity for mMaxLostBeacons+13 consecutive superframes, can
switch to the earliest available BS, therefore avoiding unnecessary long beacon periods
[8]. The devices use the standard defined indicator for doing the contraction, which
simply is the movable bit. The movable bit is set to 1 before shifting the BS and it is set
to zero after the shift
The merging procedure used to avoid harmful interference between piconets
operating in proximity is called multiple BPs merging. At the end of the merging
procedure, the BSs of a BG are relocated to the BP of the other BG. Two or more
piconets might come into range due to mobility, propagation characteristics of other
effects. When a device member of a reference BG receives beacons that are not aligned
with its current BPST, it must consider that another piconet is located in the same space.
In this case, such received beacon is indicated as alien. If the alien beacon is received
for sufficiently long time (mBPMergeWait superframes [8]), a BP merging procedure
should be initiated. When this occurs, two main methods are provided by the standard.
The first method starts when the BPST of the reference BG lays within the alien BP. In
this case, the reference devices should begin the procedure for acquiring a BS in the alien
BP, so as to form a unique (extended) BG. The second method takes into account non
overlapping BPs. Raising the issue of which of the two BGs should initiate the merging
(in fact they are reciprocally alien to each other). In this case, the procedure is more
complex. If the alien BPST falls in the first half of the superframe of the reference BG,
then the devices belonging to the reference BG will have initiate the merging procedure.
This is done by setting a special type of DRP with reservation type set to alien. The
devices starting the BSs relocation must include a BP switch IE indicating after how
many superframes the merging will take place and which BS a device will relocate to.
During the merging, MAS reserved for data communications cannot be modified.
ECMA-368 defines also different power management policies. Namely, a device
can operate in active and hibernation modes. An active device transmits and receives
beacons in every superframe, whereas hibernation mode devices for multiple consecutive
3 This
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is a parameter defined in ECMA-368.

superframes do not access the BP, neither in transmission nor in reception. In reality, two
types of devices are defined by the standard, hibernation anchor and hibernation mode
devices. The hibernation anchor is clearly an active mode device, which by including
the hibernation anchor IE in its beacon, advertises information on devices in hibernation.
A hibernation mode device should communicate to the anchor how long it will remain in
in power save mode. A device in hibernation can decide to exit from hibernation at any
time (even earlier than announced). The hibernation mode device should wake one
superframe before the end of the hibernation period to restore synchronization. After
that, it should restart sending beacons in its BS, which has however remained reserved
for it.
The superframe is divided into 16 non-overlapping zones, each containing 16 MASs.
Devices attempt MASs reservation and must resolve conflicts that arise when multiple
nodes reserve overlapping MASs. Devices use the DRP availability IE inserted in the
beacon packet to share their view on MAS reservations. Furthermore, there are three
types of interframe spaces, MIFS, SIFS and AIFS, where the latter refers to arbitration
interframe space. These preliminaries are necessary information to better explain the
way devices access resources during the DTP. Along this way, when devices reserve
MASs by means of the DRP procedure, they will inform the other devices throughout
the zone and MAS bitmaps. A bit one in the zone bitmap indicates which zone has
reserved MASs, while the MAS bitmap with bits set to one indicates which MAS are
reserved in a certain zone. MASs could be reserved in soft, hard and private way for the
purpose of exchanging data.
The contention-based channel access protocol defined by ECMA-368 is PCA, as
mentioned before. PCA exhibits similarities with the enhanced distributed coordination
function (EDCF) defined by the IEEE 802.11e amendment. In fact, PCA provides
differentiated, distributed contention access to the medium. PCA is a form of CSMA/CA
where the backoff parameters are adapted on the basis of the traffic type, in such a way
as to assign more probability to access the medium to a delay sensitive application.
The mechanism is based on the definition of access categories (ACs) and transmission
opportunities (TXOP). Eight traffic types are defined with voice having the highest
priority and background traffic the lowest. The traffic types are mapped into four ACs
and for each AC transmission parameters are adapted to gain TXOPs. As in typical
IEEE 802.11 compliant networks, PCA uses NAV, RTS-CTS handshake, CCA and
backoff. More precisely, a device selects the contention window on the basis of the AC
to which the traffic belongs and very importantly, a devices can handle several streams
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by obtaining a TXOP and for each stream it can transmit one or more packets. Thus the
backoff counter is selected accordingly to the AC by drawing a uniform random number.
A device must sense the channel free for at least an AIFS before trying to transmit a
packet. In particular, a device begins decrementing the counter a SIFS after the channel
was sensed idle. The backoff counter is the decremented as an idle backoff slot elapses4 ,
by assessing idle the status of the medium by means of CCA. If the medium is assessed
busy the backoff counter is paused and resume decrementing when the medium is
assessed busy for at least a SIFS [8].
As mentioned earlier, the contention-free channel access method defined by ECMA368 is the DRP protocol. For DRP, devices reserve MAS either explicitly exchanging
command frames (explicit way), or embedding DRP information elements into the
beacon frames (implicit way). The DRP is based on distributed TDMA (D-TDMA),
where MASs reservation occurs either in soft and hard way (private reservations are
also defined by the standard but here they will not be considered). In hard DRP
reservation, the reserved MASs can be accessed only by the owner and the target of the
communication, with the communication started by the sender. For soft reservation
instead, devices can access the reserved slots by means of PCA rules, but the reservation
owner maintains the highest access priority (highest AIFS) and can access the medium
without backoff. Successfully reserved DRPs are announced by the sender and receiver
devices by inserting DRP reservation announcements into the beacon. More precisely,
the IE includes the reservation status field, which is set one in case of successful
reservation. When a conflict between reserved MASs occurs, the standard defines rules
to resolve the hassle based on the conflict tie breaker bit and beacon slot index. In order
to have as fair as possible access to the medium, ECMA-368 defines the possibility to
reserve MASs during a DRP reservation in either safe or unsafe mode. A device that
has reserved MASs in unsafe mode might receive a relinquish request from another
device which might for instance lack resources otherwise. Upon receiving the relinquish
request the device that reserved unsafe MASs should release them to allow the use of
another pair of nodes.

4A

backoff slot includes the time to prepare the packet for transmission at the MAC plus propagation delay.
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2.3

MAC protocols for wireless sensor networks

Excellent and exhaustive taxonomies for WSNs are available in [49] and [50], which
show how vast the literature of MAC protocols for WSNs is. The author does not want
to duplicate an existing work but he would like to focus on the general aspects involved,
though reviewing some important MAC protocols tailored for WSNs.
A WSN is a special type of network conceived to monitor very different events
belonging to different areas of application. The constitutive element of a WSN are
generally small, low-cost, low-complexity, cheap sensors having limited computational
power as well as limited storage and battery capabilities. Of course, WSNs share some
of the traditional challenges of other wireless networks, but among the typical metrics
used to evaluate network performance such as throughput, delay, fairness and energy
consumption, they put great emphases on the latter. In fact, due to the duties performed
by WSNs, it is generally difficult or impractical to charge/replace exhausted batteries of
the sensor nodes. Another great difference with respect to ad-hoc networks resides in
the fact that sensor networks installations can require hundreds or thousands of nodes,
which collaborate together toward the achievement of a final objective.
In order to delimit the typical challenges of a WSN must undertake, a clear definition
of the applications and design space is useful. Unlike other types of networks, the
application imposes so many constraints on the design that it is impossible to decide
which protocol or physical technology it is better in absolute. In the vast literature
available in the area of WSNs, some interesting papers that could help clarifying most of
the basic concepts related to the design of a WSN are reviewed in [51–55]. Typical
applications for WSNs are military, environmental monitoring, health monitoring, home
applications plus other commercial applications such as machinery control and smart
environments.
As it follows from the discussion so far, the design of a WSN must pay particular
attention to the maximization of the network lifetime. In general, a remote monitoring
station acts as the sink of the overall traffic injected into a sensor network. Therefore,
sensor nodes are organized in such a way as to form a multi-hop network in which
sensor nodes adopt specifically designed PHY, MAC and routing protocols in order to
reach the far destination. As this thesis investigates MAC protocols inserted into very
different contexts, applications and physical layer characteristics are reviewed to show
the author’s contributions with respect to the state of the art. In order to achieve the
destination with minimal energy cost and complying with the criteria imposed by the
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specific application, an optimal design should be employed. This represents an excellent
way of maximizing the network lifetime. Before entering into the details of MAC design
tailored for WSNs, it is worth discussing briefly the major design constraints and causes
of energy waste. As pointed out in [52], sensor network design is influenced by many
factors, including:
– fault tolerance: when a single sensor runs out of power or remains damaged, its
failure should not compromise the functionalities of the entire network, which should
reconfigure to keep the service they are meant to provide to an acceptable level;
– scalability: depending on the application, a sensor network might comprise few
sensors up to thousands. The network must be able to function in both cases without
encountering major drawbacks that greatly reduce network performance;
– production cost: in a sensor network including a high (or very high) number of sensor
nodes, the cost of each individual device must be kept low to avoid enormously
increasing costs;
– operating environment: a sensor network can operate in very hostile environments,
as when monitoring avalanche or some industrial process. In this case network
maintenance and deployment becomes a very challenging task;
– network topology: this peculiar characteristic emerges in sensor networks intended for
a deployment over large areas where a potentially high density network of sensors
needs to report the sensed information to a remote sink. The choice of the topology
affects the entire network organization, as well as its performance and overall lifetime;
– hardware type: this aspect relates particularly to the design of the parts should be
included in a sensor node. Basically, a sensor device should include a sensing unit, a
processing unit, a transceiver unit and a power unit but other functionalities might be
added if required by the specific application;
– transmission media: this is related to the selection of the specific means used to
transfer the sensed information between the sensors and the remote sink. In this thesis,
the wireless medium is considered but in other contexts the selection could be an
infrared or optical media;
– power consumption: this is a fundamental aspect common to all sensor networks used
for different purposes. As mentioned, this is one of the major limiting factors of a
sensor device compared to other types of nodes. A sensor upon detecting an event,
has to process it and send it to the sink by making efficient use of the available power;
– security: this aspect might be raised for certain specific applications, where for
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example biological data such as vital signs might be exchanged between the sensors
and a storage unit.
Traditional MAC protocols designed for ad-hoc networks such as CSMA/CA, MACA
and MACAW, TDMA-based and the IEEE 802.11 distributed coordination function
(DCF) represent an excellent starting point for the design of a MAC specific for WSNs.
However, they cannot be reused as they are. In fact, all the mentioned protocols were
conceived for throughput maximization and delay minimization, while keeping fairness
amongst the nodes. As already mentioned, WSNs lay great emphases on the fact that
energy conservation is the key factor, given that replacing a node or recharging its
battery might be impossible after network deployment. It is now clear how the balance
between the cited metrics changes in WSN and the design must adapt accordingly.
Therefore, the designer might compromise delay to keep a minimum level of reliability
but at the same time minimizing energy consumption. This consideration can also be
reinforced by observing that often times sensors do not require to transmit at high data
rates and the amount of information sent can involve relatively small packets. The major
causes of energy waste are the following:
– idle listening: this is probably one of the most important causes of energy waste and
is due to the fact that a node must be awake long enough to be able to receive the
messages addressed to it that would be missed otherwise;
– overhearing: this type of energy waste is the opposite of the previous as a node that is
trying to catch messages addressed to it will also receive information that concerns
other nodes;
– collisions: this one is due to inefficiency inherent to the protocols that are used to
send data over the wireless channel, which force nodes to retransmit colliding packets.
Therefore, strong FEC or automatic repeat request (ARQ) techniques must be used to
increase the transmission reliability;
– protocol overhead: this is due to MAC headers and control messages used to manage
the network and establish the communication link. In particular, the small size of the
packets is more affected by overhead compared to what could happen in other types
of networks;
– traffic type: this is strictly related to the particular way nodes of a WSN generate traffic.
Depending on the application, sensor nodes might generate traffic in continuous
mode, in event-driven mode, in observer-initiated mode or hybrid. Thereby, traffic
could be generated sporadically. However, during a generation phase there could be
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a sudden peak of traffic compared to even long periods of time during which the
network is mainly inactive.
Furthermore, nodes mobility introduces additional challenges compared to the static
case, although the latter is probably the most common. All the above mentioned causes
of energy waste also vary in importance. They mix together in such a way as to affect
the battery lifetime of a node to a different degree, depending on the specific hardware
consumptions. It is quite well understood that increasing hardware complexity also
increases energy consumption, although a too simple hardware might perform quite
poorly. Therefore, a trade-off is visible also in terms of memory and computational
power, as well as transceiver complexity.
An obvious observation is that the basic element of a sensor node is the sensing part
itself, which is used to monitor a desired phenomena. On the other hand, the transceiver
has to be be used efficiently, considering that it represents the biggest cause of battery
consumption. Thus, transceivers able to reach different power states can better serve
the final goal of saving energy. It is then convenient to define different power modes:
a power mode in which the transceiver is fully active, a power mode in which the
transceiver is nearly off and a low-power mode where only the critical circuits are kept
active.
As for other types of networks, distributed and centralized network solutions could
be designed for WSNs, both offering pros and cons depending on the application. In
general, the solution provided tries to cope with the existing limitations of the sensors
and to eliminate some of the major causes of energy waste. Related to the network
architecture, the use of centralized solutions where information has to be shared between
nodes might not scale well, given the large number of sensors involved. However,
as pointed out in [51], there will be a trade-off in terms of merit between sharing
information and distributing network functionalities.
MAC protocols designed for WSNs use different approaches in order to optimize the
use of energy but from a more general point of view, certain techniques are common,
though reshaped in different flavors. Typical functionalities adopted by MAC protocols
for WSNs are the following: nodes duty cycling 5 , CS, backoff, RTS-CTS handshake,
synchronization packets, acknowledgments for feedback, physical and virtual clustering,
allocation of time slots for communications. All these possible techniques are adopted
5 Nodes

are organized in awake-sleep periods over a predefined period of time, that is here referred to as the
cycle. The duty cycle defines the fraction of time nodes are awake to transmit or receive data. the duty cycle
could be of fixed or variable length, synchronous or asynchronous.
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in different MAC protocols.
Considering the extent of the existing literature on MAC protocols for WSNs, it
is impossible to review all. Therefore, only some of them will be reviewed, owing to
their importance. It is also necessary to point out that the reviewed protocols are not
necessary chronologically.
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Table 1. Summary of some existing MAC protocols for WSNs.
MAC

Protocol type

Description

PAMAS (Power aware multi-access unscheduled
with signaling) [56]

it uses one transceiver for control
messages and another one for data.
PAMAS uses RTS-CTS and busy
tone [57] but it does not use ACK
packets.

B-MAC (Barkley MAC) [58]

low power listening (LPL)

Similarly to [59], nodes are organized
in an asynchronous cycle of
sleep-awake periods. A long
preamble is used to cover the sleep
period of the neighbors.

WiseMAC (Wireless sensor MAC)
[60]

encounter-based

it is based on [61], uses and extends
B-MAC but with the addition that
nodes store the offsets of the
neighbors. Channel access
arbitration is done by means of
NP-CSMA and link reliability with
ACK packets. Sensor nodes adapt
the preamble length and insert in the
ACK their sleep schedule.

S-MAC (Sensor MAC) [62]

scheduled

S-MAC organizes awake-sleep
periods of neighboring nodes into
virtual clusters, so that the
active/inactive periods of the sensors
are of fixed length (equal for all
nodes) and loosely synchronized.

LEACH (The low-energy adaptive
clustering hierarchy) [63]

cluster-based

it organizes nodes to form physical
clusters. One of the sensor nodes
assumes the role of cluster-head.
The cluster-head coordinates the
other nodes and behaves as a local
sink.

TRAMA (Traffic adaptive MAC) [64] Traffic-based

it is based on [65]. TRAMA allocates
scheduled slots with no contention for
data messages and small slots ruled
by contention for control messages
(used for example for schedule
exchange) plus nodes priority.

As was mentioned earlier, the literature of MAC protocols for WSNs is very
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extensive and much more could be said, showing pros and cons of each protocol. Some
other known MAC protocols that for conciseness are not discussed here are shown in
Figure 5 and Figure 6 for the unscheduled and scheduled cases, respectively6 . The
classification is based on [51], although other similar classifications are available in
the literature, as for example in [66]. More details on some scheduled MAC protocol
are available in [67–76]. Zebra-MAC (Z-MAC) deserves a particular mention, since it
implements a hybrid MAC protocol combining both TDMA and CSMA channel access.
In fact, Z-MAC assigns TDMA slots to nodes that have packets to transmit but unused
slots are allowed to be accessed by means of CSMA. In this way, Z-MAC performs
similar to CSMA for light traffic and similarly to TDMA for heavy traffic conditions.
For unscheduled MAC protocols instead, more details on other existing protocols are
available from [77–80]. Despite the large number of MAC proposals, still there is a lack
of thorough studies and simulations adequate to compare and validate the performance
of the protocols thereof. This direction is followed for example in [81].

6 According

to the classification done in [51], encounter-based MAC protocols encompasses those specifying
some form of neighbors synchronization.
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Fig 5. Taxonomy of of some existing MAC protocols falling into the broad set of
unscheduled (or random) protocols.

2.3.1

The IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard [10] is a low-cost, low-power, low-rate MAC and PHY
standard for WPANs intended for a wide variety of different applications such as WSNs,
home automation, inventory control, precision agriculture and monitoring of industrial
process, to cite some. MAC and PHY defined by the IEEE 802.15.4 have been developed
as part of a larger effort to create a wireless standard such as ZigBee in the 2.4 GHz ISM
band [82] [83]. A general overview of the standard IEEE 802.15.4 and its applications is
given in [84] [85] [86] [87] [88]. The standard defines the use of four PHY layers in
its original formulation. The first is a direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS), using
binary phase shift key (BPSK) modulation in frequency 868/915 MHz. The second
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Fig 6. Taxonomy of some existing MAC protocols falling into the broad set of
scheduled protocols.

defines the use of offset-quadrature phase shift key (O-QPSK) in frequency 868/915
MHz. The third defines the use of parallel sequence spread spectrum (PSSS) and BPSK
or amplitude phase shift key (ASK). The last considers frequency of 2.45 GHz using
DSSS and O-QPSK.
The standard is designed to deliver a minimum data rate of 20 Kbps up to 250 Kbps.
Typical personal operating space (POS) is around 10 m. The standard defines two types
of devices; full function device (FFD) and reduced function device (RFD). A FFD can
operate in three different modes serving as PAN coordinator, coordinator or just as
device. An FFD can directly communicate either with other FFDs or RFDs, whereas a
RFD can communicate only with an FFD. RFDs are intended as very cheap and simple
sensor devices. The standard defines two types of network topologies that are the star
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topology network (STN) and the peer-to-peer topology network (P2PTN). In the STN
a device becomes the PAN coordinator, responsible for managing the devices in its
radio range (FFDs or RFDs). One of the tasks of the PAN coordinator is the periodic
transmission of the beacon frame. A typical example of P2PTN is the cluster tree
network, which is very useful to extended radio coverage. In cluster tree topology one
device becomes the overall PAN coordinator (e.g. a device with greater computational
capabilities). Other FFDs can function as local coordinators, while RFDs have to be
considered the leaf nodes of the network. Local coordinators send beacon frames
periodically into their radio range. It is then clear that a P2PTN is in general more an
ad-hoc type of network.
The IEEE 802.15.4 standard defines the use of beacon-enabled and non-beacon
enabled WPANs. In beacon-enabled WPANs a superframe structure is defined7 . Vice
versa, in non-beacon enabled WPANs channel access is unslotted CSMA-CA, which is a
particular adaptation of the CSMA/CA mechanism for low-power communications.
Two parameters characterize both network modes, the superframe order (SO) and the
beacon order (BO). BO ranges in the interval [0,15] and in general SO ≤ BO. If the
non-beacon enabled mode is selected, the PAN coordinator should not transmit beacons
except when explicitly requested. However, the non-beacon enabled mode is not taken
into consideration in the remainder of this thesis.
As shown in Figure 7, beacon-enabled mode uses a superframe structure that
begins with the periodic transmission of the beacon frame. The interval between two
consecutive beacon transmissions is called beacon interval (BI). In this case, one of
the channel access techniques is slotted CSMA-CA. In both slotted and unlostted
versions, the basic time unit is denoted as aUnitBackoffPeriod [10]. However, in the
slotted version the slot boundaries of any devices must be aligned in time with the
slot boundaries of the coordinator. In CSMA-CA the successful reception of a frame
can optionally be followed by an ACK frame, leaving a long inter-frame space (LIFS)
between data reception and ACK transmission. Network formation begins with devices
seeking for the beacon frame of an existing PAN coordinator by means of either ED,
active or passive scan. In case a beacon of a PAN coordinator is found, a device can start
the network association procedure defined in [10] by using slotted CSMA-CA channel
access.
The superframe is divided into 16 equally sized slots (denoted as aNumSuper f rameSlots)
7 From
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now, beacon-enabled mode and STN are used interchangeably.

and an optional inactive period during which the coordinator can decide to enter in
low-power mode. Therefore, the BI fraction during which devices are active is called
superframe duration (SD). The standard includes the possibility of using slotted CSMACA during the contention access period (CAP) and coordinated in time channel access
during contention free period (CFP). The CFP starts at the slot boundary immediately
following the CAP and it is always placed at the end of the SD. The CFP is divided into
guaranteed time slots (GTSs) which can be dynamically allocated or deallocated by the
PAN coordinator on the basis of available resources and requests from the devices, in
a number up to seven. A GTS can use more than one slot but in general a sufficient
portion of the CAP (aMinCAPLength) must always be included [89] [90]. GTSs are
allocated to support applications requiring low-latency or with specific quality of service
(QoS) requirements. However, the CFP is out of the scope of this thesis except for the
influence it can have on CAP performance. The relevant timing parameters are defined
as
BI = aBaseSuper f rameDuration · 2BO
SD = aBaseSuper f rameDuration · 2

(2)

SO

aBaseSuper f rameDuration = aBaseSlotDuration · aNumSuper f rameSlots
where aBaseSlotDuration = 60 symbols and the duration of a slot is in general 2SO ·
aBaseSlotDuration. The slotted CSMA-CA channel access is characterized by three
parameters, which are the number of backoff periods (NB), the backoff exponent (BE)
and the contention window (CW ). NB is the number of times a device was required to
backoff while attempting the current transmission and it is initialized to zero at starts the
transmission of a new frame. CW defines the number of consecutive backoff periods
the channel must be clear of channel activity before each transmission attempt and
should be initialized to two before a transmission starts. BE is the value of the backoff
exponent ranging usually in the interval [3,8]8 . Prior to transmitting, a device should
draw a uniform random backoff delay in the interval [0, 2BE ). It should decrement
the backoff counter as one backoff time unit elapses until it reaches zero 9 . When the
backoff counter is zero the device performs a CCA. As the channel is assessed idle,
8 BE

could be initialized also to zero.
must be pointed out the important fact that a frame transaction (including reception of the ACK in case this
option is enabled) must complete before the CAP period ends. In case in the current CAP there is not enough
remaining time, the procedure must be paused and resumed at the the beginning of the next CAP period in the
following superframe.
9 It
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CW should be decremented by one and if it reaches zero with channel still idle the
transmission can start. In case any of the CCA fails, then both NB and BE must be
incremented by one up to reach their maximum values. When NB exceeds its maximum
value before successful transmission takes place, the packet is discarded. On the other
hand, in case a collision is detected (for example ACK frame is not received), NB and
BE are incremented and the procedure is repeated. In case the maximum number of
retransmissions is exceeded, the device must discard the current packet.

Fig 7. IEEE 802.15.4 superframe strucutre [10].

2.3.2

The IEEE 802.15.4a PHY amendment

The PHY amendment adapted to enable alternative PHY with precision ranging,
extended range and enhanced robustness for low-rate WPANs operating in license-free
bands is described in [11]. It enables chirp spread spectrum (CSS) and UWB alternative
PHY layers. The CSS is out of the scope of this thesis and only the UWB option is
taken into. The standard defines 16 channels for UWB distributed over three different
bands. For the UWB PHY, the standards specifies the use of the frequency range 250
- 750 MHz (referred also as the sub-gigahertz band), 3.1-5 GHz (the low-band) and
6-10.6 GHz (the high band). Channel access methods during the CAP are CSMA-CA
and slotted Aloha (S-Aloha), combined with general MAC concepts taken from the
IEEE 802.15.4 (e.g., non-beacon enabled/beacon-enabled modes). In particular, the
S-Aloha channel access is defined specifically to cope with the carrier-less nature of
UWB signals. For ranging purposes, the standard defines a number of techniques,
including one-way and two-way ranging.
Pulse repetition frequency (PRF), center frequency, FEC options, preamble codes
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and CCA mode are some of the standard defined parameters. Five different waveforms
are defined but the beacon (beacon-enabled mode) is always sent with the mandatory
waveform. Over-the-air data rates are 851 Kbps, 250 Kbps, 110 Kbps, 40 Kbps and 20
Kbps. The UWB PHY specified by the IEEE 802.15.4a defines the use of one mandatory
channel, center frequency, bandwidth, data rate and pulse shape. For example, channel
number three in the low-mandatory band is centered at 4492.8 MHz. The basic pulse
shape p(t) is a 8 order butterworth pulse with a 3 dB bandwidth of 500 MHz. Pulse
duration is based on the channel number selection. Modulation is a mix between burst
position modulation (BPM) and BPSK. The outer encoder is Reed-Solomon RS(55,63),
while the inner encoder is convolutional having code rate 1/2, thus using a concatenated
FEC. As defined in the standard, a packet begins with a preamble whose length is
chosen in the set {16, 64, 1024, 4096}. The preamble is used mainly for synchronization,
ranging and channel estimation purposes. Its structure will be thoroughly illustrated in
Chapter 4.
A major characteristic of the standard defined UWB signal structure is that the
symbol interval is divided in two subintervals identifying the two types of transmitted
symbols (either zero or one) with the BPM modulation. In particular, the standard
supports both coherent an non-coherent receiver structures. When non-coherent receiver
is used, the convolutional encoding is not employed. The symbol is finely slotted in
chip durations (Tc ). In each subinterval a train (or burst) of pulses (denoted as Ncpb )
is transmitted, starting from a certain chip position. The starting point of a burst is
specified by the corresponding time-hopping (TH) code. Specific ways of computing
parameters such as bandwidth and data rate are reminded to the standard. However, a
more in-depth specification will be offered in Chapter 4.
In order to facilitate channel assessment the standard defines the use of the extended
preamble structure for the optional UWB CCA mode (denoted as OCM, compliantly
with [23]). In OCM, the idea is to interleave preamble segments in the physical header
(PHR) and the PHY service data unit (PSDU). This means that a number of preambles
are inserted after a chunk of bits, which might either belong to the PHR or the PSDU.
The segment size does not depend on the data rate used and is computed on the basis of
the 850 Kbps. According to the standard, the CCA detection time should be around 40
data symbols or equivalently 8 multiplexed preambles symbols. The standard enables 6
different CCA techniques. The last CCA technique (CCA6) deserves few words as it
defines medium status assessment on the basis of identifying the preamble sequence
multiplexed in the packet structure.
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2.4

Wireless BAN for medical ICT

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the design of a WSN strictly depends on the
particular applications(s) and scenario(s) that are investigated. Wireless body area
networks (WBANs) constitute a particular branch of WSNs that must not only be
concerned with energy efficiency. In fact, WBANs have to cope with a broader set of
requirements compared to typical sensor networks. Sensors for BANs can be wearable,
implantable or deployed around the human body. They are used to monitor a number of
physiological signs that can be forwarded (even in real time) to a hospital, a clinic or
a remote monitoring center. WBANs are predicted to become a booming market in
developed countries where chronic diseases and aging population are impending factors.
The volume of traffic transmitted over a WBAN can vary greatly, depending on the
specific type of monitored vital signs. However, the range is wide and might span from
few kilobits up to tens of megabits per second. WBANs typically transmit over short
distances and connectivity with the Internet can be provided through other technologies.
Figure 8 shows in short some salient features of WBANs with respect to other well
known networks. A number of studies have already addressed typical applications, as
well as peculiar characteristics and technical challenges of the WBANs. Most of the
relevant issues in the relatively large literature for this topic have been addressed in
[91–96]. In order to give a complete, though concise, overview of WBANs, typical
vital signs monitored are electrocardiogram (ECG), electroencephalography (EEG),
electromyography (EMG), temperature of the body, blood oxygenation, heart rate,
glucose monitoring and capsule endoscope.
The particular nature of medical applications lead to the consideration that not only
ill people are the target customers of this emerging technology but also athletes and
rescuers, to cite some. Doctors or professional caregivers monitoring the status of their
patients must receive reliable information in order to address a diagnosis. Therefore,
when designing a WBAN not only energy consumption raises as a fundamental issue but
also throughput and delay play a significant role.
Typical challenges in the design of a WBAN are channel modeling and antenna
design, PHY, MAC and routing protocols design, energy efficiency, regulatory issues,
security and privacy, QoS and reliability, coexistence issues, as well as the selection of a
suitable frequency range. FCC in the US, ECC and ETSI in Europe are responsible for
issuing the required regulations which can enable WBANs to unleash all their potentials.
A thorough overview of activity regulations currently in progress for the use of WBANs
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Fig 8. Achievable data rate against power consumption of existing circuitry for
consumer electronics and future WBAN devices, according to [92].

is given in [97]. Candidate frequency range is the ISM band, the wireless telemetry
service (WTS), MedRadio (402-405 MHz) and UWB in the frequency ranges of 4.2-4.8
GHz and 7.250-8.5 GHz. Some of the candidate technologies are ZigBee, Bluetooth
low energy and UWB. The particular characteristics of the UWB signal such as very
low radiated power, precise ranging capabilities and suitability to indoor environments
render this technology quite appealing in this context.
The ultimate goal is the design of a self-organizing, self-healing, reconfigurable
and scalable WBAN. Since 2007, the task group TG6 [98] is in charge of developing
the standard IEEE 802.15.6 [12] that should be able to cope with all the challenges
mentioned until here. Apart from available 802.15.6 drafts, a description of the current
proposals of PHY layers is given in [99]. The IEEE 802.15.6 PHY proposal includes the
use of differentially coherent modulation such as differential phase shift key (DSPK),
which is studied in [100] for UWB PHY mode. On the other hand, a non-coherent
receiver structure is studied in [101]. Typical network solutions consider a number of
sensors involved in the measurement of vital signs sending their data to a sink that could
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be either on or near the body. The sink might be, for example, a smart device (e.g.,PDA)
or an AP. Channel access modes tailored for the raising IEEE 802.15.6 standard are
studied and only partially analyzed in [102–105].
The design and the evaluation of MAC protocols suitable for WBAN applications in
conjunction with IR-UWB represents one of this thesis objectives. Channel modeling
is a fundamental step in the design of appropriate PHY and MAC protocols. The
highly dynamic environment especially due to the movements of the patients poses
unique challenges to the derivation of a suitable channel model. Furthermore, propagation through the human body, diffraction around the body and reflections due to the
surrounding environments have to be considered. Some recent work accomplished
channel measurements and extrapolation of fitting models for WBANs using UWB
technology as shown in [106–110]. In the limits of the experimental setup, [110] shows
that the average amplitude of the channel impulse response can be fit with a log-normal
distribution.
It is now clear that a MAC protocol suitable for WBANs must be carefully designed,
given the relatively wide range of requirements and constraints. MAC protocols for
WBANs such as CSMA/CA, Aloha and TDMA-based protocols have been objective of
study in recent years. For example, some interesting work exploring the suitability of
these protocols for WBANs can be found in [111–116], some of which target specifically
UWB technology. Furthermore, drawing application values of the monitored vital signs
from [117], MAC protocols performance such as PSMA and S-Aloha have been studied
and simulated in [26] and [27].

2.5

MAC and PHY layers for UWB-based wireless sensor
networks

The aim of this section is to provide support for the analysis carried out in Chapter 4
where MAC protocols for UWB-based WSNs are analyzed more in-depth.

2.5.1

Overview of sensing techniques in radio packet
networks

From the literature of narrow band communications, protocols using carrier sensing
outperform Aloha protocols. In the context of UWB communications the use of the term
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carrier sense is improper given that IR-UWB signal is carrier-less by nature. In fact, it
is more accurate the term CCA, which is used in a broader sense since it includes all
possible techniques enabling the channel status assessment.
Owing to the fact that nowadays a large number of wireless systems exists (i.e, not
only narrow-band), the work illustrated in [118] and [119] highlights the importance of an
appropriate selection of the CCA techniques and its implications on MAC performance.
For narrow-band communications systems CS is based on energy collection, as the energy
of the signal is located around the carrier frequency in a relatively small bandwidth (in
opposition to UWB systems). This enables an extremely efficient energy collection
with almost negligible miss-detection. Based on this efficiency, MAC protocols such as
CSMA was designed [1], [57], as well the most important standard for WLAN [33].
In [120], [121] and [122] the problem of incorrect CCA for a number of CSMA
protocols in case of narrow band communications has been evaluated. For IR-UWB
communications the lack of a carrier frequency, stringent regulations on power emissions
and adversarial channel conditions results in a CCA operation less reliable than in
narrow band communications. In particular, [119] introduces a pulse sensor to be used
in large wireless sensor networks in order to improve the efficiency of the CCA in
conjunction with IR-UWB. In [118], it was showed that PD techniques offer the best
reliability, although detection techniques based on the ED receiver can still be attractive,
especially for their simplicity.

2.5.2

Preamble sense multiple access MAC protocol

PSMA [22, 23, 50] belongs to the family of CSMA protocols designed for a typical
beacon-enabled STN. The main idea is to combine PD techniques with energy detection.
This permits using reduced overhead with respect to the OCM mode using the CCA6
defined in [11]. Figure 9 illustrates the PSMA channel access scheme.
In PSMA it is assumed that a frame transaction of duration Ts lasts for two consecutive backoff slots. The figure does not show the time required for the reception of
the ACK frame (denoted as TAckWait ) and the reception of the ACK frame itself. The
preamble is inserted on top of the data frame only at the beginning of the first backoff
slot. A device with a frame to transmit senses the channel to detect whether a preamble
has been transmitted or not. In case a preamble is not detected over the air, the device
defers the transmission of the data packet by one backoff slot. Two cases of interest have
to be analyzed for device sensing the channel. In the first case, the device senses the
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Fig 9. Example of channels access using PSMA MAC protocol.

channel when no other data packet was transmitted (idle channel). In the second case,
the device senses the channel after another data packet has already been transmitted over
the air but, the packet cannot be detected since the sensing occurs at the beginning of the
second backoff slot. Therefore, delaying by one slot the transmission of the data packet
in either cases, PSMA prevents packets collisions due to unheard transmissions.
In case the channel is sensed at the beginning of the first backoff slot and the
preamble is detected (busy channel), the device must refrain from transmitting deferring
to a later time. The concept of later time often implies that protocol performance are
derived assuming that newly generated and backlog traffics can be modeled as a Poisson
process with arrival rate Λ packets/slot [1] [57]. More realistically, the backlog traffic
cannot be modeled with a Poisson process. This is particularly the case of devices
retransmitting collided packets according to the well known BEB mechanism or in case
a finite population is considered [123].
The main advantage of the proposed PSMA protocol is the reduced overhead in
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comparison with preamble and data segments multiplexing (CCA6 defined in [11]). A
frame transaction includes the time required to send the data packet (including preamble
and headers) plus the time required to receive the ACK packet and necessary turned
around times (TATs) 10 . Consequently, PSMA yields unusually long backoff slots. Due
to the assumption that the preamble is inserted only at the beginning of the backoff slot
where a packet is transmitted, the number of CCAs is reduced to one, compared to the
standard IEEE 802.15.4 MAC.

2.5.3

Link budget calculation

The link budget for the IEEE 802.15.4a is carried out by means of the well known
propagation formula (referred to as Friis formula) and using the path-loss model
proposed in [11], which uses path-loss exponent11 2Ω = 2 below the distance threshold
rth = 8 m and 2Ω = 3.3 above. In particular, the path-loss as a function of the distance
can be written as
PL(r)
PL(r)

r≤8
r>8

= PL0 + 10 · 2Ω2 log10 r
= PL8 + 10 · 2Ω8 log10



(3)

r 
,
rth

where PL0 and PL8 are the losses at 1 m and 8 m, respectively. More exactly, the loss at
1 m is given by
PL0 = 10 · log10 4π

fc 
,
C

(4)

where fc is the central frequency and C is the speed of light. According to the propagation
formula the received power is written as
Prx = Ptx + Gtx + Grx − PL(r) − NF − Iloss [dB],

(5)

with Ptx the radio frequency (RF) transmit power and Gtx and Grx the gains of transmitting
and receiving antenna, respectively, NF stands for the noise figure and Iimpl oss is the
implementation losses. The transmit power is computed on the basis of the bandwidth
W (normalized in MHz) and the power spectral density S( f ) that for UWB is -41.3
10 Times

required by the circuitry to switch from transmission to reception or from low-power mode to another
power state.
11 Here Omega denotes amplitude-loss.
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dBm/MHz. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) per bit can be calculated as
Eb
W
= Prx − Pn − NF − Iloss + 10 · log10
,
N0
Rb

(6)

where Pn is the in-band thermal noise power, NF is the noise figure, Iloss stands for the
implementation losses while other parameters are shown in Table 2. The result of the
link budget is then shown in Figure 10
Achievable Eb/N0 versus distance
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As defined by the standard IEEE 802.15.4a the
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Fig 10. Link budget for the IEEE 802.15.4a UWB PHY, with propagation characteristics defined in [11].

Table 2. Link budget parameters for IEEE 802.15.4a.
Parameter

Value

Ptx

-14 dBm

fc

4492.8 MHz (the low band mandatory channel)

W

499.2 MHz

NF

5 dB

Iloss

3 dB

N0

-174 dBm/Hz

Rb

850 Kbps

Gtx

0 dB

Grx

0 dB

Distance

1 ÷ 20 m
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A comprehensive study of the channel models for UWB propagation has been
developed in [124] and [125] for different scenarios, that is, residential, office, outdoor
and farm environments. The channel model is valid in the range from 3 to 10 GHz and a
separate model below 1 GHz is developed. The merits of this modeling are the provision
of channel characteristics independently of the antennas used and the generalization of
the well known Saleh-Valenzuela channel model for indoor environment [126]. Possible
areas of application could be body area networks and industrial environments, just to
mention a few. The availability of a proper channel model is in fact of utmost importance
to evaluate network performance. The model proposed in [124] and [125] uses mixed
Poisson times of arrival and cluster dependent decay constants. The work described in
[124] supplies a Matlab code with preset parameter to compute for example RMS delay
and excess delay. In particular the excess delay for the different channel models are
shown in Table 3. The values shown in the table will be used to derive MAC protocols
performance in combination with the UWB PHY. A more in-depth discussion of the
characteristics of the considered channel model is anyway out of the scope of this thesis.
Table 3. IEEE 802.15.4a excess delay for different environments [124, 125].
Channel model

Distance (m)

Excess delay (ns)

CM1 - Residential (LoS)

7-20 m

16

CM2 - Residential (NLoS)

7-20 m

20

CM3 - Office(LoS)

3-28 m

9

CM4 - Office(NLoS)

3-28 m

17
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2.6

Millimeter wave communications

The IEEE 802.15.3c [9] is a recent standard designed for HR-WPAN in the 60 GHz band
(millimeter wave). The foundations of this standard stem from the IEEE 802.15.3b [127],
which was meant to enhance the original IEEE 802.15.3 [7]. The standard provides
three PHY modes and several MAC enhancements leveraging a minimum of 1 Gbps
(the standard defines the highest rate as over 5 Gbps). The appointed IEEE study group
on millimeter wave (mmwave) communications began operations defining the usage
models which the IEEE 802.15.3c is designed to satisfy, as well as an indoor channel
model and evaluation criteria [128]. The new standard includes a beamforming protocol
to enhance coverage and ba lock ACK to increase efficiency. From [128], the types of
applications (or usage models) the IEEE 802.15.3c is meant to support are the following:
– Uncompressed video streaming: given the large bandwidth available in the 69 GHz
band, the transmission of a high definition TV (HDTV) signal without cables is
possible. The type of video the standard should support is a 1920 × 1080 pixels/frame
video resolution with 24 bits/pixel and 60 frames/s, hence resulting in an overall date
rate of 3.5 Gbps and a pixel error rate of 10−9 .
– Uncompressed multivideo streaming: in this case a data rate of at least 0.6 Gbps,
with a video resolution of 720 × 480 pixels/frame is required. This could be the
typical case where multiple video streams are transmitted from a decoder to a TV to
watch multiple channels without using cables.
– Office desktop: this usage model is for data communications and it can be very
handy to interconnect a computer with its peripherals (e.g., hard disk) wireless. The
communication could be bidirectional or unidirectional and the required packet error
rate is as low as 0.08.
– Conference ad-hoc: this type of application is used to setup bidirectional video
conferencing and it must support longer distance than for office desktop.
– Kiosk file downloading: this is the typical case in which users upload or download
media content from electronic kiosks, through a hand-held device such as a smart
phone. Typical required data rate for this case is 1.5 Gbps at 1 m distance.

2.6.1

IEEE 802.15.3c physical layer characteristics

The 60 GHz PHY operates in the 57- 66 GHz unlicensed frequency band and, similarly
to the original IEEE 802.15.3, it provides a centralized network architecture from the
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MAC point of view. Hence, a PNC-capable device becomes the network coordinator
by broadcasting beacon frames. The IEEE 802.15.3c defines three types of physical
layers: Single Carrier mode (SC PHY), High Speed Interface mode (HSI PHY), and
Audio/Visual mode (AV PHY) to satisfy all the usage models defined above. Moreover,
the HSI and AV PHY modes are based on OFDM modulation, unlike the SC PHY. The
SC PHY is mainly meant for kiosk file downloading and office desktop. The HSI PHY
is designed to support bidirectional, NLoS, low-latency ad-hoc conference mode. The
AV PHY is finally designed to provide high quality video streaming. All PHY modes
obey to a quite typical frame format containing a preamble, a header and a payload.
The preamble is used for frame detection, channel estimation, frequency recovery and
timing acquisition. The header instead transports information such as payload size,
modulation and coding scheme used for the payload, while the payload conveys th
useful information itself. Finally, to mitigate interference between the different PHY
modes and enable intercommunications between them, the IEEE 802.15.3c defines a so
called Common mode signaling (CMS).
The CMS is a low data rate (25.8 Mbps) SC PHY exploited to facilitate intercommunications between the other PHY modes, prior to initiating their operations,
as mentioned above. Among other things, the CMS is used to transmit beacons, the
synchronization (sync) frame and command frames such as the association frames and
the beamforming training frames. The modulation used for the CSM is π/2-BPSK, the
header is protected with a FEC RS(33,17), whereas the payload part of a command is
protected with a RS(255,239). The CMS employs a spreading code applied to both
header and payload through a Golay sequence of 64 chips. The preamble is on the other
hand designed to provide a good level of synchronization and channel estimation even in
poor channel conditions. In this context is rather important to highlight the function of
the sync frame, which is used to facilitate the coexistence between the different PHY
modes, as mentioned above. The sync frame conveys information such as superframe
duration and timing information of the CAP and CTAs. Any PNC-capable device must
send sync frames in every superframes and any of the PNC-capable devices must be
able to receive frames sent through CMS. Through the sync frame any PNC-capable
device is therefore able to receive information belonging to other nearby piconets, hence
relieving the potential problem due to co-channel interference. Also non-PNC capable
devices can optionally broadcast sync frames in the granted CTAs with the purpose of
extending the coverage area.
Depending on the different applications, the SC PHY mode provides three classes
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of modulation and coding schemes (MCSs), class 1, class 2 and class 3 respectively.
Class 1 is specifically designed for kiosk file downloading to target low-power, low-cost
mobile devices, offering a data rate up to 1.5 Gbps. Class 2 targets the office desktop
application for data rates up to 3.3 Gbps and Class 3 is designed for high-performance
applications, targeting data rates in excess of 3 Gbps (i.e., up to 5.28 Gbps). The SC
PHY supports a large variety of modulation schemes such as π/2-BPSK, π/2-QPSK,
π/2 8-PSK, π/2 16-QAM, pre-coded minimum shift key (MSK), pre-coded Gaussian
minimum shift key (GMSK) and optionally on-off keying (OOK) and dual alternate
mark inversion (DAMI). The π/2-BPSK is also referred to as π/2-shifted BPSK, since
the constellation is obtained from an anti-clock wise rotation to the constellation of the
BPSK after the transmission of each symbol. DAMI is a single-side band modulated
signal combined with the transmission of two low-power pilot tones. The FEC used
by the SC PHY is either RS(255,239) or the low-density parity check codes (LDPC).
The IEEE 802.15.3c specifies four LDPC codes LDPC(672,336), LDPC(672,504),
LDPC(672,588) and LDPC(1440,1344.
The HSI PHY is mainly though to provide interconnection of a computer with its
peripherals and employs OFDM modulation. Three modulation schemes are supported,
QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM, with the highest rate of 5.775 Gbps (measured at the
PHY SAP). For the HSI PHY a special low-rate mode is created by applying a spreading
factor of 48, yielding a rate of 32.1 Mbps. In terms of FEC, only LDPC codes are
used and more specifically, the LDPC(672,336), LDPC(672,504), LDPC(672,420) and
LDPC(672,588).
The AV PHY is designed for transmitting HDTV content, with the 60 GHz devices
being either the source or the recipient of the video stream. The AV PHY includes two
sub-PHY modes, which are the high-rate PHY (HRP) for transmitting video and the
low-rate PHY (LRP) for exchanging control signaling, with both sub-modes using
OFDM modulation. The AV PHY uses Reed-Solomon code as outer encoder and
convolutional code as inner encoder for the HRP and only convolutional for LRP.
Modulation schemes are QPSK and 16-QAM for the HRP sub-PHY and BPSK for the
LRP. The HRP sub-PHY mode enables a data rate of up to 3.807 Gbps with equal error
protection. Furthermore, the HRP sub-PHY includes the use of two modes with unequal
error protection and one mode in which only the most significant bit is sent. The LRP
mode occupies only a bandwidth of 98 MHz and three LRPs can be arranged in one
HRP channel, so as to accommodate three networks in one channel only. The maximum
data rate achievable with the LRP sub-PHY is 10.2 Mbps.
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2.6.2

IEEE 802.15.3c MAC description

One of the core innovations brought by the IEEE 802.15.3c MAC is an enhanced MAC
protocol with respect to previous versions such as the IEEE 802.15.3 and the IEEE
802.15.3b. Although the MAC draws on most of the characteristics of these previous two
standards, it includes several upgrades to enable high-gain directional communications.
In particular, the IEEE 802.15.3c includes beamforming and frame aggregation on top
of the basic characteristics of the IEEE 802.15.3.
An IEEE 802.15.3c WPAN is composed of several DEVs, with one acting as the
PNC responsible for synchronization and co-ordination of channel access among DEVs
in the Piconet. In other words, if the PNC supports a specific type of PHY, it can decide
to start the piconet on the basis of that PHY. For example, if the PNC supports AV PHY
mode it will start an AV piconet by sensing beacon with the AV PHY. In case the PNC is
capable to support more than one PHY mode it can start several different piconets or
it can select the type of piconet it starts. Upon power-up, a DEV remains in passive
scanning mode for a period of time not inferior to one superframe time. If no beacon is
heard during that time, then the DEV assumes the role of a PNC and begins transmitting
beacons. Timing in IEEE 802.15.3c WPANs is based on periodic beacon intervals
(superframes). As in the original IEEE 802.15.3, each superframe is divided into three
phases, beacon, CAP and CTAP (divided in CTAs), as shown in Figure 11. As already
described in Section 2.2.1, if a device is able to detect the presence of a beacon over the
air, it can decide to initiate an association procedure.

Fig 11. IEEE 802.15.3c superframe structure [9].

As the ultimate purpose of a 60 GHz HR-WPAN is to deliver throughput of multiple
gigabits per second over a reasonable range, the standard defines the use of directional
transmissions in order to compensate the effects of high propagation loss at 60 GHz and
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shadowing effects. In this regard, the standard defines the use of a an optional beamcodebook-based beamforming protocol, which is based on beamforming antenna arrays
without the need for angle of departure, angle of arrival and channel state information 12 .
The beamforming protocol includes three different beamforming refinements that serve
to different purposes. The different beamforming resolutions are shown in Figure 12
[129] and consist of
– quasi-omni (QO) pattern: this the lowest possible resolution and it corresponds to
an antenna pattern capable of sweeping a broad region of space with a minimum set
of QO patterns. If the set size is one, the device (including when it is acting as PNC)
is omni-capable.
– sectors: this is the second level of resolution and it sill covers a relatively broad
area, though more refined than the QO. A Sector refers to an antenna configuration
covering a number of consecutive or non-consecutive beams with the possibility of
different sectors overlapping.
– beams: this the finest level of resolution, including high-resolution (HRS) beams.
They are used for pattern estimation and tracking option. Beams are selected according
to the beamforming codebook, where a codebook is identified by the number of
transmit and receiving antennas for the transmit and receive case, respectively. Beam
sets with different number of beams can be generated by setting the phases on the
different number of antenna elements.
– clusters: a cluster is defined as a group of beams around a center beam and is used to
facilitate tracking.
The standard IEEE 802.15.3c defines an in-depth terminology which is essential to
understand how the beamforming protocol works. However, such level of detail is out of
the scope of this thesis. The beamforming protocol defines the use of beam level IFS
(BBIFS) and sector level IFS (BSIFS), to facilitate the beamforming procedure. It is
also worth mentioning that the definition of different beam resolutions significantly
reduces the setup time compared to protocols with exhaustive search. Furthermore,
the beamforming protocol requires only discrete phase shifters (thus reducing the
complexity), unlike the conventional beamforming requiring phase and amplitude
adjustments. Two types of beamforming protocols are defined, the first is called
on-demand and the second proactive. On-demand beamforming can be used between
12 In

principle the system could have been design to support also MIMO operations but only at the price of
significant complexity and cost increase
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Fig 12. IEEE 802.15.3c codebook for beamforming [9].

devices or between the PNC and a device and it takes place in a CTA purposely allocated.
Proactive beamforming can be seen as a method with lower overhead compared to the
previous one and it is useful, for example, when the PNC is the originator of the data
stream, intended for a number of recipient devices. During proactive beamforming, for
the down link from the PNC to a device, the sector level training takes place during the
beacon period, whereas the bidirectional beam-level beamforming is carried out during
the CTAP. For both on-demand and proactive beamforming, the beam switching and
tracking criteria (BST) are defined, as well as the pattern and estimation criteria (PET).
The BST must be supported by any device and suits any type of antenna configuration.
It is based on the selection of the best beam from a set of beams. PET is instead optional
and is only suitable for linear and planar arrays. PET is essentially based on finding the
best antenna weights.
The beacon period is divided into three stages, which are, QO beaconing, PNC QO
Tracking, and Sector Training. During the QO beaconing stage, the PNC transmits a
beacon packet in each QO pattern (beacon cycle), while DEVs remain in listen mode in
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each QO pattern (listen cycle). Between each beacon transmission a BSIFS follow. To
ensure that the beacon is detected by DEVs, a beacon cycle is completed for each sector
in the listen cycle. The PNC Quasi-Omni Tracking, and Sector Training stages are
optional (as indicated in the Synchronization IE) and enable refinement of beam patterns
as well as proactive beamforming [9]. In particular, the QO tracking stage is used by the
DEVs to track the PNC QO directions. The PNC QO tracking stage consists in the
transmission of QO training sequences in the corresponding QO directions by the PNC.
The sector training stage consists in the transmission of sector training sequences in the
corresponding sectors by the PNC.
The CAP period for directional communications is divided into three stages, regular
CAP and association CAP and regular CAP sub-periods (S-CAPs), respectively. During
the CSMA/CA based CAP, DEVs send association and CTA requests to the PNC,
while the PNC sends association acknowledgments and CTA allocation replies. The
standard IEEE 802.15.3c defines the use of several ACK policies, namely, no-ACK,
immediate ACK, delayed ACK, implied ACK and block ACK, with the latter used for
frame aggregation. The association requests and acknowledgments are also used for
antenna sector training, where the PNC identifies the DEV antenna sector it is located in,
and vice-versa. The association CAP period may be further divided into sub-periods
corresponding to the PNC QO receiving directions of the PNC and it is solely used for
association purpose. The regular CAP sub-period is instead divided in a number of
sub-CAPs corresponding to the number of receiving directions of the PNC either over
one or multiple superframes. In each of the S-CAPs, CSMA/CA is carried out using the
BEB procedure of the IEEE 802.15.3 [7]. Given the close similarities with original
IEEE 802.15.3, the CSMA/CA can be inferred from Section 2.2.1.
The CTAP consists of TDMA slots assigned by the PNC to DEVs that requested
them during the CAP. Each transmitting/receiving pair of devices has contention-free
access to its allocated CTA. Beamforming techniques [129] can be employed at the
beginning of every CTA to improve the resolution of the antenna beams while supporting
the multi gigabits transmission rates. A CTA could also be reserved by the PNC to
beamform with a DEV, given that the antenna directions found during association might
not be the best. Thus, the PNC can allocate a CTA to train the antennas with a DEV, to
find the best and the second best antenna directions.
The IEEE 802.15.3c frame aggregation method is one of the most innovative features
of the standard. The IEEE 802.15.3c defines two methods of frame aggregation, standard
aggregation and low-latency aggregation. Standard aggregation is used to support
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uncompressed video streaming. The message generated by application is fragmented if
it exceeds a predefined threshold. The MAC attaches a frame check sequence (FCS) to
each fragment to create a subframe. To each subframe a sub-header is attached, which
carries information needed to decode the subframes such as the MSDU number and the
type of modulation and coding used. The encapsulation works in the following manner:
all the sub-headers are grouped together and attached to a unique HCS. The global MAC
header, the PHY header and the preamble are placed before the group. The key point
of this aggregation method is to concentrate all the sub-headers in a group instead of
distributing them into the subframes. This choice was made because video streaming
requires the transmission not only of data but also of commands. As the two types of
information have different priority level, changing modulation and coding schemes is
quite common from a subframe to another. Grouping the sub-headers together make
the switch from a scheme to another faster. The low-latency aggregation is used for
connecting peripherals to a computer. In fact, this application is sensitive to delays since
short command frames must be sent frequently in time. For this type of aggregation, the
MSDU are non fragmented and to each of them an FCS and a subheader is attached.
The subheader is individually attached to each subframe. The key strength of this type
of frame aggregation is that it transmits the first MSDU as soon as it receives it, thus
significantly reducing the delay. In case no new MSDU arrives after all the available
MSDs are sent out, the MAC transmits dummy MSDUs called zero-length MSDU to fill
the gap in between adjacent bursts of frames.
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3

MAC protocols for UWB based personal
area networks

The aim of this chapter is to show the work made by the author of this PhD thesis in the
field of high data rate UWB-based short range networks. The analysis, the Opnet model
and the results shown in this chapter are all author’s contributions.
In this chapter MAC protocols for HR-WPAN in conjunction with IR-UWB and
MB-UWB are studied. In particular, MAC protocols compliant with [7] and [8] are
simulated in the network simulator Opnet and analyzed. The studies presented in this
chapter mainly focus on the network management functionalities included in these
two standards. As the IEEE 802.15.3 standard was developed earlier in time than
ECMA-368, the study of the IEEE 802.15.3 MAC is shown first. In addition to Chapter
2 and before entering into details, it is a useful to review more concepts behind WPANs.
More detailed information on this topic could be retrieved from [130], for example.
The IEEE 802.15 [44] family includes the standards developed for WPANs and
WBANs. Figure 13 shows the 802.15 taxonomy, including finalyzed standards and
currently ongoing task groups. The most known and commercially spread standard for
WPANs is the IEEE 802.15.1 [34], known also as Bluetooth 13 . As UWB technology
appeared on the scene in early 2000s, it immediately became a candidate to implement
the next generation of WPANs [38]. Some initiatives attempted to enhance with more
features the original Bluetooth standard (e.g., Bluetooth low energy) and to enable
Bluetooth over UWB link [131]. Since then, UWB technology witnessed a great effort,
to endeavor UWB as the alternative PHY layer for HR-WPANs by using the existing
IEEE 802.15.3 MAC and for low rate WPANs (LR-WPANs) the IEEE 802.15.4 [132].
In the field of HR-WPAN, the IEEE Task Group TG3a started operations to standardize
UWB PHY in the beginning of 2003. However, TG3a soon closed activities to merge
with another ongoing industry-led initiative promoted by the MBOA Alliance, which in
more recent years became the WiMedia Alliance [133]. Since then, the candidate MAC
protocol to operate in conjunction with UWB for HR-WPAN applications became the
standard proposed by the WiMedia Alliance, known as ECMA-368. ECMA-368 will be
studied in the following sections, but apart for the standard, an interested reader could
refer to [134] and [135] to have a better understanding of its features.
13 Probably

one the most famous applications of Bluetooth is for hand-free headsets.
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Fig 13. Taxonomy of the 802.15 family [44].

3.1

Energy consumption evaluation of the IEEE 802.15.3
CTAP dynamic Management

Although the IEEE 802.15.3 original standard was replaced by ECMA-368 as candidate
MAC protocol to be coupled with UWB technology, it still represents a fundamental
protocol in the developments of HR-WPAN. This MAC is in fact the baseline from
which many other proposals started. Even the original 802.15.3 has received attention
throughout the past decade and some studies and enhancements proposals could be
found by an interested reader in [136–142]. In particular, in [140] the performance of the
CSMA/CA mechanism as defined in [7] was studied, whereas in [136] an optimal ACK
scheme selection is investigated. In [142] an enhancement to the original superframe
structure is proposed by interleaving CAP periods into the CTAP period14 .

14 The

author wants to underline that one of the outputs of the IEEE 802.15.3 Opnet modeling was the upload
of the model in the Opnet website, [16].
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3.1.1

Modeling the CTAP management mechanism

The simulation scenario models an area of 10 × 10m2 where the nodes are randomly
deployed as shown in Figure 14. The nodes are not moving and the network is fully
connected. The figure illustrates a sample scenario where k = 10 devices are deployed.

Fig 14. OPNET scenario, example with 10 devices ([15], published by permission
of Springer).

The investigation is carried out assuming a maximum physical capacity of 110 Mbps and
a constraint given by the BEP that must not be greater than 10−3 /10−4 [143], [144].
In order to achieve the desired BEP the maximum distance is bounded to 14m (also
compliant with typical WPAN distance range). Thus, the assumption taken on the BEP
justifies the selection of this particular scenario. Furthermore, for the sake of simplifying
the notation a non-PNC device will be denoted as DEV.
The nodes are powered up at random time instants drawn with uniform distribution
in a interval of predefined length. The first node to wake up becomes the PNC and
begins to broadcast beacons. All the other devices become member of the piconet
via the IEEE 802.15.3 association procedure with the PNC. A device, when powered
up, performs passive scanning to detect the existence of any pre-established piconet.
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If a device receives a beacon, the presence of a PNC is revealed. In the channel a
piconet is detected, a newcomer DEV shall start the association procedure sending an
association request command to the PNC during the CAP period. The PNC should
first acknowledge the request from a DEV and then reply with an association response
command indicating whether the newcomer is allowed to join the piconet or not. If the
association request is accepted, the new device identifier (DEVID) used by a device to
communicate in the piconet, is announced. The device which is target of an association
response command should first compare the identifier contained in the response and, in
case of matching, send a second association request command either during the CAP or
an MCTA. This is done because the association response is not acknowledged to prevent
ACK packets from colliding repeatedly. The PNC, upon receiving the second association
request, will send an acknowledgment and insert a DEV association information element
(IE) field with the status associated in the following beacon. After the reception of the
acknowledgment following the second association request a device considers itself
associated. The other devices member of the piconet can use the DEV Association IEs
to update their internal list of member devices.
For each DEV the application generates packets of fixed size but with inter-arrival
times that follow a uniform distribution. The IEEE 802.1p (see Table 4) defines the
traffic types with eight (0-7) priorities that correspond to different QoS levels. The
Opnet model is flexible enough to allocate eight queues corresponding to the different
traffic types but only the two queues corresponding to voice and video are used. In fact,
the objective is to consider isochronous traffic types having specific delay constraints.
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Table 4. IEEE 802.11p Traffic types [7].
User priority

Traffic type

Used for

Comments

0 (default)
1

Best effort

Asynchronous data

Default piconet traffic

Background

Asynchronous data

2

-

A spare

Currently not assigned

3

Excellent effort

Isochronous

For valued customers

4

Controlled load

Isochronous

Traffic will have to
conform to some higher
protocol layer admission
control

5

Video

Isochronous

< 100 ms delay and jitter

6

Voice

Isochronous

< 10 ms

7

Network control

All the devices (including the PNC) attempt to establish a communication link with
two other devices (one active link for each queue) with the policy to empty the queues
during the CTAP according to the first-in-first-out (FIFO) discipline. The two receivers
are randomly selected from the set of devices member of the piconet. For the simulation
setup, it is assumed that a device does not attempt to establish multiple communication
links with the same device. Therefore, a DEV is expected to have two out-going streams
for two different recipients. Since the selection of the recipient is done randomly, a
DEV can be involved in up to k(k − 1) active links. In order to establish and manage
communication links devices exchange command frames with the PNC during the CAP.
As described in Chapter 2 the CAP uses the CSMA/CA protocol to exchange packets.
After a device has associated with the piconet and upon the reception of data from
the application, it starts to request the allocation of time units (TUs) from the PNC. The
duration of each TU equals 1 µs and it represents the finest time granularity for the
network. At the beginning of the mth superframe the number of TUs requested to the
PNC depends on the number of packets present in the queues. In fact, the objective
of any device is to fulfill the QoS required by the type of application. In case the
resources allocated to a device (in terms of CTAs) are insufficient, the queues will go in
overflow with high probability, hence causing packets drop. Thus, a DEV attempts to
ask for as many TUs as needed to send as many packets as possible and prevent the
overflow (condition of stability). In this process, depending on the generation rate of the
application, a crucial role is played by rate of allocation/deallocation and modification
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of CTAs.
There exists two different policies that could be used to manage CTAs according to
devices’ needs. The first is to start off with a maximum superframe length and try to
manage the growing number of channel time request commands (CTRreqs ) by proper
allocation of sub and super-rates CTAs 15 . The second method is to have an initially
small superframe length and adjust its length any time is necessary (this is allowed
by the IEEE 802.15.3 which fixes the maximum superframe length but it does not
prevent a variable superframe). The study presented in this part of the thesis focuses
on the management of CTAs in terms of control packets overhead that is required to
allocate/deallocate and modify CTAs. The approach adopting variable superframe is
considered more appealing inasmuch it caters better the aspects connected with the
standard defined network management. The application(s) driving the piconet have a
high impact on which of the two methods performs better, as discussed more in detail in
Section 3.3.1.
The devices use the CTRreq for reserving CTAs. After sending an ACK packet in
response to a CTA request, the PNC can decide to accept or deny the request by sending
a channel time response (CTRresp ). Upon receiving the response, a DEV replies with
an acknowledgment to the PNC. Motivated by the fact that a DEV tries to transmit as
many packets as possible, the length of the superframe is dynamically recomputed after
each accepted CTA request. When the maximum allowable length of the superframe
is met (65.535 ms), no new CTAs can be allocated requesting asking for longer CTA
allocations is denied by PNC. When the maximum is reached, the devices stop sending
requests for new CTAs. They keep sending CTRreqs either when they need to reduce the
number of TUs of already allocated CTAs, or the deallocation of a CTA is required.
Any time CTAs have to be updated, the handshake including CTRreq -ACK-CTRresp
has to be used. It is useful to remark that when a DEV sends a request to deallocate a
CTA no response is expected from the PNC. A device can check from the following
beacon whether the CTA was correctly deallocated or not. A device can also update its
knowledge of the CTAs currently allocated by reading the beacon packet. Any time
there is a change in the superframe duration, the PNC informs the devices of the piconet
about the new ATP value, [7].
As mentioned before, the applications are delay sensitive and transmitted in
contention-less mode during the CTAP. This implies that No-ACK policy can be
15 According

to [7] a CTA is defined super-rate if it occurs at least once in every superframe and sub-rate if it
occurs every m superframes.
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selected for the established links. In fact, there is no payoff in retransmitting packets
corrupted by poor channel conditions. The use of No-ACK policy allows also for a more
straightforward computation of the control traffic overhead. Therefore, the overhead
required to manage a communication link originates only from beacon traffic and from
the traffic exchanged during the CAP, i.e. the number of channel time requests, channel
time responses, acknowledgments and PNC information packets.

3.1.2

Basic assumptions and communication overhead
definition

The efficiency of the protocol used to manage the CTAP is evaluated here in terms
of energy consumption owed to CTA management. The traffic exchanged during the
CTAP is free from collisions and the only cause of packets loss is the propagation
environment. Suppose that Nstrm,tx denotes the number of streams a device is willing to
allocate, in general. Provided that each DEV (PNC included) must serve two queues,
then Nstrm,tx = 2. Let also k be the number of devices member of the piconet (including
the PNC) and Rb = 110 Mbps denote the data rate.
The application of the nodes can generate packets any time, which are generated with
 
packets inter-arrival time λ . Let Λ = λ1 be the rate at which data packets are generated
by the application, with b·c denoting the smallest integer greater than its argument.
Furthermore, let a device beginning to request for TUs as soon as the first packets are
enqueued. Parameter λ0 denotes the inter-arrival time corresponding to the generation of
data packets equaling channel capacity. Values shown in Table 5 summarizes relevant
simulation parameters such as data packet size and the coding scheme used. λ0 can be
then computed as: λ0 =

Ld
Rb

' 114µs, where Ld is the packet size including preamble,

PHY and MAC headers, data payload and redundancy introduced by the code. In other
words, in case the network generates data packets with inter-arrival time λ0 , then the
traffic generated would equal the maximum data rate. Since the explanation of the
results is more intuitive in terms of rate rather than inter-arrival times, the remainder of
this investigation relies on the concept of rate of the application. As the size of the
queues depends on the number of packets generated by the application, two different
working assumptions are identified: Λ ≥ Λ0 and Λ < Λ0 16 .
In the first place the application generates packets so that the queues of the nodes are
16 Note

that here Λ0 = 1/λ0 .
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always full (saturation condition). Devices begin requesting CTAs and there will be
a transient phase during which the length of the superframe can grow fast. Once the
superframe length has reached the maximum no new requests are sent out by devices and
control traffic reduces to beacons only. Therefore, the energy consumption connected
with control messages exchange during the CAP period is evaluated prior to reaching
the maximum superframe length.
In the second case the condition upon which the queues are always full is no longer
generally true. In this case, a device can request to the PNC for new CTAs or even
CTAs deallocation. Compared to the first case the superframe length grows more slowly
before approaching the maximum length. This effect become mores pronounced as the
value of the inter-arrival time decreases. The size of the different packet types used for
this study are denoted as
– Lb,i : size of the ith beacon frame
– LCTRreq,i : size of the ith channel time request
– LCTRresp,i : size of the ith channel time response
– LACK : size of an acknowledgment
– Ncmd ( j): number of command frames exchanged by the jth DEV
– Nstrm,rx : number of CTAs in transmission (incoming streams)
– Nstrm,tx : number of CTAs in reception (out-going streams).
Furthermore, the transmission of packets at rate Rb last over the channal for a time
corresponding to
– Tb,i : duration of the ith beacon frame
– TCTRreq,i : duration of the ith channel time request
– TCTRresp,i : duration of the ith channel time response
– TACK : duration of an ACK packet
– TPNCinfo,n : duration of the PNC information command
– Td : duration of a data packet.
A device can allocate modify or terminate only one stream per request, which is
done including one CTR block IE in each request. The PNC updates the beacon size
accordingly at the following superframe. Let now the average energy ratio ηe be defined
as
εov
,
(7)
ηe =
εov + εd
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which represents the fraction of energy consumed exchanging command frames (εov )
with respect to the total energy consumption. The term εd stands for the energy spent to
exchange data packets in the CTAs.
According to studies on UWB transceivers, the energy spent in reception is higher
than the energy spent in transmission [145]. This is due to the higher complexity of the
receiver with respect to the transmitter. The higher energy consumption of the circuitry
includes the bank of time integrators, to name a cause. Therefore, the terms of equation
(7) can be split in two
ηe =

εov,tx + εov,rx
,
εov,tx + εov,rx + εd,tx + εd,rx

(8)

where εov,tx is the total energy consumed by the transmitter and εov,rx is the total energy
consumed by the receiver to transmit and receive command frames. εd,tx and εd,rx
represent the total energy consumptions at the transmitter and receiver side due to the
transmission and reception of data, respectively. The higher consumption of the receiver
can be modeled with a scale factor K > 1, such that Pencons,rx = K · Pencons,tx and K = 6,
[145]. Pencons,tx and Pencons,rx represent the power consumptions at the transmitter and
at the receiver, respectively. The coefficient K provides a simple way to account for
the higher receiver consumption caused by its higher complexity with respect to the
transmitter. By means of this representation, the energy terms in equation (8) can be
rewritten in terms of packets duration as follows
ηe =

Tov,tx + K · Tov,rx
.
Tov,tx + K · Tov,rx + Td,tx + K · Td,rx

(9)

Equation 9 can be evaluated separately for the PNC and the other devices of the network.
The energy ratio accounts also for the different processing applied by the two types of
network entities. For the PNC, the different contributions to the energy consumption are
identified as
Nstrm,tx

εd,tx + εd,rx

=
PNC

∑

Nstrm,rx

TCTA,i + K ·

i=1

∑

TCTA,i

i=1

k−1 Ncmd ( j)

εov,tx + εov,rx

=
PNC

∑ ∑

j=1

((1 + K)TACK + K · TCTRreq,i + TCTRresp,i )+

(10)

i=1

∞

+ ∑ Tb,i + ∑ TPNCinfo,n .
i=1

n

On the other hand, for the other non-PNC devices the contributions to the energy
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consumption are
Nstrm,rx, j

k−1 Nstrm,tx

εd,tx + εd,rx

DEV

=

∑( ∑

TCTA,i + K ·

∑

TCTA,i )

i=1

i=1

j=1

k−1 Ncmd ( j)

εov,tx + εov,rx

DEV

=

∑ ∑

j=1

((1 + K)TACK + TCTRreq,i + K · TCTRresp,i )+

(11)

i=1

∞

+ (k − 1)K( ∑ Tb,i + ∑ TPNCinfo,n ) .
i=1

n

Equation (11) accounts for the energy consumption of the whole network of devices
associated to a piconet. In equations (10) and (11) it is worth pointing out that,
Nstrm,rx 6= Nstrm,tx , whilst TCTA,i denotes the duration of the ith CTA. Furthermore, the
terms representing the PNC info commands highlights that superframe length may
change from a superframe to another.

3.2

IEEE 802.15.3 MAC simulation model description

The FSM of the IEEE 802.15.3 MAC protocol is shown in Figure 15. The FSM begins
with the Init state, where all variables and statistics are initialized. Assuming the point
of view of a reference node, after a device has been powered up, it remains in passive
scanning searching for beacons of possibly existing piconets.
In case a beacon is not received, the reference node becomes the PNC and begins
broadcasting beacons (SF_allocation state). Any other device, upon the reception of a
beacon from the PNC starts the association procedure discussed in previous sections.
Any packet transmission (including CTA allocations) occuring during the CAP is
managed in the states CAP and backoff. After association and the establishment of at
least one CTA, a device executes the transition from idle state to send state to begin the
transmission. It is useful to remind that a node not committed either with transmission
or reception remains in idle state. Packets transmitted during the CAP require immediate
ACK policy. In this case, devices (including the PNC) must execute the transmission
from idle to the state Data_ck_ack waiting for the ACK timer to expire.
The receiver part of the FSM begins with (FCS) state (R_FCS). In this state, the first
check on the received packet integrity is performed. In case the received packet cannot
be accepted, the reception is stopped and the MAC process returns to idle. In case the
packet can be accepted, the processing is differentiated on the basis of the packet type
(e.g., beacon).
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Fig 15. Opnet finite state machine of IEEE 802.15.3 MAC protocol.

3.3

Simulation results for the IEEE 802.15.3 HR-WPAN

Table 14 summarizes the simulation parameters used. Some of the relevant parameters
include the number of devices (ranging from 2 to 10), free space propagation, channel
FEC RS(188, 220) and TH-BPAM modulation scheme. More precisely, the BEP of the
BPAM modulation is derived in [146]. In the simulations only line of sight (LoS) condition is considered, [47]. In order to show the impact of control packets overhead , the

generation rate of data packets Λ, assumes values in the set Λ0 /10, Λ0 /6, Λ0 /2, Λ0 , .
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Table 5. Simulation parameters ([15], published by permission of Springer).
Parameter

Value

Bandwidth

4.3 GHz

Min. frequency

2.5 GHz

A

10 × 10 m2

Number of nodes

from 2 to 10

Modulation

BPAM

Tx power

190 µW

Rb

110 Mbps

Overall gain

16dB

Beacon frame size

variable

CTR block

12-138 bytes of payload

CTRresp frame size

4 bytes of payload

PNC information

1 block of 20 bytes of payload

Data frame size

1316 bytes

MAC header size

10 bytes

ACK frame size

10 bytes

RS(188,220)

16 bytes of correction capability

SF length

variable [ms]

MAX SF length

65.535 ms

Figure 16 shows how the superframe length varies with the simulation time while
assuming different packet generation rates. As expected, the figure shows that to a
smaller generation rate of the application (with respect to Λ0 ), corresponds a decrease in
the rate of growth of the superframe. Little effect is observed as Λ increases beyond Λ0 ,
since the nodes operate in saturation condition. This figure shows also the dependence
of the rate of growth of the superframe from Λ.
Figure 17 shows the amount of traffic exchanged within the piconet during the
CTAP with respect to the simulation time, while varying Λ. This figure shows that, as
the generation rate of the application reduces, the output traffic decreases accordingly.
Moreover, the traffic exchanged switches from a non-linear growth to almost linear in
correspondence of Λ = Λ0 /10.
Figure 18 shows the average energy ratio ηe defined in equation (9) for the whole
network excluding the PNC. The simulations were run with the above mentioned set
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Superframe legth variation for different rates of the application
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Fig 16. Superframe length in the piconet as a function of the inter-arrival time Λ
fixing to 10 the number of nodes ([15], published by permission of Springer).
Achievable useful traffic in the piconet vs. different source rates − k=10
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Fig 17. Average achievable useful traffic exchange inside the IEEE 802.15.3 compliant piconet with k = 10 devices ([15], published by permission of Springer).

of values of the rate Λ, while increasing the number of nodes. Figure 18 shows that
when the number of DEVs in the piconet is low and the rate is either Λ0 /6 or Λ0 /10, the
impact on the energy consumption of the control packets overhead can be significant.
This behavior finds its correspondence in the superframe growth showed in Figure
16. As a matter of fact, when the volume of traffic exchanged is relatively low (either
due to a small number of nodes or small generation rates), only few CTAs with short
duration are allocated. Thus, most of the energy is consumed in beacon transmission
and reception, as well as in command frames required to manage the CTAs. When
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Average energy ratio vs the number of DEV with different source rate
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Fig 18. Average energy ratio ηe for the network (not including the PNC), increasing
the number of nodes and the inter-arrival time Λ ([15], published by permission of
Springer).
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Fig 19. Average energy consumption for the network (not including the PNC),
increasing the number of nodes and the inter-arrival time Λ ([15], published by
permission of Springer).

Λ approaches Λ0 or it becomes even higher, the growth of the superframe length is
very rapid even with only a few devices in the piconet. In fact, when the volume of
traffic exchanged increases, the energy consumed to manage the streams is amortized by
the increased useful traffic. The simulations show that the amount of energy spent to
exchange command frames is approximately 10% of the total, which represents the
energy spent to modify the superframe whenever a new request is accepted by the PNC.
As the number of nodes increases, the superframe length tends to grow quite rapidly
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even with small values of the rate Λ. Intuitively, this is due to the increasing number of
CTAs requests allocated by the PNC. Also in this case, ηe starts to decrease thanks to
the increased payoff arising from a greater volume of data traffic exchanged. As the
number of nodes increases, when the rate is greater than or equal to Λ0 , commands have
to be exchanged to modify the streams and allocate CTAs as long as possible, until the
maximum is reached. As mentioned before, this is done to avoid the overflow of the
queues. It is worth noting that ηe behaves in this case as an affine with almost constant
slope and when the number of nodes reaches the maximum the two trends (small and
high generation rates) converge to an energy ratio of approximately 40%.
Figure 19 shows the average global energy consumption (in Joules) for the non-PNC
DEVs, varying the number of nodes and the generation rate of data packets, as previously
indicated. Also for this metric different behaviors occur depending on Λ. When the
rate is either Λ0 /6 or Λ0 /10 and only few nodes are active, a device can empty the
queues with high probability. This setup triggers a device to request deallocation or
modification of the streams. This is a very dynamic situation that might cause a peak in
the traffic exchanged between the PNC and the devices. In this case, the length of the
superframe is highly variable and correlates with the high energy values (at least for this
type of networks) shown in Figure 18. As the number of nodes increases, the global
energy consumption decreases and, more importantly, it starts to grow linearly with the
number of devices17 . The curves degenerate in an affine growing with the number of
nodes and tend to overlap for Λ0 /2 and Λ ≥ Λ0 . In this case, each device attempts to
request for CTAs as long as possible while never requesting for resource deallocation.
As put in evidence by the figures, the superframe varies less.
Figure 20 shows the average energy ratio ηe for the PNC. The assumptions made
regarding number of nodes and traffic generation are as before. Figure 20 shows great
resemblance with Figure 18 and all the considerations done so far apply also to this case.
However, comparing with the plot made for non-PNC devices the final value of ηe is
now different. As a result, in correspondence of the maximum number of nodes, the
fraction of energy spent exchanging command frames is approximately 20% of the total.
Figure 21 shows the average energy consumption for the PNC. For small values
of the rate, such as Λ0 /6 and Λ0 /10 the PNC receives many channel time request
17 This

behavior might seem counter intuitive for a typical contention environment where increasing the
number of nodes or the traffic yields higher collisions. In this case instead, commands are exchanged during
the CAP to manage the CTAs and not with the purpose to exchange data. At regime, once the CTAP is fully
allocated for data exchange, resources are renegotiated only seldom.
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Average energy ratio for the PNC varying the number of active devices
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Fig 20. Average energy ratio ηe for the PNC as a function of the number of nodes
and the generation rate Λ ([15], published by permission of Springer).
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Fig 21. Average energy consumption for the PNC as a function of the number of
nodes and the generation rate Λ ([15], published by permission of Springer).

commands to allocate, deallocate and modify streams. This implies a high number of
channel time responses and PNC Info commands to adapt the superframe. As mentioned
before, increasing the number of nodes causes the superframe to change less frequently
and therefore the energy consumption starts to decrease even for Λ relatively small. On
the other hand, in case of Λ equal to Λ0 , Λ0 /2 and Λ ≥ Λ0 ), the streams are very seldom
updated after allocation and never deallocated (saturation condition). The high values of
Λ yield the energy consumption to grow very slowly and all the curves are superimposed.
Here, the main contribution to the energy consumption is the transmission and reception
of beacons.
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3.3.1

Key findings of the research

Simulation results have highlighted the lack of efficiency of the IEEE 802.15.3 in
conjunction with UWB but also they provide for some insight into design challenges.
The investigation shows that the energy consumed by the PNC to exchange command
frames can be up to 20% of the total while for the other devices it can be up to 40%.
These relative values cater an evaluation of the inherent overhead of the IEEE 802.15.3
CTAP. As the number of nodes increases, it could be then inferred how to distribute the
network workload between CAP and CTAP, depending also on the applications carried
by the nodes. To the best knoweldge of the author, similar studies in the specific context
of ultra wideband communications and the IEEE 802.15.3 are not available from the
literature.
The use of an initially long superframe brings a number of disadvantages such as,
channel characteristics can change with time, response time to the requests and reaction
time to changes in the network is slower. Furthermore, data links requiring frequent
adjustments become more difficult to manage. On the other hand, a long superframe
might bring some advantage in terms of channel resources exploitation. For example, as
the traffic increases there will be no need to extend the superframe. Using instead a
superframe as short as possible allows better serving applications that require periodic
or relatively frequent changes. However, when the changes occur too frequently the
overhead becomes prohibitive.
All this poses the attention on the fact that CSMA/CA is inefficient under relatively
heavy traffic but on the other hand TDMA is not flexible enough to react to variable
workloads. Therefore, the best trade-off would be provided by a reconfigurable MAC
able to mix CSMA/CA and TDMA slots as a function of the network load and types of
applications.
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3.4

ECMA-368 compliant HR-WPAN

The aim of this introductory section is to provide a list of useful references the interested
reader can refer to, for a more in-depth discussion of ECMA-368. For example, the
papers referred in [133, 134, 147] review and discuss some of the applications suitable
for a WPAN using MB-UWB and ECMA-368 network organization. In Chapter
2 was pointed out that a distributed MAC protocol has to include all the necessary
functionalities to guarantee that QoS requirements of the application are fulfilled. In this
sense, the BP is a mandatory feature of this standard to manage the distributed network.
Some useful studies on the MB-UWB PHY are available in [47, 148–150]. The
work presented in [47] is fundamental to understand the promise of almost half gigabit
per second UWB PHY, whereas the others discuss possible evolutions of the MB-UWB
PHY to reach even higher data rates. All these papers supply with useful information
such as link budget, receiver sensitivities and different channel model parameters.
As pointed out in [46], though MB-UWB uses OFDM modulation, the very low
emitted power of UWB-based devices still makes an energy detection based CCA very
difficult to work. This problem has strong implication on the PCA channel access.
Studies on the performance of PCA are given in [151–157]. On the other hand, the
performance of the DRP protocol are investigated in [158–160]. In [155] and [156]
instead, the performance of PCA combined with DRP protocol are investigated. The
DRP protocol alone is investigated in [160], where the DRP is modeled as a vacancy
queue.

3.4.1

Prior art of ECMA-368 distributed beaconing

The objective of the following sections is to show analysis and simulation results of the
ECMA-368 distributed beaconing. However, before doing this, the key features of the
distributed beaconing are stated more formally. Furthermore, the discussion of some
important related work will help the comprehension of the analysis.
Reservation Aloha (R-Aloha) protocol [161] can be considered the protocol that,
amongst others, has originated the distributed beaconing, given the close similarities
between the two. R-Aloha was originally designed to enhance the performance of
S-Aloha for data exchange. The first study specifically focused on the distributed
beaconing was done in [48], whereas the first showing Opnet simulations appeared in
[17].
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Motivated by the lack of a systematic way of approaching the problem of the
distributed beaconing and by the fact that metrics such as energy consumption were
ignored, in [28] it is shown a different analytical method compared to [48], empowered
by the tool of generating functions 18 . None of the academic papers cited so far explored
the distributed beaconing, including also the contraction phase, which was studied only
as a 2-distance coloring algorithm in [162].
The main idea pursued in this part of the thesis is based on the formulation of the
distributed beaconing algorithm as a particular case of a more general set of problems
known as urn occupancy problems [163], which provides a systematic framework
to approach the solution. In particular, the distributed beaconing is modeled during
extension and contraction phases and the investigated metrics are variation of the highest
occupied busy slot, network set-up delay and energy consumption over time. Given the
complexity of approaching the contraction, the problem solution is aided by a previous
work developed in [164], where the urn model is based on the Poissonization (as it
will be clarified later) of the original problem and the Lindeberg central limit theorem
(L-CLT).
Urn problems date back to the study of random search schemes for databases
and they are connected with the fundamental theorem of combinatorial enumeration.
In particular, when dealing with unlabeled objects distributed into urns the Pólya
enumeration theorem comes out. The tool selected to solve this types of problems is
the generating functions technique [165]. When dealing with unlabeled objects the
ordinary generating functions (OGF) are used, but when dealing with labeled objects the
exponential generating functions (EGF) is the right tool.

3.5

Modeling the distributed beaconing over an error-free
channel

The study concentrates on the modeling of the extension (EP) and contraction (CP)
phases, to obtain an accurate prediction of the network set-up delay and energy
18 The

author of this thesis wants to point out here that the study of the distributed beaconing of ECMA-368
in terms of energy consumption is quite important. In fact, in previous sections it was remarked that the
management of the distributed piconet is more cumbersome compared to a centralized network (i.e., IEEE
802.15.3), although more efficient to some extent. Furthermore, the problem of the distributed beaconing
could be more generally extended to cover a broader set of problems involving finite population and slotted
channel access.
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consumption of the distributed beaconing. The model focuses on a closed system, i.e.
no new devices join the network after the first k, counting a total of k + 1 devices that
are distributed randomly and independently over a surface of area A. The following
analysis assumes that newcomer devices can access to the BP given that the BPST is
already defined by a device that is powered up earlier than the other k (this is the most
interesting case for collision modeling)19 .
Time is measured in number of superframes as prescribed by the standard. The GW
starts broadcasting beacons at least two superframes before the k devices are turned on.
At a time denoted as superframe m0 the EP phase starts. The analysis focuses on the
case where all the k devices are turned on during the same superframe, as this represents
the most challenging network configuration. Prior scanning, at superframe m0 , the k
newcomer devices start competing between each other to acquire one unique BS in the
BP. To simplify the reasoning in what follows, it is assumed that beacons can be lost
only due to collisions, while impairments over the wireless channel are introduced later.
Let εtx and εrx be the energy consumptions for transmitting and receiving beacon
frames, respectively. Therefore, for a BP with length BPL the overall energy consumed
(per superframe) by devices can be calculated as

εtot (BPL) = BPL − 1 × εrx + εtx .

(12)

Energy consumption during the extension and contraction phases linearly scales with
the BPL, as well as it depends on the duration of the two phases. At regime, a closed
system of devices exhibits a BP of constant energy consumption.

3.5.1

Extension phase (EP)

Each of the k newcomer devices randomly selects a beacon slot over the slots of EW.
Following the rules defined in [8], successful devices transmit beacon frames in the
selected beacon slots. Unsuccessful devices, i.e. devices that experience collisions,
must reselect a new slot again within EW. Meanwhile, the length of the BP could have
increased to include new devices. Therefore, the EW moves towards the end of the BP
as the n slots are counted from the value of the HOBS at the current superframe, as
shown in Figure 22. The phase at which devices attempt to acquire a BS is dented as
access phase (A-EP). During the following collision detection phase (CD-EP) devices
19 As

possible enhancement, this device might serve also as gateway (GW) node providing connectivity to the
Internet, operating as a bridge between a LAN and the ECMA network
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Fig 22. ECMA-368 compliant EP phase example.

check the result of the random access by reading the BPOIE of member devices.
Let h(m) ≤ k be the number of devices trying to access the BP at superframe m ≥ m0 ,
h(m) represents a random process. The random process of allocating devices evolves
through discrete states and when all devices have acquired a BS the process stops. A
possible realization of the random process characterizing successful A-EP phases take
place at superframes {m0 > m1 > m2 > ...} that represents a decreasing sequence of
random variables (r.v.), where h(m0 ) = k. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that
m0 = 0 and for the population h the time index m is omitted. At superframe m, the
random process describing the EP phase depends on the initial population k and on the
size of EW, n. Two cases of interest must be analyzed for the EP phase: 1) k ≤ n and 2)
k > n (k > 1 as the cases k = 0, 1 are obvious).
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The EP phase is modeled as a 2-D random process with one dimension representing
the number of devices h ≤ k trying to access the BP at given superframes (h(m0 ) >
h(m1 ) > ...) and the other one the increase of the BPL over time (BPL(m0 ) > BPL(m1 ) >
...). Given that more than one device can acquire a BS during the A-EP phase and that
none of the devices could succeed for several consecutive access phases, the random
process can evolve with non unitary steps (i.e., mi − m j > 1, ∀i > j). The time to
allocate successfully the k devices (such that h = 0) is modeled with an absorbing
Markov process that is analyzed with a discrete-time Markov chain having one absorbing
state. At superframe m, for the EP phase characterized by the pair (n, k), the following
parameters are defined (see also Figure 22) as
1. Mep (n, k) is the duration of the extension phase (time to reach the absorbing state),

(ep)
2. ∆H (h(m j ), n)= E ∆H (ep) (h(m j ), n) ∀ j, refers to the average index of the last
occupied slot within EW when h(m j ) devices are trying to access the BP at supeframe
m j , and E{·} is the expectation operation over the slots of EW,
3. HOBS(m j ) = HOBS(m j−1 ) + ∆H

(ep)

(m j ) is the absolute HOBS position, with

HOBS(m0 = 0) the value of the HOBS at the initial superframe (see also Table
14), while m j and m j−1 corresponds to superframes experiencing two consecutive
successful A-EP.
4. BPL(m j ) = HOBS(m j ) + n + 1 ∀ j, is the beacon period length at superframe m j .
An example of extension phase is shown in Figure 22. At superframe m0 − 2 only the
GW devices is active, whereas at superframe m0 = 0 devices A, B,C, D, E and F try to
join the BP during the first A-EP. At the following superframe, the devices discover the
result of the previous access phase during the CD-EP. In the example, devices C, E, D
suffer collisions.
In order to model the EP phase an absorbing Markov chain (AMC) model is
developed. This model accounts for the decreasing population of newcomer devices. In
modeling the transition probabilities of the AMC model, the event of miss-detection
affecting the reception of beacon frames is included. In particular, Figure 23-a) illustrates
that this model can be exploited when channel propagation is neglected as well as in
case beacon packets suffer from miss-detection.
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Fig 23. Absorbing Markov chain modeling the EP phase ([19], published by permission of IEEE).

3.5.2

Contraction phase (CP)

As described in the previous section, after Mep superframes the EP phase is over, as all
the k devices have joined the BP. Thus, the CP phase may begin. The device occupying
the HOBS, having the movable bit set to one, that finds available BSs located in slot
positions earlier than its own is allowed to shift to the earliest available slot after the
signaling slots, so reducing the BP length [8]. After shifting, the process repeats itself
now involving the new device occupying the HOBS. When the contraction phase ends,
all beacon slots are contiguously occupied. Consequently, the transient phase ends
and the network can be considered at regime. As for the extension phase, the CP is
represented by means of an urn model (recalling that a slot and a urn carry the same
meaning). An example of the contraction phase is shown in Figure 24. Device D starts
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Fig 24. ECMA-368 compliant CP phase example.

doing the first contraction for superframe Mep + mMaxLostbeacons + 1. Therefore, D
chooses the slot immediately after the one occupied by the GW device. The contraction
process repeats until all the assigned slots are allocated one after another. To simplify
the notation, Icp denotes the constant mMaxLostbeacons+1. In modeling the contraction
phase it is straightforward to see that during contraction no collisions will occur, given
that only one device is allowed to change its BS every Icp superframes. In this case, the
duration of the contraction phase depends only on the random number of devices that
must contract. Although the study deals with expected values, it can be observed that
the duration of the CP cannot be longer than k · Icp superframes. At every contraction the
HOBS becomes smaller and consequently the length of the beacon period. A smaller
HOBS means less energy consumption. As in the extension phase, the size of EW is n.
Let HOBS(Mep ) = η be a r.v. representing the highest occupied busy slot at the end
of the extension process (a total number of Mep superframes after the beginning of
the allocation process), it is HOBS(0) + k ≤ η ≤ HOBS(0) + n · (k − 1). Therefore, in
accordance with the analysis of Section 3.5.1, for the CP the following parameters can
be defined
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1. Mcp is the duration of the contraction phase, with Mcp a multiple of Icp ,
2. Mset−up = Mep + Mcp is the overall network set-up delay,
3. HOBS(Mcp ) = HOBS(0) + k is the HOBS at the end of the CP phase,
4. BPL(Mcp ) = HOBS(0) + k + n + 1 is the BPL at the end of the CP phase,
(cp)
(cp)
5. HOBS(cp) (m · Icp ) = η − ∑mj=1 ∆H ( j · Icp ) ∀η, with ∆H ( j · Icp ) the average
number of slots freed during the contraction experienced at superframe j · Icp .
Let now υ denote the r.v. counting the number of devices that do not require contraction.
It is important to remark that given η, the r.v. υ can assume different values. The initial
conditions that rule the contraction process are: 1) the random number of devices that
must contract, k − υ; 2) the random position of the HOBS at the end of the EP, η. The
particular case for which we have η = HOBS(0) + k is trivial, since contraction is not
required. For this case it holds that υ = k and ∆H

(cp)

= 0. In all the other cases instead

we have that υ ∈ [0, k − 1], ∀k ≤ n and υ ∈ (0, k − 1], ∀k > n. The left extreme of the
interval can be open or closed since that when k > n at least one device must fall within
the first EW after HOBS(0), that is the initial values of the HOBS. In fact, any node
falling within the first EW is already contracted.
For a given value of η, the aforementioned urn model can be interpreted as a random
redistribution of the k objects over the given slots, keeping the constraint that the last
occupied slot is η. During extension, several different configurations of allocation can
lead to the same η but not all configurations are feasible. As an example, the distance in
number of empty slots between any two consecutively occupied BSs should not be
greater than n − 1. This implies that an occupied slot depends on the location of the
previous one, since the contraction phase depends strongly on the corresponding stage
of extension.

3.6

Extension phase analysis over an error-free channel

This section focuses on the analysis of the extension phase to compute the time until
absorption for the Markov chain illustrated in Figure 23. A device is successfully
allocated when it acquires a collision-free beacon slot. The extension process starts with
a population of k devices and with EW size of n slots. From the initial state k there
are several different transitions to other states. The AMC provides a general model
to account for the cases k ≤ n and the case k > n. It is now useful to indicate by s the
number of successful devices (s ≥ 0), it is clearly s ≤ k ∀k ≤ n and s ≤ n − 1, ∀k > n.
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The absorbing state 0 is reached when the allocation ends and it depends on the number
of successful devices. As shown in Figure 23(a), for the case k ≤ n all the k devices
could in principle be allocated during the first A-EP, whereas for k > n at most k − n + 1
devices can be allocated during the first random access, (see Figure 23(b)). The process
of acquiring slots does not imply any transition from a state to another until at least one
device is successful. Therefore, the time spent in any transient state is a geometrically
distributed random variable. Following the theory of the absorbing Markov chains, the
canonical form of the transition matrix P is
"
Q
P=
0

R

#

I

(13)

where I is an r-by-r identity matrix, 0 is an r-by-t matrix, R is a non-zero t-by-r matrix
of transitions towards the absorbing state, and Q is the t-by-t matrix of transitions
among the transient states [165]. The first t states are transient and the last r states are
absorbing (in our case r = 1 and t = min{n − 1, k − 1}). Let the process of allocating
devices be in the generic state h(m j ) = h at supeframe m j , we define the probability the
process makes a transition as: qh,l = Pr{h(m j+1 ) = l|h}, with l ≤ h the arrival state and
s = h − l the number of successful devices (i.e., devices that successfully acquire a BS).
The fundamental matrix is defined as M = (I − Q)−1 . The entry mh,l of M gives the
expected number of superframes to arrive in the transient state l given that the process
starts in the (transient) state h. Besides, Mh (n, k) indicates the aggregated time required
to reach the hth state given that the allocation process begins in state k and that EW
is n slots. When evaluating Mh (n, k) the contributions to the time arise, that is one
superframes is for A-EP and another one to read the BPOIE of member devices. With
this approach the analysis can focus on the time spent in each state of the AMC model
before leaving it. Times Mh (n, k) (expressed in number of superframes) are iteratively
computed as a function of the elements of the fundamental matrix M as follows
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Mk+1 (n, k) = 0
Mk (n, k) = 2 · (mk,k )
Mk−1 (n, k) = Mk (n, k) + 2 · (mk,k−1 + mk−1,k−1 )
..
.
Mk−s (n, k) = Mk−s+1 (n, k) + 2 ·



s



∑ (mk−t,k−s )

t=0

Mep (n, k) = M0 (n, k) ,

(14)

where the factor 2 is included to comply with the standard specifications that prescribe
the use one for A-EP and another for CD-EP. The time values calculated in equation (14)
account for any possible realization of the random process of acquiring beacon slots.

3.6.1

Exponential generating functions analysis

In this section the EGF are introduced to derive the transition probabilities qh,l of the
AMC model as shown in Figure 23. For urn occupancy problems, the EGFs are used for
solving combinatorial problems of labeled objects independently thrown at random into
labeled independent urns. Each urn is represented by the so called generating variable x.
Hereafter, urn and slot is used interchangeably. EGF can be formally expressed with the
power series:
∞

F(x) =

xj

∑ f j j! ,

(15)

j=0

where j counts the number of objects thrown at random in a BS (i.e., newcomer devices
attempting to acquire a BS), and f j counts the number of configurations yielding a
certain occupation of slots (the solution to the combinatorial urn problem). For the
generic case of k devices and n slots, a single slot can be considered as occupied by
j = 0, 1, 2 or evenmore devices. This
 set of disjoint and mutually exclusive events
x0
x1
x2
+
+
+
...
. Given the hypothesis of slots independence it is
0!
1!
2!

can be written as

straightforward the extension to the set of n slots as follows
F(x) =

 x0
0!

+

n
x1 x2
+ + ... , ∀k .
1! 2!

(16)
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i

x
Recalling the Taylor power series of an exponential function is ex = ∑∞
i=1 i! and applying

the binomial theorem to equation (16), it is possible to obtain an expression for
F(x) similar to equation (15). Analysis of the extension phase is now carried out by
considering the two distinct cases (k ≤ n, k > n) explained in Section 3.5.1.
Case A) k ≤ n
At each trial it exists a non zero probability that all the k devices can be successfully
allocated. To conduct a general analysis, the allocation phase is assumed to be in the
generic state h; the events that could happen are, none of the devices acquire a BS (no
successful devices, as s = 0), all devices acquire a BS (s = h) or any intermediate case
(s ∈ (0, h)). All these possible events should be accounted for when describing the
transition probabilities of the AMC model qh,l (recall that l = h − s). The total number
of ways to allocate h labeled devices into n slots is nh . For the random allocation process
of the extension characterized by the initial state h and EW size n, the set of transition
probabilities qh,l of the transition matrix P can be calculated as:
qh,l = Pr{h(m j+1 ) = l|h(m j ) = h} =

fh,l
,
nh

(17)

for ∀s ∈ [0, n] when h ≤ n and ∀s ∈ [0, n − 1] when h > n. Terms fh,l account for the
number of possible configurations corresponding to the case of s = h − l successes. The
following Proposition provides a method to compute fh,l .
Theorem 3.6.1 For the random allocation process of the EP phase characterized by the
initial state h, arrival state l and EW size n, the total number of possible configurations
fh,l corresponding to the cases of s = h − l successes, with 1 ≤ s ≤ h − 2, is computed as
  
n h
fh,l = s!
fn−s,h−s
(18)
s
s

min{n−s,h−s} 
h−s− j (h − s)!
n−s
fn−s,h−s =
(−1) j n − s − j
.
∑
j
(h − s − j)!
j=0
Proof
The proof of the proposition is sketched here but the full prove is postponed to
Appendix 2. Suppose that s successful devices are randomly distributed over n slots
and h − s unsuccessful ones distributed over n − s slots, given the hypothesis of slots

independence. The term s! ns in equation (18) counts the number of permutations
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corresponding to s successes (but not leading to the absorbing state), whereas the term
h
s counts all possible ways of choosing s successful devices out of h.

Corollary 3.6.1 For the random allocation process of the EP phase characterized by the
initial state h, arrival state l and EW size n, the total number of possible configurations
corresponding to the cases s = h (l = 0) and s = 0 (l = h) are respectively
n
h
min{n,h} n
j
fh,h = ∑ j=0
j (−1)

1. s = h: fh,0 = h!
2. s = 0:

n− j

h− j

h! 
h− j !

Proof
The proof for these two cases can be inferred from Proposition 3.6.1.
Case B) k > n
The case in which the initial population is greater than the size of EW is very similar to
the previous one. The main difference resides in the fact that not all the devices can be
successfully allocated during an A-EP but at most n − 1. Using the same notation of the
previous section, the number of successful devices lays in the range 0 ≤ s ≤ n − 1 and
considering that n + 1 ≤ h ≤ k.
Corollary 3.6.2 For the random allocation process of the EP phase characterized by the
initial state h, arrival state l and EW size n, the total number of possible configurations
fh,l corresponding to the cases s = n − 1 (l = h − n + 1), s = 0 (l = h) and 1 ≤ s ≤ n − 2
are respectively
1. s = n − 1: fh,h−n+1 = (n − 1)!

n  h 
n−1 n−1 ,

2. s = 0: fh,h , is calculated as in Corollary 3.6.1,
3. fh,l , is calculated as in Proposition 3.6.1.
Proof
The only part for which the proof is sketched is point 1). Similar to the first
n 
part of (18), assuming s = n − 1 we find out that (n − 1)! n−1
counts the number of
h 
permutations of n − 1 successes in n slots and n−1 counts the number of ways of
choosing n − 1 successful devices out of h.
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3.6.2

Analysis of the highest occupied busy slot

As anticipated in Section 3.5.1, the extension process can be modeled as a 2-D random
process, having the HOBS evolution over time (or equivalently the BPL) as second
dimension. By means of the set of transition probabilities qh,l defined in equation (17)
and computed by means of the EGF analysis (Proposition 3.6.1) it is possible to fully
characterize also the random process of the HOBS. In particular, the goal is to model the
average increase of the HOBS over the superframes. To accomplish this task it suffices
to calculate the set of probabilities that any of the n slots of EW becomes the HOBS.
A branch of statistic under the name of order statistic, is a useful tool to derive
the afore mentioned set of probabilities, [166]. Let z denote the position of the HOBS
inside the EW of size n, z = 1...n, Pz (n, h) denotes the probability that slot z becomes
the HOBS, given that h ≤ k (for any value of k) devices attempt to access the BP during
a given superframe, with EW size of n slots.
Theorem 3.6.2 For the random allocation process of the EP phase characterized by the
initial state h, arrival state l and EW size n, the probability for slot z of EW to become
the HOBS is
1
Pz (n, h) = h
n

"

shobs (z) 

∑

s=1

h
s

#
 

shobs (z−1)  
z
h z−1
s! fn−s,h−s − ∑
s! fn−s,h−s ,
s
s
s
s=1

(19)

where the number of successful devices s lays in the range [1, shobs ] (the particular case
s = 0 must not be considered since no new HOBS is determined when none of the nodes
succeed) and shobs is differentiated for the case h ≤ n as follows
shobs (z) = min{z, h}

(20)

shobs (z − 1) = min{z − 1, h}
shobs (0) = 0 ,
whilst for h > n
shobs (z) = min{z, n − 1}
shobs (z − 1) = min{z − 1, n − 1}
shobs (0) = 0 .
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(21)

Proof
For the EP process under investigation, when s successful devices acquire a BS
within EW of size n, s − 1 successes take place on the left side of the zth slot. Instead,
the remaining unsuccessful h − s slots can take place either on the right or on the left of
the zth slot. Therefore, the probability that slot z is the HOBS can be written as
Pz = Pr{HOBS = z} = Pr{s ≤ z} − Pr{s ≤ z − 1} ,

(22)

while equation (19) is proved using the results given in Proposition 3.6.1, Corollary
3.6.1 and equation (17).
Based on the results showed in equation (19), the average HOBS increment within
the EW of size n, during one access phase (that can be iterated over over consecutive
superframes), is now calculated as follows
∆H

(ep)

n

(m j ) =

∑ z · Pz (n, h).

(23)

z=1

3.6.3

Overview of existing models for the EP phase

In the introductory Section 3.4.1 it was highlighted the existence of a previous analytical
study of the distributed beaconing. In oder to stand out the validity of the proposed
analysis, the results obtained with the urn model approach are not only compared with
Opnet simulations but also with the analysis developed in [48]. In particular, the previous
existing model it is appositely modified to compare the results, as it will be shown later.
Therefore, the analysis developed in [48] is used as an alternative analytical method
for approximating the average HOBS increment ∆H (ep) and transition probabilities
qh,l to compute the time required to establish the network and the energy consumption
connected. The interested reader might refer to [48] and [28] for further details.
Let z denote also for this case the position of the HOBS inside EW of size n,
c = [0, 2, ..., h] be the number of devices under collision, s = h − c be the number of
devices successfully allocated in the BP and ν, 1 ≤ ν ≤c 2c b, the possible number of
slots in collision, with c 2c b the maximum number of colliding pairs.
Under the limiting assumption that all collision cases can happen only in slot indexes
lower than the HOBS 20 , it is possible to recalculate the probabilities ph (c, z) to choose
20 Notice

that this is assumption taken in [48] but is not completely realistic since that collisions may occur
either on left or right slot indexes with respect to the the HOBS.
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slot z as the HOBS (amongst n) for all the possible collision configurations for the c
devices out of the h requesting. In case that no collisions occur (c = 0) it comes that


n
1 z−1
ph (0, z) = h! h
, and qh,0 = ∑ ph (0, z).
(24)
n h−1
z=1
Instead when the number of colliding devices is c ≥ 2, ν slots might be under collision.
Since z denotes the HOBS, and under the assumptions taken so far, the other ν + h − c − 1
occupied slots must be selected from the remaining z − 1. In this case, the probability
ph (c, z) modifies as follow



h! 1 νmax
z−1
ν +h−c
ph (c, z) =
V (ν, c) ,
∑ ν +h−c−1
c! nh ν=1
h−c

(25)

where νmax =c 2c b and V (ν, c) is the number of possible collision configurations of c
devices in ν slots, computed as in Appendix 3. Similar to the case c = 0, the probabilities
qh,l can be calculated by summing over the variable z (see equation 24). The HOBS
probability of equation (19) can be now approximated as
Pz (h, n) ∼
=

h

∑ ph (c, z) .

(26)

c6=1

Figure 25(a), Figure 25(b) and Figure 25(c) show the probabilities for a slot of
the EW to be the HOBS during the EP phase for k = 4, k = 12 and k = 20 devices,
respectively. Results obtained with the EGF analysis of equation (19) are compared
with the approximated model of equation (26), as well as with simulations obtained
by means of Opnet modeler. The first two states (k and k − 1) of the AMC model in
Figure 23 are considered. The comparison shows that the EGF analysis matches results
obtained with Opnet simulations, instead the approximation of equation (26) exhibits
some limit. In fact, as the size of the population increases, the mismatch between the
HOBS probabilities increases as well.

3.7

Contraction phase analysis

As described in Section 3.5.2, a contraction phase process relies on how the corresponding extension phase process took place (i.e., a particular realization of the extension
random process) and thus it cannot be represented with a Markovian process. The
two extreme cases for the extension phase process that are immediate to model are the
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Fig 25. EP phase: comparison between HOBS probabilities obtained with EGF
analysis, Opnet simulations and analysis developed in [48] [28].
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Fig 26. CP analysis as a function of the end of the EP.

one that ends with all the slots already contracted (minimum BPL) and the other one
where all the assigned slots must contract (maximum BPL). Intuitively, both events
have very small probability and the most likely event lies between these two. In this
section, the results derived in [164] are used to analyze the contraction phase, using
the example shown in Figure 26 as an illustration. Let now H(η) be the number of
beacon slots between HOBS(0) and η such as H(η) = η − HOBS(0) − 1. Since the kth
device occupies slot HOBS(Mep ) = η, the remaining k − 1 must be distributed over the
H(η) slots. The interval H(η) is divided in two sub-intervals of size k and H(η) − k,
respectively. Any of the υ devices falling in the first sub-interval does not contribute to
the contraction (they are already contracted), while the duration of CP is determined by
the k − υ devices.
The υ devices are distributed in the sub-interval of size k, whereas (k − 1) − υ nodes
are distributed over the sub-interval of size H(η) − k. Now, all possible configurations
of allocation for the υ devices in k slots are counted, with the constraint that a slot is
occupied by at most one device. Similarly, the number of configurations of allocation of
(k − 1) − υ devices in H(η) − k slots are counted. The distribution arising from this
model is clearly hypergeometric. Let pυ|η denote the probability of finding υ devices in
the sub-interval of size k, conditioned on the EP phase ended on slot η. In general,it can
be written that
pυ|η =

k  H(η)−k
υ k−1−υ
, ∀η
H(η)
k−1

>k.

(27)

Hence, it can be computed the probability of different configurations of allocation for
a given η. In fact, for the same value of η, different configurations yield different
energy consumptions. For example, when the size of the sub-interval H(η) − k = 0,
the probability to find υ = k − 1 devices within the first k slots is clearly 1. Based
on the assumptions defined so far, the range of existence of υ can be rewritten more
conveniently as the max{0, k − 1 − (H(η) − k)} ≤ υ ≤ k − 1. Since the contraction phase
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depends on the corresponding extension phase, it should be noted that the hypergeometric
model over counts the number of possible events. The hypergeometric model assumes
that all the slots to be independent, which is not the case of the contraction. In particular,
with this model also configurations of occupied slots that are not feasible for a particular
η are counted. However, the results shown in the following section prove that the bias
introduced is acceptable.
It is now possible to calculate the number of slots that on average are freed at every
contraction iteration, given that k − υ devices must contract in total. For the particular
case υ = k − 1 (H(η) = k), the calculation is straightforward since only 1 slot is freed
to contract all the BSs. In the other contraction cases, one of the (k − 1) − υ devices
are placed on the slot immediately before η (recall that one device uses slot η). The
other (k − 1) − υ − 1 devices are redistributed in the remaining H(η) − k − 1 slots. The
same device is then moved to the slot immediately before the previous one, and the
(k − 1) − υ − 1 devices are redistributed in the remaining H(η) − k − 2 slots. Starting
from iteration zero, as soon as the first slot assigned to a device is moved to all possible
positions and all possible configurations of allocation have been counted, the process
moves to the next iteration. In the following iteration, the device previously tagged is
placed at a certain average distance (∆h(0) empty slots) from η and another device is
selected from the (k − 1) − υ − 1 remaining ones. Therefore, (k − 1) − υ − 2 devices are
now redistributed within H(η) − k − ∆h(0). This process iterates until all the (k − 1) − υ
devices are placed or the number of available slots is greater than or equal to the number
of devices. Let z denote the slot index within H(η) − k and αi indicate the iteration
number, the probability of a slot writes as

pz|υ,η = Pr(∆h = z, αi ) =

H(η)−k−∆h(αi −1)−z
(k−1)−υ−1−αi
H(η)−k−∆h(αi −1)
(k−1)−υ−αi

z = 1, 2, ..., Z,


Z = H(η) − k − ∆h(αi − 1) − (k − 1) − υ − 1 + αi
∆h(−1) = 0
αi ≥ 0 ,

(28)

where ∆h(αi − 1) is the average distance between consecutive devices at iteration αi .
Consequently, the average number of slots freed ∆H (cp) , conditioned to υ and η, is
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calculated as follows
∆H (cp) ( · |υ, η) =

Z

∑ z · pz|υ,η , ∀υ, η .

(29)

z=1

Now, the conditional HOBS variation of equation (29) is averaged with respect to υ and
η to obtain the value unconditioned.
∆H
=

(cp)

= Eη {Eυ {∆H (cp) ( · |υ, η)}} =

n·(k−1) h

k

∑

∑

η=k

0,k≤n
υ=1,k>n

i
∆H (cp) ( · |υ, η)pυ|η pη .

(30)

To carry out the above calculation it is necessary compute the set of probabilities {pη },
with pη being the probability that the EP phase ends on slot η. To overcome the problem
that the slots are not independently occupied when modeling the contraction phase,
the method proposed here relies on the work developed in [164], by constructing an
equivalent random process that is not depending on the EP phase.
Before taking the last step that is required to analyze completely the CP phase, it
results convenient to introduce a more general problem. Let k represents the number of
balls thrown at random into an infinite set of urns indexed with z and let the probabilities
for the balls to fall in a urn are arranged in decreasing order pz ≥ pz+1 (discouraged
occupation), with the constraint that ∑z pz = 1. In this case, the urns do not result to
be independently filled by the balls but instead follow a specific probabilistic pattern.
Alternatively, using the problem statement developed in [164], it can be formulated an
equivalent problem for which the urns are arranged as above but with the number of
balls that is a Poisson distributed r.v. with expectation k. The main results of [164] can
be summarized as, in the equivalent problem the occupation of the urns can be assumed
independent events and the number of occupied urns asymptotically converges in
distribution to a Normal distribution, as the number of balls grows, under the constraint
that limz→∞ pz+1 /pz = 1. In particular, the so defined Poissonized problem exhibits the
same statistical average of the original one and, as the number of balls grows to infinity,
the variance also goes to infinity, making the use of the Lindeberg central limit theorem
(L-CLT) possible 21 .
Since the contraction process deals with finite number of devices and slots, an
equivalent Binomialized random process other than Poissonized is defined. The objective
21 The
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Lindeberg Central Limit theorem is a weak form of the more general Central limit theorem.

is to prove that the Binomialized process carries the same statistical average but
different variance as the original one, so that the results in [164] apply. The equivalent
Binomialized problem is described by the probability term qH such that, the average
number of objects is k = qH · H(η), ∀ H(η) ∈ (k, min{mMaxBPLength, n · (k − 1)} −
HOBS(0)). To comply with all hypothesis of [164], it is explicitly taken the assumption
that pz ≥ pz+1 , ∀1 ≤ z ≤ H(η). It was pointed out that minimum and maximum BPL
(corresponding either to the case when all devices are already contracted or to the case
when all the devices must do contraction) have both small probability to happen. The
above constraint of slots occupation cannot be considered a general assumption valid for
all BPL values. However, as H(η) grows (η sufficiently larger than k) the probability to
obtain BPL values approaching the maximum decreases, since that large BPL values are
discouraged events. In other words, it suffices to focus on the large BPL values, since
they contribute the most to the energy consumption.
Theorem 3.7.1 Let the contraction process be characterized by k devices and a HOBS
2 denote average and variance for the random
k ≤ η ≤ n · (k − 1). Let µk,η and σk,η

process of the extension yielding η as the HOBS in the original problem, respectively.
Furthermore, let µ(k, η) and σ 2 (k, η) be average and variance for the random allocation
of nodes yielding η in the Binomialized problem. When the number of devices k becomes
sufficiently large the following results hold
1. the Binomialized problem and the original one have the same statistical average,
such that limk→∞ [µk,η − µ(k, η)] = 0 and,
2. the Binomialized problem exhibits different variance that grows to infinity,
limk→∞ σ 2 (k, η) = ∞.
The proof of this proposition is postponed to Appendix 4 and 5. Average µ(k, η) and
variance σ 2 (k, η) corresponding to the Binomialized problem are expressed in equations
(188) and (191), respectively.
Corollary 3.7.1 For the contraction process following the same hypothesis of Proposition 3.7 to insert in equation (30), the set of probabilities {pη } can be modeled with a
Gaussian distribution ℵ(µ(k, η), σ 2 (k, η)).
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3.8

Opnet implementation of ECMA-368 MAC

The FSM of the MAC is shown in Figure 27. The MAC process begins in the state Init,
where all variables and statistics are initialized. After being turned on and prior to any
other operation, a device must scan through the channels searching for a potentially
existing BP by detecting beacons. In case no beacon is received, the device can select a
channel and start broadcasting beacons by setting up the BPST for the entire network.
Any other device that is powered up to a later time will detect the presence of an existing
BPST. Such a newcomer begins the procedure previously illustrated to acquire a BS. The
BS acquisition procedure starts from state Idle, which is entered any time the process
does not have any specific task to carry out (neither transmitting, nor receiving).

Fig 27. Opnet finite state machine of ECMA-368 MAC.

The MAC FSM is designed to include also DTP functionalities 22 , though not used.
States Queuing data, SENSING, Send pkt check_ack and the transitions from/to these
states could be used with the purpose of exchanging data packets. As the receiver chain
begins with state FCS, it is nimble to receive various packet types (not only beacons).
ECMA-368 compliant MAC features supported by this Opnet model are
– BP functionalities,
– Multiple BPs merging and,
22 The

model has implemented a form of DRP protocol dating back to an old version of the standard, referred
to as MBOA MAC draft 0.5.
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– Hibernation functionalities (anchor and hibernation devices).
The states implementing BP functionalities are: Send Beacon, Check_Beac and
BEAC_REC. The FSM has implemented functions for BSs access and collision
resolution, contraction and Alien type DRP reservation (used for merging). In addition,
the model supports implicit DRP reservations of MASs for data exchange (although not
used as pointed out), as well as anchor device selection and hibernation mode functions.

3.9

Results for the distributed beaconing over an
error-free channel

Simulation results were obtained by modeling the distributed beaconing in the network
simulator Opnet. The devices are independently deployed over an area of 30 × 30 m2 .
The area is purposely chosen larger than for a typical WPAN scenario to justify also cases
in which the number of nodes is relatively high. System parameters are summarized
in Table 14. Values of the population that have been simulated are k = {4, 12, 20}
different devices population for a number of simulation seeds of 3.000, 6.000 and 10.000,
respectively. EW size is n = 8. The values of k account for sparse ad-hoc networks, as
well as for highly dense sensor network environments [167]. As the BP grows, the upper
limit of mMaxBPLength defined in [8] is met. This means that the size of EW shrinks
when the BP reaches its maximum length. U is defined as the general size of EW for
both extension and contraction phases in the following way
U = min{n, mMaxBPLength − HOBS(m)} and ,

(31)

BPL(m) = HOBS(m) +U + 1 .
Based on the power absorbed in transmission (Ptx = V · Itx ) and reception (Prx =
V · Irx ), including circuitry consumption, computed in Table 14, the corresponding
energy absorbed for transmitting (εtx ) and receiving (εrx ) beacon frames having duration
Tbs is, εtx = Ptx · Tbs and erx = Prx · Tbs . In power consumption calculations a voltage of
V = 3.6 V was used, while current absorptions in transmission and reception equal to
Itx = 200 mA and Irx = 350 mA, respectively. To quantify how the energy consumption
of the EP impacts on the battery lifetime, a commercial battery with capacity 1200 mAh
is considered (due to the lack of any other specification). Furthermore, the event
of saturation is referred to as the event in which BPL(t) reaches at time t the length
mMaxBPLength, before all the k devices have been allocated. For the sake of completing
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the notation, εep , εcp and εset−up = εep + εcp , denote the total energy consumptions during
extension, contraction and set-up phases, respectively.
Table 6. System parameters [8, 25].
Parameter

Comments

Value

Ptx,RF

RF transmit power (FCC 15b
mask)

-14 dBm

Rb

data rate

53.3 Mbps

Tsf

superframe duration

65.536 ms

Tbs

beacon slot (BS)

85.3 µs

HOBS(0)

beacon slot occupied by the GW2
device

SS

number of signaling slots

2 slots

mMaxBPLength

max. BPL

96 slots

mMaxLostBeacons

max. number of beacons for
disassociation

3 superframes

n

EW size

8 slots

Ptx

Tx. power absorption (non
commercial chips)

28.6 dBm

Prx

Rx. power absorption (non
commercial chips)

31 dBm

3.9.1

Extension phase

As analyzed in Section 3.6, the system during extension evolves through intermediate
states (or equivalently different populations), until the absorbing state is reached. To
obtain results comparable with theory, simulation results are recorded for each state of
the extension process and for each seed separately. The relevant statistics recorded are
the dwelling time of the process in a certain state and the value of the HOBS during that
state time. Length of the BP and energy consumption are then straightforward to obtain,
once the size of EW is known. During extension, the energy consumption is
k

εep =

∑ εtot (BPL) × ∆Mk− j ,

(32)

j=1

where ∆Mk− j = Mk− j−1 − Mk− j is the average number of superframes elapsed in state
k − j − 1, Mk− j (n, k) is calculated as in equation (14), ∑kj=1 ∆Mk− j = Mep , and εtot (BPL)
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is calculated as in equation (12) for the average BPL experienced in state k − j − 1.
Figure 28(a) and Figure 28(b), show the time for extension completion (or equivalently the time until absorption). To make evident the saturation effect, the case where
the BP is bounded by mMaxBPLength as prescribed by ECMA-368 (case (a)) and
the one where the BP is unbounded (case (b)) are overlaid. Since the absorbing times
computed with the EGF analysis of Section 3.6.1 and the analysis developed in [48]
[28] almost overlap, only the results obtained with the EGF analysis are shown. The
absorbing times obtained with both analytical methods point out that the average BPL
goes beyond the maximum mMaxBPlength, as the number of devices grows. In fact,
the analysis shows that the average increment of the HOBS is located on high slot
indexes within EW. The saturation effect cannot be observed from the simulation results
obtained with Opnet instead. This is due the fact that Opnet simulations are biased by
rare events (as we discuss in Section 3.9.3)
Figure 29(a), Figure 29(b) and Figure 29(c) compare the average energy consumptions obtained with simulations, the EGF analysis of Section 3.6.1 and the approximated
analysis of Section 3.6.3 (see also in [28]). The proposed EGF based analysis accurately
models the HOBS and can be used as an effective analytical tool for predicting the
energy consumption of the distributed beaconing.

3.9.2

Contraction phase

Analogous to the extension, the comparison between theory and Opnet simulations is
showed. Similar to equation (32), the average energy consumption during the contraction
can be written as
εcp =

∑ εtot (BPL) × ( j · Icp ) ,

(33)

j≥1

where ∑ j≥1 Icp = Mcp superframes and εtot (BPL) is calculated as in equation (12) for an
average BPL value. It is important to remark that the CP phase is analyzed for any
possible outcome of the EP phase and independently of it. Therefore, the results for the
contraction do not restart from superframe Mep . It was explained already in Section 3.7
that the CP phase is not affected by collisions but the occupation of the slots must be
treated as interdependent events and that events of maximum BPL is an event with small
√
probability. To comply with hypothesis of [164] it is assumed that pz ∝ 1/ z, such
that it verifies limz→∞ pz+1 /pz = 1. As a matter of fact, pz could have been selected
according to any other function implying that a high BPL is discouraged.
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Fig 28. AMC absorbing times: EGF analysis vs. Opnet results for k = {4, 12, 20},U =
8.
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Fig 29. Extension phase: energy consumption results obtained with EGF analysis,
Opnet simulations and the modified analysis of [48] [28].
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As instrumental to CP analysis, Figure 30(a), Figure 30(b) and Figure 30(c) show
the probability of the HOBS at the end of the extension phase. when Opnet results
are compared with the outcome of the Binomialized contraction (random) process.
For a small size of device population, as for k = 4, the probability of the HOBS is not
Gaussian distributed (Figure 30(a)), although the fitting Gaussian distribution is used
for energy computation. The experimental evidence proves what already discussed
in theory, that is, the Gaussian approximation does not hold for a small size of the
ensembles. As the number of devices increases, the probability of the HOBS at the end
of the EP phase converges to a Gaussian distribution. As explained in Section 3.7, the
Binomialized random process asymptotically converges to Gaussian behavior with the
same statistical average of the original problem but different variance.
Figure 31(a), Figure 31(b) and Figure 31(c) show the average energy consumption
during contraction by comparing Opnet results with the Binomialized process. The
figures show good correspondence between simulations and theory, although some
difference still exists. The main reason for the discrepancy must be searched in the
different biases affecting simulations and theory. However, given that the results show
the average behavior, it can be concluded that the proposed approach gives good
estimation of the performance. Furthermore, the results so obtained show that through
Binomialization the Gaussian behavior of the urn occupancy can be explained, as the
number of devices k grows, while having accurate energy consumption prediction.
Comparing the results obtained with the [162], it is possible to conclude that the method
prposed enables the investigation of all aspects of the random process representing the
contraction.

3.9.3

Impact of the distributed beaconing on battery
lifetime

The absorbing times for the AMC model (Figure 23) obtained with simulations carried
out in Opnet match with the results obtained with the EGF analysis of Section 3.6.1. It
was anticipated in Section 3.6.2 that the HOBS probability can be obtained by using
some principles from order statistic. As shown in Figures 25(a), Figure 25(b) and Figure
25(c), the average increase of the HOBS over the superframes converges to the end of
the EW as far as the population of k devices grows. A saturation event for the BP of
length BPL corresponds to the case where BP is larger than mMaxBPLength before
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Fig 30. Contraction phase: probability the EP phase ends with slot η as the HOBS
(Binomialized process of Section 3.7 vs. Opnet simulations).
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Fig 31. Contraction phase: energy consumption per superframe (analysis of Section 3.7 vs. Opnet simulations).
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all the k devices acquire a collision-free BS. As noticeable from figures showing the
HOBS probability, the EGF analysis developed in Section 3.6.1 and Opnet simulation
results match each other. On the other hand, the analysis developed in [48] [28] only
provides an upper bound of the standard compliant performance simulated in Opnet.
The saturation effect is not observable from Opnet results despite the large number of
simulation seeds. In fact, certain events are extremely rare to occur in a reasonable
simulation time. This phenomena is more evident for large number of devices (as this
corresponds to a larger set of events to simulate). A formal approach to the simulation
of rare events is given in [168]. Therefore, it can concluded that the EGF analysis of
Section 3.6.1 enables the prediction of the changes of the BPL taking incorporating also
a phenomena that could not be observed even with simulations.
Based on the model developed, the impact of the EP and CP phases on the total
device battery lifetime can be evaluated. To that end, the fraction of the total battery
used during the transient phase is computed. For a low number of devices as k = 4, the
impact of the transient phase is negligible. On the other hand, as the number of devices
grows, the impact of the transient phase on the battery lifetime is more consistent.
Transient phase requires a fraction of the battery capacity to be reserved for beaconing.
This fraction is equal to 0.0035% for k = 12 and 0.0115% for k = 20. The individual
impact of the extention and contraction phases on the beaconing is shown in Table 7.
The percenatges highlight which of the two phases between EP and CP have more
relevance on the overall consumption.
Table 7. Overall consumptions of the EP and CP phases.
Total population (k)

Energy consumption EP phase Energy consumption CP phase

4

27.4 mJ (47.7%)

30 mJ (52.3%)

12

351.2 mJ (66.8%)

175 mJ (33.2%)

20

1358.2 mJ (76%)

429 mJ (24%)

Beside energy consumption, a more deep investigation on the BP saturation effect
is mandatory for network design. Let θsat = BPL(Mep )/mMaxBPLength denote the
fraction between the average BPL at the end of the EP (superframe Mep ) and the
maximum allowed BP, mMaxBPLength. Fraction θsat is computed for varying k and n
in Figure 32. Saturation of the BP is observed for any pair (n, k) such that θsat = 100%.
In particular, the figure shows that saturation occurs with k = 20 devices when EW size
is n ≥ 5. When the population of devices is k = 4 and k = 12, saturation only occurs for
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larger EW sizes than those prescribed by ECMA standard. The trend shown by the
figure suggests that an optimal value of EW can be computed to avoid saturation for
any pair (n, k). In particular, for large device population, saturation can be avoided by
reducing the EW size (n < 8), although collisions and energy consumption increase on
average.

Average BPL(n,k) normalized with respect to mMaxBPLength
θsat=BPL/mMaxBPLength (%)

100
90

BP saturation

80

k=20
k=12
k=4

70
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20
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7

8

EW size (n)

Fig 32. Average occupied fraction of the maximum BPL (mMaxBPLength) at the
end of the EP phase, obtained with the EGF analysis.

3.10

Extension phase analysis over fading channel

The analysis showed in previous section was carried out assuming an error-free channel.
This unrealistic assumption is now removed to include also channel fading. As Figure
23 shows, a larger set of events of transition has to be considered compared to the case
with no miss-detection (pd = 1). Being that the system state indicates the number of
devices that are not yet part of the BP, state ’one’ denotes the case in which a device
could suffer from miss-detection even when attempting to access the BP alone.
Being the contraction process the collision-free phase used to compact the BP,
the introduction of channel impairments better models the realistic case of devices
accessing the BP during the extension phase. Therefore, the aim here is to show how the
probability of beacon detection (pd ) impacts on the transition probabilities of the AMC,
recomputed with fading channel. The previous case in which the detection probability
was neglected is equivalent to the degenerate case with pd = 1.
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Let now denote with anchor a device already member of the BP23 . As mentioned
earlier, a newcomer necessitates unanimous permission to join the network. The
permission is acquired by reading the BPOIE inserted in the beacons of anchor devices.
Intuitively, beacons miss-detection due to channel impairments will modify the equations
derived under the assumption of an error-free channel.

3.10.1 Modeling beacon packet Detection
This section models the probability of detecting a beacon packet transmitted by the ith
newcomer at the jth anchor node already member of the BP, accounting for the distance
ri, j and signal fading. The probability of successful detection is modeled here as the
probability that the SNR is above a threshold γ. The following calculation accounts for
the fact that the outer encoder is Reed-Solomon and that hard-decision decoding is
implemented. Detection probability is computable as the probability the received SNR
exceeds a certain threshold γth

Pr(SNR > γth ) = Pr



P





tx

|hc |2 di,−2Ω
> γth ,
j


N
0

 | {z }

(34)

Q

where Ptx is the transmitted signal power at the limit of the near-far region24 ; hc is
the quasi-static amplitude gain of the channel (block fading); Ω is the amplitude-loss
coefficient (note that it differs from the power-loss coefficient); N0 is the variance of the
additive white Gaussian noise affecting the received signal. When the amplitude of the
channel impulse response |hc | is Rayleigh distributed, the cumulative density function of
Q at γth0 =

γN0
Ptx

can be written as
FQ (γ 0 ) =

Z RM
Rm

0 2Ω

(1 − e−γ x ) fri, j (x)dx ,

(35)

where fri, j (x) is the probability density function of ri, j ; Rm and RM are the minimum
and maximum distances from the anchor node and define the boundaries of the region
where the nodes are located. For a uniform distribution on the 2-dimensional plane
fri, j (x) =

2x
RM2 −R2

and for the case Ω = 1, the probability of having the SNR higher than

m

23 To

be precise, the use of the term anchor is improper here, since it might be misunderstood with a device
broadcasting information on hibernation mode devices.
24 The near-far region limit is assumed at 1 meter.
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γ results
0 2

0

2

e−γ Rm − e−γth RM
Pr (SNR > γth ) = 1 − 0 2
.
γth (RM − R2m )

(36)

3.10.2 Modeling the transition probabilities over fading
channel
In correspondence of an initial population of h devices, the transition probabilities qh,l
are a function of distances {ri,j } between the ith newcomer and the jth anchor node,
for i = 1, ..., h j = 1, ..., a and a = k − h. In developing the transition probabilities it is
considered that starting with h newcomers, h − l are successful and l do collide. For the
case without fading, the transitions between states are determined only by the number
(c) of devices that are not affected by collisions. Instead, when transmission is impaired
by fading, it is necessary to account for the additional cases where c ≤ l devices collide
while the remaining h − c, although collision-free, are not detected by at least one of the
anchor nodes (as presented by the standard).
During the EP phase, the process of allocating devices in the BP makes a transition
from a state to another. The computation of the transition probabilities accounts now
for all the possible events in which beacons of newcomers suffer from miss-detection,
yielding the following expression

l

qh,l (pd ) =




a
h
l 
a
h−c
q
(p
=
1)
p
(r
)
·
1
−
p
(r
)
h,l+c d
∑
∏ ∏ d i,j ∏
∏ d i,j , (37)
j=1 i=l+1
t=c+1
j=1
c=0 l − c
c6=1

where

h−c
l−c

counts all possible ways of choosing l − c non-colliding devices out of

h − c and qh,l+c (pd = 1) is the transition probability from state h to state l + c assuming
error-free communications. Replacing now pd(ri,j ) with the target detection probability
p∗d in equation (37), the transition probabilities become

qh,l (p∗d ) =

l




l−c
h−c
∑ l − c qh,l+c (pd = 1)p∗d a·(h−l) 1 − p∗d a .
c=0

c6=1
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(38)

3.10.3 Results for the distributed beaconing over fading
channel
Figure 33 shows the probability to meet a certain SNR threshold when different target
p∗d values are assigned. ECMA-368, defines the maximum size of a beacon packet as
follows,


Lb,max = Rb mBeaconSlotLength − SIFS − mGuardTime = 3355 bits ,

(39)

where all time values are defined in Table 129 and Table 130 in [8]. The size of the
beacon packet assumed here are Lb = {500, 3355} bits and the code RS(23,17) [8].
It is important to remark that Figure 33 does not show the behavior of the detection
probability but rather the probability a predefined target value (defined by the QoS of the
application) can be met within the operating range. The figure shows that within 10 m of
distance the beacon packet can be received with a probability as high as the target with
very high probability.
Probability to meet the threshold vs. distance given target p* − R = 53.3 Mbps
d

b
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Fig 33. Probability to meet a target beacon detection probability ([19], published
by permission of IEEE).

Figure 34(a) shows the time (in number of superframes) required to allocate all
the newcomers for the standard compliant case. In particular, the figure highlights the
saturation of the BP, as already discussed in the ideal case with perfect detection. On the
other hand, Figure 34(b) compares the time that is required to complete the allocation
in the case of an unbounded BPL. The figures compare the cases with and without
miss-detection, assuming a target p∗d = 0.9. The figures show that when the effect of
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EP Phase Times: Ideal case vs. miss−detection case (Std. compliant) − n=8, k={4 12 20}
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(a) ECMA-368 compliant case.
EP Phase Times: Ideal case vs. miss−detection case (not Std. compliant) − n=8, k={4 12 20}
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(b) Non-standard compliant case.

Fig 34. Extension phase completion times for k = {4, 12, 20} and n = 8 ([19], published by permission of IEEE).

miss-detection becomes harsher, also the EP completion time significantly increases (the
time for allocation completion after nearly 900 superframes is approximately 1 minute).
Figure 35(a) and Figure 35(b) show the growth of the BP during the EP phase when
computing BPL(t) as in equation (31) and the average increment of the HOBS during
the extension was defined in Section 3.5.1. Also for this case the behavior of the BPL is
studied but with and without miss-detection. The figures show that to reach a certain
BPL value a longer time is required with miss-detection, thus implying a higher energy
consumption.
Figure 36 shows the total energy consumption during the EP phase. Again, the
figure highlights that the harsher is the propagation environment, the higher is the energy
consumption. It can be noticed that the energy consumption for k = 20 decreases as EW
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size increases, although it has the tendency to become almost flat as the beacon period
attains its maximum possible value (saturation condition). On the other hand, for the
cases k = 4 and k = 12 as n increases the energy consumption also increases, showing
that large values for EW are definitively not optimal.
As it was done for the case without miss-detection, the impact of the extension
phase on the battery lifetime is evaluated (as mentioned before there is no reason to
consider the contraction when including the effect of beacon miss-detection). Referring
to the commercial battery given before, the total energy spent during the EP phase for
pd = 0.9, n = 2 and k = 20, represents the 2.5% of total battery capacity. Furthermore,
comparing the cases with and without miss-detection (for k = 20, n = 2, pd = 0.9), it
can be concluded that miss-detection increases the total consumption of approximately
68%.

3.11

Concluding remarks of the chapter

This chapter has dealt with high data rate WPANs using UWB as physical communication
technology and two different MAC layers for medium access. In particular, two MAC
standards have been considered, namely the IEEE 802.15.3 and ECMA-368. Impulse
radio UWB and multi-band OFDM UWB are the selected technologies. The two MAC
standards are radically different given that the IEEE 802.15.3 uses a centralized solution
to network management, whereas ECMA-368 is distributed. The IEEE 802.15.3 can
be considered the first MAC supposed to function with UWB, although ECMA-368
became dominant with time. The study presented focuses on the management of the
short range network, which represent the most crucial part of a MAC design. A faulty
network management causes inefficiencies in the network.
The IEEE 802.15.3 CAP, which is based on CSMA/CA, is investigated by means
of simulations obtained with the network simulator Opnet. In particular, the case
wherein devices acquire network association upon detecting the PNC was considered.
Afterwards, they begin negotiating resources with the piconet coordinator. The study
assumes that high data rate communication links take place during the CTAP, to fulfill
the QoS of the application. The allocation is granted or denied by the PNC and the
devices try to serve as many packets as possible to avoid packets drop. The superframe
length is supposed to vary, depending on the rate of allocation of data streams. This study
highlights all the weaknesses of a centralized network architecture. The CSMA/CA
defined by the standard yields inefficiencies as the number of nodes in the network
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Fig 35. Beacon period growth during EP phase ([19], published by permission of
IEEE).

increases.
The distributed beaconing of ECMA-368 was studied in the second part of this
chapter. Being the short-range network defined by ECMA distributed, devices exchange
beacon frames for medium reservation and general network management. The distributed
beaconing was studied first assuming an error-free channel and afterwards introducing
losses due to the propagation environment. The novelty here is the development of a new
way of systematically approaching the problem, which exploits the tool of generating
functions. Generating functions is a powerful statistical tool that can be used to model
complex combinatorial problem. ECMA-368 can relieve potential problems connected
with a central decision point thanks to its distributed approach. However, the beacon
period might be subject to beacon losses and time synchronization errors.
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Fig 36. Energy consumption of distributed beaconing for different pd and n values
([19], published by permission of IEEE).

Both investigated protocols show that, if not properly modified, they could function
as promised only with a limited number of nodes and predictable traffic pattern.
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4

MAC protocols for UWB based sensor
networks

The aim of this chapter is to show the contributions made by the author of this PhD thesis
in the field of UWB-based wireless sensor networks in terms of analysis, simulation
models and results. The models of the interference, the bit error probability model over
fading channel ad the probability of miss-detection are derived from the literature and
shown in this chapter for the sake of having a self contained contribution. The author
has contributed deriving the throughput of the basic PSMA MAC protocol, which is
one of the first results on MAC analysis. The remaining analysis, models and results
presented through this chapter are all author’s contributions.
As was already discussed in Chapter 2, WSNs can be applied to a large number of
scenarios. Correspondingly, a large number of MAC protocols with different features
have been designed and partially implemented. Therefore, the selection of a particular
scenario greatly affects the design of a suitable MAC protocol. Since part of the results
shown in this chapter were developed within the European projects e-sense [169] and
Sensei [170], it is convenient to refer explicitly to the scenarios defined by these two
projects. Scenarios of interest involve body area networks, industrial sensor networks
and environment sensor networks. Traffic patterns, nodes density and network topology
represent peculiar characteristics of each scenario. For example, WBANs can be
conveniently exploited in the field of wireless medical ICT. Applications of WBANs in
medical scenarios include monitoring of athletes performance, monitoring rescuers vital
parameters (e.g. firemen) and patients health monitoring inside and outside the hospital.
Sensor networks could be used also in indoor environments such as smart shopping
malls, whereas industrial sensor networks can be exploited for monitoring industrial
processes as well as facilities surveillance.
Reduced capabilities of sensor devices range from limited processing to power
supply, thus requiring efficient protocols to enable as much energy saving as possible.
Therefore, all the circuitry of a sensor must be optimized for maximizing sensor lifetime.
In the following sections the beacon-enabled star topology network defined by the IEEE
802.15.4 is investigated when replacing the PHY with the type of IR-UWB defined
by the IEEE 802.15.4a. S-Aloha and PSMA are the selected MAC protocols, while
network performance are evaluated in terms of throughput and energy consumption in
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the presence of miss-detection, false alarm and receiver capture (these physical layer
effects are particularly important in UWB communications).

4.1

Modeling IR-UWB

The general structure of the IR-UWB signal is shown in Figure 37. This structure was
first introduced in the pioneering works developed in [40] and [171]. Although a number
of different modulation schemes is available to transmit data in UWB communications
(see Chapter 2), this thesis focuses on using BPPM modulation and BPM. In a network
of k devices attempting to transmit data, the expression of the transmitted signal for the
kth user can be written as follows
s
s(k) (t) =

∞

∑

j=−∞

2εs
(k)
(k)
p(t − jTf −C j Tc − δ db j/Ns c ) ,
Nptp

(40)

where εs is the energy of the transmitted symbol, p(t) is the basic pulse shape, Np is the
number of pulses per symbol, tp is the duration of an elementary pulse, Tf is the pulse
(k)

repetition interval, C j in the time-hopping sequence (THS) of the kth, Tc is the chip
(k)

duration, δ denotes one of the two PPM interval and d j is the jth symbol in a string of
data symbols generated by the kth user. The power of a symbol is evenly distributed
among the transmitted pulses, or in other words
1
tp

Z tp

p2 (t)dt = 1

0

Fig 37. Structure of the impulse radio UWB signal.

In order to evaluate the impact on MAC performance of realistic UWB effects simple
sensors use the non-coherent ED receiver shown in Figure 38. The ED receiver applies
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the square-law operation to collect energy on both sides of the two PPM intervals by
integrating for a time Tint . The decision on which signal is being transmitted is taken on
the basis of the harvested energy .

Fig 38. Non-coherent energy detector receiver.

The structure of the IR-UWB signal defined by the IEEE 802.15.4a standard is
reviewed and its main features are discussed hereafter. The bandwidth of the UWB
signal is approximately the inverse of the duration of an elementary pulse, W ≈ 1/Tp .
The IEEE 802.15.4a defines the use of concatenated FEC including Reed-Solomon
(RS) codes for the outer encoder and convolutional codes for the inner encoder. The
Modulation scheme is a mixture of amplitude and position modulations. In particular, the
amplitude modulation is BPSK and the position modulation is BPM. Several channels
with different characteristic are specified by the standard. For example, in channel
number three the mandatory data rate of 850 Kbps is prescribed, which will be used for
producing the results.
The structure of the BPM modulated UWB signal is shown in Figure 39. The major
difference with respect to Figure 37 is that a symbol is composed by a consecutive train
of pulses. As the figure shows, the overall symbol duration is denoted by Tsym , and it is
divided into two sub-intervals having duration TBPM = Tsym /2 each. For binary case,
the sub-intervals carry the informative symbol in the position (i.e. one sub-interval
for bit zero and the other for bit one). The interval Tsym is divided in a number of
possible burst positions having a duration Tburst each. The number of chips per burst
is denoted by Ncpb , with a chip lasting Tc , such that Tburst = Ncpb Tc . The position of
a burst inside the interval TBPM is specified by the time hopping code. In general it
holds that Tburst << Tsym , which improves interference rejection. In order to minimize
inter-symbol interference caused by multipath effects, a guard interval is purposely left
between the two data intervals. The IEEE 802.15.4a compliant UWB signal for the kth
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user is written as follows
(k)

(k)

sBPM (t) = [1 − 2g1 ]

Ncpb

(k)

∑ [1 − 2 · xi+kNcpb ] · p(t − g0

TBPM − ∆(k) Tburst − jTc ) ,

(41)

j=1

where g0 , g1 ∈ {0, 1} represent the information conveyed in position and amplitude
modulations, respectively. The scrambling code is denoted by xi+k·Ncpb while ∆(k) is
the THS for the kth user. As a matter of fact, the structure of the ED receiver allows
for simplification of equation (41) by neglecting the amplitude component and the
scrambling code.

Fig 39. Signal structure of the IEEE 802.15.4a compliant IR-UWB signal.

The approach adopted is as follows: results are developed first for the UWB signal
of equation (40) and then adapted to the signal structure defined by the IEEE 802.15.4a.
This last assertion is more evident by rewriting (41) as follows
(k)
sBPM (t) =

Ncpb /2−1

∑

i=0

s


2εs
(k)
p t − g0 TBPM − ∆(k) Tburst − iTc .
Ncpbtp

(42)

Expressions used later in the analysis of the selected MAC protocols are developed
in terms of bit error probability (pb ), probability of false alarm (pfa ), probability of
detection (pd ) and capture probability (pc ). The analysis proposed here stems from the
work done in [172–174], which are fundamental to understand theoretical and simulated
results for the MAC. Let Y denote the decision variable obtained with the ED receiver of
Figure 38 before sampling and let Z denote the decision variable after the sampler. Let
Ys and Yn denote also deterministic and random components of the decision variable Y ,
respectively. The analysis is first derived in the presence of Additive White Gaussian
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noise (AWGN) and then is refined to account for Nakagami distributed fading and
interference.
For the non-coherent ED receiver the integration time Tint determines the amount of
energy and noise collected over the channel affecting the decision process. The general
expression of the received signal after the band-pass zonal filter (BPZF) of Figure 38 is
r̃(k) (t) = w̃(t) + ñ(t) = s̃(k) (t) ∗ h(t) + ñ(t) ,

(43)

where h(t) is the channel impulse response and ñ(t) is the white Gaussian noise process
with two-sided power spectral density σ02 =

N0
2 .

In order to derive the above mentioned

probabilities, it is now convenient to remind the analytical tools that will be used to
solve the cases of interest. In case of the AWGN noise, the expression of pb is obtained
as follows
p
pb = Q( SNRZ ) ,

(44)

where SNRZ = E2 {Zs }/Var{Z} denotes the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the decision
variable Z and Q(·) stands for the Q function defined as
1
Q(x) = √
2π

Z ∞

x2

e− 2 dx .

(45)

x

As detailed in the following sections, the probabilities of false alarm and miss-detection
can also be modeled with the Q function after taking the proper assumptions. To model
the BEP in Nakagami distributed fading and in the presence of multi user interference
the simple Q function is no longer adequate. In these cases, most of the times it is
necessary to rely on numerical techniques to obtain the results. A powerful tool is
provided by the inversion theorem defined in [175]. The general expression of the
cumulative distribution function (CDF) F(x) of the random variable (r.v.) of interest is
shown below
F(x) =

1
1
+
2 2π

Z ∞ jνx
e ϒ(− jν) − e− jνx ϒ( jν)
0

jν

dν ,

(46)

where ϒ(x) is the characteristic function (CF) of the r.v. under investigation.
As anticipated by previous chapters, UWB based communications suit indoor
propagation environments characterized by multipath fading particularly well. Let L
denote the total number of multi-path components 25 and let hl and τl denote amplitude
25 For

the sake of the analysis the number of multipath components L is assumed fixed, although this is not true
in general.
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and delay of the lth multipath component. The expression of the channel impulse
response can be the written as follows
L

h(t) =

∑ hl δ (t − τl ) .

(47)

l=1


For the sake of keeping the notation short, the pair al , τl is indicated Ψ. All resolvable
multipath components that verify the following inequality | τl − τl 0 |≥ tp , ∀l 6= l 0 are
assumed independent. For the AWGN case, the channel can be modeled with a nondispersive, time invariant, linear system. On the other hand, the channel has to be
modeled with a non linear, frequency selective system in all the other (and more
realistic) cases. The number of multipath components integrated is computed as:
L = min{W T,Wtg }, where tg = tp + td is the pulse duration at the output of the channel
and td is the maximum channel excess delay. For the AWGN case it obviously holds that
td = 0 and Tint = tp , which is equivalent of making calculations only on the basis of the
LoS component.

4.1.1

Description of the IEEE 802.15.4a preamble

As described in [11], a synchronization header (SHR) having duration Tshr is added prior
to the PHY header to facilitate timing acquisition, coarse and fine frequency recovery,
AGC setting, etc. The standard IEEE 802.15.4a defines four different preamble lengths:
default, short, medium and long. The length of the SHR header changes depending on
the channel number selection. The SHR sequence is divided into SYNC and start of
frame delimiter (SFD) parts. Let Tsync and Tsfd denote the durations of the SYNC and
SFD sequences, respectively. The SYNC part is used for channel estimation, packet
synchronization and ranging purposes. The duration of the SYNC part can be either 16,
64 1024 or 4096 symbols, depending on the selected preamble (e.g. short preamble).
A PAN operating in one of the channels defined by the IEEE 802.15.4a standard is
identified by a preamble sequence. In fact, the SHR sequence is built upon a preamble
code (Ci ) by inserting a number of empty chip intervals between code symbols The
amount of chips intervals is denoted by δc . The standard defines a basic code length of
31 and an optional code length of 127. The resulting preamble symbol is obtained as
follows: si = Ci ⊗ δc 26 , whose duration (tpsym ) coincides with one whole repetition of
the modulated preamble code. Each code symbol of the preamble sequence is drawn
26 The
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symbol ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.

from the set of ternary values {−1, 0, 1}.
Being the SYNC header the part of the preamble used for packet detection, the
structure of SYNC is explained hereafter more in-depth. Events of false alarm and
miss-detection are due to erroneous preamble detection. The SYNC header consists of a
sequence of Lsync symbols si , and the structure of a preamble symbol si is shown in
Figure 40.

Fig 40. Structure of the IEEE 802.15.4a compliant preamble structure, based on
the repetition of ternary sequences separated by empty chips [11].

The c empty chips separating code symbols are used to minimize inter-symbol
interference (ISI) owed to the propagation of the radio signal through the wireless
channel, which is essentially a dispersive mean. Such effect is well known to experts
and it is often times quantified with parameters such as excess delay and RMS channel
delay spread [124, 125].
The probabilities of false alarm and miss-detection as well as the BEP in the presence
of interference are derived assuming perfect synchronization between transmitter and
receiver and conditioning first on the channel impulse response. As non-coherent
reception is assumed, the information conveyed in the phase of the ternary sequence
cannot be exploited for demodulation purposes. In this particular case, the process
of detecting whether a packet has been transmitted or not simply turns into deciding
whether a sufficient amount of energy has been collected in the different chip intervals
of the preamble.

4.1.2

Network and MAC assumptions

With regard to the beacon-enabled STN [10] studied in this part of the thesis, the
coordinator device is located at the center of the reference system (as Figure 41 shows)
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and it is also the sink of the whole network traffic. Following the terminology and
the explanations given in Section 2.3, the coordinator is a FFD device responsible for
issuing periodically the beacon frame. On the other hand, all sensor nodes are assumed
RFDs and after associating with the coordinator transmit their traffic to it. Furthermore,
all nodes member of the same network use the same time-hopping sequence and the
sink/coordinator is capable of single packet reception.
Sensor nodes are supposed to generate packets independently of each other. The
network arrival rate Λ = λn + λr packets/slot is the sum between the rate of newly
generated packets λn and the rate of backlog packets λr . The metrics object of the
investigated are mainly throughput and energy consumption of the star topology
network. The coordinator is not supposed to generate data traffic but instead beacons
and acknowledgments. Sensor devices generate data traffic but they are not supposed to
generate any new packet until the previous one is successfully delivered (hypothesis of
no queue).
A number of previous papers [176–180] have dealt with performance derivation
of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC and also with its amendment IEEE 802.15.4a for UWB
communications. However, the majority of them take ideal assumptions on the PHY and
concentrate mostly on the MAC. Due to the very low power emitted by UWB devices
and owed to the discontinuous transmission of carrier-less signals, physical effects
assume even more importance than for narrow-band communications. Receiver capture,
bridging together MAC and PHY layers, yields very different performance compared to
the case assuming information loss when collisions occur. Theoretical derivations are
compared with Opnet simulations to verify the goodness of the results.
Two MAC protocols are investigated: the well known S-Aloha and the PSMA
reviewed in Section 2.5.2. Two main setups are considered: in the first network traffic is
assumed Poisson distributed, whereas in the second newly generated and backlog traffic
are analyzed apart. In this latter case, S-Aloha using truncated uniform backoff for
retransmitting packets is investigated. Binary exponential backoff is not considered here
as it will be modeled for the study of Chapter 5. The study is eager to show the difference
in performance between a simple MAC protocol as Aloha and a more sophisticated
as PSMA. In addition, the analytical framework presented here is flexible enough to
include the BEB to a later stage. Simulations are done for a network using S-Aloha and
uniform backoff, whilst BEB is adopted in case of PSMA. In both setups, results are
shown when the correct reception of a data packet is followed by the transmission of
an ACK packet (positive ACK scheme). The analysis supposes first that ACK frames
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are never lost since they are transmitted on a separate error-free channel. The study is
then generalized to account for transmission of acknowledgment frames over the same
channel where they can suffer from collisions. Most of the existing studies assume quite
unrealistically the time exes to be infinite, thus neglecting superframe boundaries effects
(e.g., beacon transmissions). This idealistic hypothesis is removed at a certain point and
the impact on performance of the superframe structure is accounted for.

Fig 41. Nodes deployment on a two-dimensional plane to model full capture effect.

4.1.3

Performance in AWGN

In order to conduct an analysis of the MAC including physical layer characteristics, the
derivation of the BEP is a mandatory step. To proceed with this approach, the derivation
of the BEP when AWGN noise is considered represents a useful self-explanatory case.
The derivation of the SNR for the decision variable was carried out in [172] for the
UWB signal defined in equation (40). As equation (42) shows great similarity with
equation (40), the results derived in [172] can be reused with proper modifications. As
Figure 38 shows, the decision variable before sampling is the difference between the
two variables formed on the two branches: Y = Y1 −Y2 , whereas the decision variable
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after the sampler is: Z = Z1 − Z2 . Replacing the number of pulses per symbol Np with
the number of pulses per burst Ncpb , the decision variable Y can be written as
Y=

Ncpb /2−1 Z T
int

∑

i=0

0

r̃2 (t + ∆Tburst + iTc ) −

Ncpb /2−1 Z T
int

∑

i=0

0

r̃2 (t + TBPM + ∆Tburst + iTc )dt ,
(48)

Applying the sampling expansion theorem over the interval [0, Tint ], the expression of
the decision variable can be rewritten as
"
#
N /2−1 2W Tint 
2 
2
1 cpb
Z=
∑
∑ a1 wi, j + n1,i, j − a2 wi, j + n2,i, j ,
2W i=0
j=0

(49)

where W · Tint represents the integration time-bandwidth product, which defines the
number of collected samples per pulse, 1/2W is a normalization factor due to the
sampling theorem, a1 and a2 are the amplitudes of the signals received on a chip
interval. The terms wi, j , n1,i, j and n2,i, j are for odd (even j), the real (imaginary) parts
of the equivalent low-pass version samples of the signals w(t + iTBPM ), n(t + jTc ) and
n(t + iTBPM + jTc + ∆Tburst ), respectively. The noise samples falling in the two BPM
intervals can be assumed uncorrelated. As the noise samples are Gaussian distributed,
they are also independent. The expression for the two amplitude terms is
r
εs
a1 = a2 =
.
Ncpbtp
After simple mathematical manipulations, the expression given in equation (49) can be
rewritten as
1
Z=
2W

Ncpb /2−1 2W Tint

∑

i=0

∑

"

 

a21 w2i, j − a22 w2i, j + n21,i, j − n22,i, j

j=1

#


+ 2a1 wi, j n1,i, j − 2a2 wi, j n2,i, j .

(50)

For the sake of deriving the probability pb , it suffices to assume the transmission of a
specific symbol. In the binary case it could be either a zero or a one. Assuming that a
zero is being transmitted, the signal is present only on the first BPM sub-interval (as
shown in Figure 39). Assuming a2 = 0 equation (50) can be simplified as follows
#
"
N /2−1 2W Tint
1 cpb
2 2
2
2
Z=
∑ ∑ a1 wi, j + n1,i, j − n2,i, j + 2a1 wi, j n1,i, j .
2W i=0
j=1
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For the AWGN case the the deterministic and random components of the decision
variable are as follows
Zs =

1
2W

1
Zn =
2W

N p /2−1 2W T

∑ ∑ a21 w2i, j ,

i=0

(51)

j=1

!
n21,i, j − n22,i, j + 2a1 wi, j n1,i, j

.

The normalization factor 1/2W is influent as it appears in both Zs and Zn . Hence,
Zs =

1
2W εs

and E{Z} = Zs , where E{·} denotes the expectation operator. The variance

of the decision variable can be then written as
 1 2 

4NcpbW Tint σ04 + 4εs σ02
Var{Z} = E{Z 2 } − E 2 {Z} =
2W
Using equation (44), the case of binary modulation allows the derivation of the BEP
with simple manipulations as follows
v
u
u
pb = Q t

!

2 Nεb0
4 + 2W Tint Ncpb Nε 0

.

(52)

b

4.1.4

Derivation of false alarm and miss-detection
probabilities

Events of false alarm and miss-detection affect particularly the reception of data packets
when IR-UWB is used as physical transmission technology. The probabilities of false
alarm (pfa ) and miss-detection (pmd = 1 − pd ) are computed for a star topology network
at the sink location. It is explicitly assumed here that beacon and acknowledgment
packets are always perfectly received (i.e. pfa = 0 and pd = 1). As the structure of the
preamble differs from the data part of a packet 27 , the structure of the ED receiver shown
in Figure 38 can be simplified by considering only one branch of the receiver. The
derivation of these probabilities is carried out in the presence of AWGN noise.
Analyzing the structure of the IEEE 802.15.4a preamble, the transmission of symbol
zero corresponds to the case in which no pulse is transmitted in a chip interval, whereas
a +/- one corresponds to case where a pulse with different polarity has been transmitted.
As was mentioned in Section 4.1.1, the structure of the ED receiver does not allow to
exploit the information conveyed in the phase for the decision process.
27 The

preamble structure defined in [11] does not use BPM modulation.
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Definition 4.1.1 Let H0 denote the statistical hypothesis that no signal has been
transmitted over the wireless channel and H1 denote the statistical hypothesis that a
signal has been transmitted. These hypotheses correspond with the transmission of the
following two signals
H0 : r̃(t) = ñ(t)

(53)

Lsync −1

H1 : r̃(t) =

w(t − f · tpsym ) + ñ(t) ,

∑

f =0
N

cpb
where ñ(t) is the Gaussian noise after the BPZF, w(t) = ∑Ll= ∑ j=0

−1 q

εs
Ncpb tp hl p(t −

jTps,j − τl ), Tps,j is the time interval between consecutive transmitted pulses and Lsync is
the length of the preamble sequence. Correspondingly to the hypothesis H0 and H1 the
following probabilities can be defined

pfa = Pr channel

is


busy|H0 = Pr Y > γ|H0
(54)

assessed idle|H1 = Pr Y < γ|H1 ,

assessed


pmd = 1 − pd = Pr channel

is

where Y is the decision variable before sampling (see Figure38) and γ is the threshold
used to make the decision on the received symbol. Before sampling, the expression of
the decision variable Y under the two hypothesis defined above can be written as follows
Y0 =

Lsync −1 Ncpb −1 Z f tpsym + jT +T
ps,j
int

∑

f =0

Y1 =

∑

j=0

f tpsym + jTps,j

(ñ(t))2 dt

Lsync −1 Ncpb −1 Z f tpsym + jT +T  L
ps,j
int

∑

f =0

∑

j=0

f tpsym + jTps,j

r

∑

l=0

(55)
εs

Ncpbtp

2
hl p(t − f tpsym − jTps,j − τl ) + ñ(t) dt ,

Sampling at the Nyquist frequency W over the interval of width [0, Tint ], equation
(55) can be rewritten as
1 1
Z0 =
2σ02 2W
Z1 =

1 1
2σ02 2W

Lsync −1 Ncpb −1 2q−1

∑

f =0

∑ ∑ (ni, j, f )2

j=0

Lsync −1 Ncpb −1 2q−1  L

∑

f =0

∑ ∑ ∑

j=0

(56)

i=0

i=0

l=0

r

εs
Ncpbtp

hl pi, j, f + ni, j, f

2

,

where 2W and 2σ02 are normalization factors, q = W Tint is the integration time-bandwidth
product (denoting also the number of samples that have been collected) and ni, j, f is
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Gaussian distributed noise sample with zero mean and variance σ02 . Let now εs|Ψ denote
the energy of the received symbol conditional on the channel characteristics. The
expression for the energy can be then written as
Ncpb 2q−1 L−1

εs,f|Ψ =

εs

∑ ∑ ∑ Ncpb h2l p2i, j, f .

j=0 i=0 l=0

Denoting now with SNRpsym =

εs|Ψ
2σ 2

the signal to noise ratio for a preamble symbol, the

expression of the SNR for the whole preamble sequence becomes as follows
Lsync −1

µ=

∑

f =0

εs|Ψ
2σ02

= Lsync SNRpsym .

(57)

The distribution of the sum of squared Gaussian noise samples becomes Chi-square
(χ 2 )

with κ = Lsync Ncpb 2q degrees of freedom. Consequently, under hypothesis H0

the distribution of the decision variable Z0|Ψ is central Chi-square distributed, whilst
under hypothesis H1 Z1|Ψ is non-central Chi-square distributed with the same number
2 ,µ
of degrees of freedom κ and non-centrality parameter µ. Let now µ0|Ψ , σ0|Ψ
1|Ψ and
2 denote mean and variance of the two decision variables Z
σ1|Ψ
0|Ψ and Z1|Ψ , respectively.

The parameters of the χ 2 distributions can be summarized as
µ0|Ψ = κ
2
σ0|Ψ

(58)

= 2κ

µ1|Ψ = κ + µ
2
σ11Ψ
= 2(κ + 2µ) .

In case when the number of degrees of freedom is sufficiently large, the Chi-square
distribution can be approximated with its Q function representation. This approximation
results to be quite accurate for UWB signals propagating indoor, where the number of
multi-path components is typically large. By means of equation (58), the expressions for
the probabilities of false alarm and miss-detection can be written as
!
γ − µ0|Ψ
pfa = Q q
(59)
σ 2 0|Ψ
!
γ − µ1|Ψ
pmd = 1 − pd = 1 − Q q
.
σ 2 1|Ψ
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Probability of miss−detection with AWGN noise − pfa=5%
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Fig 42. Probability of preamble detection using different values of the SYNC part
of the preamble sequence, as defined in [11].

The threshold γ for detection is computed by inverting the first expression of equation
(59), when a target value of pfa selected. The value of γ is then inserted into the second
expression of equation (59) to find the probability of miss-detection shown in Figure 42.
It is useful to emphasize that for any practical environment analyzed (either for WPANs
or WBANs), the achievable SNR per bit within a range of 20 m is greater than 10 dB
(see Figure 10). Thus, preambles having the SYNC field of length 16 or 64 symbols are
sufficient to enable reliable preamble detection. This can be deduced from the link
budget calculation of Section 2.5.3. Furthermore, the low spectral efficiency of the
system fosters the robustness of the transmission 28 .

4.1.5

BEP performance in Fading channel

The bit error probability derivation with Nakagami fading channel having severety index
mk is based on the models introduced in [172] and [181]. The expression of the received
signal was given in equation (43), whilst the channel impulse response with L multipath
components was given in equation (47).
As mentioned, all resolvable multipath components verifying the following inequality
can be assumed independent: | τl − τl 0 |≥ t p , ∀l 6= l 0 . Furthermore, let τl = τ1 + (l − 1)tp
and {hl } be random variables statistically independent. The propagation is modeled
28 Spectral

efficiency is defined as the ratio between data rate and bandwidth. For example, selecting channel
number 3 from [11], the net bit rate is 850 Kbps while the bandwidth is almost 500 MHz.
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with a ray tracing approach, with the first path being the LoS component: E{h2l } =
E{h21 }e−β (l−1) , subject to the constraint ∑Ll=0 E{h2l } = 1. The parameter β denotes the
power delay profile (PDP) coefficient. In case of β = 0 the PDP is flat, whereas for β > 0
PDP is exponential. By means of the above definitions and with simple mathematical
manipulations, the power content of the first path is: E{| h21 |} = (1 − e−β )/(1 − e−β L ).
The decision variable Y before sampling can be written as
Y=

Ncpb /2−1 Z ∆·T
burst +qTc +Tint

∑

q=0

|

(r̃(t))2 dt −

Ncpb /2−1 Z T
BPM +∆·Tburst +qTc +Tint

∑

0

q=0

} |

{z
Y1

(r̃(t))2 dt .

0

{z
Y2

}
(60)

Sampling the output of the ED receiver at the Nyquist rate W over the interval [0, Tint ],
the sampled decision variable Z is formed: Z = Z1 − Z2 . Performance of the receiver are
derived assuming symbol zero has been transmitted: g0 = 0. Due to statistical symmetry
of Z with respect to the transmitted data, the latter assumption is sufficient to enable
performance assessment. Using the sampling expansion theorem, the two random
variables Z1 and Z2 can be rewritten as follows
1
Z1 =
2σ02
1
Z2 =
2σ02

Ncpb /2−1 2W Tint

∑

∑

j=0

i=0

Ncpb /2−1 2W Tint

∑

∑

j=0

i=0

(w1, j,i + n1, j,i )2
2W

(61)

(n2, j,i )2
,
2W

where w1 is the waveform received on the first sub-interval. The two decision variables
in equation (61) are non-central and central Chi-Square distributed random variables
with NcpbW Tint degrees of freedom, respectively. The non-central Chi-square distribution
has non-centrality parameter µ given by
µ=

1
2σ02

where L0 = dmin{W Tint , L}e

Ncpb /2−1 Z T
int

∑

j=0
29 .

0

0

w21, j (t)dt =

εs L 2
∑ hl ,
N0 l=1

(62)

The bit error probability conditional on the non-

centrality parameter µ is defined as: pb|µ = Pr {Z1 − Z2 < 0 | g0 = 0, µ}.
In order to obtain the unconditional BEP, it suffices to average with respect to µ:
pb = Eµ {pb|µ }. A possible method to compute pb was developed in [181]. However, in
29 For

the sake of this study is worth assuming εs = Prx,RF Tint and Prx,RF is the radio frequency (RF) component
of the received power.
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this work the technique developed in [172] is used. Due to the complexity of the BEP, the
method adopted is based on the inversion theorem defined in [175], whose expression is
shown by equation (46). Provided that Z is the difference of two Chi-Square distributed
random variables, the CF of Z denoted by ϒµ ( jν), is expressed as the product of the CFs
of non-central Chi Square random variables, in which one has non-centrality parameter
µ1 = µ and the other µ2 = 0.
The CF of µ can be then expressed by means of the CF of the Nakagami-mk fading,
which is approximated with the CF of the Gamma distribution. In fact, µ is the sum of
L0 independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables, as given in equation
0

(62). Therefore, the CF is of the non-centrality parameter µ is: ϒµ = ∏Ll=1 ϒ|hl |2 ( jν),
m
where ϒ|hl |2 ( jν) = 1/(1 − jν mγl ) k and γl is the SNR of the lth multipath component.
k

By averaging ϒ( jν, µ) with respect to µ and using the expression of ϒµ given above the
probability pb is computed as
1 1
pb = +
2 π

Z ∞
0

(
− jν )
ϒµ ( 1+
1 NcpbW Tint
jν )
ℜ
dν ,
2
1+ν
jν

(63)

where ℜ{·} is the real part of the CF. Equation (63) can be then evaluated with numerical
techniques.

4.1.6

Modeling BEP for the single UWB interferer case

In order to derive the probability for a reference transmission to capture the receiver,
the foundations of an appropriate analytical tool must be established. The model of
the interference is first derived in the presence of a single interferer and then a more
sophisticated generalization is provided.
Owing to its simplicity, the single interferer case developed for a binary position
modulation, allows identifying all possible interference configurations. This exercise is
useful to understand the interference in UWB systems. The single-interferer case can be
modeled first for the classical BPPM and then easily extended to the BPM defined by
the IEEE 802.15.4.a. It is worth noting that, the transmission of nanoseconds pulses
produce quite a different collisional model compared to narrow-band communication.
Consequently, four possible interference patterns may occur, (see Table 8). The different
combinations of pulses overlap determine the amount of energy harvested by the receiver.
From the point of view of the pulse position modulation, the interference can yield
constructive and destructive effects. In fact, the ED receiver collects energy on both
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sides of the PPM intervals and the decision is performed based on the collection. As
shown by Table 8, the interference configurations on the main diagonal, (0,0) and (1,1),
represent constructive interference configurations, while the off-diagonal configurations
correspond to destructive interference. As a paradox, from the point of view of harvesting
energy, the configurations on the main diagonal increase the amount of energy collected.
Therefore, the most crucial case is given by destructive interference configurations.
Table 8. Collision configurations with one interferer transmission.
Reference symbol
Interferer symbol

(0,0)

(1,0)

(1,0)

(1,1)

The general expression of the decision variable Z shown by equation (50) can now
be exploited to compute the SNR in the presence of a single interferer. Let εbu be the
received energy for the useful symbol and let εbi be the received energy per bit of the
interferer. Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that εbi ≤ εbu .
In compliance with the analysis showed in previous sections, deterministic and
random components necessary to calculate the SNR of the decision variable are computed
as
1
2W

Np /2−1 2W Tint 



1 
a21 w2i, j − a22 w2i, j =
εbu − εbi
2W
i=0
j=1
!


 1 2
2
4
4σ0 εbu + εbi + 4NpW Tint σ0
Var{Z} =
2W

Zs =

∑ ∑

It is then straightforward to obtain the expression of the BEP as
v
u
!
2(εbu −εbi )2
u
t
N0
pb = Q
.
2NpW Tint N0 + 4(εbu + εbi )

(64)

(65)

In case the energy of the reference symbol and the energy of the interferer equal
each other, a random decision on the bit is taken. As the number of samples NpW Tint
contributing to the decision variable is sufficiently high, the decision variable can be
approximated by a Gaussian distribution (as it happens when invoking the central limit
theorem). The extension of equation (65) to account for the structure of the IEEE
802.15.4a signal requires only the substitution of Ncpb in place of Np .
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Fig 43. BEP probability of the reference user in the presence of one interferer.

4.1.7

Stochastic geometry model of the interference

Compared with the analysis showed in Section 4.1.6, a more sophisticated analysis
has to be developed to completely characterize the random process of the aggregated
interference generated by a large number of UWB transmitters. In order to model the
aggregated interference, the tool of stochastic geometry well suits the analysis of interest.
Sensor devices are scattered over a two-dimensional plane according to an homogeneous
Poisson Point Process (PPP) with rate (or spatial density per unit area) λs . Considering a
surface of area A = πR2 , the average number of nodes in the network corresponds to
k = λs A. Therefore, the probability that k nodes lie in the region of area A can be written
as
Pr {k ∈ A} =

(λs A)k −λs A
e
.
k!

(66)

Often, the aggregated interference due to a sufficiently large number of transmitters
is statistically modeled with a Gaussian distribution. However, the analysis developed in
[182] and [183] pointed out that the approximation of the multiple access interference
(MAI) with a zero-mean Gaussian distribution is not adequate for IR-UWB. These two
papers showed in fact the mismatch existing between theory and simulation results.
The aggregated interference is modeled on the basis of the assumptions summarized
in Section 4.1.2 and the scenario showed in Figure 41. The figure shows an infinite
number of nodes scattered in the two-dimensional space according to a PPP of intensity
λs . In the STN, the interference is measured at the location of the coordinator/sink
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(denoted with x) 30 . The random process of the aggregated interference (I(x)) is modeled
following the analogy with shot noise processes, assuming the point of view of a
transmission of a randomly selected node. As explained in [184], assuming the point of
view of a reference transmission, the aggregated interference can be modeled as follows
∞

I(t) = ∑ Ii (t) ,

(67)

i=1

where Ii = hi ri−Ω , ri is the distance between the ithe transmitter and the sink, hi accounts
for the fading and Ω is the path-loss exponent31 . Taking the Laplace transform of the
above expression in the particular case of Rayleigh fading, the aggregated interference
can be modeled with a stable distribution [184]. The use of only Rayleigh fading would
be too restrictive for the UWB case, which requires the definition of a model more
general. As stable distribution are used to characterize the aggregated interference, a
more in-depth explanation is required.
Stable distributions belong to the family of the heavy tails distributions, as is explained in [185]. Using the notation defined in [172] stable distributions are characterized
by the following parameters
– αs ∈ (0, 2]: is the characteristic exponent controlling the heaviness of the PDF,
– βs ∈ [−1, 1]: is the skewness parameter,
– γs ∈ [0, ∞): is the dispersion parameter, which behaves similarly to the variance,
– µs ∈ R: location parameter, which behaves similarly to the mean.
A stable distributed r.v. will be denoted by X ∼ S (αs , βs , γs , µs ), with parameters
computation accounting for the structure of the IR-UWB signal32 .
The problem of modeling the aggregated interference for IR-UWB communications
was already tackled in several previous papers [173, 174, 186–189] for autocorrelation
receivers and the ED receiver. The aggregated interference was first modeled in the
presence of one narrow-band interferer and then with multiple narrow-band interfering
signals. Only later the model was extended to include the case of multiple UWB
interfering signals. The key point here consists in modeling the aggregated interference
originated by multiple UWB transmitters for the non-coherent ED receiver. The
30 The

infinite population hypothesis can be justified considering that interference contributions of devices
located beyond a certain distance from the sink are negligible.
31 The coefficient Ω denotes amplitude decay other than power decay.
32 Note that stable distributions do not allow for closed form expressions of PDF and CDF.
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explanation will proceed for the UWB signal structure defined in equation (40) and it
will then be extended to include the IEEE 802.15.4a signal.
Referring to Figure 41, nodes are placed at distances {ri }∞
i=0 from the sink such that
r1 ≤ r2 ≤ ... . Nodes are supposed static, in such a way that distances do not change with
time. Let Di ∼ [0, Tsym ] denote a r.v. accounting for asynchronism between the users, as
well as for different propagation delays. Let Tf,i , Np,i and εb,i denote the average pulse
repetition period, the number of pulses per symbol and the average received energy
per bit of the ith interfering signal, respectively. Let also Pi = εb,i /(Tf,i Np,i ) = P, ∀i be
the average power of the ith interferer at the border of the near-field zone. As proved
in [172], the interference model relies on symmetric alpha-stable (SαS) distributed
random variables: X ∼ S (αs , βs , γs , µs = 0) ≡ S (αs , βs , γs ) and circularly symmetric
(CS) stable distributed random variables, X ∼ Sc (αs , βs , γs ). In particular, the latter
class of stable distributions is used to model the distribution of a complex r.v. with i.i.d
real and imaginary parts, being each stable distributed.
Two types of interference have been analyzed in [172]: in the first place, the
interference characteristics are not supposed to change during a symbol period of the
useful signal and the interfering signals are composed of a train of pulses; in the second
place the multipath components of each interferer are supposed to change over a symbol
period. As the remainder of this section assumes the first type of interference, this is
equivalent to assume that the position of the interfering signals, the shadowing and the
channel impulse response do not change over a symbol period.
Taking into account the structure of the UWB signal, the overall interference can be
rewritten as follows
eσI gi √
Pwi (t − Di ) ,
Ω
i=1 ri
∞

I(t) = ∑
N /2

(68)

(i)

p,i
where wi (t) = ∑b ∑ j=1
p(t − jTf,i − c j − db,i δi − bNp,i Tf,i ) ∗ hi (t), the term eσI gi is

the log-normal shadowing, σI is the shadowing coefficient, gi ∼ N (0, 1) and hi (t) =
− jΦl,i
δ (t − τl,i ) is the channel impulse response between the ith interferer
∑L−1
l=0 |hl,i |e
and the sink, whose maximum excess delay is td,i . The expression of the received signal

after the BPZF including the interference term is
˜ + ñ(t) .
r̃(t) = w̃(t) + I(t)

(69)

For binary position modulation, the expressions for the interfering signals lying into
the two BPPM sub-intervals can be written assuming the transmission of bit zero in
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equation (68) as follows
eσI gi √
Pw1,i,j (t − Di )
Ω
i=1 ri
∞ σI gi √
e
I2,j (t) = ∑ Ω Pw2,i,j (t − Di ) ,
i=1 ri
∞

I1,j (t) = ∑

(70)

(i)

where w1,i,j (t) = ∑Ll=1 hl p(t − jTf,i − Cj tp − τl,i ) and w2,i,j (t) = ∑Ll=1 hl p(t − jTf,i −
(i)

Cj tp − δ − τl,i ). The decision variable Y before the sampler is written as
Y = Y1 −Y2 =

Np /2−1 Z jT +C tp +T
j
f
int

∑

jT f +C j tp

j=0

2

(r̃1,j (t)) dt −

Np /2−1 Z jT +C tp +δ +T
j
f
int

∑

j=0

jT f +C j Tp +δ

(r̃2,j (t))2 dt .
(71)

By virtue of the assumption that bit zero has been transmitted, the received signals into
the sub-intervals are
r̃1,j (t) = w̃1,j (t) + I˜1,j (t) + ñ1,j

(72)

r̃2,j (t) = I˜2,j (t) + ñ2,j (t) ,
where w1, j (t) = ∑Ll=1

q

εb
Np tp hl p(t −

(0)

jTf −Cj tp − τl ) is the signal corresponding to the

reference transmission. Sampling at the Nyquist rate W over the interval [0, Tint ], the two
components of the decision variable Z can be expressed as follows
Z1 =
Z2 =

1
2σ02
1
2σ02

Np /2−1 2q

∑ ∑

j=0 s=0
Np /2−1 2q

∑ ∑

j=0 s=0

w1, j,s + I1, j,s + n1, j,s
2W
2
I2, j,s + n2, j,s
,
2W

2
(73)

where q = 2W T , I1, j,s and I2, j,s are for odd values of s (even values of s) the real(imaginary)
parts of the equivalent low-pass versions of I1, j and I2, j .
As known, the sum of the square of zero-mean Gaussian distributed noise samples
can be modeled with a Chi-square distribution. In particular, the two components Z1
and Z2 of the decision variable Z are non-central Chi-square distributed, conditional
on the channel characteristics Ψi of each interferer (reusing the notation introduced
in Section 4.1.4) but with different non-centrality parameters. The same procedure
developed in Section 4.1.4 applies to derive the non-centrality parameters in the presence
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of interference 33
µZ0

1
=
2σ02

µZ1 =

1
2σ02

Np /2−1 2q

w1, j,s + I1, j,s
2W

∑ ∑

j=0 s=0
Np /2−1 2q

∑ ∑

j=0 s=0

I2,2 j,s
2W

2
(74)

.

Appendix 1 shows more in detail how to characterize the random process of the
aggregated interference. By means of the inversion theorem defined in (46), the
expression of the BEP when the interference is modeled with the first type, can be finally
written as follows
1 1
pb ' +
2 π

Z ∞
0

(
ϒµa
1 q
ℜ
2
1+ν

− jν 
1+ jν ϒA2

jν

)
gA2 ( jν)
dν ,

where ϒA2 is the CF of the term A2 showed in equation (178) and gA2 ( jν) = AI
jν 
1− jν .

(75)
− jν
1+ jν

+

As was already mentioned, the analysis developed in [172] allows accounting
different fading and interference parameters. In particular, values of the BEP are shown
for Nakagami fading with severity index mk and flat PDP. In order to fully address the
parallelism existing between this model of the interference (which was developed for the
signal structure described in equation (40)) and the IEEE 802.15.4a signal, it suffices to
replace Np with Ncpb . The duty cycle is defined as Tg,i /Tf for the UWB signal structure
shown in Figure 37 and it affects the contribution of the ith interfering signal. For the
IEEE 802.15.4a UWB signal type, the duty cycle can be redefined as the ratio between
the train of transmitted pulses after the channel and the duration of a full BPM symbol.

4.1.8

Modeling the capture probability

Through the expression of the BEP obtained in Section 4.1.7 a full characterization of
the receiver capture effect is now possible. The capture effect can be considered as the
bridge between MAC and PHY layers. Assuming the concurrent presence of a total
of k signals received by the sink (one useful signal and k − 1 interfering), the capture
probability is defined as the probability that
pc (k) = Pr {the reference packet is correctly received | k-1 interfering packets} . (76)
33 The
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reader is reminded to [172] for a more detailed explanation of how the derivations are carried out.
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Fig 44. BEP performance in the presence of interference for different values of the
density of active users λa , Nakagami factor mk = 3, Ns = NsI = 16, Tf = TfI = 1025 ns
PDP=0 and σI = 1.45 dB.

The intention here is to model intra-network interference generated by a large number of
UWB devices, all transmitting to the same coordinator/sink of the STN. The power of the
received signals is modeled with the inverse distance law. This leads to the conclusion
that nodes transmitting beyond a certain distance from the sink give little interference
contribution. As the nearest neighbor of the reference device originating data messages
is the one most contributing to the interference, the single UWB interferer case modeled
in Section 4.1.6 assumes great relevance34 . Therefore, the interference case analyzed in
Section 4.1.6 can be seen as a special case of equation (76) for k = 2. Clearly, a network
is likely to operate near to other similar wireless networks and reciprocal interferences
are always possible (inter-network interference). In this particular study included in the
thesis inter-network interference is assumed negligible with respect to the intra-network
interference. The other relevant case that is worth analyzing corresponds to k = 1. As
this happens, also the analysis developed in Section 4.1.4 can be considered a special
case of equation (76). The last step that is required to connect the analysis developed in
previous sections is to define more in detail the capture effect for a packet of length Lp
bits.
In order to compute the capture probability for a packet of Lp bits, it suffices to start
from the probability a bit is successfully received. Let pc,b (k) = 1 − pb (k) denote such
probability when k packets have been transmitted. As mentioned already, a preamble is
34 Simulations

results obtained with Opnet are based on the single interferer configuration.
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added on top of each packet to facilitate the detection. Assuming perfect synchronization
between transmitter and receiver and referring to the SYNC header part, in case all the
bits are successful the preamble is correctly acquired: (pc,b (k))Lsync . The analysis here
assumes that preamble detection does not differ from a data segment in the presence of
interference. Due to the structure of the preamble, an OOK modulation would be more
appropriate to model preamble detection but for simplicity this is not done.
As defined by the IEEE 802.15.4a specifications, RS(kc , nc ) with b bits per symbol
is used as outer encoder 35 . Hence, the capture probability has to be computed in such a
way to account also for the beneficial effect of coding. Let now rc = kc /nc denote the
code rate and let Lc = Lp /rc be the length of the coded packet, not including preamble
and PHY headers. Usually, the preamble is sent uncoded and must be correctly received
as it is (although some error tolerance could be introduced). Denoting with nx the
number of coded blocks of length nc symbols in a coded packet, this can be computed as
& '
Lc
nx =
.
nc
As psym (k) = 1 − (1 − pc,b (k))b denotes the coded symbol error probability, the probability to correctly receive a coded block is
tc

p0c (k) = ∑ pisym (k)(1 − psym (k))nc −i ,

(77)

i=0

where tc is the error correction capability of the code. The final expression of the capture
probability is the product between the probability the preamble is correctly received and
the probability all the nx blocks are correctly decoded
pc (k) = (pc,b (k))Lsync · (p0c (k))nx .

(78)

The near-far effect
The near-far effect is well known- phenomena in wireless communication systems.
Essentially, it arises when a strong signal manages to capture the intended receiver. In
fact, devices transmitting with the same power but located at different distances from
the sink, will experience different levels of received power. Referring to Figure 41,
the reference node could be located within any of the radii ri , i = 1, 2, .... The closer
35 The
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IEEE 802.15.4a defines the use of convolutional inner encoder but only in case of coherent detection.
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Fig 45. Capture probability of the reference user in the presence of one interferer.
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Fig 46. Capture probability of the reference user in the presence of infinite number
of interfering devices.
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the reference node to the sink, the higher the probability the reference packet to be
received even in the presence of interference. This models the power received from
different nodes locations according to the inverse distance law. In other words, the
nearest neighbor to the sink has the highest probability to be correctly received.
The dependence from the node’s location washes out by averaging with respect to
all possible positions of the reference node within a certain area of radius RM . Suppose
the reference node located in an annulus of width ∆r , such that the distance between
transmitter and receiver is a r.v. distributed in the interval [r, r + ∆r ], according to a
two-dimensional uniform distribution with PDF

2z
.
R2M

As already identified in [190], the

region of width ∆r is referred to as the region of vulnerability. Nodes that transmit from
this region will have a very high probability to destructively interfere between each other.
Hence, it is worth analyzing how the probability of near-far varies as a function of ∆r .
It is now convenient to write the probability a node is located within the annulus
[r, r + ∆r ] as follows
Z r+∆r
2z

R2M

r

dz =

2∆r (r + ∆r ) − ∆2r
.
R2M

Similarly, the probability a node is located within [r + ∆r , RM ] can be computed as
Z RM
2z
r+∆r

R2M

dz =

R2M − (r + ∆r )2
.
R2M

Assuming a population of k nodes and r to be a uniform r.v. in the interval (0, RM ),
the conditional near-far probability qnf (r) the reference transmission prevails over all the
others interfering ones becomes
 

 !k−1
k 2∆r (r + ∆r ) − ∆2r 
r + ∆r 2
qnf (r) =
· 1−
1
RM
R2M

(79)

It is now straightforward to average with respect to r obtaining the unconditional
probability

qnf =
168

Z RM −∆r
0

1
q(r)dr .
RM − ∆r

(80)

Substituting equation (79) into equation (80) the two terms can be approximated as
qnf =


 !k−1
r + ∆r
r + ∆r 2
2∆r 2
1−
dr
1
RM
RM
{z
}

Z RM −∆r  
k
0

|
−

qnf,1


Z RM −∆r  
k
∆r 2
1

0

RM

|



r + ∆r
1−
RM
{z

(81)

2 !k−1
dr .
}

qnf,2

To solve the two integrals qnf,1 and qnf,2 , the following change of variable is made
∆r
, 0< p<1
RM
r
z=
, 0 ≤ z ≤ 1− p
RM
p=

and in this way equation (81) rewrites as
p
qnf =
1− p

Z 1−p

!k−1
2k(z + p) 1 − (z + p)2

0

p2
dz −
1− p

Z 1−p

!k−1
k 1 − (z + p)2

dz .

0

(82)
After the change of variable, the integral of the term qNF,1 is
qnf,1 =

k
p 
1 − p2 .
1− p

(83)

The second integral is instead more complex to solve and it requires another change of
variable, that is
y = (z + p)2 , p2 ≤ y ≤ 1
and the second integral rewrites as
qnf,2 =

k p2
2 1− p

Z 1
p2

k−1
1
y− 2 1 − y
dy .

Recalling now that the expression of the lower incomplete beta function is
B(x, c1 , c2 ) =

Z x

zc1 −1 (1 − z)c2 −1 dz ,

0
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Fig 47. Near-far probability of the tagged node varying the annulus width ∆r and
the population size k.

when x = p2 , c1 = 1/2 and
 c2 = k, qnf,2 can be expressed in terms of the beta function
p2 k
2
as follows qnf,2 = 1−p
2 1 − B(p , 1/2, k) . Finally, the near-far probability can be
written as
qnf =


k k p2 
p 
1 − p2 −
· 1 − B(p2 , 1/2, k) .
1− p
2 1− p

(84)

The near-far probability of equation (84) is showed in Figure 47.
Factors contributing to energy consumption of PSMA and S-Aloha
In Chapter 2 general notions of WSN were introduced in order to define the causes
of energy waste based on a number of previous papers present in the literature. The
impact of some effects introduced by the IR-UWB PHY on the throughput performance
of sensor nodes will be addressed in the following sections, assuming the simple ED
receiver of Figure 38. As mentioned already, WSNs are sensitive to energy consumption
more than to other metrics, such as delay or fairness (more important for ad-hoc
networks). However, considering that simulation results will be shown for medical
applications, both throughput and energy performance deserve attention.
Energy consumption will be more closely investigated in the following sections,
relying on the energy consumption model used in [191], [23] and [192]. In particular,
the energy consumption model relies on finite state machines modeling transmitter and
receiver operations. The basic principles of this model have been introduced originally
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in [193]. Transmitter operations have been defined apart for PSMA and S-Aloha. The
finite state machine of the receiver is instead the same for both cases. The finite state
machine of the transmitter includes states such as Arrive, Backoff, Attempt and Success.
Transitions between the states are adapted for S-Aloha and PSMA. Without entering in
deep details of the model, a node could be in active, inactive and low-power modes,
depending on the specific action undertaken. After defining the power consumptions in
the different power modes, the energy consumption depends on the time spent in each
power state. Therefore, to compare analytical and simulation results the following time
periods can be identified
– low-power to active mode transition time: different for transmission and reception
states;
– beacon transmission/reception time;
– successful frame transaction time: which includes the time to transmit the packet,
wait for and receive the ACK packet, plus propagation delay, inter-frame spaces and
TATs. This time is mainly spent in active power mode. The only exception occurs
after a transmitter has received the expected ACK packet. In this case the node can
enter in low-power mode;
– backoff time: which is used by S-Aloha to retransmit colliding packets and by PSMA
to transmit every packet. This time is mainly spent in low-power mode;
– CCA time: which is used only in PSMA to asses the status of the channel prior
transmitting;
– CFP period: during which any node, other than the WPAN coordinator, can enter in
inactive power mode;
– inactive period: during which any node (including the WPAN coordinator) can turn in
inactive mode.
At last, by computing the average number of retransmissions (for S-Aloha and PSMA)
the above mentioned times allow the computation of the average energy consumption.

4.2

Performance of MAC protocols for WSNs using
IR-UWB PHY

The performance of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol in beacon-enabled mode have
been evaluated in a number of scientific papers, without IR-UWB PHY. For example,
[194] and [195] are focused on the analysis of the standard defined CSMA-CA algo171

rithm in saturation conditions 36 , with and without ACK packets and analyzing apart
retransmission traffic. The validity of the saturation condition in a sensor network has
been criticized, although it could be easily identified as the situation in which a (large)
group of sensors upon registering an event, cause a sudden peak of traffic. A number
of scientific papers has also dealt with the analysis in non-saturation conditions. For
example, [176–180, 196] focus on unsaturated traffic conditions, including generalized
traffic models, different ACK policies and finite number of retransmissions.
The design of an efficient MAC protocol for IR-UWB is debated since several years
for both low-power, low-rate applications (e.g. WSNs) and high-data rate applications
requiring QoS (e.g. video). Pioneering papers investigating such aspects are available
since almost a decade. In [197] some of the challenges in designing a MAC protocol
tailored for IR-UWB networks are surveyed. Instead in [198], a distributed admission
control protocol for UWB has been proposed. The admission control suits high and
low data rate applications, aimed at optimizing power levels and data rates. In [199] a
multi-channel MAC protocol for UWB, called (UWB2 ), has been designed. A common
denominator of those MAC proposals is the observation of a better resilience of the
UWB transmission with respect to the MAI. In fact, UWB communications base on
time hopping can take advantage from the high processing gain, the transmission of very
short pulses, as well as from the structure of the time hopping sequence. Furthermore,
most of the proposed MAC relies on the Gaussian model of the interference and tackle
coherent receivers, which allows for simplification when dealing with interfering signals.
For example, an interference model under the name of pulse collision model is described
in [200].
The literature surveyed so far has showed quite clearly that IR-UWB introduces new
design challenges. However, the literature lacks through studies of MAC protocols
suitable for IR-UWB without ideal assumptions on the propagation and superframe
structure. For low-rate, low-power communications interesting contributions are
available in [201–205]. In short, some papers have tried to prove that the best solution
could consist in the use of Aloha protocols, at least in conjunction with coherent
reception. However, the debate on which MAC protocols provides the best trade-off
between performance and complexity has never arrived to a conclusion.
In the following sections the throughput of PSMA and S-Aloha access schemes
is derived in conjunction with IR-UWB PHY. For the sake of comparing analytical
36 Given

k nodes, saturation condition is the particular case in which each node has always a packet waiting for
transmission in the buffer.
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and simulated results a number of cases are considered, where typical unrealistic
assumptions taken for MAC analysis are removed. It is important to highlight that,
starting with corollary 4.2.1 until theorem 4.2.7, the results showed are fully developed
by author for the sake of this PhD thesis.
Simple MAC analysis often times neglects the effect of possible overheads on
throughput performance. This happens when the frame transaction time (denoted as Ts )
not only accounts for the data transmission but also for the reception of the ACK frame
(including the time a device has to wait for the ACK and all the necessary turn around
times). Provided that data and acknowledgment packets represent the useful part of the
communication, the results shown in the following sections compare the cases with
and without overhead. When Ts includes all the above mentioned time intervals, the
overhead factor is defined as
∆d =

Td + TACK
≤ 1.
Ts

(85)

Two cases of interest are analyzed: when the data packet size corresponds to a maximum
MPDU size and when the packet has an average MPDU size. Therefore, the overhead
factor can be then denoted in the two cases as ∆M and ∆¯ d , respectively. In this thesis,
PSMA is studied without distinguishing between backlog and newly generated traffic,
while neglecting the BEB (differently from [23]). On the other hand, S-Aloha is studied
including the case in which the backlog traffic is transmitted according to a uniform
truncated backoff (UTB).

4.2.1

Proposed MAC protocols

The author of this thesis wants to emphasize that the derivations and the results shown
in the following sections are all novel contributions used to encompass the different
physical phenomenas affecting the performance of UWB based sensor networks. As
mentioned, the interference model is based on [172] and the initial results for the PSMA
protocol are based on [23]. However, all the proofs and results shown hereafter are
enhancements of existing MAC models (including the ones in which the author of
this thesis coauthored) and to the best knowledge of the author they have never been
presented elsewhere.
Relying now on the explanation given in Section 2.5.2, the throughput of PSMA is
derived by means of renewal theory [165] arguments. The channel is modeled as an
alternating renewal process, switching from busy to idle states. Let U, I and B denote
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the r.vs. of useful, idle and busy channel periods, respectively. The sum of busy plus
idle periods durations is referred to as cycle time. Using well known Renewal theory
arguments, network throughput can then be defined as
S=

TU
,
TI + TB

(86)

where TU , TI and TB are the expected values of the aforementioned renewal periods.
Theorem 4.2.1 Let Λ denote the overall arrival rate (backlog plus newly generated
packets), measured in packets/slot in a STN using IR-UWB PHY. Furthermore, let the
sensors communicate with the sink by means of the PSMA random access protocol of
Section 2.5.2. In case of perfect detection (no false alarm) and without capture effect,
the throughput of the PSMA protocol can be written as
Spsma (G) = G

P0
,
2 − P0

(87)

where G = 2Λ · tbb , Ts = 2tbb , tbb is the duration of a backoff slot and Ts is the duration
of a frame transaction.
Proof
To characterize the PSMA process it is first necessary to define the busy and idle
probabilities, denoted as pb and pi , respectively. Since the channel can be only in
either busy or idle states, it comes straightforward that pb + pi = 1. A device having a
packet to transmit first makes a CCA and if the channel is assessed idle, it delays the
transmission of the data packet by one backoff slot. On the other hand, if the channel is
assessed busy, the packet is rescheduled according to some retransmission scheme.
Let the overall network traffic be characterized a Poisson process in time, with
average arrival rate of Λ packets/slot. Furthermore, let P0 be the probability that none
of the nodes attempt a transmission at the beginning of a randomly selected backoff
slot and let P1 be the probability that only one node is attempting a transmission. The
probability the medium is idle can be written in the following way
pi = P02 + P0 (1 − P0 ) = P0 ,

(88)

Equation (88) states that a slot that was idle could remain idle or, a busy slot might
become idle at the end of a frame transaction 37 . With similar arguments to the idle
37 For

this proof it is assumed that ACK packets are transmitted over another error and collision free channel.
However, in simulation it has been assumed that a frame transaction accommodates also the transmission of
the ACK frame, which will be indeed free of collisions.
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period, the probability for the channel to be busy is computed as
pb = (1 − P0 )2 + P0 (1 − P0 ) = 1 − P0 .

(89)

To compute the average idle and busy periods it suffices to notice that the channel
occupation time is a geometrically distributed random process with probabilities
computed in equations (88) and (89), respectively. It must be noted that an idle period is
a sequence (potentially infinite) of slots having durations tbb . Vice versa, a busy period
is a sequence (potentially infinite) of full frame transactions Ts , regardless of a success
or a failure. By using the simple geometric distribution it can be obtained that
1
1 − P0
2
TB = .
P0
TI =

(90)

To derive the throughput of PSMA it is necessary to compute the expected duration of a
useful period. Given that U ⊆ B it can be written that
pu =

P1
.
1 − P0

(91)

The useful period is the number of useful frame transactions within a busy period. To
compute this, it is enough to compute the expectation of a Binomially distributed r.v.
with probability pu inside a block of size TB .
TU =

2
P1
·
.
1 − P0 P0

(92)

Substituting the results given in equations (90) and (92) in equation (86), the theorem is
proved.
Let now compute the throughput considering first the case when k devices are part of the
network and then the limiting case for k → ∞ is considered. For the sake of carrying
out the calculation, the traffic during a backoff slot is G0 = G/2. Probability P0 can be
written explicitly as

G0 k
P0 = 1 −
.
k

(93)

Substituting equation (93) into the throughput expression of equation (87) it is obtained

k
G
G 1 − 2k
Spsma (G, k) =
(94)

k .
G
2 − 1 − 2k
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For k → ∞, it can be obtained
G

Spsma (G, ∞) =

Ge− 2

G

2 − e− 2

.

(95)

Figure 48 shows the comparison between PSMA and S-Aloha for the finite and infinite
population cases 38 .
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Fig 48. Comparison between throughput of PSMA and S-Aloha MAC protocols for
infinite and finite population cases.

Corollary 4.2.1 Using the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2.1, for the infinite population case,
the generalized throughput when a frame transaction lasts for ab backoff slots (see
Figure 49), with ab ≥ 2, writes as
Spsma (G, ab ) =

Ge−G/ab
,
ab − (ab − 1) · e−G/ab

(96)

where a preamble segment must be inserted at the beginning of each backoff slot to
facilitate packet detection of neighbor devices. In this way, PSMA can be considered as
particular case of the OCM mode defined in [11].
To prove this corollary it suffices to normalize the backoff slot with respect to the
duration of the frame transaction. In pure PSMA the number of backoff slots are
ab = Ts /tbb = 2. The remaining part of the proof overlaps wit the one showed already in
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Fig 49. Extension to the PSMA MAC protocol. Multiplexing preamble segments,
the PSMA can be considered a special case of the OCM mode prescribe by the
standard IEEE 802.15.4a.

Theorem 4.2.1. For the limiting case of ab → ∞ (or in other words the duration of a
backoff slot goes to zero) the throughput becomes Spsma (G, ∞) = G/(G + 1), similarly
to the limiting case for slotted-CSMA analyzed in [1].
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, some idealisms that are typical of
MAC analysis can be quite easily removed. Let Ld denote the size of a data packet
including preamble plus MAC and PHY headers. Sensors might monitor the same but
also different events during the same observation period. In this case, sensor nodes send
packets of different size to the sink and the fraction of a frame transaction time occupied
by useful transmission varies. For simplicity, the size of a data packet is selected in the
range (0, LM ] according to a uniform continuous distribution with expected value LM /2.
Theorem 4.2.2 Let pd and pfa be the probabilities of packet detection and false alarm
defined in Section 4.1.4. For the PSMA MAC protocol with overall arrival rate Λ
packets/slot and transmission lasting for 2 backoff slots (basic PSMA without BEB), the
throughput can be written as
Spsma (G, pd , pfa ) =

2 · pd P1
2 − (P0 + pfa (1 − P0 ))

(97)

Proof
By using elements of renewal theory, the channel undergoes an idle period either
because none of the nodes attempt a transmission or because the channel that would
38 The

throughput of S-Aloha for the finite and infinite population cases is not reviewed here, given that the
classical Aloha protocol is well known.
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Fig 50. Throughput of PSMA MAC protocol with and without overhead. Comparison between the standard PSMA (ab = 2 backoff slots) and the extension showed
in Corollary 4.2.1 for the case ab = 3 backoff slots.

be idle is erroneously assessed busy by attempting devices. The probability pi of the
channel to be idle writes as
pi = P0 + pfa · (1 − P0 ) ,

(98)

and the probability of a busy channel is instead pb = 1 − pi . Applying the geometric
distribution to idle and busy periods, the expected durations can be computed as
1
1
·
1 − P0 − pfa (1 − P0 ) ab
1
.
TB =
P0 + pfa (1 − P0 )

TI =

(99)

Using the useful probability definition of equation (91), the expected duration of a useful
period inside an average busy period writes as
TU = pd





1
P1
,
1 − P0 − pfa (1 − P0 ) P0 + pfa (1 − P0 )

(100)

where the probability term pd accounts for correct reception of the receiver. Substituting
equations (99) and (100) into the general throughput expression of equation (86) the
theorem is proved.
It is worth noting that for pd = 1 and pfa = 0 equations (97) and (87) coincide. Also
the throughput formulation made for extended PSMA can be recomputed taking into
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consideration the probabilities of false alarm and detection as shown by the following
corollary.
Corollary 4.2.2 Using the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2.2, when a frame transaction lasts
for ab backoff slots, the throughput can be written as

Spsma (G, ab , pd , pfa ) =

(101)
ab −1

(1 − pfa )(1 − P0 )pd ab P1 P0 + pd (1 − P0 )
+ 1 − (1 − pfa )(1 − P0 ) pd ab P1 (1 − pfa )
ab + (ab − 1)(1 − pfa )(1 − P0 )
Proof
Assuming the point of view of a reference ongoing transmission and referring to

Figure 49, the other devices of the network having packets waiting for transmission
first make a CCA to asses the status of the channel. Since that a preamble segment is
present at the beginning of each backoff slot, devices can asses correctly the channel
with probability pd . Let now consider that devices having packets to transmit attempt
to access the channel in i (not necessary contiguous) backoff slots during the tagged
data transmission. In this case the probability that in i attempts the channel is assessed
correctly is


ab − 1 i
a −1−i
pd (1 − P0 )i P0 b
,
i
where the first preamble is assumed to be correctly detected by any other device, such
that only the tagged transmission is ongoing on the channel. By summing over all
possible i values the probability CCA returns the correct status of the channel is
a −1
P0 + pd (1 − P0 ) b .
By means of the above result, the probability of a useful transmission within a busy
period writes as

pd P1 P0 + pd (1 − P0 )
,
pu =
(1 − pfa )(1 − P0 )

(102)

where the busy and idle probabilities are the same of Theorem 4.2.2 but they have been
only rewritten. Referring to Figure 49, a device having a packet to transmit at the
beginning of the slot immediately following the end of the tagged transmission finds the
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channel idle. The probability such device transmits with success is
pd P1 (1 − pfa )
.
(1 − pfa )(1 − P0 )
Therefore, the expected duration of the useful period can be written as


pd P1 P0 + pd (1 − P0 ) 
1
pd P1 (1 − pfa )
TU =
−1 +
, (103)
(1 − pfa )(1 − P0 )
1 − (1 − pfa )(1 − P0 )
(1 − pfa )(1 − P0 )
where the expression of the expected useful period accounts for the fact that ab − 1
backoff slots and the first one immediately following the end of a transmission are
accessed in different fashion. Rewriting more conveniently the expressions for busy and
idle periods given in equation (99) and substituting them together with equation (103)
into the genral throughput expression of equation (86) the corollary is proved.
Performance of S-Aloha, PSMA and the PSMA extension are compared in Figure 51 It
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Fig 51. Throughput of S-Aloha PSMA MAC protocols with and without probability
of detection. Comparison between the standard PSMA (ab = 2 backoff slots) and
the extension showed in Corollary 4.2.1 for the case ab = 3 backoff slots.

is of interest to notice that the extension PSMA witnessing the harshest performance
loss when detection and false alarm probabilities are introduced, compared to the other
protocols. In particular, S-Aloha looses 14.5%, PSMA 8.4% and the PSMA extension
looses 57.8%. This result is not a complete surprise, since that to an increased channel
access opportunity corresponds also a higher exposure to CCA failures. This behavior is
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however not evident without incorporating PHY behavior within MAC performance.
In fact, Figure 50 shows a higher throughput of the extended PSMA with respect to
its basic formulation when the PHY is in practise neglected. Given the performance
drop that the extended verion of PSMA implies, it will not be considered in the study
presented in the following sections.
MAC performance with capture effect
Capture effect can be considered the bridge between MAC and PHY layers it entails
realistic physical layer effects into the MAC analysis. The impact on MAC performance
of spatially deployed nodes was started already in [206] and it has been extended for
a multi-hop network in [207], using nodes distributed according to a PPP random
process. In the literature, the most common definition of capture is through the
signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR), or more specifically by means of the
signal-to-interference-ratio (SIR) when the thermal noise is neglected. In particular, in a
single packet reception network, where all nodes transmit to the same sink, capture is
defined as the probability of a reference transmission to be properly decoded even in the
presence of multiple concurrent transmissions 39 .
Capture effect permits to take into account for fading, shadowing and near-far effects.
Pioneering studies of capture effect for S-Aloha are given in [208] and [209]. In [209],
[210], [211] and [212] capture for Rayleigh fading is characterized. In [213], [214]
capture effect is explored for Rician fading, whereas in [215] capture is developed in
Nakagami fading40 . It is worth noting that in [210] and [211] capture is characterized
by working out the expression of the BEP (also with FEC) and then averaging with
respect to the number of interfering packets. In the other cited papers the main idea is to
characterize statistically the power fluctuations of useful and interfering transmissions
and then average with respect to the number of interfering packets. All previous
investigations assume the aggregated network traffic Poisson distributed in time. In [217]
the capture effect for CSMA protocols considering Rayleigh fading and log-normal
shadowing is investigated.
More recently, the impact of PHY effects on MAC performance has been revisited
using stochastic geometry and game theoretic approaches [218]. Stochastic geometry
39 The

SIR must be greater than a threshold in order to properly decode the packet.
[216], Nakagami fading is shown to offer a good fit to the fading of each UWB channel component, as
well as allowing for mathematical tractability.
40 In
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approach can be found for instance in [184] and [219], which strongly rely and extend
results showed in [220]. Stability of S-Aloha using capture and channel state information
are instead showed in [221].
Although literature shows that capture is a known and well investigated concept,
UWB still lacks of a thorough investigation of MAC performance with it. This is
particularly the case of non-coherent receivers, where an interference model based on
Gaussian distribution seems to be not appropriate, as was pointed out already. The
assumptions and the core analysis to incorporate capture for IR-UWB into MAC analysis
was developed in sections 4.1.7 and 4.1.8. Relying now on results given in [211] and
[217], capture can be now worked out for S-Aloha and PSMA.
Theorem 4.2.3 Let S-Aloha and PSMA be the random access protocols in an STN
network characterized by an overall arrival rate of Λ packets/slot (including newly
generated and backlog traffics), where all nodes independently generate packets of
intensity Λi , i = 1, 2, .... Assuming to follow the transmission of a tagged node, let k
denote the number of packets (of fixed size) that arrive at the sink node during reception.
Furthermore, let pc (k) be the capture probability of the tagged transmission in the
presence of k − 1 interfering packets. Upon these conditions the throughput of the
network can be written for S-Aloha and PSMA respectively as
Saloha (G, r) = ∑ pc (k, r)Pk

(104)

k

Spsma (G, r) = 2

∑k pc (k, r)Pk
,
2 − P0

where the capture probability pc was developed in Section 4.1.8, r denotes the distance
between the reference node and the sink, Pk can be distinguished for the finite and
infinite population cases and the Reed-Solomon code defined in [11] is used. In the
infinite population case, the traffic is modeled by a Poisson process, whereas for the
finite population case it is modeled with a Markov chain.
Proof
For PSMA, the expected durations of idle and busy periods derived in Theorem
4.2.1 can be reused. For the S-Aloha case, well known elements of renewal theory for
idle and busy periods formulation still hold. Compared with the case in which two or
more packets collision results in a complete loss of information, the major difference
consists in the expression of the useful period. In the presence of capture, the probability
of a useful transmission within a busy period corresponds to the probability of the
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reference packet to be correctly received. This in turns is just the capture probability
pc (k), averaged with respect to the traffic distribution.
It is important to point out that capture is applied to both SHR and payload parts of
the packet. For the sake of showing the results, it is assumed that the FEC is applied only
to the payload (including all headers). Furthermore, since the simple non-coherent ED
receiver is used, the phase of ternary sequence forming the SYNC part of the preamble
cannot be exploited. Thus, the capture probability for the SHR is modeled exactly as for
the payload, except for the use of FEC. The capture probability used hereafter is shown
in equation (78).
Figures 52 and 53 show the throughput performance for S-Aloha and PSMA,
respectively. For both protocols, the figures compare the performance with capture for
finite and infinite population cases with the performance without capture obtained by
means of the classic Poisson assumption. For the finite population case, a population
of k = 10 nodes (excluding the sink) is considered and the traffic is modeled with a
Binomial distribution having transmission probability σt = G/k. Three distance values
are considered, r1 = 12.5 m, r2 = 22.5 m and r2 = 23.5 m to show the dependence from
the location of tagged node. The figures highlight the performance improvement for
S-Aloha and PSMA and that again, the Poisson analysis can be used as a benchmark
(with and without capture). As soon as the traffic is not Poisson distributed any more (as
is for scenarios with small number of nodes), the performance are subject to significant
changes.
Analyzing the results of S-Aloha with capture, it can be concluded that although
S-Aloha still performs worse than PSMA, it receives great improvements from the
capture effect. Hence, moving the analysis towards more realistic scenarios Aloha
becomes more appealing. For example, considering the distance case of r2 = 22.5 m, a
throughput value of 0.6 is achieved for S-Aloha in correspondence of a traffic equal to
G=1.7 Erlangs (almost double than conventional S-Aloha), whereas for PSMA it is
achieved for G=4.3 Erlangs.
The throughput of S-Aloha MAC can be averaged with respect to the near-far effect
developed in Section 4.1.8, to obtain that is independent on the location of the tagged
node. To develop this part, k nodes are assumed uniformly distributed inside a circle of
radius RM and the annulus this time has an infinitely small width dr. As mentioned
already in Section 4.1.8, the node having the highest probability to be received is the
nearest neighbor from the sink. Given that the throughput with capture depends on the
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Fig 52. Throughput of S-ALoha MAC protocol with capture effect, comparing the
typical Poisson traffic assumption with the finite population case when up to k = 10
devices might active. Three distance values of the tagged node with respect to the
sink are considered.
PSMA: Poisson analysis throughput versus channel input traffic− k=10
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Fig 53. Throughput of PSMA MAC protocol with capture effect, comparing the
typical Poisson traffic assumption with the finite population case when up to k = 10
devices might active.

probability pc (k, r), it is necessary to compute the probability that the nearest neighbor
has a distance X from the sink in the interval [r, r + dr]. Hence the probability of a node
transmitting to the sink from the mentioned annulus is simply 2r/R2 dr. Moreover, the
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k−1
probability there is no other node inside the region of radius r is 1 − r2 /R2

41 .

Thus, the probability of the nearest neighbor conditioned on r is
  
k−1
k 2r
2
2
1
−
r
/R
dr
1 R2
The capture probability can then be averaged with respect to r as follows
Z R 
k−1
k 1
2r 
pc (k) =
dr.
pc (k, r) 2 1 − r2 /R2
1 R
R
0

(105)

The probability derived in equation (105) can be inserted into the S-Aloha throughput of
equation (104), to obtain an expression independent of the distance. Figure 54 shows the
throughput S(G) averaged with respect to the location of the tagged node.
S−Aloha: average (with respect to near−far) throughput versus channel input traffic
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Fig 54. Throughput of S-Aloha MAC protocol with capture effect, averaging with
respect to near-far effect, for a population of k = 100 nodes.

Essentially, the results presented in this section show that as soon as the IR-UWB
PHY is taken into consideration, well known behavior of S-Aloha and CCA based
protocols have to be reconsidered. PSMA has a region of stability that is more than
double of S-Aloha, before performance drops. However, depending on the specific
application, sensor networks might experience either discontinuous or light network
loads. Hence, when the CCA is hindered by the lack of the carrier signal, the increased
level of complexity might not be justified by the performance increase. When this is the
41 This

is simply derived from the Binomial distribution of i points out of k in the region of are πr2
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case, a trade-off strategy for the MAC might be the use of a simple protocol as S-Aloha,
which shows much higher performance compare to the traditional behavior.

4.2.2

Effect of superframe boundaries and
acknowledgments on the performance of S-Aloha

The analysis presented so far relies on the widely used assumption that the time axes is
infinite and idle/busy periods of data communications alternate. In other words, the
superframe structure of an STN newtork compliant with the IEEE 802.15.4 is completely
ignored, although it is still present on top of the UWB PHY. Referring to the general
structure of Figure 4, the CFP is used for applications requiring guaranteed delay or
more generally some QoS. The inactive period might instead be scheduled to enable as
high energy saving as possible. Since random access protocols are the main focus of the
present investigation, the CFP and the inactive periods are considered only for the way
they affect the performance during the CAP. In particular, it is assumed that nodes that
transmit during the CAP do not need to transmit also during the CFP.
Most of the studies analyzing the CAP period of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC take the
assumption of infinite time axes, where the only access mechanism is either Aloha
or CSMA-CA. In reality, the presence of the beacon transmission/reception time, the
CFP and the inactive period somewhat affects the access rules to the slots of the CAP.
The major assumption made to develop this part of the analysis consists of the use of
S-Aloha as the only channel access method. Furthermore, a beacon frame is supposed to
last as a data transmission and time is divided in data slots. Upon these hypothesis, the
structure of the superframe can be superimposed on the times axes, considering that
CAP, CFP and inactive periods include a different number of data slots.
Let now nCAP , nCFP and nI denote the number of slots dedicated to CAP, CFP and
inactive periods, respectively. As described in Section 2.3.1, a slot duration depends also
from the the value of the superframe order. A sensor node transmitting during the CAP
turns in low-power mode (or even off) its transceiver during CFP and inactive periods,
although packets from the application could still be generated and stored in a buffer.
Sensor nodes having data ready for (re)transmission during the last slot of the CAP must
wait the beginning of the next CAP, since the frame transaction cannot be completed
during the current superframe. Accordingly, packets that were generated during CFP,
inactive and beacon periods, will attempt to use the first slot of the next CAP period
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immediately following beacon reception.
Since that newly generated and backlog traffics are now split in two separate
processes, any slot of the CAP (including the first) could carry backlog packets. In
fact, nodes that need to retransmit a packet just wait for the backoff counter to expire,
decrementing the counter by one when a slot time elapses. In case the CAP period ends
before the counter reaches zero, the nodes simply freeze the countdown, to resume it at
the following CAP. The number of newly generated packets that might be transmitted
during the first slot of the CAP depends on the size of the population and on the duration
of the different sub-periods of the superframe. CAP slots other than the first, carry traffic
that was newly generated during the preceding slot. Therefore, two different throughput
contributions can be identified. One contribution arising from the first CAP slot and
another one becoming from the remaining nCAP − 1.
For the sake of developing the analysis, a slot of the CAP other than the first is
randomly selected. The probability of successful transmission is computed for the first
slot of the CAP and for the randomly selected slot by averaging with respect to the
backlog state of the system. The throughput of the CAP is then calculated as the number
of successful slots, relatively to the overall number of slots comprised in the BI.
Definition 4.2.1 Let Λ packets/slot denote the average rate of the traffic injected in the
network (including retransmissions) for an STN with assigned SO and BO, where the
channel access is S-Aloha with positive ACK policy scheme and ACK are transmitted in
a separate error-free channel and hence never lost. The throughput of the CAP can be
written as
Scap (G) =

1
nCAP − 1
S1 (G) +
S2 (G)
nCAP + nCFP + nI + 1
nCAP + nCFP + nI + 1

(106)

nBI = nCAP + nCFP + nI + 1,
where S1 and S2 denote the throughputs for the first slot of the CAP and for the randomly
selected one, respectively. The term nBI denotes the number of (data) slots comprised in
the BI period.
In case that the Poisson assumption for modeling traffic is used, equation (106) is
relatively straightforward to evaluate. In general, it can be observed that when ncap tends
to infinity, the contribution of the first CAP slot fades away and the throughput reduces
to the well known expression obtained by means of the Poisson analysis for S-Aloha.
The contribution of the first CAP slots tends to be small also when SO and BO grow
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high, as it is evident from the above throughput expression. Instead of using the Poisson
analysis for the infinite population case, it is however more interesting the study of an
STN network having a finite number of nodes, since it provides an insight for more
realistic scenarios.
It is worth reminding that nodes do not generate new packets until the previous one
is successfully delivered (hypothesis of no buffer and a packet can be retransmitted an
infinite number of times). The traffic of newly generated and backlogged packets is
split and collided packets are retransmitted according to a uniform truncated backoff
(UTB) selected in the interval [1, Krt ]. The backoff introduces a dependence between the
slots, since a time slot can be loaded with the backlog traffic originated from all the
previous Krt slots. Given that the beginning of a slot is a renewal time instant, each slot
can experience a different number of backlog packets. Therefore, the throughput carried
out by a randomly selected slot is computed by assuming the backlog state is i and by
averaging with respect to the backlog state the average throughput expression can be
worked out.
At the beginning the throughput is computed for SO = BO and without CFP. For this
case, the analysis is refined to include acknowledgments traffic over the same channel,
as well as to include the capture effect. For the sake of completeness, the expression of
the throughput is also computed for the more general case when BO > SO and CFP is
introduced.
Modeling superframe boundaries effect
Since that the CAP period is the only focus of this study, it is worth reminding that
during CFP, inactive and beacon periods a device can generate data bu not attempt
the transmission. Let now Nh denote the number of slots (of equal size that coincides
with a frame transaction) that occur during CFP, inactive and beacon periods. It is first
investigated the case in which no CFP is allocated and SO = BO, which in other words
implies Nh = 2. This value comes out by considering that any packet generated during
the last slot of the CAP is deferred to the next CAP period, as well as any packet that is
generated during the slot dedicated to beacon transmission/reception.

Theorem 4.2.4 In an STN network with k nodes using S-Aloha, let σn = Gn /k and
σrt =
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2
Krt +1

denote respectively the probabilities a node transmits a newly generated

packet 42 or a backlog packet according to the UTB scheme selected in the interval [0, Krt ],
with probability 1/Krt . Furthermore, let the time between consecutive CAP periods Nh
be constant and equal to two equally size slots, coinciding with a frame transaction Ts .
When i nodes are in backlog, with one packet each waiting for retransmission, the set of
probabilities ph of generating h new packets, with h = 0, 1, 2, ..., k − i, writes as
(2)
Ph



h
i
h  
k−i h
h
Nh (k−i−h)
=
σn (1 − σn )
1+ ∑
(1 − σn )z
h
z=1 z

(107)
Nh =2

Proof
To prove equation (107), an iterative procedure is used, assuming that i nodes are in
backlog and that Nh = 2 slots. Having said that backlog packets follow the selected
backoff scheme, they do not play any active role in the generation of new packets. It is
straightforward the computation of the probability that no new packets are generated
during the Nh slots falling between consecutive CAP periods.
(2)

P0 = (1 − σn )2(k−i) .
The probability that exactly one packet is generated during any of the two slots by a node
can be written as the sum of two probabilities describing two complementary events




2(k−i−1)
(k−i) k − i
k−i−1
k−i
(2)
P1 =
σn 1 − σn
+ 1 − σn
·
σn 1 − σn
,
1
1
where the first term models the probability one packet is generated during the first slot
and the second term models the probability that one packet is generated during the
second slot and not in the first. Regrouping the terms in the above equation, it can be
written that
(2)
P1

!


2(k−i−1) 1!
1!
k−i
=
σn 1 − σn
+ (1 − σn )
.
1
0!1!
0!1!

The procedure can be then iterated for any number of packets generated during the two
slots, up to a maximum of k − i. Writing all possible combinations, the above equations
are accordingly modified, thus proving the theorem.
Using very similar arguments to the ones used in Theorem 4.2.4, and recalling that a
device can at most attempt the transmission of one packet per slot, the general case valid
for any value of Nh can be then written in the following lemma.
42 Term

Gn denotes here the normalized channel input traffic of newly generated packets only.
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Lemma 4.2.1 Complying with the hypothesis stated in Theorem 4.2.4, the set of
probabilities ph , with h = 0, 1, 2, ..., can be written for the very general case Nh ≥ 2 as
follows


N (k−i−h)
k−i
(N )
Ph h =
(1 − (1 − σn )Nh )h · 1 − σn h
(108)
h
The results stated in Theorem 4.2.4 and Lemma 4.2.1 are compared in Figure 55 in
case that i = 0, to show how those two methods support each other.
Probability to generate packets in N =2 slots −σ =0.3, k=5
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Fig 55. Comparison between the probabilities of Theorem 4.2.4 and Lemma 4.2.1
to generate new packets during the Nh slots comprising CFP, inactive and beacon
periods. Probabilities are shown for the example case of Nh = 2 slots, k = 5 nodes
and i = 0 backlog users.

Description of the Markov chain model
The study of an STN network with finite population using uniform backoff extends the
Markov chain model developed in [123]. The MC model that is used to study S-Aloha
MAC is showed in Figure 56, where each state represents the number of backlog packets
(or equivalently nodes) in the system. Collisions can occur between newly generated
and backlog packets, and the probability of collision depends on the access probabilities.
As the previous Theorem and Lemma show, the probability to transmit newly generated
packets during the CAP is distinguished from the remaining ones, whereas backlog
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packets follow the selected backoff scheme. Hence, the MC model of Figure 56 can be
used to model the access to the first CAP slot, as well as the remaining nCAP − 1.
Let now {pi, j } be the set of transition probabilities from state i to state j of the MC
model of Figure 56. The transition probabilities can be expressed as a function of σt and
σrt . The expressions for the probabilities in the basic case are not derived here, since
they are already available from [123]. Furthermore, let {Π0 , Π1 , ..., Πk } be the set of
steady state probabilities, subject to the constraint that ∑i Πi = 1 43 . For the first CAP
slot the steady state probabilities are identified by the upper script first.

Fig 56. Markov chain modeling the number of backlog packets in the network.

The MC model used here is flexible enough to enable also performance computation
when capture effect is included. In fact in case of capture, Figure 56 shows the transition
from state zero to state one, which denotes the fact that even when two packets collide
one might survive and be correctly received. However, since that only single packet
reception is assumed in this study, the backlog state can decrease only from i to i − 1
and never more than this. The state probabilities can be written throughout the set of
coefficients {ρi } as a function of the steady state probability Π0 by writing the balance
equations for the cases with and without capture. In this way the vector of the steady


state probabilities simply writes as ρ0 , ρ1 , ..., ρk Π0 , with ρ0 = 1. The probability Π0
43 The

existence of the steady state probabilities is guaranteed by the fact that the chain is irreducible and its
states are positive recurrent
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can be computed as
Π0 =

1
1 + ∑ki=1 ρi

.

As just mentioned by solving the balance equations the coefficients γi can be written for
the non-capture and capture cases, respectively as
ρi,nc =
ρi,c =

1 h
pi,i−1

k
z=i

1 h i−1
pi,i−1

i−1 k

∑ p0,z + ∑ ∑ p j,z ρ j

i
,

(109)

j=1 z=i

k

i
p
ρ
,
j,z
j
∑∑

j=0 z=i

The expression of the throughput given in equation (106) can be now combined with
the MC model of Figure 56 to derive the complete throughput expression in the presence
of a finite number of users k and superframe boundaries effects. In particular, it is now
possible to write the two throughput terms S1 and S2 as follow
 
i (2)
i−1
(2) i
S1 (k, i, Gn , Krt ) = 1 − σrt · P1 + P0
σrt 1 − σrt
(110)
1


 
k−i
k−i−1
k−i i
k−i
,
S2 (k, i, Gn , Krt ) = (1 − p)i
σn 1 − σn
+ 1 − σrt
σrt 1 − σrt
1
1
Modeling acknowledgment traffic
The study of how the acknowledgment traffic affects the performance of a finite number
of nodes transmitting data over the wireless medium using S-Aloha MAC, exploits
the work developed in [222] for comparing the results. Let TACK denote the duration
of an ACK packet of fixed size of LACK bits, sent over the channel at rate Rb . Let
ω = TACK /Td ≤ 1 be the overhead that is introduced by an ACK packet. Time is
supposed slotted in data slot durations and the overhead is measured with respect to the
data slot itself. It is interesting to notice that when ω = 1 the ACK packet occupies
an entire data slot and when ω = 0 the system coincides with the classical S-Aloha
with ACK frames transmitted on a separate channel. Furthermore, let pt,a denote the
probability an ACK frame follows the transmission of a successful data packet and ps,a
be the probability an ACK frame is successfully received.
Theorem 4.2.5 Let an STN network with an infinite number of nodes be characterized
by an overall traffic with average arrival rate Λ packets/slot, including retransmissions.
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Nodes transmit to the sink following the S-Aloha access rules and positive ACK scheme
is used. Let the probability of a successful frame transaction be denoted with ps = ps,a ,
where a successful frame transaction includes correct reception of data and ACK frames.
Then the throughput can be expressed as
S(G, ω) =

ωP0 P1 + (1 − ω)P1
,
1 + ωP1

(111)

where P0 and P1 are the probability of zero and one packet transmissions, respectively.
The proof of this theorem is left to Appendix 6, where the probabilities are modeled
with Poisson traffic and time axes is assumed not constrained by the superframe structure.
It can be notice that for ω = 1 the throughput expression coincides with the one given
in [222] for a non-priority positive ACK scheme, whereas for ω = 0 the throughput
simply becomes the classical S-Aloha with Poisson traffic. As it was done in [222], it is
here assumed that when ω < 1, the slot boundary of the slot following an ACK frame
is readjusted such that resources are not wasted. This is more evident from the term
(1 − ω)P1 of equation (111). Furthermore, for ω < 1 the throughput is alway less than
the one for the classical S-Aloha, as intuition could have predicted.
In opposition to the infinite population case, when a finite population of k nodes
attempt data transmission data using S-Aloha, the probability to transmit an ACK packet
in a certain time slot simply rewrites as pt,a = ωP1 . Here, P1 denotes the probability
that only one packet is generated in the network. Clearly, the one packet might be
either a newly generated or a backlog packet. In this case there is no need to include
also the event an ACK packet must not be transmitted in a slot carrying successful
data transmission (see the proof in Appendix 6). In case the overall network traffic is
Poisson distributed, all slots are independent of each other and the event of success is
the intersection between the two events that only one data packet and no ACK were
transmitted 44 . For the finite population case, three types of traffic are considered, newly
generated, backlog and ACK packets. In particular, the acknowledgments traffic depends
on the other two types. The backoff scheme poses the constraint that slots within a
certain horizon are not independent and the finite population gives an upper limit on
the amount of generated traffic. By contradiction, focusing on a randomly selected
slot where a data packet is being transmitted, if an ACK packet is also transmitted
during that slot as a follow up of a previous packet transaction, a collision would happen.
44 In

case ACK and data packets are transmitted over the same channel a successful transaction is not only the
time to transmit the data packet but also the following ACK, which in turn doubles the vulnerable period.
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Therefore, the ACK would not follow as a consequence of the successful transmission
of a data packet in the observed slot and furthermore, the overall network would have
generated two packets instead of one, which contradicts the hypothesis that only one
packet is generated.
Theorem 4.2.6 Let an STN network be characterized by k nodes using S-Aloha, normalized channel input traffic Gn of newly generated packets and by UTB in the interval
[0, Krt ] for retransmitting packets. Furthermore, let P0,n (k − i, i, Gn ) and P1,n (k − i, i, Gn )
denote respectively the probabilities that zero and one new packets are transmitted, given
that i nodes out of k are in backlog. Let also P0,b (i, Krt ) and P1,b (i, Krt ) denote the equivalent probabilities for the random process of the backlog packets and Pt,an (k − i, i, Gn , Krt ),
Pt,ab (k − i, i, Gn , Krt ) the probabilities to transmit an ACK after a newly generated and a
backlog packet, respectively.
The throughput performance in the presence of superframe boundaries effect and
acknowledgment traffic transmitted over the same channel, with an overhead factor
0 ≤ ω ≤ 1, can be written by replacing the terms S1 and S2 in equation (106) with the
following expressions
( f irst)

S1 (k, i, Gn , Krt ) = ωP0

( f irst)

(k, i, Gn , Krt ) · P1

( f irst)

(k, i, Gn , Krt ) + (1 − ω)P1

(k, i, Gn , Krt )
(112)

S2 (k, i, Gn , Krt ) = ωP0 (k, i, Gn , Krt )P1 (k, i, Gn , Krt ) + (1 − ω)P1 (k, i, Gn , Krt ),
( f irst)

where P0

( f irst)

, P1

denote the probabilities to transmit zero and one packets in the

first slot of the CAP, defined as follows
( f irst)

= P0,b (i, Krt )P0,n (k − i, i, Gn )

( f irst)

= P0,b (i, Krt )P1,n (k − i, i, Gn ) + P0,n (k − i, i, Gn )P1,b (i, Krt ).

P0

P1

(2)

(2)

(2)

Finally, the average throughput can be computed by taking the expectation of
S1 (k, i, Gn , Krt ) and S2 (k, i, Gn , Krt ) with respect to the steady state probabilities Πi of
the MC model as follow
( f irst)

S1 (k, Gn , Krt ) = ∑ S1 (k, i, Gn , Krt )Πi
i

S2 (k, Gn , Krt ) = ∑ S2 (k, i, Gn , Krt )Πi ,
i
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(113)

( f irst)

where {Πi

} denotes the set of steady state probabilities that originate from the MC

model of Figure 56, with the transition probabilities properly computed for the first slot
of the CAP.
Proof
In short, in the above probability terms the dependence from the traffic and the size
of the backoff interval is omitted. As anticipated in Theorem 4.2.5, a frame transaction
is successful only if the ACK frame following a non-colliding data transmission is
successfully received. Also for this theorem it is assumed that slot boundaries can be
every time readjusted to avoid waste of resources.
Upon distinguishing between the first slot of the CAP and the remaining nCAP − 1, it
suffices to notice that the probabilities of receiving an ACK frame with success upon that
either a newly generated or a backlog packet has been transmitted are stated in equation
(112). Once the transition probabilities pi, j have been properly defined to analyze also
( f irst)

the first slot of the CAP (in this case the transition probabilities are denoted as pi, j

),

the MC model can be solved by means of the coefficients γi,nc of equation (109).
The transition probabilities can be now written for the a randomly selected slot out
of the nCAP − 1 slots. In fact, for the first CAP slot the expressions are analogous by
simply replacing the probabilities of generating a new packet with the set of probabilities
(2)

{ph }. Thus, it follows that


pi,i = 1 − P1,b (i) P0,n (k − i, i) + P0,b (i)Pt,an (k − i, i)P0,n (k − i − 1, i)

+ (1 − ω)P1,n (k − i, i)P0,b (i) + Pt,ab (i) 1 − P0,b (i − 1) P0,n (k − i, i) ,

(114)

pi,i−1 = Pt,ab (i)P0,b (i − 1)P0,n (k − i, i) + (1 − ω)P1,b (i)P0,n (k − i, i) ,

pi,i+1 = Pt,an (k − i, i) 1 − P0,b (i) P0,n (k − i − 1, i)

+ Pt,ab (i)P1,n (k − i, i) + P1,n (k − i, 1) 1 − P0,b (i) ,
pi, j>i+1 = Pt,an (k − i, i)Pj−i−1,n (k − i − 1, i) + Pj−i,n (k − i, i) + Pt,ab (i)Pj−i,n (k − i, i) .
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In writing the above set of probabilities for newly generated traffic, it was considered
that


k−i
P1,n (k − i, i) =
σn (1 − σn )k−i−1 ,
1
P0,n (k − i, i) = (1 − σn )k−i ,
P0,n (k − i − 1, i) = (1 − σn )k−i−1 ,


k− j
k−i−1
Pj−i−1,n (k − i − 1, i) =
σnj−i−1 1 − σn
,
j−i−1


k− j
k−i
Pj−i,n (k − i, i) =
σ j−i 1 − σn
,
j−i n
whereas for the backlog and acknowledgment traffics, the probabilities that contribute to
the MC model are
i
P0,b (i) = 1 − σrt ,
 
i−1
i
P1,b (i) =
σrt 1 − σrt
,
1
i−1
P0,b (i − 1) = 1 − σrt

Pt,an (k − i, i) = ωP1,n (k − i, 1)P0,b (i) ,
Pt,ab (i) = ωP1,b (i)P0,n (k − i, i) .
Finally it can be noticed that P0,b (0) = 1, Pt,ab (0) = 0, Pt,an (0, k) = 0 and P0,n (0, k) = 1.
The performance of S-Aloha for the finite population case and backlog traffic but without
taking into account ACK packet is shown in Figure 57. Performance including also
ACK packets for different overhead factors ω are showed in Figure 58 and Figure 59.
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S−Aloha throughput: ncap=16 slots, k=50 nodes, Krt={15, 30, 50} slots
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Fig 57. Performance of the finite population S-Aloha channel access, for different
values of the backoff interval Krt = {15, 30, 50} slots and k = 50 nodes.

S−Aloha throughput: ncap=16 slots, k=50 nodes, ω=0.2, Krt={15, 30, 50} slots
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Fig 58. Performance of the finite population S-Aloha channel access, for different
values of the backoff interval Krt = {15, 30, 50} slots, overhead factor ω = 0.2 and
k = 50 nodes.
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S−Aloha: throughput − ncap=16 slots, k=50 nodes, ω=0.8, Krt={30,50} slots
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Fig 59. Performance of the finite population S-Aloha channel access, for different
values of the backoff interval Krt = {15, 30, 50} slots, overhead factor ω = 0.8 and
k = 50 nodes.

Performance for finite population and capture effect
All the results showed so far have pointed out that, neglecting the characteristics of
the PHY sand the structure of the superframe, cause lack of accuracy when providing
analytical results to the channel access problem. For example, capture effect represents
a fundamental step to show the performance of S-Aloha over IR-UWB PHY. This type
of results can be refined further to include the effect of backlog traffic in the presence
of a finite number of nodes. For this case, acknowledgment traffic is included in the
data slot itself by taking into account the overhead factor. The MC model of Figure 56
is still valid, as it suffices to include also the transition between states zero and one.
Performance of S-Aloha with finite population and capture have been studied already in
[223] for spread spectrum systems and a similar model is reused here. For the sake of
showing the results, the capture probability is averaged with respect to the distance of
the tagged node from the sink, as shown in Figure 60.
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Average capture probability with respect to near−far effect
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Fig 60. Capture probability averaged with respect to the distance of the tagged
node from the sink, or in other words with respect to the near-far effect.

Theorem 4.2.7 Let an STN network be characterized by k nodes using S-ALoha,
normalized channel input traffic Gn of newly generated packets and by UTB in the
interval [0, Krt ] for retransmitting packets. Furthermore, let pc (k) be the capture
probability averaged with respect to the near-far effect. Upon these assumptions, the
throughput of the CAP period is computed by replacing the terms S1 and S2 in equation
(106) with the following expressions
"
k

S1 (k, Gn , Krt ) = ∑

i k−i

∑∑

i=0

#
(2)
pc (z + h)Pz,b Ph

( f irst)

(115)

Πi

z=0 h=0
k

S2 = (k, Gn , Krt ) = ∑

i=0

"

i k−i

∑ ∑ pc (z + h)Pz,b Ph,n

#
Πi ,

z=0 h=0

( f irst)

where {Ph } is the set of probabilities to generate h new packets in the network. {Πi

}

denotes the steady state probabilities computed by properly modeling the transition
probabilities of the MC model for the first CAP slot and by using the set of coefficients
γi,c of equation (109). The transition probabilities pi, j for the MC model, when a slot out
of the nCAP − 1 is randomly selected, can be written as follows
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k−i
pi,i = (1 − σrt ) (1 − σn ) +
σn (1 − σn )k−i−1 (1 − σrt )i +
(116)
1




i
k−i
i
+
σn (1 − σn )k−i−1 ∑
σrtz (1 − σrt )i−z pc (1 + z)+
1
z
z=1
i  
i
+ (1 − σn )k−i ∑
σrtz (1 − σrt )i−z (1 − pc (z)),
(i = j) < k
z=2 z
i  
i
pi,i−1 = (1 − σn )k−i ∑
σrtz (1 − σrt )i−z pc (z),
j = i−1
z
z=1


i  
k−i
i
pi,i+1 =
σn (1 − σn )k−i−1 ∑
σrtz (1 − σrt )i−z (1 − pc (1 + z))+
1
z
z=1


i  
k−i 2
i
+
σn (1 − σn )k−i−2 ∑
σrtz (1 − σrt )i−z pc (2 + z),
i<k
2
z
z=0


i  
k−i
i
j−i
σrtz (1 − σrt )i−z (1 − pc ( j − i + z))+
pi, j =
σn (1 − σn )k− j ∑
j−i
z
z=0


i  
k−i
i
j−i+1
+
σn
(1 − σn )k− j+1 ∑
σrtz (1 − σrt )i−z pc ( j − i + 1 + z),
i+1 < j < k
j−i+1
z
z=0


i  
k−i
i
j−i
pi,k =
σn (1 − σn )k− j ∑
σrtz (1 − σrt )i−z (1 − pc ( j − i + z)),
k−i ≥ 1
j−i
z
z=0
k  
k z
pk,k = (1 − σrt )k + ∑
σrt (1 − σrt )k−z (1 − pc (z)),
i= j=k
z
z=2
i

k−i

Proof
The proof of this theorem is made by considering that the reference packet can
capture the receiver with probability pc (k) in the presence of k − 1 interfering packets.
On the other hand, with probability 1 − pc (k) the reference packet cannot be correctly
decoded. The i backlog packets cause MAI but the transition from a backlog state to
another with higher index is only due to collisions between newly generated packets.
Vice versa, the backlog state can be decremented by one only if a backlog packet is
either captured by the receiver when colliding with other backlog packets or when
only one packet is being transmitted. The probability to maintain the same backlog
state can be either due to the transmission of one newly generated packet or, in case of
packets collision, a backlog packet manages to capture the receiver. The set of transition
probabilities define all possible collision configurations.
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S Aloha throughput: nCAP=16 slots, k=50 nodes
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Fig 61. Performance of the finite population S-Aloha channel access, with capture
effect and for different values of the backoff interval Krt = {15, 30, 50} slots.

4.3

Code rate adaptation for energy efficient
communications

As already discussed in previous sections, WSNs obey to different paradigms with
respect to classical ad-hoc types of networks. In fact, it was remarked several times that
the major constraint for WSNs is the energy consumption, other than delay or fairness.
However, an unreliable communication link would yield situations in which either the
information is completely lost (e.g., exceeding maximum number of retransmissions) or
it must be retransmitted several times before success. If on one hand energy consumption
is the primary design constraint there is a strong relation with the throughput. Adopting
random access protocols, a potentially large number of retransmissions would increase
the overall energy consumption.
In the sensor networks usefule for this study, simple sensors are assumed to be
connected with a coordinator/sink. This device can be supposed more powerful than a
simple sensor in terms of battery and computation capabilities. In this type of scenario,
the use of an efficient FEC can foster transmission reliability, leading to energy efficiency
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and throughput improvements. It is important to highlight that the use of FEC can be
combined with the realistic PHY effects that have been analyzed in previous sections of
this chapter. In this section, the benefits of using Reed-Solomon codes as prescribed by
[11] is explored. In [224] and [225] the potentials of this type of codes was explored
and thoroughly analyzed for a context outside sensor networks. Focusing on a reference
sensor node, a two-stages method to optimize the code rate of the Reed-Solomon is
proposed, using S-Aloha and IR-UWB.
Coded bit error probability
RS(2b−1 , kc ,tc ) codes with b bits/symbol, coded block length nc = 2b − 1, kc information
symbols and error correction capability tc = (nc − kc )/2 are selected in this study
because they provide good trade-off between performance and complexity and can well
suit simple sensor nodes implementations. In fact, the major limitation of sensor devices
reside in their limited power and processing capabilities. Given that the code rate is
computed as rc = kc /nc ∈ (0, 1), the selection of rc will fix automatically kc and at the
same time the overhead introduced. Clearly code rates approaching zero are feasible
only in theory.
In this study, the use of RS codes as a viable method to improve energy efficiency is
pursued [226]. From basic coding theory, it is known that εs,i = rc,i εs,0 ≤ εs,0 , where εs,i
is the coded energy per bit, rc,i is the ith code rate and εs,0 is the uncoded energy per
bit. Applying hard decision decoding (HDD) technique, the expression of the decoded
symbol error probability, using the ith code is given by:

n

pes,i =

where psym,i = 1 − 1 − pb,i

c
q
∑q=t
c +1

b

nc  q
q psym,i

1 − psym,i

nc

nc −q
,

(117)

is the symbol error probability before decoding and pb,i

is the bit error probability given in (63), when applying coding. Therefore, the decoded
bit error probability, due to the ith code is expressed as:

(decoded)

pb,i
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≈

2(b−1)
pes,i .
2b − 1

(118)

4.4

Code rate selection algorithm

The essential of the optimal code rate selection algorithm proposed here is shown in
Figure 62. The algorithm includes two stages
1. SNR gap analysis
2. energy saving calculations,
which are detailed in sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, respectively. The first step is used to
produce an initial selection of the code rates enabling coding gain (CG), whereas the
second step allows for a more refined selection within the set of code rates produced by
the gap analysis. The procedure is initiated by the Device Management Entity (DME)45 ,
that feeds the algorithm with necessary PHY (e.g., transmission power), MAC (e.g., data
rate and packet length information) and link state estimate (e.g., estimated channel
traffic) parameters.
The SNR gap analysis selects the set of code rates able to fulfill the target BEP set
by the application with lower received SNR with respect to the uncoded case. If the
code rate set is empty then uncoded transmission is selected, implying that transmitting
uncoded is the best strategy for the reference node. If there are feasible code rates
available, the algorithm proceeds to the energy saving calculation, which provides
results for the selected code rate set. The SNR gap analysis and the energy saving model
calculations are done for different SNR and traffic load values. There are two options to
select the code rate based on the energy saving results: 1) if the algorithm does not have
network traffic load (G) and SNR estimations then the code rate will be selected based
on the average results assuming the worst case traffic (G = Gmax ); 2) if G and SNR
estimations are available, the optimal code rate (respectively uncoded) will be stored
and selected based on the energy saving results.

4.4.1

SNR gap analysis

The SNR gap analysis was originally proposed in [227] for narrow band communications
operating in band-limited regime. The gap (Γ), in its original definition, is the attitude
of



the system of approaching the theoretical Shannon capacity limit: b ≤ 12 log2 1 + Γγ .
When using pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) or quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM) in the presence of AWGN noise, the expression of the BEP allows for an elegant
45 The

algorithm might run either in the sink/coordinator or in a simple sensor device.
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Fig 62. Code rate selection algorithm ([25], published by permission of IEEE).
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manipulation enabling to express the gap Γ. In WSNs, the most important paradigm is
energy-efficiency and band-limited regime is clearly not the case of UWB, but rather it
is power-limited regime. The spectral efficiency of the IR-UWB transmission compliant
with the signal structure defined in [11] is Rb /W = 0.002, yielding the ultimate Shannon
limit for reliable communications of εb /N0 ≈ −1.6 dB. Given that in this work we use
orthogonal signal constellations instead of antipodal, it can be written:
Definition 4.4.1 The original gap formulation may be modified as the attitude of a
system to approach the Shannon limit of -1.6 dB, requiring lower energy per symbol.
Therefore, use of coding can be a valid method to reduce required energy per symbol
when targeting a certain reliability. Coding in fact may enable two different positive
effects: 1) reducing the required SNR per bit for a given BEP; 2) reducing the BEP for a
given SNR per bit. In this paper we are more interested in the former case.
Let γ0 denote the required SNR per bit of the decision variable Z (after the sampler
of Figure38) in uncoded case to achieve a target BEP p̂b . In addition, Let γth denote the
ultimate Shannon limit and Γ0 [dB] = γ0 [dB] − γth [dB] as the gap between the real system
and ideal performance. Furthermore, let the required SNR per bit in coded case be
denoted by γc,i and Γc,i [dB] = γc,i [dB] − γth [dB] be the corresponding gap. The coding
gain enabled by the ith code is defined as CGi [dB] = γ0 [dB] − γc,i [dB]. From literature,
it is known that the use of coding translates into improved energy efficiency only in a
certain region of SNR per bit values [228]. Outside such region the coded transmission
performs even worse than the uncoded one. This is either due to excessive overhead or
to sufficient SNR margin of the uncoded transmission. Therefore, it can be defined
the feasible region as the set of values for which the coded transmission outperforms
the uncoded one, for a target BEP: {r̂c,i , γ̂c,i }. The feasible region is identified by all
possible coding gains such that: CGi [dB] > 0. Therefore, the corresponding code rate
set is r̂c = max{rc,i : CGi > 0 | p̂b } and γ̂c is the corresponding set of SNR values. It is
then straightforward to obtain
Γc,i [dB] = Γ0 [dB] −CGi [dB] < Γ0 [dB].
This last equation can be reformulated in linear for as
Γc,i ( p̂b , r̂c,i ) =

Γ0
Γ0 ( p̂b )
≡
.
CGi
δeff (r̂c,i )

(119)

The expression shown in equation (119) is very similar to equation (26) given in [227].
Therefore, although for orthogonal signal constellations it cannot be found an elegant
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expression of the gap (Γ) as a function of the reliability constraint, the concept of gap is
still valid. Hence, the gap can be exploited to select the set of code rates that enable
performance closer to the ultimate limit of Shannon.

4.4.2

Link energy consumption

The energy consumption is modeled as the energy expenditure of the tagged nodesink/coordinator communication link. Given that during the CAP a frame is transmitted
in contention mode with part or even all the other nodes in range and that it is assumed
that CFP is not allocated, border effect arising from the use of a finite CAP is considered
negligible 46 .
For S-Aloha MAC protocol, the number of transmissions a data frame undergoes
before successful reception is a geometrically distributed r.v. with mean nt = 1/ps ,
where ps is the success probability. Therefore, the average energy consumption for the
pair tagged node-sink can be modeled as follows


ε = nt − 1 Ptx Tc + TAckWait Prx +

Ptx Tc + TAckWait Prx + TACK Prx + εsink

(120)

εsink = nt Prx Tc + TACK Ptx ,
where Tdc = Td /rc (rc = 1 for the uncoded case) is the duration of a data frame (including
payload an headers) containing the redundancy introduced by the code, TAckWait is the
maximum time a node waits for an ACK frame before retransmitting a data packet
and TACK is the duration of an ACK frame. The power (respectively energy) cost of a
transmission/reception has two components: the radio frequency consumption (RF) and
the internal circuitry consumption as shown below
Ptx = rc Ptx,RF + Ptx,circ

(121)

εtx = Ptx Tc
Prx = rc Prx,RF + Prx,circ
εrx = Prx Tc .
The received energy consumption can be calculated by using the path-loss (PL) model:

εrx,RF = Ptx,RF | h2l | 10PL/10 Tdc . After simple manipulations equation (121) can be
46 The

only border effect would be in this case only due to beacon transmission. This contribution was already
showed to be negligible in previous sections
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rewritten as

ε = nt K1 + K2 (rc ) + K3

K1 = Prx,RF + Ptx,RF T + Prx TAckWait

K2 (rc ) = Ptx,circ + Prx,circ T /rc

K3 = Prx + Ptx TACk .

(122)

The terms K1 and K3 do not depend on the code rate. In particular, the constant term
K1 accounts for that the efficiency of the code is evaluated only on the basis of the
redundancy (parity bits) introduced, while taking constant the energy content of a packet.
Term K3 models power consumption, including both RF and circuitry. Term K2 accounts
only for the circuitry consumption in the most general case in which the use of coding is
included.
Energy saving ratio
To determine when the use of coding yields reduced energy consumption, the energy
cost of coded transmission and uncoded transmissions are compared. Therefore, the
relative energy saving ∆ε ca be defined as

nt,c K1 + K2 (rc ) + K3
εc

∆ε = 1 − = 1 −
ε0
nt,0 K1 + K2 (1) + K3

(123)

s.t.
∆ε > 0,
where εc is the link consumption with coding, ε0 is the uncoded link consumption, K2 (1)
accounts for the circuitry consumption in uncoded case as shown in (122), nt,c and nt,0
represent the average number of transmissions of a frame in coded and uncoded case,
respectively.

4.5

Results

Substituting the terms showed in equation (122) in equation (123) it can be evaluated
the relative energy saving, which depends on the average number of transmissions in
coded and uncoded cases, respectively. The term K2 highlights the increased circuitry
consumption (that becomes relevant for small code rates) stemming from the use of
code.
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Lemma 4.5.1 Necessary but not sufficient condition to enable energy saving is that
nt,c /nt,0 = ps,0 /ps,c ≤ 1, where ps,0 and ps,c stand for the success probability in uncoded
and coded cases, respectively.
It suffices to notice that the constant term K3 in (123) affects numerator and denominator
in the same manner. Therefore, equation (123) can be rewritten as

nt,c K1 + K2 (rc )
 ≤1.
∆ε ≡
·
nt,0 K1 + K2 (1)
Given that K1 does not depend on the code rate and that K2 (rc ) ≥ K2 (1), it exists a
code rate value after which the term K2 at the numerator of equation (123) becomes
predominant, independently on the value of the ratio nt,c /nt,0 and hence proving the
thesis.
(PF)

Let the function under investigation be defined as f (r̂c , γ, G) = ps

(LF)

· ps

, denoting

with PF the protocol factor and with LF the link factor. For the S-Aloha MAC the PF
component can be calculated by simply noticing that
(PF)

ps

= S/G ,

where S denotes the network throughput. Therefore, when no coding is applied the
probability of success for the tagged device in a network of k nodes (as defined in

k−1
(PF)
section 4.1.2) is given by: ps,0 = 1 − Gk
. It can be observed that as k → ∞, the
probability of success becomes exponential e−G . When coding is applied (selecting
a code rate r̂c within the set produced with the SNR gap analysis) the traffic can be
expressed as: G = ΛTdc = (ΛTd )(Tdc /Td ) = G/r̂c . Hence, the probability of success

k−1
(PF)
c
is ps,c = 1 − G/r̂
. Similarly to the uncoded case, as k → ∞ the probability of
k
success becomes exponential e−G/r̂c . Therefore the PF factor can be expressed as

k−1
1 − Gk
(PF)
Ps
=
k−1 .
c
1 − G/r̂
k

(124)

The LF factor can be derived distinguishing between uncoded and coded cases. In
uncoded case, the probability of correctly receiving a packet of Lt = Lshr + Lphy + Lp
L
symbols can be expressed as ps,0 = 1 − pb,0 t , where pb,0 was calculated in section
4.1.3. On the other hand, in coded case the symbol error probability when using HDD
decoding was calculated in section 4.3. For the ith code obtained with the SNR gap
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analysis the packet size is L̂c,i . The RS code corrects errors over blocks of nc symbols
and the number of coded blocks in a packet is given by n̂x (i) = dL̂c,i /(nc · b)e. Finally,
h
n in̂x (i)
the success probability in coded case is given by ps,i = 1 − pes,i
Therefore, the
LF component can be expressed as
(LF)
ps

=

1 − pb,0
1/(b·r̂c )
1 − pes,i

!Lt
.

(125)

The necessary condition for which the energy constrained problem formulated in
equation (123) allows for positive energy saving (∆ε ≥ 0) can be equivalently studied by
investigating the following non-linear eqaution
(PF)

f (r̂c , γ, G) = ps

(LF)

· ps

≤1.

(126)

(PF)

Since that ps ≥ 1, necessary but not sufficient condition to verify equation (126) is
(LF)
(PF)
that ps < 1. The fact that ps ≥ 1 appears evident when k → ∞. In this case, the
expression of equation (124) becomes e−G·(1/r̂c,i −1) , attaining its minimum value for
1
r̂c,i = 1. Referring now to equation (125), it can be noticed that 1 − pes,i br̂c , ∀r̂c ≥ 1/b
(condition in practice verified by any feasible code). Therefore, equation (126) is verified
for the set of codes {r̂c } and for certain traffic values G, when pb,0 ≥ pes,i . Given the
distance dependent loss assumption, there will exist regions of the network where energy
saving becomes feasible and some others where it is unfeasible. This type of behavior
suggests that energy saving could be maximized depending on nodes location. The set
of values identifying regions of the network where energy saving is feasible can be
written as

Dc = max r ∈ (0, R) : ∆ε(r̂c , r, G) ≥ 0 .

(127)

It is then straightforward to define the energy saving ∆ε is a mapping from the points in
Dc to R. Table 9 shows the parameters that are used to derive numerical results for the
cases of AWGN noise and Nakagami distributed fading47 . The encoder uses b = 6
bits/symbol, as defined in [11], and a custom defined target p̂b = 10−4 . The results
obtained for the energy saving, ∆ε can be showed for three cases of interest: 1)∆ε versus
distance; 2)maximum ∆ε versus distance and code rates; 3) weighted average energy
saving versus code rate.
47 The

reasoning for using Nakagami fading was already explained in Section 4.2.1, though briefly.
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Table 9. System parameters [10], [11] ([25], published by permission of IEEE).
Parameter

Comment

Value

b

bits/symbol

6

pb

target BEP

10−4

RM

max. distance

6 m for AWGN and 7 m in
Nakagami fading

G

normalized traffic

0.1, 2

λs

nodes density

0.25 nodes/m2

k

total number of nodes(the higher28 for AWGN and 38 for
number of nodes in Nakagami Nakagami fading
fading is due to the bigger
coverage radius, which is used
to show the entire effect of
coding on network deployment)

mk

Nakagami factor

3

W

bandwidth

499.2 MHz

β

PDP

0.3

Ncpb

number of chips/symbol

16

fc

central frequency

4492.8 MHz

Lp

payload and MAC header

127 bytes

Lphy

PHY header

2 bytes

LACK

ACK frame size

7 bytes (including PHY header)

TAckWait

max. wait time for ACK frame

15 bytes + 12 preamble symbols

Lshr

preamble length

64 preamble symbols

Prx,circ

Rx circ. power cons.

120 mW

Ptx,circ

Tx circ. power cons.

20 mW

S(f)

power spectral density

−41.3 dBm/MHz

Ptx,RF

Tx RF consumption

37µW

Rb

uncoded rate

0.98 Mbps

Tc

chip duration

2 ns

Tint

integration time

32 ns in AWGN and 20 ns in
Nakagami fading
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4.5.1

Numerical results with AWGN noise

Referring now to the BEP expression given in equation (52) of Section 4.1.3 and the
gap analysis of equation (119) of Section 4.4.1, results are shown in figures 63 and 64,
respectively. From figure 63 it can be seen how certain codes can foster the reliability of
the transmission. In particular, for a target BEP (denoted with p̂b ) the code can enable
lower SNR per symbol with respect to the uncoded case. Equivalently, with the same
SNR per symbol it is possible to achieve lower values of the BEP with respect to the
uncoded case. Figure 64 shows the set of points at constant BEP (i.e., the target BEP for
different code rates and GAP values). The figure shows the gap between coded and
uncoded transmission (constant affine) with respect to the Shannon limit of -1.6 dB..
Particularly, the points laying on the curve (which is also denoted as contour) enable the
achievement of the target performance with minimum SNR per symbol. In other words
this set of points can enable maximum energy saving. Points laying in the open region
between the contour and the uncoded can still enable energy saving, although reduced.
From Figure 63, not only code rates able to exactly match p̂b can enable energy saving
but code rates meeting lower BEP values as well. Vice versa, also code rates that meet
higher BEP values (but close enough to the target) can enable some energy saving. This
suggests that the contour is a subset of Dc .
Lemma 4.5.2 The set of points laying on the contour, denoted as {r̂c,i , γ̂c,i , Ĝ}, are able
(LF)

to meet the reliability constraint p̂b and they are such that ps

< 1 is , with

1 − r̂c,i 
2
ln
r̂c,i
b

p 
r̂c,i
Ĝ ≤ −L p
ln 1 − Q γ̂c,i , N → ∞
1 − r̂c,i
γ̂c,i ≥ −

(128)

Proof
Inspired by the work done in [225], the first point can be demonstrated considering that
the ith RS code selected by means of the SNR gap analysis is able to correct all the

n
errors nerr ≤ tc,i = 2c,i 1 − r̂c,i . Upon this condition the coded packet is accepted with
probability 1.
Since any symbol of the block can be in error, the distribution modeling the average
number of error can be considered Binomial with probability psym,i . In other words

it holds that psym,i ≤ 12 1 − r̂c,i . From [229], the following inequality can be used
a
ax x + 1 − x x ≥ 1, ∀ ∈ (0, 1) and ∀ax ≥ 1. Relying on the expression of the symbol
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Bit error probability (P ) versus SNR at the receiver output
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Fig 63. BEP performance with AWGN noise for a target pb = 10−4 .
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Fig 64. Uncoded and coded gap analysis with AWGN noise for a target pb = 10−4 ,
compared to the Shannon limit.
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error probability and the last inequality it is possible to write the following chain of
inequalities
−γ̂c,i

p b
1 − r̂c,i
e 2
≤b
≤
.
1 − 1 − Q γ̂c,i
2
2
Inverting the last inequality it is possible to obtain

 1 − r̂ 
c,i
γ̂c,i ≥ −2ln
b
For sufficiently high SNR per bit the signal to noise ratio in equation (52) can be
approximated as γ ≈

1 εb
2 N0 .

Using this approximation also for the coded case it can be

first found
2  1 − r̂c,i 
εb
≥ − ln
.
N0
r̂c,i
b
Finally multiplying by 1/2, the first part of the Lemma is proved.
As it was mentioned already, the protocol factor for both uncoded and coded
cases tends to become exponential for sufficiently large values of the population k. In
particular it can be seen that the ratio between the protocol factors simply becomes
e−G(1/r̂c,i −1) .
Imposing the desired condition that f (r̂c,i , γ̂c,i , Ĝ) ≤ 1 it can be obtained

p Lp
e−G(1/r̂c,i −1) · 1 − Q γ̂c,i
≤ 1.
Inverting the last inequality also the second part of the Lemma is proved 48 .
Corollary 4.5.1 Under the hypothesis of Lemma 4.5.2 and using the results derived
above, the function f (r̂c,i , γ̂c,i , Ĝ) is convex in r̂c,i .
The result showed by this corollary is evident considering that the link factor depends
only by the uncoded packet error probability for the set of values {r̂c,i , γ̂c,i , Ĝ}, where the
code can correct all the errors. Furthermore, as it was mentioned already, the protocol
factor tends to become exponential for sufficiently large k. The tutorial given in [230]
can be used to complete the proof that an exponential function is convex.
Given that the function f (r̂c,i , γ̂c,i , Ĝ) is convex, the energy saving δ ε defined in
∗ , γ̂ ∗ , Ĝ∗ ).
equation (123) is a concave function attaining its minimum value in (r̂c,i
c,i
48 In

the previous inequality it has been used the fact that the probability to accept the packet is one when all
the errors can be corrected by the code.
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Maximum energy saving and Pb requirement matching
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Fig 65. Average percentage of energy computed for the set of points laying on the
contour for different distances, code rates (selected with the SNR gap analysis)
and traffic values, with AWGN noise.

Figure 65 shows the percentage of energy saving that can be obtained for set of
values laying on the contour. As the tarffic conditions worsen the saving reduces in
correspondence of the same distance and code rate. The figure is almost symmetric with
respect to the vertical axes. Therefore, for a given value of energy saving ∆ε, it is worth
choosing the code enabling almost the same saving but with lower overhead (codes on
the right side of the peak). The maximum energy saving, whether possible can be as
high as 74% for G = 0.1. Figures 66 and 67 show the average energy saving computed
for the set of code rates selected with gap analysis and for all possible distance values
that belong to set Dc . The two figures highlight the sensitivity of the energy saving
when considering light and heavy traffic conditions in the network (G = 0.1 and G = 2).
The figures confirm the intuition that region Dc is wider than the contour, which falls
in. Furthermore, it can be noticed that not all codes select with the SNR gap analysis
enable energy saving and that the function representing the energy saving assumes its
∗ , γ̂ ∗ , Ĝ∗ )) laying in D . Some codes, although feasible in
maximum for some point ((r̂c,i
c
c,i

theory, introduce excessive overhead that nullifies in practice any possible gain.
Theory and results showed so far allows to conclude that coding is not effective
for all devices of the network as in certain regions energy saving cannot be achieved.
This will cause an asymmetry when looking at the overall network consumptions.
Therefore, for certain nodes the most convenient strategy is just to transmit even without
the use of coding which would be only a source of overhead. This can be even better
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Fig 66. Average percentage of energy saving versus distance for different code
rates selected from the set obtained with the SNR gap analysis and normalized
offered traffic G = 0.1, with AWGN noise.
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Fig 67. Average percentage of energy saving versus distance for different code
rates selected from the set obtained with the SNR gap analysis and normalized
traffic G, with AWGN noise.
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Star topology network with regions of energy saving − G=0.1
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Fig 68. Regions of the network where energy saving can be achieved for G = 0.1
for the set of code rates obtained from the SNR gap analysis, with AWGN noise.

visualized from figures 68 and 69, which show the relative energy saving for traffic
values G = 0.1 and G = 2. Intuitively, the explanation for such behavior is just that
coding does not payoff for either too low or too high SNR values. From Table 9,
the selected value of nodes density and maximum distance yield k = 28 nodes in the
network. The different circles highlight four different areas (denoted as A1 , A2 , A3 and
A4 ) with correspondingly different energy savings. Denoting with A the overall area of
the network that is considered, ∑i Ai = A. In each region it is possible to define a number
of nodes k1 , k2 , k3 and k4 , such that ∑i ki = k. The two regions where saving is enabled
are A2 and A3 . The sum of those two areas corresponds, in terms of distances, to the set
Dc . The relative fraction of the nodes that gain from the use of coding is (k2 + k3 )/k,
which corresponds to approximately 21% for G = 0.1.
At last, figure 70 shows the average energy saving versus code rates selected with the
SNR gap analysis. In this case, the averaging is taken with respect to different regions of
the network, having their relative weight values (ki /k). The figure highlights a maximum
energy saving of approximately 9% in correspondence of G = 2. It is worth noting that
the best code rate is 0.87. This conclusion is comforted by the choice done also in [11].
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Star topology network with regions of energy saving − G=2
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Fig 69. Regions of the network where energy saving can be achieved for G = 2 for
the set of code rates obtained from the SNR gap analysis, with AWGN noise.
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Fig 70. Percentage of energy saving for different traffic values G averaged with
respect to the weight of the regions of energy saving, with AWGN noise.
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4.5.2

Numerical results for fading channel

Similar to figure 63, figure 71 shows the BEP comparing the uncoded performance
with coded one. It is assumed a Nakagami factor mk = 3, a PDP coefficient β = 0.3
(exponential) and W · Tint = 10 multipath components [172]. The comparison of the two
figures shows that the ED detector performs quite poorly even in the AWGN case. Since
that not all codes enable the matching of the reliability constraint that was assumed,
figure 72 shows the gap corresponding to the selected codes. The set of points laying on
ˆ , p̂b , Ĝ} also for this case.
the contour is denoted as {r̂c,i , γc,i
Figure 73 shows the maximum energy saving that can be achieved for the set of
points laying on the contour ({r̂c,i , γ̂c,i , p̂b }), while varying the channel input traffic in the
range between 0.1 and 2. As can be observed, the energy saving is somewhat symmetric
with respect to the vertical axes, implying that despite the set of code rates range from
about 0.5 up to 0.9, the feasible values are the ones higher than 0.7. The latter value is
obtained by analyzing the curve of the energy saving for the highest traffic value G = 2.
Figures 74 and 75 show the energy saving versus distance, for the set of code rates
{r̂c,i } obtained with the SNR gap analysis, for the case of light traffic (G = 0.1) and
heavy traffic (G = 2), respectively. The maximum value of ∆ε is greater than 80% but
not all the code rates selected from the gap analysis enable energy saving. This is due
to the fact that it exists a feasible region of SNR values for which coding is effective.
Having said that the SNR is modeled by means of distance based path-loss, the feasible
region can be directly translated into distance in the network (measured with respect to
the coordinator/sink). Particularly, the region within which energy saving is enabled
is r ∈ (4.6, 6.3) m (which is larger than the AWGN case). However, even inside the
feasible region certain codes introduce excessive overhead and hence only a smaller
subset can be used for real implementation.
Figures 76 and 77 show the different regions of the network where energy saving can
be achieved. Compared to the AWGN it can be noticed that the areas where saving is
feasible are enlarged. For example, in correspondence of the traffic G = 0.1 the relative
fraction of nodes getting benefit out of the coding raises to 26% in case Nakagami
fading is considered. Therefore, the use of more realistic channel conditions improves
the saving of 5%.
Figure 78 shows the energy saving that can be achieved, by averaging throughout
the different regions of the network (i.e, equivalent of averaging with respect to the
position of the tagged node). As for the AWGN case, different regions of the network
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Fig 71. BEP performance in Nakagami fading with severity index mk = 3, PDP=0.3,
pb = 10−4 ([25], published by permission of IEEE).

with different number of nodes contribute with a different weight to the overall network
consumption. Each region contributes with a different weight ki /k to the energy
consumption. The figure shows that for all traffic values investigated, the optimal code
rate is again approximately 0.87. It is worth noting that the energy saving is increased to
16% compared to the AWGN case.

4.5.3

Energy saving protocol

The analysis and the results showed in previous sections have pointed out that the use of
coding, in certain circumstances, might be beneficial for the sake of preserving energy
in the network. As mentioned already, the network is assumed constituted by one more
powerful device (the sink/coordinator) and cheap/simple sensors. In principle, the code
rate selection algorithm could run either in the coordinator or in the sensors. In the
former case the algorithm is performed in centralized fashion, whereas in the latter it is
distributed.
In case it is taken a centralized approach, the coordinator, being also the sink of the
network, can estimate the incoming channel traffic and select the code rate enabling
most saving for a particular estimated value of the traffic. The coordinator could either
run the algorithm or just use tables stored in the memory. Using this philosophy, the
average energy saving that was shown in Figure 70 and Figure 78 can be fruitfully
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Fig 72. Uncoded and coded gap analysis in Nakagami fading with severity index
mk = 3, PDP=0.3, pb = 10−4 ([25], published by permission of IEEE).
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offered channel input traffic G ([25], published by permission of IEEE).
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Fig 74. Average percentage of energy saving versus distance for different code
rates selected from the set obtained with the SNR gap analysis and normalized
offered traffic G = 0.1.
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Fig 75. Average percentage of energy saving versus distance for different code
rates selected from the set obtained with the SNR gap analysis and normalized
traffic G = 2.
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Fig 76. Regions of the network where energy saving can be achieved for G = 0.1
for the set of code rates obtained from the SNR gap analysis ([25], published by
permission of IEEE).
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Fig 77. Regions of the network where energy saving can be achieved for G = 2
for the set of code rates obtained from the SNR gap analysis ([25], published by
permission of IEEE).
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Fig 78. Percentage of energy saving for different traffic values G averaged with respect to the weight of the regions of energy saving ([25], published by permission
of IEEE).

exploited. The coordinator can indicate the common code rate to all nodes by means of
the beacon.
In the distributed approach every node should be able to run its algorithm or have
it stored in the memory ready to use. Oversimplifying, a node has to be aware of its
distance from the receiver in such a way to estimate with a certain accuracy whether it is
located in a region where is worth applying coding or not. Several techniques can be
used for ranging and UWB technology can achieve the necessary level of accuracy. A
node aware of its distance might just require a traffic estimation from the sink, which
could be included in the beacon frame. Assuming that preamble and header are sent
with a common code, the header could convey the information of which code rate the
sink should use in the decoding process. It was noticed that feasible code rates are not
lower than 0.7. This implies that the slot length must be designed to account for the
maximum redundancy introduced by the code.

4.6

Opnet model of the IEEE 802.15.4/802.15.4a

The FSM implementing the proposed MAC protocols is shown in Figure 79. It is
worth reminding that for PSMA a backoff slot lasts half of a data slot, whereas for
S-Aloha bakoff and data slots coincide. Furthermore the data slot is long enough to
accommodate not only the transmission of a data packet but also the time to wait for the
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ACK packet, the time to receive the ACK packet itself, plus the turn around times and
the propagation delay. It is important to point out that only CSMA-CA is implemented
in Opnet. Guaranteed time slots are not implemented but an inactive period can be
inserted in the superframe by properly setting values of BO and SO. The MAC FSM
showed in Figure 79 was originally developed in [231] to implement the unslotted
version of CSMA-CA 49 . This model was adapted to obtain star topology network
organization, as well the protocols of interest.
The MAC process begins in the Init state, where all necessary variable and statistics
are initialized and then moves to state Idle. The MAC behaves as a multiple queue
model, such that a message generated by the application is stored in the apposite queue.
Prior to transmission, the message is subject to fragmentation, whether necessary, with
the fragmentation threshold set to the maximum MPDU size defined by [10]. The
characteristics of the IR-UWB PHY defined in [11] have imported in Opnet. The
purpose here is to enable the MAC with false alarm, miss-detection and receiver capture
computation capabilities, upon the reception of a packet. These events have been defined
in Section 4.1.4 and Section 4.1.6, respectively.

4.6.1

Validation results

As announced, simulation results are compared with the analysis to show the accuracy
of the analytical models that have been developed in previous sections of this chapter, as
well as to verify how they do support each other. For validation purposes only, eighty
nodes that generate packets of fixed size (equal to a maximum MPDU) are deployed
within a 20 × 20 m2 grid having maximum distance from the sink equal to 23 m. It is
also supposed that nodes generate new packets with exponential inter-arrival time, such
that the aggregated traffic is Poisson distributed. To model also the backlog traffic with a
Poisson process, the retransmission delay is set appropriately. The propagation model
used is compliant with the one proposed by IEEE 802.15.4a, in which the path-loss
exponent is as in free-space below 8 meters but is instead 3.3 above 8 meters. Parameters
that have been used for simulations are summarized in Table 11.
For validation purpose, simulated statistics are the channel offered traffic (G(Sim) ),
the network throughput (S(Sim) ) and the energy consumption (ε (Sim) ). As mentioned, in
order to be able to model the backlog traffic as a Poisson distributed random process, the
49 It

is useful to point out that this is not the only existing Opnet model for the IEEE 802.15.4. In [232] an
Opnet simulation model including also GTS implementation can be found.
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Fig 79. Opnet finite state machine of the IEEE 802.15.4a MAC.

length of the interval of the retransmission delay has to be properly selected. Nodes
retransmit according to the UTB scheme, selecting a random backoff in the interval
[0, Krt ] with probability 1/Krt . Figures 80, 81 and 82 show the distribution of the backlog
packets inter-arrival times for values of Krt equal to 4, 32 an 2048 slots. Already for
Krt = 32 the backlog traffic can be well approximated by a Poisson process. Thus, 32
slots will be the length of the window that is used for the UTB random process.
At the end of the simulation, the simulated statistics of traffic and throughput for
S-Aloha are computed as follows

Pktrx
TSim
Pkttx
(Sim)
Ts ,
SAloha = ∆d
TSim
(Sim)

GAloha = Ts

(129)

where TSim is the duration of the simulation, Pkttx and Pktrx denote the total number of
packets sent and received in the network (during the simulated time), respectively. The
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energy consumption terms to send and received a data packet and ACK are




= Pkttx TTAT + Td Ptx + Nbckff · Ts · Plow−power + Nb,rx Tb + TTAT Prx




1
(Sim)
εACK = Pktrx TTAT + τp + TAckWait + TAck Prx + Nrt TAckWait + TTAT Prx ,
2
(Sim)

εd

(130)

where Nbckff counts the average number of backoff slots that elapses prior transmitting
data packets for any node of the network, Nb,rx is the total number of received beacons
before a data packet is transmitted, Nrt is the average number of times a packet must be
retransmit prior to success, and τp is the propagation delay. For PSMA the statistics
have been measured as follows
Pkttx + Pktdropped,CCA + NCCA,busy
Ts
(131)
TSim




Ts
(Sim)
εPSMA = Pkttx TTAT + Td Ptx + Nbckff · Plow−power + NCCA TTAT + Td Prx +
2

+ Nb,rx Tbeacon + TTAT Prx ,
(Sim)

GPSMA =

where NCCA denotes the average number of CCA operations done during the simulation
and TCCA is the duration of a single CCA operation. Based on the above definition of the
energy consumption terms, the energy consumption per useful bit can be computed as
follow
(Sim)
εb


∑i εd + εACK
=
,
∑i Ld

(132)

where i in this case counts the number of data packets that have been simulated. It is
worth pointing out that packets that have been discarded due to excessive attempts are
simply not counted when computing network consumption.
Simulation results of S-Aloha MAC are compared with the analysis in terms of
throughput and energy consumption in Figure 83 and Figure 84, whereas for PSMA
the comparison is showed in Figure 85 and 86. The figures show good agreement
between theoretical analysis and simulations, upon the condition that both support a
Poisson distributed network traffic. This comparison gives the evidence that analytical
and simulation models well support each other. Afterwards, the results showed in the
following section for medical ICT can be introduced.
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Table 10. System parameters [10], [11].
Parameter

Comment

Value

dmax

max distance

23 m

BO

beacon order

7

SO

superframe order

7

k

total number of nodes

80

fc

central frequency

4492.8 MHz

W

bandwidth

499.2 MHz

Ncpb

number of chips/symbol

16

Rb

net bit rate

850 Kbps

Tc

chip duration

2 ns

S(f)

power spectral density

41.3 dBm/MHz

Ptx

Tx RF consumption

0.37 µ W

Lsync

preamble length

64 preamble symbols

Lsfd

start of frame delimiter

8 preamble symbols

Lphr

PHY header

2 bytes

Lb

beacon packet size

17 bytes

LACK

ACK frame size

7 bytes

Ld

payload and MAC header

127 bytes

TMacAckWait

max. wait time for ACK frame

15 bytes + 12 preamble symbols

TAT

turn around time

12 symbols

LIFS

long interframe spacing

5 bytes

Ptx

transmit power

20 mW

Prx

receiver power consumption

120 mW

Plow−power

low-power consumption

0.2 mW

4.6.2

Simulation results for Wireless medical applications

As discussed already in Section 2.4 of the first chapter, WBANs is an emerging field
where IR-UWB can be fruitfully exploited due to the nature of the radio signal. Thus,
performance of S-Aloha and PSMA MAC protocols are derived for medical ICT
applications. In particular, it was decided to simulate a quite realistic scenario in which
an increasing number of persons enter the waiting room of a hospital, wearing a WBAN
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Fig 80. Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of backlog packets inter-arrival
times using S-Aloha channel access using uniform backoff in the interval [0, 3].
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Fig 81. Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of backlog packets inter-arrival
times using S-Aloha channel access using uniform random backoff in the interval
[0, 31].

that monitors some vital parameters such as ECG, EEG, heart rate, blood oxygenation
and temperature50 . The parameters that are of interest to the applications are taken
from [117]. The room is assumed 10x10 m2 and general simulation parameters are
drawn from Table 11, except for that is concerned with BO and SO. Simulated values
of SO and BO are {4, 6} and {7, 7}. In the former case it is assumed that an inactive
period is introduced in a way that the network is inactive for the 25% of the BI. Medical
parameters for the vital signals under investigation are summarized in Table 11.

50 As

mentioned part of the results shown hereafter have been developed within a master thesis program [233]
in which the author was the technical advisor
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S−Aloha, distribution of interarrival times − backoff ∈ [1, 2048] slots
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Fig 82. Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of backlog packets inter-arrival
times using S-Aloha channel access using uniform random backoff in the interval
[0, 2047].
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Fig 83. Comparison between simulated and analytical throughput using S-Aloha
channel access and TUB. The results incorporate the overhead factor ∆d introduced in equation (85) ([26], published by permission of HEALTHINF).
Table 11. Biomedical parameters [117].
Vital parameter

Sample rate [samples/s]

Resolution

Overall information rate
(bps)

ECG

1250

12

15.000

EEG

350

24

4200

Blood oxygenation

50

16

800

Heart rate

25

12

600

Temperature

5

16

80
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Fig 84. Comparison between simulated and analytical energy consumptions using
S-Aloha channel access and TUB.
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Fig 85. Comparison between simulated and analytical throughput using PSMA
channel access. The results incorporate the overhead factor ∆d introduced in
equation (85) ([26], published by permission of HEALTHINF).

Compared to the validation results, delivery ratio and expected battery lifetime are
investigated after throughput and energy consumptions. In fact, WBANs are a peculiar
type of sensor networks that combine typical requirements of energy conservation with
the requirement of achieving a target level of throughput (and delay) performance.
Given that different categories of people might take advantage from the monitoring of
vital parameters, i.e. athletes, ill people, rescuers, depending also on the conditions,
the monitoring could be required to be continuous and loss of information could lead
to potentially wrong conclusions. Therefore, a trade-off between performance and
energy consumption must be found to appropriately fulfill the demand that WBANs
are designed to satisfy. The room scenario that was conceived includes up to fifty
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Fig 86. Comparison between simulated and analytical throughput using PSMA
channel access and uniform random backoff.

sensor nodes that operate in the same space, sending data to the same sink positioned
somewhere in the room itself. Let k denote the number of people that at time t are in
the room (total number of transmitting sensors) and let the people enter the room in
serialized fashion. The delivery ratio (Dr ) of the nth application in the presence of k
people is computed as follow
Pktrx,n

(n)
Dr

=

∑ j=0

j

(n)

,

(133)

PktGen

(n)

where PktGen denotes the total packets generated by the nth application.
The expected battery lifetime is estimated for each application in case a commercial
cell is used (i.e. 1100 mA@ 1.2 V). At first, the power consumed in average throughout
(Sim)

the simulation Ptx(n) = εb

is computed. For the selected battery type it is then taken

the corresponding value of battery hours Bhours and the expected battery lifetime for
sensor(s) mounting the nth application is finally computed as

BLifetime =

Bhours
(n)

.

(134)

Ptx

It is crucial to point out that the battery lifetime behavior is intended as a qualitative
study other than quantitative, as a number of sources of energy waste that contribute to
drain the battery are neglected (e.g. display consumption).
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Fig 87. Medical network throughput with BO=4, SO=6 using S-Aloha channel access ([27], published by permission of IEEE).
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Fig 88. Medical network Delivery ratio with BO=4, SO=6 using S-Aloha channel
access.
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Fig 89. Energy consumption medical WBAN assuming BO=4, SO=6 and S-Aloha
channel access.
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Fig 90. Medical network throughput with BO=4, SO=6 using PSMA channel access
([27], published by permission of IEEE).
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Fig 91. Medical network Delivery ratio with BO=4, SO=6 using PSMA channel
access.
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Fig 92. Energy consumption for medical WBAN with BO=4, SO=6 using PSMA
channel access ([27], published by permission of IEEE).
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Fig 93. Medical network throughput with BO=7, SO=7 using S-ALoha channel
access ([27], published by permission of IEEE).
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Fig 94. Medical network Delivery ratio using S-ALoha channel access with BO=7,
SO=7.
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Fig 95. Energy consumption per useful bit using S-ALoha channel access with
BO=7, SO=7.
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Fig 96. Battery lifetime expectation for medical WBAN with BO=7, SO=7 using
S-Aloha channel access.
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Fig 97. Medical network throughput with BO=7, SO=7 using PSMA channel access
([27], published by permission of IEEE).
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Fig 98. Delivery ratio for medical WBAN using PSMA channel access with BO=7,
SO=7.
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Fig 99. Energy consumption for medical WBAN with BO=7, SO=7 using PSMA
channel access ([27], published by permission of IEEE).
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Fig 100. Battery lifetime expectation for medical WBAN using PSMA channel access with BO=7, SO=7 ([27], published by permission of IEEE).
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4.6.3

Concluding remarks of the chapter

This chapter has dealt with wireless sensor networks used in conjunction of impulse
radio UWB technology. The main issues related to sensor networks were reviewed.
The MAC protocol IEEE 802.15.4 was considered in terms of network organization,
whereas relevant physical modeling is based on the recent amendment IEEE 802.15.4a
to adapt to UWB communication technology. Some important MAC standards available
in the literature of MAC protocols for sensor networks have been discussed, although
briefly. Looking at the literature of MAC protocols for sensor networks it appears that
a large number of protocols is already available and none of them can work in the
heterogeneous scenarios typical of sensor networks.
Most of existing MAC protocols are tailored to narrow band communications and
do not consider the peculiarities of impulse radio UWB. Furthermore, performance
are often derived neglecting the physical layer. It is known that CCA based MAC
protocols outperform Aloha protocols in narrow band communications but this is
debatable for UWB. The very low emitted power of carrier-less UWB signals render
more awkward the clear channel assessment operation. In the literature the problem
has been circumvented by using preamble sensing, which however requires more
time to be carried out. In addition, the preamble must have very good autocorrelation
properties and be of proper size to enable a carrier sensing as reliable as for narrow band
communications.
The study showed here has reviewed advanced analytical tools available from
the literature to model the performance of impulse radio UWB in the presence of
fading and multiple access interference. Intuitively, the discontinuous transmission of
pulses extremely narrow in time does not yield the same scheme of interference that
is experienced in narrow band technology. Given that sensor must be cheap to have
good market penetration, all the modeling of the physical layer is done using the simple
energy detector receiver. Upon defining the physical constraints, a preamble sense MAC
scheme and the slotted Aloha protocol have been investigated in the presence of various
realistic effects. Although sensor networks are mesh networks by nature, the network
organization selected here is the beacon enabled star topology. For example event of
false alarm and miss-detection have been introduced. MAC performance are mainly
studied in terms of throughput and energy consumption tackling the more realistic case
of finite population. The effect of superframe boundaries, acknowledgment and above
all receiver capture have been analyzed. The lesson that can be derived is that, for
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short range networks that transmit at relatively small data rate using UWB PHY, the
performance gap between the slotted Aloha protocol and carrier sense type protocols
reduces significantly. In particular, results in the presence of receiver capture show that
even slotted Aloha can perform very well, thus simplifying design and implementation.
Upon selecting slotted Aloha as a good trade off looking at the overall performance, the
code rate tuning of the simple but efficient Reed-Solomon encoder has been analyzed to
improve reliability.
The other constraint of sensor networks is the application space are designed
for. Impulse radio UWB well suits the low radiated power requirement for medical
applications. Monitoring of vital parameters is an emerging huge market, given the age
of the population. Therefore, the star topology network has been simulated using the
network simulator Opnet. Physical layer parameters are based on the IEEE 802.15.4a
standard. One of the metrics investigated is an estimation of the impact on the battery of
continuous monitoring of vital parameters such as the heart rate. The simulations show
that superframe parameters of the IEEE 802.15.4 can be tuned to produced the desired
level of performance.
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5

MAC protocols for millimeter wave
communications

The aim of this chapter is to show the contributions made by the author of this PhD
thesis in the field of personal area networks using 60 GHz band. The entire analysis and
the set of results shown through this chapter are all author’s contribution except for the
parts in which regulatory issues are reviewed.
The concept of WPANs able to function in 60 GHz band (known also as millimeter
wave) took off in parallel to the development of UWB-based HR-WPANs. In fact, UWB
began encountering a number of problems, such as lack of a unified standard [234].
From the standardization point of view, the divergent opinions between the UWB forum
(that nowadays ceased its activities) and the WiMedia Alliance [235] are well known.
In March 2004, the IEEE started a study group with the aim of developing a standard
on millimeter wave communications. This process culminated with the completion of
the IEEE 802.15.3c standard in late 2009 [9] 51 . Millimeter waves HR-WPANs have the
same target applications defined previously for UWB technology and operate in the
huge unlicensed band around 60 GHz but are not tethered to the controversies faced by
UWB. For this reason, 60 GHz technology is seen to potentially succeed in building
up HR-WPANs, in spite of the propagation environment being much harsher than at
lower frequencies. In fact, 60 GHz attenuation of the atmospheric oxygen is much more
significant than for lower frequencies.

5.1

Channelization and existing regulations on 60 GHz

Since the interest in the huge available frequency around 60 GHz started the attention
of academia and industry, regulations in terms of frequency assignment and power
emissions have been carried out in different parts of the world. A concise summary of
the existing regulatory on 60 GHz communications can be done relying on [237, 238]
and [128]. The list summarizing the regulatory issues is given in Table 12.

51 The IEEE 802.15.3c is not the only existing standard, but rather it has to be cited also ECMA-387 [236],
which uses ECMA-368 as baseline. Other initiatives, such as Wireless HD and IEEE 802.11ad can be found
for 60 GHz communciations.
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Table 12. Regulatory pf frequency and power emissions for 60 GHz around the
globe [128, 237, 238].
Region

Frequency bandMax. Tx power EIRP
(GHz)

USA

7 GHz (57-64) 500 mW

40 dBm (av.)†; NS
43 dBm (max)‡

† For bandwidth
> 100 MHz
translate from
average power
density of
9 µW/cm2 and
‡ 18 µW/cm2 at
3m

Canada

7 GHz (57-64) 500 mW

40 dBm (av.)†; NS
43 dBm (max)‡

† For bandwidth
> 100 MHz
translate from
average power
density of
9 µW/cm2 and
‡ 18 µW/cm2 at
3m

Japan

7 GHz (59-66) 10 mW (max)

NS

47 dBi

Australia

3.5 GHz
(59.4-62.9)

150 W (max)

NS

Korea

7 GHz (57-64) 10 mW (max)

TBD

TBD

Europe

9 GHz (57-66), 20 mW (max)
min 500 MHz

57 dBm (max) 37 dBi

10 mW (max)

Antenna gain

Comment

Limited to land
and maritime
deployment

ETSI Recommendation

It is worth noting that Canada has harmonized its regulations for 60 GHz communications with the USA.
Channelization is one of the most important aspects for systems that aim at coexistence in unlicensed portions of the spectrum. As can be seen from [128, 239], one of the
main objectives is the provision of a common bands channelization around the world.
In particular, the bands must be large enough to support the required data rates of the
applications with low spectrum efficiency modulation schemes. Global channels should
be created to boost up market penetration. Lower and upper guard bands should be
introduced with the purpose of minimizing interferences to and from other bands. As
shown in Figure 101, the lower guard band has been set to 240 MHz, while the upper
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guard band is set to 120 MHz. From the operational point of view, in the USA 60 GHz
based devices can use channel 1-3, whereas in Japan channels 2-4 can be used.

Fig 101. World wide channelization for 60 GHz communications [128, 239].

5.2

Propagation characteristics of the 60 GHz channel

The peculiar propagation characteristics of 60 GHz open up more general consideration
on how to properly design a wireless network. As described above and also in Section
2.6, the application space for millimeter wave HR-WPANs is well delimited. Prior to
taking any decision on network design, it is necessary to understand the propagation
characteristics a signal experiences when propagating through the channel, that is the 60
GHz band in this case. Based on the knowledge of the propagation characteristics, it is
possible to select the PHY technology and on the knowledge of the type of application,
propagation characteristics and PHY technology selected, the other layers can be
designed (e.g., the MAC). Thus, this is the approached followed hereafter.
As quite broadly discussed in [240], the 60 GHz wireless channel shows 20 to 40
dB increased free space path-loss and it suffers from 15 up to 30 dB/Km atmospheric
absorption depending on the atmospheric conditions (rainfalls and droplets in saturated
atmospheric conditions). According to measurements, walls, windows, boards and
furnitures introduce higher attenuation compared to lower frequencies [240, 241].
In particular, the object material (such as wood or glass) can have larger impact in
determining the multipath characteristics and shadowing effects than WPANs working
at lower frequencies. Given that the wavelength for the electromagnetic radiation at 60
GHz is 5 mm, scattering is drastically reduced, whereas reflections are amplified.
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Owing to these characteristics, signals propagating at 60 GHz have less capability
to be diffracted and bend around objects, hence making more difficult NLoS communications. This implies that obstructions cause a more severe blockage for the LoS
component than in more conventional networks. For example, as shown in [242], human
activity can introduce a severe shadowing effect which can block the signal. This
shadowing effect is quantifiable in 15 dB from measurements and can last for hundreds
of milliseconds. Furthermore, as shown in [241] and [242], the high attenuation of the
materials implies that a 60 GHz signal would quite likely remain confined in a limited
space, as a room for instance.
All the above described characteristics of the 60 GHz propagation environment
require a careful design of all protocol stack layers. The high attenuations strongly imply
that directional communications must be adopted to establish a reliable link able and
unleash the required high rates. In order to characterize the propagation characteristics of
the 60 GHz channel, measurements campaigns as the ones conducted in [243, 244] and
[245], have managed to measure parameters such as Doppler effects root mean square
(RMS) delay, excess delay and received power. The Doppler effect, for example, is
greatly amplified at 60 GHz and due to either movements of objects in the environment
or the transmitting and receiving antennas. Measured values show that even at a low
speed of 2 m/s the Doppler could be 1.6 KHz. The RMS delay obtained from the
measurements, which is greatly influenced by the type of directional antennas used, is of
the order of tens of nanoseconds. owing to the high symbol rate used by millimeter wave
systems, a large number of symbols will be affected by inter-symbol interference (ISI).
The design of a suitable antenna for millimeter wave communications is somewhat
even more important than at lower frequencies. For example, ISI and blockage of the
LoS component of the signal (due to human bodies or obstacle in indoor environments)
can be alleviated by using circularly polarized antennas or by using neighbor nodes
as relay. The antenna can take advantage from very small packaging due to the small
wavelength. Typical types of antennas proposed for communications at 60 GHz are
steerable beam antennas or phase array which could be mechanically or electronically
steered (by setting the phase shifter electronically).
Measurement campaigns have the merit to infer from field results parameters
values which can be inserted in theoretical models of the channel impulse response. In
particular, amplitude, phase and delay values of the multipath components are estimated
and, moreover, suitable models for path-loss are inferred. The models account for
small-scale and large-scale fading and give a useful insight of which components should
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be taken into account in modeling the received signal. According to the measurements
reported in [243, 244] and [245], it suffices to consider the LoS component (if not
blocked) and the first order reflected wave (i.e., the electromagnetic wave bounces
only once on a wall for example), since they carry the highest energy content. Given
that propagation in 60 GHz band is more ray-like [245, 246] and less scattered, if
transmitting and receiving antennas are too directive there will not be enough angular
diversity, which causes even more severe blockage of the LoS component.
The harsh propagation characteristics of the channel pose a number of technical
challenges that would not be present for example in 2.4 GHz WLAN. Furthermore, other
additional challenges to be taken into account in the design of a 60 GHz communications
system are, increased phase noise and limited gain of the amplifiers. All the technical
challenges mentioned so far imply that, typical network functionalities such as network
discovery and association, channel access protocols and general management functions
must be carried out by means of directive antennas pointing to each other through
the adoption of proper beamforming protocols. The merit of channel measurement
campaigns lies not only in the good insight given into the propagation characteristics but
also in the useful values offers, which can be inserted into the existing path-loss models.
In addition to the papers already cited, other useful reference works are available in
[244, 246–248].
As noted, in order to design a system able to fulfill the desired performance (e.g.,
in terms of bit error probability) channel measurements and parameters estimation
is an essential step. However, path-loss estimation is of fundamental importance to
understand the receiver sensitivity and derive the link margin. In [241] the existing
path-loss models are briefly reviewed. Given an arbitrary distance between transmitter
and receiver, the large scale (hundreds of wavelengths) path-loss (PL) at distance r can
be modeled as lo-normal

PL(r) = PL(r0 ) + 10 · 2Ωlog10

r
r0


+ Xσ ,

(135)

where r0 is the reference distance (often assumed at 1 m) and Xσ is a zero-mean Gaussian
distributed r.v. with standard deviation of σx dB. Although this expression is easy to
evaluate, it does not take into account ambient specific information. In fact, in an indoor
environment the signal is influenced by objects and obstructions part of the environment.
Thus, using a partition-based path-loss allows taking into account the environment
characteristics when computing the power received at a specific distance location from
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the receiver

 Nx
fc
Prx (r) = Ptx + Gtx + Grx − 10 · 2Ωlog10 4π r − ∑ ni Xi ,
C
i=0

(136)

where C is the speed of light and the other relevant parameters are explained and used in
the following sections.
The concepts discussed so far on the 60 GHz channel are useful to derive the
path-loss and the maximum capacity that can be achieved for some particular set of
physical parameters. In this respect, useful references can be found in [237, 238, 249].
This is a useful step to realize the concepts illustrated above. In the following sections
some of those concepts are resumed and inserted into the MAC analysis. For the sake of
showing path-loss and capacity, the values of the physical parameters to use in equation
(135) and in the Shannon capacity equation are derived from [249], which tackles
explicitly the IEEE 802.15.3c. The results are shown in Figure 103 and Figure 103,
while numerical values are shown in Table 13. Values given in the table includes LoS
and NLoS channel conditions and with regard to the IEEE 802.15.3c standard, they refer
to π/2-BPSK modulation and π/2-QPSK modulations.
Table 13. Path-loss and capacity computation parameters.
Parameter

Value

Ptx

10 dBm

W

1.728 MHz

r

{1, 20} m

Gtx

6 dBi

Grx

15 dBi

NF

8 dB

I

5 dB

ωNLoS,wide beam

2.44

ωLoS,wide beam

1.53

ωLoS,narrow beam

1.73

Xσ ,NLoS

6.2 dB

Xσ ,LoS

1.5 dB
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Path−loss in LoS and NLoS conditions

130

path−loss exponent=2.44 (NLoS) wide beam
path−loss exponent=1.53 (LoS) wide beam
path−loss exponent=1.73 (NLoS) narrow beam
path−loss exponent=2 free space
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Fig 102. Path-loss in LoS, NLoS and free-space propagation conditions based on
input parameters given in [249].
Achievable bit rate in LoS and NLoS conditions
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Fig 103. Achievable Capacity in LoS, NLoS and free-space propagation conditions
based on input parameters given in [249].

5.3

Design challenges of directional communications

According to the description given in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2, the harsh propagation
characteristics that a radio wave encounters in the 60 GHz band imply the use of
directional communications to compensate the high losses. Although millimeter wave
communications require the use of directional links, directional communications are
not totally new. In fact, the design MAC protocols for directional communications
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has been under study for more than a decade. The benefits generated by directional
communications are mainly known in terms of range extension, improved reliability,
interference reduction, spatial reuse and increased security. The MAC protocol is
certainly the one affected the most by the use of directional antennas. The literature
on this topic is wide and the aim of this section is to give a broad overview of the
characteristics of a MAC tailored for directional communications, as well as design
challenges and some existing solutions.
Clearly, different design challenges stem from the use of directional communications.
In [250], some of the major challenges that a directional MAC must face are reviewed.
The main design challenges can be summarized briefly in network discovery, time
synchronization to the network (for slotted systems), network association and data
exchange. These topics are clearly present also for omni-directional communications
but the use of directional links introduces additional difficulties. Given the large number
of different topics addressed in the literature of directional communications, a general
but detailed view is given here relying on the work already done in [251].
Antenna types for directional communications in ad hoc networks
Directional communications can be realized by means of array of antennas 52 . It is
known that the radiation pattern of an antenna array is determined by the number of
composing elements, the elements spacing, the geometrical configuration of the array
and the amplitude and phase of the signal applied to each element. Smart antennas
include beamforming antennas and adaptive antenna array (AAA) combining antenna
arrays with digital signal processing algorithms. Beamforming antennas use array
control algorithms to control the overall radiation pattern. In particular, the direction
of arrival (DOA) of an incoming signal can be estimated and accordingly the weights
(represented by amplitude and phase) are computed to modify the radiation pattern
[251]. Beamforming antennas are classified into switched beams and steered beams.
Switched beam antennas combine the use of an antenna array with a predefined
set of weights called fixed beam forming network (BFN). In this case, the antenna
switches to one of of the predefined set of beams. The switch is done on the basis of the
DOA of the incoming/departing signal. The major drawback for this type of antennas
52 MIMO techniques could also be considered in the context of directional communications. The discussion
will converge anyway on beamforming antennas, which represent already a good technical solution for ad hoc
networks formed by smart devices.
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is that, if the desired direction does not lies in one of the predefined boresights, the
transceiver will experience gain reduction. Since the side lobes cannot be controlled in
this type of antenna, the interference produced results to be significant. On the other
hand, steered beam antennas are able to change the weights applied to the different
elements in such a way as to maximize the SINR in the desired direction. The antenna
steering is achieved with phase shifters and hence these antennas are also called phased
antenna arrays. Some more in-depth discussion on the procedure of beamforming can be
found in [252, 253], to name a few. The basic principle of AAA with phase shifters is
pictured in Figure 104. In addition, a beamforming antenna could start multiple beams
at the same time. Thus, if only one beam is generated, the space is swept in serialized
fashion (to transmit/receive packets). Vice versa, when multiple beams can be formed,
the process of sweeping the space can be greatly accelerated.

Fig 104. Adaptive antenna array with phase shifter having different weights wn
applied to the elements of the array.
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MAC design for directional communications in ad hoc networks
It already stated, the MAC is probably the protocol most affected by the use of directional
communications. As a consequence, the peculiar propagation environment offered
in the 60 GHz band requires reconsidering most of the operations performed by the
MAC. It was mentioned that reduced scattering at 60 GHz implies that people and
obstacles can block the LoS component of a transmission, given the low capability of an
electromagnetic radiation to bend around objects. However, it was also highlighted that
reflections are amplified at 60 GHz. This characteristic could be successfully exploited
to derive the DOA or angle of arrival (AOA) of a signal bouncing on objects, hence
giving an alternative path to enhance the mechanism of directional network discovery.
The approaches developed in [254],[255] and [256] can give a useful insight into this
topic.
The potential interference reduction caused by the use of directional communications
was discussed. As a direct consequence multiple links could overlap in time, since
they do not overlap in space. Thanks to this possibility, the network capacity can be
significantly improved. The logical consequence would be the use of as narrow as
possible antenna beams. As pointed out too narrow beams will be blocked more easily
and procedures such as network discovery and beamforming for data exchange would
require a higher protocol overhead in terms of control packets exchanged. A trade-off is
therefore required.
The design challenges of a MAC protocol for communications in the 60 GHz band
belong to the broader family of MAC design challenges for directional communications.
On the one side the links must be directional to compensate for the high losses, on
the other side the protocols must be light enough to limit communication overhead
and facilitate network management operations. Basic concepts of omni-directional
MAC can be properly adapted directional communications. Based on [251], directional
MAC protocols can be roughly classified into random access and synchronized access.
Random access protocols can be further subdivided into the subset relying on the use of
beamforming, RTS/CTS handshake and tones. In case of random access protocols,
backoff, physical and virtual carrier sensing are also used, as well as solutions with
distinct data and control channels. Synchronized access exploits beamforming, TDMA,
DOA and polling, for example. Again exploiting the summary given [251], the main
design challenges for a directional MAC are categorized as:
– Deafness:it occurs when a transmitter tries to connect to a receiver but it fails because
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the receiver is beamformed towards another direction and hence unable to receive
any message from the transmitter. Deafness can severely affect the setup phase of a
communication and trigger repeated attempt failures, causing packets drop.
– Hidden terminal problem due to asymmetric gains: this problem arises from the
different gain of different antennas configuration. In fact, the gain of an omnidirectional antenna is less than that of a directional antenna. Therefore, an idle
node busy in listening to the channel might become unaware of ongoing directional
communications between other nodes. Thus, this node might cause interference if it is
going to initiate a communication.
– Hidden terminal problem due to unheard RTS/CTS: this type of hidden terminal
problem directly descends from the problem of deafness. This is the case of a node
that busy in a directional communication misses control packets exchanged between
neighbors willing to start a communication. Therefore, the unaware node might
later decide to start a communication with other nodes that are already busy, hence
harming the ongoing link.
– Head-of-line blocking: this problem arises when the queue at a node is managed
with a first-in-first-out (FIFO) discipline. The advantage of using directional communications is to divide the space in sectors. A sector might already be busy with some
ongoing communication but other sectors might be usable. However, if the packet on
top of the queue is destined to a node falling in a busy sector, it would also block the
transmission of packets destined to idle sectors.
– Under utilization of the communication range: this is a limitation that could arise
when using directional communications and it is mainly due to either the transmission
of omni-directional control packets or to omni-directional idle listening. In those
cases, in fact, the communication range would be limited by the antenna configuration.
– MAC capture: in many MAC protocols an idle node performs idle listening with
omni-directional antenna configuration. This is aimed at promptly react to a packet
that could arrive from any direction. Upon detecting the packet, the recipient will
beamform in the direction of the sender, it will receive the packet and send it to the
MAC layer. If the packet received is not destined to the node, it will be dropped. The
MAC capture occurs exactly in this case. A node the overhears packets for other
destinations wastes time and hence it cannot transmit nor receive useful data 53 .

53 The

same situation happens in case of pure omni-directional communications but in this case overhearing is
important to avoid conflicting with other ongoing communications.
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The discussion undertaken so far, shows that pros and cons are involved when configuring
the MAC and the antennas. Thus, no definitive answer is available on how to design a
MAC protocol valid for any possible application, network topology and environment. It
is worth mentioning that two nodes ready to initiate a communication can configure the
antennas in essentially three ways, i.e. omni-omni (OO), directional-omni (DO) and the
directional-directional (DD). In he first case an omni-directional recipient receives an
omni-directional transmission. In the second case an omni-directional receiver receives
a directional transmission and in the third case a node in directional reception mode
only receives directional transmissions. In the following sections the DO antennas
configuration will be considered and particularly the case in which the omni-directional
mode is replaced by the quasi-omni directional configuration defined by the IEEE
802.15.3c.

5.4

Millimeter wave HR-WPANs

In the design of a WPAN tailored for the 60 GHz band, understanding the characteristics
of the physical medium and the features of existing antennas is an essential step. In
the previous sections it was mentioned that MAC protocols are mainly classified into
random access protocols and synchronized protocols. Before going into the detail of
the analysis, it is worth reviewing some existing concepts available in the literature of
directional communications. Some of those works can be fruitfully exploited also for
millimeter wave communications.
As to random access MAC protocols, adaptation of Aloha and CSMA/CA protocols
to directional communications can be found in [257] and [258–260], respectively. More
recently, full MAC solutions have been proposed for directional communications, using
random access. As stated earlier, some random access protocols use RTS/CTS handshake,
similarly to MACAW and the DCF of the IEEE 802.11. However, the handshake is
properly modified to adapt to directional communications. The classification of the
protocols is based on the way the RTS packet is used [251]. Omni-directional RTS is
employed for example in [261] in combination with power control. The main idea is to
initiate a frame transaction by sending the RTS packet omni-directionally by means
of a switched beam antenna. Another feature that is used often in this case consists
in the separation of control and data channels in oder to solve the hidden terminal
problem. The receiver (which is listening to the medium omni-directionally) computes
the AOA based on the RTS and computes a power scaling factor. In [262–264] the
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uni-directional RTS is used. In particular, [262] is considered one of the benchmark
protocols for directional communications and provides a directional version of the
IEEE 802.11 DCF. This protocol assumes that RTS-CTS, data and ACK packets are all
sent directionally, while the receiver listens to the channel omni-directionally. Upon
receiving the RTS packet, the receiver computes the DOA and locks onto the received
signal. Directional NAV (DNAV), backoff and physical carrier sensing are also utilized
in this version of the MAC. In [265] a MAC protocol using multi-directional sequential
RTS packets is proposed. The main idea is to send RTS packets directionally in circular
fashion, until the whole area around the transmitted is completely swept. In [266]
instead, multi-directional concurrent RTS packets are used. In this case, the idea is to
use adaptive antenna arrays capable of forming multiple beams and nulls at the the same
time. An example of tone-based MAC protocol for directional communications is given
in [267], whereas synchronized MAC protocol solutions are available in [268], [269]
and [270]. In particular, [268] offers a TDMA based MAC, whereas [269] introduces a
polling based MAC.
In more recent years, owing to the growth of millimeter wave communications, MAC
protocols for directional communications have been studied taking into consideration
the propagation characteristics of the 60 GHz channel and the superframe structure of
the IEEE 802.15.3c. Some studies that combine characteristics typical of the 60 GHz
and MAC protocols solutions for the type of applications tackled by the study group for
millimeter wave communications are available in [271–273]. In [273], the coupling
of 60 GHz technology with optical fiber for connectivity outside home is proposed.
Specific works taking into account combined PHY and MAC features and antenna type
can be found in [274, 275]. In [276] the investigation focuses on evaluating the impact
of blockage and directivity on the performance of 60 GHz WPANs. According to the
superframe structure of the IEEE 802.15.3c, the CAP period is based on CSMA/CA,
whereas the CTAP constitutes the high rate, collision-free part of the superframe. The
CAP period is under analysis in [277] and [278]. On the other hand, the CTAP is
investigated in [279]. A study of the IEEE 802.15.3c hybrid MAC, that is obtained
considering the performance of the CAP and the CTAP together, is available in [280].
The performance of frame aggregation and block ACK scheme of the IEEE 802.15.3c
are instead considered in [281].
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5.4.1

Review of the two-dimensional Markov model of the
binary exponential backoff

As the articles mentioned above demonstrated, a large number of studies on MAC
protocols have been completed, including adaptation to very different applications
and scenarios. Soon after being introduced by researchers, some basic solutions have
become common in the literature on MAC protocols, though reported in different flavors.
In accordance with the general scope of this thesis, literature on MAC protocols
show that most of the improvement have been introduced to enable more flexible and
efficient management of the network and of data streams allocation/deallocation. When
a new MAC protocol is designed, the most crucial part is the design of protocols for
network management, carried out either in centralized or distributed fashion. The
remaining sections of this thesis are devoted to study the CAP period of the IEEE
802.15.3c, which is used for network association (upon PNC’s beacon detection) and to
establish CTAs. Chapter 3 was dedicated to the omni-directional case. In particular,
the study that is presented hereafter revisits the mechanism of the binary exponential
backoff, or BEB, and is tailored to determine duly antenna beamwidths to use for beacon
and CAP periods.
BEB is probably the best known technique used in random access protocols to
relieve the bottleneck problem stemming when channel traffic injected in the network
(traffic load) goes above a threshold value. The threshold value is a typical MAC
dependent parameter 54 . Clearly, channel access arbitration is a very important feature
of MAC protocols that use random access techniques. The pioneering work presented in
[282] lays emphasis on the bistable behavior of Aloha protocols. The bistable behavior
reveals the presence of a region with low delays and throughput corresponding to the
input traffic and a region with long delays and low throughput. A method for relieving
this problem is to (re)transmit smartly packets when the traffic increases. Exponential
backoff is not the only proposed algorithm. For example, in [283] different types of
backoff functions are analyzed. Notably, linear, step-function and others. The work
explored [284] uses results previously obtained to highlight that, when k nodes form
the network with a per node arrival rate greater than G/k, the exponential backoff is
unstable. Vice versa, this research work points out that superlinear polynomial backoff
functions are stable under any traffic condition. Further results on the topic of the
54 For
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pure Aloha is 0.5, whereas for S-Aloha it is 1, expressed in terms of normalized traffic.

backoff are given in [283, 285–287]. In [285] it is concentrates on backoff parameters
optimization when the backoff function is constant and the nodes uniformly select a
backoff value within a constant window. More recently, the mechanism of the BEB was
resumed to address the performance of the IEEE 802.11 DCF 55 . This is the context
wherein the studies [286, 287] and [288] have been conducted. In particular, [286]
proposes the study of the BEB as a p-persistent protocol.
The pioneering analysis of the BEB conducted in [288] is probably the most
referenced and widely among those developed in recent years. The core of this work is
the application of a two-dimensional Markov chain model to study how the BEB works
under the umbrella of IEEE 802.11 DCF. This approach has been extended and applied
in many other context and nowadays three or even more dimensional Markov chains
can be found in the literature. The great problem of studying the performance when a
specific backoff policy is used, is that the condition of transmission slots independence is
no longer valid. In time, the process of transmitting packets switches from memory-less
to a process with memory. The Markov chain model used in [288] is reviewed in Figure
105.
According to [288], the horizontal sequence of states represents the backoff counter,
whereas the vertical sequence of states represents the backoff stage. The other probability
terms will be discussed in the following sections. Using the analysis done in [288], the
transition probabilitites can be written as
P{i, j|i, j + 1} = 1 , j ∈ (0,Wi − 2) i ∈ (0, mb )

(137)

P{0, j|i, 0} = (1 − p)/W0 , j ∈ (0,W0 − 1) i ∈ (0, mb )
P{i, j|i − 1, 0} = p/Wi , j ∈ (0,Wi − 1) i ∈ (1, mb )
P{mb , k|mb , 0} = p/Wmb , j ∈ (0,Wmb − 1) .
The main assumptions made in [288] are the following: nodes are supposed in saturation
condition, the collision probability is constant regardless of the backoff stage and a
packet is retransmitted an infinite number of times. When the maximum backoff stage
(denoted by mb in Figure 105) is reached, the contention window is not reduced until the
packet is not successfully delivered. The first hypothesis implies that a node is ready to
transmit a packet immediately after delivering the previous one. As a consequence,
the random process of packets transmission gets detached from the queue size. This
55 BEB

is a fundamental feature of the IEEE 802.11 DCF along with RTS-CTS handshake to relieve the
hidden terminal problem.
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Fig 105. Two-dimensional Markov chain modeling binary exponential backoff for
IEEE 802.11 DCF [288].

hypothesis has been widely used but is also subject to criticism. The second hypothesis
detaches the process of packets collisions from the backoff stage. This hypothesis is
quite unrealistic and this explains why the IEEE 802.11 DCF can be modeled with a
p-persistent protocol as well. More realistically, the probability of collision depends
on the backoff stage and decreases as the backoff stage increases. The last hypothesis
simply means that the backoff stage saturates to a maximum value and there remains
until the current packet is not delivered. One of the main results obtained in [288] is that
the transmission probability can be written as follows
τ=

2 · (1 − 2p)

.
(1 − 2p) W0 + 1 + pW0 1 − (2p)mb

(138)

In the following sections, the above result is derived using a one-dimensional Markov
model in the context of an IEEE 802.15.3c compliant HR WPAN network management.
In the CAP, the directional CSMA/CA mechanism is related to the beamwidth of the
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antennas, and studies the BEB with the mentioned one-dimensional Markov model.
According to the three hypothesis illustrated above, the two-dimensional chain can be
avoided. In fact, a one-dimensional chain can equivalently model the BEB as a uniform
backoff. Furthermore, the one-dimensional model provides the same level of accuracy
as the two-dimensional one. It is open to straightforward modifications to account for
limited number of retransmission, hence dropping the last hypothesis stated above.

5.4.2

Modeling of the link requirements

The use of directional antennas is mandatory to enable millimeter wave communications,
even for the relatively small data rate used for beacon and CAP periods (i.e., 25 Mbps).
As mentioned, the highly directional, high data rate links are established during the
CTAP, as prescribed by the IEEE 802.15.3c superframe structure. Beacon and CAP
periods absolve to the fundamental tasks of network discovery, associations and data
links establishment. In other words, beacon and CAP periods are the management
plane of the network. For example, the management of the CTAP for data links
allocation/deallocation was studied in Section 3.1 for the original IEEE 802.15.3. The
more the links are directional, the more the performance could be enhanced in terms of
interference irradiated in the environment and link reliability (although it was discussed
already in Section 5.2 that reduced angular diversity is not beneficial). However, the use
of highly directional links will increase the network discovery and association times, as
well as the time to manage the CTAs (whether required). Thus, if on one hand it could
be desirable to have both the transmitter and the receiver communicating directionally,
this would cause additional problems. Therefore, the MAC protocol proposed here
assumes that, the sender of a packet transmits in directional mode (DM) during the CAP,
while the receiver sets its antenna to be in quasi-omni directional mode (QOM).
The first step followed to finely optimize MAC parameters is based on link budget
calculation that uses a deterministic path-loss decay profile, similarly to what described
in equation (135), whereas the received power is computed by using equation (136) with
proper modifications. Based on those expressions, the received power is computed as
Prx [dB] = Ptx [dBm] + Gtx [dBi] + Grx [dBi] − PL[dB] − Iimp_loss [dB] − NF[dB] +CG[dB] ,
(139)
where Ptx and Prx are the transmitted and received powers respectively, Gtx and Grx are
the transmitter and receiver antenna gains, PL is the path loss including reflections and
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penetration losses, Iimp_loss is the implementation loss, NF is the noise figure, and CG is
the coding gain. In a multipath environment the propagation loss of the lth path can be
expressed as in [289],


Nx
fc
PLl (rl ) = 10 · 2Ωlog10 4π
+ 10 · 2Ωlog10 (rl ) + ∑ Xi [dB] + LRL [dB] , (140)
C
i=1
where the first term of the right side of the equal sign is the path-loss at 1 m (PL0 ), the
second term is the path-loss at r meters (PL(r)), 2Ω = 2 is the path-loss exponent, rl is
the distance covered by the lth path, fc is the central frequency, Nx = 1 is the number of
obstacles intercepted by the lth path with attenuation Xi and LRL is the reflection loss
coefficient.

5.4.3

Network discovery time

Nodes are spatially distributed in a plane according to a two-dimensional homogeneous
PPP with spatial density λs . The network is assumed to be centered with respect to the
PNC, with all the other nodes deployed at a certain distance away. The maximum radius
of the PNC coverage area is R. An example network topology is shown in Figure 106.
Therefore, if the coverage area of a node is A = πR2 , the average number nodes in the
network is k = λs πR2 . To simplify calculations, the antennas are assumed to have a
perfect radiation pattern with a gain Gθ arising from a beamwidth equal to θ [290]
Gθ =

2
.
1 − cos(θ /2)

(141)

Let θtx and θrx denote the beamwidths of the transmitting and receiving antennas
respectively, measured in radians. The PNC transmits beacon frames directionally,
replicating the information conveyed in the beacon packet in each sector of transmission,
while devices use passive scanning to discover the presence of a PNC. Therefore, to
ensure that DEVs discover the PNC beacon, each DEV must remain in listening mode
for a sufficient time Td as the PNC transmission sector and the DEVs’ listening sectors
are not initially aligned in time. Let Ns,tx be the number of sectors the PNC has to
transmit a beacon in, to cover the overall space using a beamwidth θtx and Ns,rx as
the number of sectors a DEV must listen to using a beamwidth θrx . Thus, the PNC
is defined to be fast-transmitting and DEVs to be slow-listening that is, a DEV must
remain in listening mode in the jth receiving sector for at least a time Tdd, j = Ns,tx · Tb ,
where Tb = Lb /Rb is the duration of a beacon frame of Lb bits, sent at a rate of Rb Mbps.
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Fig 106. Network topology model ([32], published by permission of IEEE).

Therefore, the maximum time required for the discovery of the PNC beacon by a DEV
can be expressed as
Ns,rx

Tdd =

∑ Ns,tx Tb = Ns,rx Ns,tx Tb

(142)

j=1

The number of sectors in transmission and reception, respectively can be computed as
l 2π m
Ns,tx =
(143)
θtx
l 2π m
Ns,rx =
,
θrx
where d·e is the smallest integer greater than its argument. From equations (142) and
(143), it is evident that the narrower the antenna beamwidth is, the longer will be the
beacon discovery time.

5.4.4

Analysis of the CSMA/CA for directional
communications

The aim of this section is to study the BEB channel arbitration mechanism in the context
of directional communications. For this study is it assumed that the RTS-CTS handshake
is not used and that the CAP is finely divided in time in backoff slots. The results
obtained are then compared with [288]. The analysis is pursued by defining a novel
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one-dimensional MC model for the BEB. The general CSMA/CA mechanism relies
on the definition given in [7], which is not emended by the IEEE 802.15.3c. All the
frames are transmitted according to the rules defined hereafter, apart for the beacon
and the ACK packets. A device defers the transmission of a packet for a random time
corresponding to the selected backoff period, after the channel is sensed idle for at least
a BIFS. During this period a device senses the channel. Every time that a backoff slot
expires without the device sensing channel activity, the device’s backoff counter is
decremented by one. On the other hand, if a device senses channel activity, it will pause
the backoff counter, wait for an additional backoff slot and resume the countdown in
case the channel is sensed idle for at least a BIFS. In brief, when the backoff counter
reaches zero the device will perform a CCA to address the channel status. As usual, in
case the channel is sensed as idle the device can transmit, otherwise it must refrain from
transmitting and select a new backoff period.
Let now ps , pc and pi denote the probabilities of success, collision and idle for a
slot, respectively. In general, the process of transmitting packets according to the BEB
is a stochastic process depending on the probability of collision and on the backoff
stage. Let BE denote the backoff exponent, the contention window can be expressed as
CW = 2BE , with the value of the backoff exponent defined in Table 14. As defined in [7],
the minimum BE is 3, whereas the maximum is 6. As mentioned before, this random
process cannot be modeled by means of a memory-less process. Let b(t) denote the
random process of the backoff over time. Let now the process of retransmitting a packet
be in the ith backoff stage, with the backoff period b(i) (t) selected according to a uniform
distribution on the interval [0,CWi − 1], where CWi = 2iW0 is the ith contention window
size, with W0 being the initial value of the CW and i = {0, 1, 2, 3}. Once the backoff
countdown reaches zero, and the device senses channel activity, BE is incremented by
one. In the case of repeated failures, the BE is incremented until the maximum value is
reached. On the other hand, if the channel is sensed as free, and an acknowledgment
follows the transmission, BE is reset to the initial value. In case two or more nodes
transmit at the same time, BE is incremented by one. Therefore, the value of the
contention window depends on the probability of collision, and it can be defined as a
random process CW (t).
Based on the work developed in [123] for an Aloha MAC, the (re)transmission
interval of a packet is drawn uniformly in an interval of fixed size. As reviewed in
Section 5.4.1, this is a uniform backoff type. The additional difficulty of the BEB is
that the size of the contention window is not constant with time. Thus, a possible way
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of approaching the BEB is to model the problem with uniform backoff in the interval
[1,CW ], where CW is the mean contention window size, (obtained by averaging with
respect to the backoff stage). As in [288], the transmission of a tagged device during
the CAP is analyzed. The traffic of command frames sent during the CAP can be very
discontinuous and organized in bursts. The analysis of the CSMA/CA is carried out
during a burst of activity in which nodes need to exchange commands with the PNC. For
example, association requests and CTAs allocation frames, as well any other packet
necessary to manage the network. As it was discussed also in Section 3.1, the traffic
that need to be exchanged can be quite intense, thus making the assumption of nodes
traffic saturation valid. For the setup of interest, the beacon transmission happen in
contention-less mode and the only influencing factor is the link quality. During the CAP
instead, the whole network traffic is addressed to the PNC, which is capable of receiving
only one packet at time.
As in [288], the conditional collision probability p of a node is constant irrespective
of the backoff stage. While unrealistic (a longer contention window results in a lower
probability of collision), this assumption simplifies the analysis and yield reliable results.
Representing the transmission probability of a node by τ, a new approach for solving
the non linear system that arises when solving for p and τ is also proposed. Assuming
that the transmission probability at each node is independent, the conditional collision
probability can be expressed as
p = 1 − (1 − τ)ks −1 ,

(144)

where ks is the total number of nodes in a sector. Therefore, ks can be expressed as a
fraction of the total number of nodes k: ks = (θtx /2π)k. It is clear that as the beamwidth
θtx increases, the number of nodes in a sector also increases and the case θtx = 2π
degenerates in the omni-directional case.
The transmission probability τ is a function of the backoff process, given that the
backoff is applied to newly generated and backlog traffic. Using the definition of
transmission probability used in [123] and reused in [285], the average transmission
probability is written as
2
.
(145)
1 +CW
Referring to the Markov chain model in Figure 107, the average contention window can
τ=

be expressed as
mb

mb

i=0

i=0

CW = ∑ CWi Πi = ∑ 2iW0 Πi .

(146)
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Fig 107. One-dimensional MC model of the BEB and infinite number of packet
retransmissions ([32], published by permission of IEEE).

The MC model of Figure 107 represents an irreducible, aperiodic and positive recurrent
m

b
chain, thus admits steady-state probabilities, with the constraint that, ∑i=0
Πi = 1,
where the set {Πi } denote the steady state probabilities. The random process defining

CW changes from the ith state to the i + 1th state with probability p every time there
is a collision, and returns to the initial state with probability 1 − p each successful
transmission. For this analysis it is assumed that a packet can be retransmitted until it is
successfully received by the PNC. When the backoff stage arrives at the mb th state, the
backoff exponent is no longer incremented. The MC model can be solved by balancing
the incoming and outcoming flows from any state
Πi = pΠi−1 = pi Π0 , ∀ 0 ≤ i ≤ mb − 1
Πmb =

(147)

pmb

p
Πm −1 =
Π 0 , i = mb .
1− p b
1− p

Inserting the probabilities from equation (147) into the constraint of the Markov chain,
the probability Π0 can be straightforwardly computed as
Π0 =

1
mb −1 i
pmb
p + 1−p
∑i=0

= 1− p .

(148)

Substituting equation (148) into the set of equations (147), the expressions of the steady
state probabilities are obtained.
Πi = pi (1 − p), ∀ 0 ≤ i ≤ mb − 1

(149)

mb

Πmb = p , i = mb .
Substituting the above probabilities into equation (146) the average contention window
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size is
mb −1

CW = W0 (1 − p)

∑ (2p)i +W0 (2p)mb =

(150)

i=0



1 − (2p)mb (2p)mb
= W0 (1 − p)
+
.
1 − 2p
1− p
Finally, substituting the results in equation (150) into the expression for τ and simplifying,
the transmission probability writes as
τ(p) =

2
m −1

b
1 +W0 + p ·W0 ∑i=0
(2p)i

.

(151)

The expression given in equation (151) coincides with equation (138) derived in [288].
It is worth noting that, due to the assumption the conditional collision probability to be
constant and that the backoff counter is surely decremented until zero, the BEB can be
studied in correspondence of the time instants of transmission 56 . In correspondence of
those time instants, only nodes performing CCA at the same time that find the channel
idle can collide. As in [288], the expressions for τ and p are one function of the other in
a non linear fashion, allowing only for numerical solutions.
The method presented here is a semi-analytical solution to the non linear system of
equations in τ and p. For the sake of simplifying the non-linear relation between the
probabilities, the following inequality defined in [229] is used, (ks −1)τ +(1−τ)(ks −1) ≥
1 ⇒ p = 1 − (1 − τ)(ks −1) ≤ (ks − 1)τ. Therefore, the transmission probability of a
node can be lower bounded by, τ ≥

p
ks −1 .

Substituting this into equation (151) and

after simple mathematical manipulations, the following polynomial expression can be
obtained
W0 p2

mb −1

∑ (2p)i + (1 +W0 )p − 2(ks − 1) ≤ 0 .

(152)

i=0

The advantage of this expression is its polynomial form with the only unknown term
being p. Therefore, closed form or efficient numerical solutions can be found. Therefore,
after solving equation (152), p and τ are obtained. Finally, based on the knowledge of
those two probabilities the unconditioned probabilities of idle, collision and success,
56 A

parallelism with queueing systems can be done at this point. This approach is in practice equivalent to
study a G/G/1 queuing system in correspondence of packets times of departure.
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respectively are straightforward to compute
pi = (1 − τ)ks
pcc =

(153)

1 − (1 − τ)ks

τ(1 − τ)(ks −1)

− ks
1 − (1 − τ)ks

ps = 1 − pcc .

5.5

Results

5.5.1

Calculation of the transmitting antenna beamwidth

Based on the link budget calculation in section 5.4.2 we find the required transmitting
antenna gain to achieve a fixed bit error probability (BEP) for given receiving antenna
beamwidths θrx as listed in Table 14. The target BEP is assumed only for beacon
transmissions and frames sent during the CAP. In this paper we employ the SC PHY
mode and assumed that the beacon control frames use BPSK.
Assuming that the effect of coding is accounted for by the coding gain the BEP
p
using BPSK modulation over the AWGN channel is p∗b = Q( (2εb /N0 )). Inverting,
we find the required SNR per bit, γb∗ = 1/2 · (Q−1 (p∗b ))2 . If N0 =-174 dBm/MHz is the
one-sided noise power spectral density of the Gaussian noise, the general expression for
the the SNR per bit γ that achieves the target BEP is given by
γ[dB] = Prx [dB] − Pn [dB] − 10 · 2Ωlog10 (Rb /W ) ≥ γb∗ ,

(154)

where Pn is the in-band noise power. Inserting equation (154) and equation (141) into
equation (139), it is possible to find the required gain for the transmitting antenna
Gtx [dB] ≥ γb∗ − Ptx − Grx + PLd + K + 10 · 2Ωlog10 (Rb /W ) ,

(155)

where K summarizes all other constants involved in the calculation and all terms are in
dB. Replacing Gtx with the expression given in equation (141), the required beamwidth
for the transmitting antenna is computed as follow
−1

θtx ≥ 2 · cos

2
1− ∗
γb − Ptx − Grx + PL(r) + K + 10 · 2Ωlog10 (Rb /W )

!
.

(156)

Figure 106 shows the variation of the transmitting antenna gain as a function of the
distance between the tagged station and the PNC.
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5.5.2

Calculation of the transmission probability

Assuming a maximum backoff stage mb = 3, the polynomial equation given in equation
(151) can be rewritten as
4W0 p4 + 2W0 p3 +W0 p2 + (1 +W0 )p − 2(ks − 1) ≤ 0 .

(157)

By Descartes’ Rule of Signs, the polynomial equation has only one positive real root
(that could be expressed even in closed form given the degree of the polynomial), giving
a unique solution for the conditional collision probability p. However this inequality is
sensitive to the values of p and ks inserted, for p = (0, 1) and ks > 1. Using equation
(157), the minimum number of nodes in a sector can be found, for a given value of
the conditional collision probability. For example, inserting p = 1 into equation (157),
the corresponding value of ks is ks ≥

8W0 +3
2 .

This represents the minimum amount of

nodes in a sector that is required to have almost sure collision between nodes. Replacing
the value of W0 with the one of Table 14, after rounding, the value of ks =33 nodes per
sector is obtained. This value implies very high nodes density, and in most practical
cases the piconet will have far fewer nodes. At the other extreme, the smallest value of
ks for which the inequality of equation (157) holds is when ks = 2. In this case, the
probability values that are worked out are pks =2 = τks =2 = 0.1796. Substituting τks =2
into equation (153), the values of the corresponding unconditional probabilities are
obtained. As shown in equation (153) the unconditional probabilities depend only on the
amount of nodes in a sector, ks . Consequently, the level of contention provided during
the CAP depends on the beamwidths of the transmitting and receiving antennas. It
is worth commenting that, the values of the unconditional probabilities computed for
ks = 2 not only represent a realistic scenario for a HR WPAN but also those values
correspond to the smallest set of devices causing significant contention.

5.5.3

Optimal beamwidth selection

The transmitting antenna gain as a function of the distance between the tagged station
and the PNC, for different receiving antenna gains, is showed in Figure 108. The
figure shows that, the higher the directivity of the receiving antenna, the less is the gain
required by the transmitting antenna to achieve the target BEP. For example, changing
the beamwidth θrx of the receiving antenna from π to π/2, drops the required transmitter
side gain by 5 dB. Intuitively, the required transmitting gain increases as distance
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increases. Maximum transmitting gain is required when the distance equals 10 m. Let
the required transmitting antenna beamwidth at 10 m be denoted by θtx,th . Figure 108
shows that the required transmitting gain has a lower distance threshold, below which,
no antenna gain is needed. In this region a device could operate even in omnidirectional
or QO mode. This is due to the fact that the data rate used for beacon and CAP periods
is sufficiently small. From equation (156) and the results highlighted in Figure 108, the
required transmitting antenna beamwidth θtx as a function of the distance between the
tagged node and the PNC is shown in Figure 109.
Let now the discovery time be the time required by a device for PNC discovery
(counted in number fo superframes). Let also the normalized discovery time be defined
as the discovery time normalized to the maximum possible value in this study. As the
beamwidth of the transmitting antenna is varied from 10◦ up to θtx,th , the normalized
discovery time is defined as
Tdd,norm (θ , r) ,

Tdd (θ , r)
.
max{Tdd (θ , r)}

(158)

In order to quantify performance during the CAP, the case in which nodes need to
send association requests to the PNC is selected. The association procedure begins
after newcomer devices have performed passive scanning and a beacon was correctly
received. Using the parameters of Table 14, the duration of a successful association
transaction (Ts ), a failing association transaction (Tcc ) and an idle slot (TI ) respectively,
can be defined similarly to [280] as follows
Ts = Treq + SIFS + TACK + BIFS + Tresp + TACK + SIFS

(159)

Tcc = Treq + SIFS
TI = tbb ,
where tbb denotes the duration of a backoff slot compliant with [9]. Let Ns,bb denote the
number of backoff slots required for a successful packet transaction (a backoff slot is in
fact the minimum time quantity that is meaningful during the CAP). From equation
(159), a successful transaction includes the transmission of the ACK frame to the request
and the reception of the response and the following ACK frame as well. The number of
backoff slots for a successful transaction is then
l
m
Ns,bb = Ts /tbb ks = 3 · ks .

(160)

Furthermore, let Ni,bb = (CW + 1)/2 be the average number of backoff slots that a
device idles before transmitting. In a piconet having an overall population of devices
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that equals k, the average number of backoff slots during the CAP that are requried to
enable successful association of the devices can be computed according to a Binomial
distribution

ncap 
ncap
(161)
∑ k k(ps )k (1 − ps )(ncap −k) = Ncap ps ,
k=0
where ncap denote the number of backoff slots in the CAP. Equating equation (161) to
the sum of Ns,bb and Ns,ii the minimum CAP duration can be computed as follow
min
Tcap
=

s,bb + Ns,ii

N

ps


tbb .

(162)

Normalizing with respect to the superframe duration (Tsf ) the fraction of the superframe
occupied by the CAP, to ensure successful association by all nodes, can be then computed.
min /T . Figure 110 shows the crossing points between
This fraction is represented by, Tcap
sf

the discovery time and the normalized CAP duration for three different values of the
nodes density λs . These points represent the optimal beamwidths of the transmitting
antenna that achieve a trade-off between the time required for discovery and the duration
of the CAP, which is in turn an overhead. For λs = 0.05 nodes/m2 , θtx ' 5/3π, whereas
for λs = 0.1 nodes/m2 , θtx ' π and for λs = 0.15 nodes/m2 , θtx ' 3/5π. For example,
with a data rate of 3 Gbps and QPSK modulation, a superframe duration of 2 ms can be
considered, yielding 200 µs CAP for λs = 0.15 nodes/m2 . Assuming k = 16 devices,
the overall CAP duration could be roughly estimated as Tcap = k · Ts = 376µs, being
Ts ' 23.5µs. In virtue of the method proposed here, unnecessary CAP duration can be
lowered of approximately 47% with respect to the approximated method. The novelty
brought out by this study resides in the attempt to optimize the beamwidths of the
antennas on one hand and the relative superframe usage on the other. A trade-off is
achieved in terms of interference experienced by nodes in a sector (narrow beams) and
the need to make efficient network discovery and association (wide beams).
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Table 14. System parameters [9][7][289] ([32], published by permission of IEEE).
Parameter

Comment

Value

Emitted power level

regulation in use

10 dBm

Rb

CAP, beacon data rate

25 Mbps

p∗b

BEP requirement

10−6

CG

RS(33,17)

2.5 dB

2Ω

path-loss exponent

2

r

operating range

1 ÷ 10 m

W

bandwidth

1.728 GHz

fc

center frequency

60 GHz

Iimp_loss

implementation losses

5 dB

NF

noise figure

8 dB

Nx

Number of obstacles

1

Xi

penetration losses

2 dB

LRL

reflection losses

2 dB

Tsf

max. superframe

65.536 ms

pBackoffSlot

backoff slot duration

6.5 µs

SIFS

short interframe space

2.5 µs

BIFS

backoff interframe space

pBackoffSlot

Lphy

PHY header

10 octets

Lmac

MAC header

15 octets

Lb

Beacon size

100 octets

LACK

acknowledgment

10 octets

Lreq

association request

22 octets

Lres

association response

16 octets

BE

backoff exponent

{3,4,5,6}

θrx

Rx antenna beamwidth

{π, π/2, θtx }

mb

maximum backoff stage

3
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Required Antenna gain in tx vs distance for different values of receiving antenna gain

5
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θrx=π/2
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−5
Max. directivity requirement
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Fig 108. Required Tx antenna gain for different values of the receiver antenna
beamwidth: θ = π, θ = π/2, θtx = θrx ([32], published by permission of IEEE).
Required Antenna beamwidth in tx vs distance for different values of receiving antenna beamwidth

360

Required Tx beamwidth (θ°tx)

340
320
300

θrx=π
θrx=π/2
θrx=θtx

280
260
240
220
200

Required Tx Beamwidth

180
0

Fig 109.

1
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3

4

5
r [m]

6

7
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9

10

Required Tx antenna beamwidth for different receiver antenna

beamwidth: θ = π, θ = π/2, θtx = θrx ([32], published by permission of IEEE).

5.6

Markov model extension for finite number of
retransmissions

The one-dimensional Markov model of Figure 107 can be extended in a relative
straightforward manner to account for a finite number of packet retransmissions. The
modified Markov model is showed in Figure 111. The MC model of Figure 111 count a
total of M states. The two MC models overlap until state mb − 1, with the first mb states
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dd

Normalized max discovery time (T )

λ =0.05
s

λs=0.1

0.25

0.25

λ =0.15
s

0.2

0.2

Optimal Tx bandwidth

0.15

0.15

0.1

0.1

0.05

0.05

0
0

50

100

150
200
Tx antenna beamwidth (θ)

250

300

350

0

Association CAP(TCAP) as % of max superframe duration

PNC discovery time vs Probability of collision during CAP − Max distance= 10 m

Fig 110. Time for discovery the PNC versus association CAP duration: λs =
0.05 nodes/m2 , λs = 0.1 nodes/m2 , λs = 0.15 nodes/m2 ([32], published by permission
of IEEE).

Fig 111. Markov chain model of the BEB modified to account for finite number of
retransmissions.

that represent the BEB with infinite number of retransmissions. The remaining M − mb
states count in practice the number of times a packet is retransmitted in case of collision,
before to be dropped by the MAC layer. In case a packet is not correctly received after
M attempts it is discarded and the random process of the BEB makes the transition
to initial state zero with probability one. It is greatly important to point out that from
state mb (included) ahead, the contention window is not incremented any more given
that the maximum backoff stage was met already. The MC model of Figure 111 is still
irreducible, aperiodic and positive recurrent, thus allowing the existence of steady states
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probabilities. Writing the balance equations it comes that
Π1 = pΠ0

(163)

2

Π2 = p Π0
Πmb = pΠmb −1 = Pmb Π0
Πm1 = pΠmb = pmb +1 Π0
ΠM−1 = pmb +(M−1−mb ) Π0 = pM−1 Π0 .
It suffices to exploit the constraint that the steady state probabilities must sum up to one
to compute probability Π0 .
Π0 =

1
i
∑M−1
i=0 p

=

1− p
,
1 − pM

(164)

where to work out Π0 it has been exploited the known sum of a finite sequence of
geometric terms. Analogously to the approach developed for the infinite number of
retransmissions, the average contention window size can be computed by averaging with
respect to the backoff stage. As mentioned above, CW size does not grow after state mb
included. In particular, CW size can be written as
CWi = 2i ·W0 , ∀i ∈ [0, mb − 1]

(165)

mb

CWi = 2 W0 , ∀i ∈ [mb , M] .
Therefore, the contention window can be averaged with respect to the backoff stage as
follows
CW = W0 Π0

mb −1

M−1

i=0

i=mb

∑ (2p)i +W0 Π0 ∑ 2mb pi .

(166)

Exploiting now the summation of the geometric series counting a finite number of terms
and taking the change of index j = i − 2mb , the average CW size writes as
!
1 − (2p)mb
1 − pM−mb
+ (2p)mb W0 Π0
.
CW = W0 Π0
1 − 2p
1− p

(167)

Substituting the expression of Π0 obtained in equation (164) into equation (167), the
expression of CW can be rewritten as
!
!
M−mb
1− p
1 − (2p)mb
mb 1 − p
CW = W0
·
+W
(2p)
·
.
0
1 − pM
1 − 2p
1 − pM

(168)
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Substituting the expression of CW into equation (145) the conditional transmission
probability with finite number of retransmissions can be written as

2 1 − pM
τ(M, p, mb ) =
,
mb −1
1 +W0 + pW0 ∑i=0
(2p)i − pM 1 +WM

(169)

where WM = W0 2mb and in deriving the above expression it has been used that pW0 =
2pW0 − W0 . To show the goodness of this approach it suffices to take the limiting

value of τ(M, p, mb ) for M → ∞. It is straightforward to see that, dividing by 1 − pM ,
the expression of τ(∞, p, mb ) overlaps with the equation (151) and equation (138).

In fact, the term pM 1 + WM goes to zero for M that goes to infinity. Using again
the approximation p = 1 − (1 − τ)(ks −1) ≤ (ks − 1)τ, the following inequality can be
established.
2 1 − pM



mb −1
1 +W0 + pW0 ∑i=0
(2p)i − pM

1 +WM

≥

p
.
ks − 1

(170)

By means of simple mathematical manipulations it is possible to obtain the following
polynomial in p
mb −1




f (p) = − 1 +WM pM+1 + 2 ks − 1 pM + p2W0 ∑ (2p)i + p 1 +W0 − 2 ks − 1 .
i=0

(171)
Since two sign changes occur in the polynomial, the Descartes’ rule of signs ensure the
presence of two positive real roots. By using numerical techniques it can be shown that
one of the roots is always set to one for any value of ks . Therefore, the only meaningful
root is the minimum between the two. Analyzing the polynomial expression given in
equation (171) for different values of the parameters, it can be noticed that the value of
W0 is the one affecting the most the collision probability.
Thanks to its simplicity, the polynomial form derived in equation (171) allows to
evaluate the impact of W0 and of the maximum number of retransmissions M on the
conditional collision probability p. Figure 112 and Figure 113 show the value of p that
are obtained by solving the polynomial equation for mb = {3, 5} and M = {3, 5, 7}. The
figure show that, to reduce the multiple access interference at the PNC in a given sector,
the probability of collision must be sufficiently low. The collision probability becomes
decoupled from the number of devices k for a sufficiently large value of the minimum
backoff exponent (or in other words W0 ). Therefore, to obtain a conditional collision
probability below 20% it suffices to set BEmin = 8, which corresponds to W0 = 64 slots.
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Thus, the parameters of the BEB might be optimized on the basis of the number of
nodes in the network. For example, this information could be extracted from the beacon
broadcasted by the PNC. In addition, a backoff schem othern than exponential might
better suit the application, as already discussed in Section 5.4.1.
Conditional Collision probability vs. min. backoff exponent − mb=3, M={3,7}
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Fig 112. Conditional collision probability as a function of the minimum backoff
exponent for mb = 3 and M = {3, 7}.

Conditional collision probability vs. minimum backoff exponent −mb=5,M={5,7}
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Fig 113. Conditional collision probability as a function of the minimum backoff
exponent for mb = 5 and M = {5, 7}.
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5.7

Concluding remarks of the chapter

This chapter has dealt with a type of high rate WPANs that exploits millimeter wave
communications. It was pointed out at the beginning of this chapter that UWB technology
encountered some difficulties in standardization bodies and industrial production. More
or less at the same time, technology became mature enough to enable communications
in the harsh 60 GHz band. The reason why the research community and industrial actors
moved toward to higher frequencies is because traditional 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands are
already nowadays occupied by a number of systems. On the other hand, 60 GHz band
offer almost 7 GHz of unused band where problem of coexistence are not in place yet.
The peculiarities of the propagation at 60 GHz have been reviewed concisely, as well
the target applications and the main design challenges. The overall conclusion is that
millimeter wave WPANs require the use of directional communications, thus implying
modifications at the MAC as well. Due to the need of directional communications,
antenna design is remarkably important (the antenna can be very small because of the
wavelength of the electromagnetic wave). Notably, switched beams antenna and phased
array are the ones traditionally used. The study showed in this chapter is twofold, it is
proposed an innovative way to study the CSMA/CA during the CAP period of the IEEE
802.15.3c superframe and also a method to tune antenna parameters. The core idea
is to have one end of the communications operating in QO mode and the other end
beamformed. This is done to have enough gain to compensate the propagation losses but
on the other hand sufficiently wide area covered to speed up network discovery and
perform efficient management of the network.
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6

Conclusions and future work

This thesis has dealt with the simulation, the analysis and the design challenges of MAC
protocols for short range wireless communications, taking into account throughput
and energy constraints. It has focused on the study of wireless personal area network,
wireless sensor networks and wireless body area networks. As a matter of fact, these are
to some extent networks of new conception for which the selection of the physical layer
technology and the operative frequency range are key issues. The selected transmission
technologies are UWB and 60 GHz. They are conceived to leverage networks working
in unlicensed spectrum regions. UWB is capable of delivering gigabit per second of
throughput, as well as few hundreds of kilobits, as a sensor network typically requires.
The 60 GHz technology was proposed only for applications requiring data rates of
hundreds of megabit per second or even higher. Voice and video are typical applications
that could be served well by both physical technologies.
Given the large number of existing MAC protocols, the author of this thesis did not
think it necessary to propose a totally new MAC but has instead produced an in-depth
performance evaluation in combination with realistic applications and physical layer
technologies. By virtue of a thorough analysis, some insights onto MAC protocols
for UWB and 60 GHz can be learnt with important implications on design choices.
In fact, most of the proposed MAC protocols ignore the specific physical layer or the
application and at most they assume some rough modeling.
In Chapter 2, the author has first reviewed the state of the art on personal area
networks, sensor networks and body area networks. This was done to give a panoramic
view of the challenges on MAC protocols design, which have been around for almost
four decades. Omni-directional communications and directional communications are
tethered by different problems when compared to each other. However, solutions
designed for omni-directional antennas can be reused for the directional case as well.
Moreover, although energy efficiency comes along with sensor networks, nowadays
any mobile device must use energy resources efficiently. This chapter is fundamental
to understand the state of the art on MAC protocols for short range communications,
without which it would not be possible to establish the contributions made by the author
of this thesis.
In Chapter 3, the author has tackled high data rate personal area networks using
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UWB transmission technology. In this chapter two types of network organizations have
been investigated: a centralized network based on the IEEE 802.15.3 standard and a
distributed network relying on ECMA-368 distributed beaconing. The investigation
shown throughout the chapter has focused on network management features for both
standards. More precisely, the way devices manage data links in a IEEE 802.15.3
piconet has been evaluated by the author, who developed from scratch an Opnet model
of the mentioned MAC. The evaluation has been carried out by assessing the energy
consumption owed to control packets exchanged by means of UWB technology. The
study has provided an insight into the behavior of hybrid MAC protocols in which TDMA
slots are managed with a CCA based random access protocol. In the author’s opinion,
the results have shown that the CCA operation over UWB affects the performance of the
MAC. Furthermore, this protocol seems to suit better scenarios where traffic does not
occur in bursts. In fact, the performance of a hybrid protocol such as the IEEE 802.15.3
would be significantly affected by control packets overhead. In addition, the Opnet
model provides a flexible platform that could be exploited also in future studies of
similar types of networks.
In order to study ECMA-368 distributed beaconing, the author has developed an
Opnet model from scratch and he also proposes a completely new analysis. The analysis
is based on the parallelism existing between the distributed beaconing and a broader
set of problems known as urn occupancy problems. The analytical tool that has been
selected to carry out the analysis of the distributed beaconing is the combinatorial
method of the generating functions. Similar to the previous investigation, the relevant
aspect analyzed here is the energy consumption in connection with the characteristics of
the distributed beaconing. The model employed to this purpose is flexible enough to
account for both extension and contraction phases defined by the standard (which was
never done before). The setup of this investigation is provided by a predefined number
of devices accessing the beacon period. By means of the urn model and the generating
functions, it was possible to model how the beacon period length changes as the devices
acquire new beacon slots. The analysis was carried out first over an error-free channel
and afterwards over a fading channel as well. Analytical and simulation results have
shown to validate each other. The key strength of the generating functions analysis is
that it does not only serve the current investigation particularly well, but it could be also
proficiently reused to model many other types of similar problems, such as cognitive
radio to name one.
In Chapter 4, the author has investigated wireless sensor networks working in
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combination with impulse radio UWB. This chapter probably represents the most
important contribution of this thesis. In the first part the author has reviewed some
important aspects connected with the use of impulse radio UWB. It was pointed out
how certain problems affecting channel access have been solved quite satisfactorily
with respect to narrow band communications, while the solution for UWB is still shaky.
These aspects encompass events of false alarm and miss detection, as well as fading and
interference. In particular, the interference is based on a work existing in the literature.
As UWB characteristics are based on the IEEE 802.15.4a standard, adaptation of the
existing analytical models was necessary to account for the particular signal structure
defined by this standard. For the organization, the beacon-enabled star topology network
defined by the IEEE 802.15.4 is used. In this setup, S-Aloha and PSMA random access
protocols are used by sensor nodes to communicate in the network.
One innovation brought by this analysis consists in the results showing MAC
performance when the UWB signal structure and the receiver type are taken into
consideration. Furthermore, from the MAC point of view, most of the common
idealizations concerning the network structure are removed. In fact, receiver capture,
acknowledgment packets, superframe structure and finite population of the nodes are
the working conditions of the network. It is worth remarking that some of the results
presented in this part of the thesis are shown here for the first time. The main result
obtained by the author in this part of the chapter is that S-Aloha seems to provide the
best trade-off between performance and complexity, capable of fitting the peculiarities
of the UWB signal.
Upon selecting S-Aloha as the suitable random access protocol to work in conjunction
with impulse radio UWB, the impact on energy consumption of Reed-Solomon codes
has been evaluated by the author. The purpose of this investigation was to provide a
method to flexibly tune code parameters in order to enable as high energy saving as
possible. Therefore, a code rate selection protocol is presented. AWGN noise and fading
are the selected propagation characteristics in connection with UWB. The code rate
selection is based on two serialized stages: the first relying on SNR gap analysis and the
second aiming to minimize the energy of a randomly selected communication link.
In the last part of this chapter, the author has studied body area networks applied
to the field of medical ICT. The performance has been investigated through Opnet
simulations. To this purpose, the author extended a pre-existing Opnet model (while
making as a technical advisor for international master thesis) in order to include
the structure of the star topology network. The simulation model includes S-Aloha
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and PSMA channel access methods. UWB specific, false alarm, miss-detection and
receiver capture effects are employed in the simulator to evaluate throughput and
energy consumption provided that medical applications such as electrocardiography can
generate traffic. The study has shown that reliable medical monitoring can be provided
with this type of network.
In Chapter 5, the author has investigated high data rate personal area networks using
60 GHz transmission technology. As in previous chapters, the main characteristics of
millimeter wave communications have been first reviewed. More precisely, existing
regulations on 60 GHz and the main technical challenges connected with directional
communications have been addressed. In this case, the general framework is provided
by the IEEE 802.15.3c standard. This standard is very similar to the IEEE 802.15.3 from
the network organization point of view, except for the use of directional communications.
The main objective of this study was to find a trade-off between antennas directivity
and network discovery time. To do that, the author has fully developed from scratch
an original Markov chain, modeling the binary exponential backoff. The Markov
chain is exploited to assess performance during the IEEE 802.15.3c defined contention
access period. The author proposes here also an extension to the Markov chain. The
extended model permits accounting for a finite number of packet retransmissions and it
is presented in this thesis for the first time. The key strength of the proposed Markov
chain is to enable the analysis of the backoff by means of a one-dimensional chain. The
simple structure of the Markov chain makes it open to even further extensions in case
newer MAC features have to be modeled.
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Appendix 1 Analysis of UWB aggregated
interference based on [172]
The statistical characterization of the interference can take advantage of the properties of
LePage series described in the following lemma57 .
Lemma 1 Let Zi = Zi,1 + jZi,2 be a sequence of i.i.d. complex random variables such
that E{|Zi |αs } < ∞. Suppose {Zi } is a sequence of i.i.d. CS random variables suppose
and suppose also {τi } to be a sequence of arrival times for a one-dimensional Poisson
process with rate λ . In case of 0 < α < 2, it can be stated almost surely (a.s.) that
∞

Zi a.s.
∼ Sc (αs , βs
1/αs
i=1 τi

∑

= 0, γs = λCα−1
E{|Zi |αs }) ,
s

(172)

where Cx is defined as follows
Cx ,

1−x
Γ(2 − x)cos(πx/2)

(173)

and Γ(·) denoting the Gamma function.
Focusing on the interference term where the useful signal has been transmitted (but
it would be equivalent in the other BPPM interval), let Ā1, j = {A1, j,1 , ...A1, j,2q } denote
the complex aggregated interference vector of q = W Tint samples collected during a
single time frame of the received signal. Furthermore, let Ī1, j,i = {I1, j,i,1 , ..., I1, j,i,2q }
be the vector of complex samples representing the equivalent low-pass version of
the signal I1, j (t). The vector components I1, j,i,s represent a sequence of i.i.d random
variables in i. As explained in [172], the vector components I1, j,i,s allow for a complex
representation with vector components distributed according to a random phase Φs ,
uniformly distributed [0, 2π). The complex vector of the aggregated interference Ā is
SαS distributed and it can be explicitly written in terms of the vector Ī1, j,i as follows
eσI gi
Ī
.
Ω 1, j,i
i=1 ri
∞

Ā1, j = ∑

(174)

57 LePage

series exhibits the characteristics to converge to a stable distribution even with a small number of
interfering signals.
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Each complex component of the aggregated interference can be then written in terms of
the complex low-pass samples as
eσI gi
I
.
Ω 1, j,i,s
i=1 ri
∞

A1, j,s = ∑

(175)

By virtue of the complex samples I1, j,i,s having phase Φs uniformly distributed
in [0, 2π), the vector eσI gi Ī1, j,i is CS (or in other words isotropic). By invoking the
result sown in Lemma 1 and replacing αs with 2/Ω, Zi with eσI gi I1, j,i,s and rewriting
riΩ = (ri2 )Ω/2 , the distribution of each interference vector component is CS stable
distributed
A1, j,s ∼ Sc

2
Ω

n
o
−1 2σI2 /Ω2
E |ℜ{I1, j,i,s }|2/Ω .
e
, βs = 0, γs = λs πC2/Ω

(176)

In order to proceed with the model analysis, the aggregated interference vector Ā1, j
is assumed spherically symmetric. Spherically symmetric vectors belong to the category
of sub-Gaussian vectors, which can be decomposed as
Ā1, j =

√
V Ḡ1, j ,

(177)

s
where V ∼ S (αs /2, 1, cos( πα
4 )) and Ḡ1, j is a multivariate Gaussian random variable

58 .

It can be formally proved that vector Ā1, j is spherically symmetric for the case of

Rayleigh fading, when the PDP is flat and the phase is a uniformly distributed r.v..
The validity of this assumption is thoroughly investigated in [172] by comparing the
aggregate interference of equation (174) with an alternative model using sub-Gaussian
representation of the interference. As a result of this comparison, the two models are in
good agreement for different set of values for PDP, fading and duty cycle. By means
of the interference expression shown in equation (177), the non-centrality terms of
equation (74) can be further developed as follows
µ Z0 '

εs L 2
∑ hl +AI 2γs ΩVC1
N0 l=1
| {z }

(178)

µA

µZ1 ' AI 2γs ΩVC1 ,
where AI =

PNp
4W N0

and the cross-term representing the product between the reference

signal and the interference samples has been neglected in equation (74). The term
58 In

equation (177) it has been used notation for a one-dimensional vector for simplicity.
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2
C1 = ∑2q
s=1 G1, j,s is a Chi-square distributed random variable with 2q degrees of freedom,

under the assumption that A2 = VC1 . The r.v. A2 is stable distributed conditioned on
the coefficient C1 . The detailed steps yielding the final expression of the BEP are
omitted here but the reader can refer to [172] for a more in-depth explanation. Using
the inversion theorem given in equation (46) the CF of the unconditional r.v. A2 can
be approximated wit the gamma distribution. In particular, the gamma distribution is
1/Ω

used to approximate the distribution of the term connected to C1

, which is obtained

manipulating equation (178).
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Appendix 2 Proof of Theorem 3.6.1
Given an initial population of h devices and EW size of n slots, when s devices are
successful, l = h − s devices collide in n − s slots. The soaring urn model for the s
collision-free slots accounts for the events that a BS is occupied at most by one device:
n
 x0 x1 n 
n  
n s
+
= 1+x = ∑
F(x) =
x.
(179)
0! 1!
s=0 s
Since we have to count the number of permutations, the solution to our combinatorial
 

problem is: s! hs ns , with hs counting the number of ways of choosing s devices out of
h.
For the l colliding devices, the urn model accounts for the events in which a BS can
be occupied by any number of devices other than 1 (successful case):
!
 x0 x1 x2
 x1 n−s
F(x) =
+ + + ... −
0! 1! 2!
1!
!n−s

n−s 
n−s
F(x) = ex − x
=∑
(−1) j x j ex(n−s− j)
j
j=0
{z
}
|

(180)

from Binomial theorem

The exponential term in (180) can be developed with its Taylor power series: ex(n−s− j) =
i xi
∑∞
i=0 n − s − j i! . Substituting the Taylor expansion of the exponential term in (180)
and imposing l = i + j we obtain:

∞ n−s 
l− j xl
n−s
F(x) = ∑ ∑
(−1) j n − s − j
j
(l − j)!
l= j j=0
The above expression for F(x) is obtained by swapping the summations by linearity
property. If we multiply and divide by l! we finally obtain:
F(x) =
∞ min{n−s,l} 

∑ ∑

j=0

l= j

|


l− j l! xl
n−s
(−1) j n − s − j
j
(l − j)! l!
{z
}

(181)

fh,l

where (l − j)! must be always positive.
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Appendix 3 Computation of the total number of
collision configurations
We calculate F(x) to compute the probability that at least two devices choose the same
slot. The corresponding generating function is:
 x0

 x0 x1 ν
x1 x2
+ +···−
+
0! 1! 2!
0! 1!
= (ex − (1 + x))ν =
ν  
ν
=∑
(−1) j (1 + x) j (ex )ν− j .
j
j=0

F(x) =

+

(182)

Using the Binomial theorem and developing the exponential term by means of the
Taylor power series, equation (182) can be further expanded as follows
t
j  
ν  
ν
j i ∞ x ν−j
j
F(x) = ∑
(−1) ∑
x ∑
t!
j=0 j
i=0 i
t=0




t
∞ ν j
ν−j
ν
j
=∑∑∑
(−1) j xi xt
t!
j
i
t=0 j=0 i=0

(183)

Substituting t = c − i and multiplying and dividing by c! it can be obtained
j

  
 xc
ν
j
xc
 ν − j c−i
F(x) = ∑ ∑ ∑
(−1) j
i
c!
c−i !
c=i j=0 i=0 j



j
∞ ν
c−i c! xc
ν
j

=∑∑∑
(−1) j ν − j
i
c − i ! c!
c=i j=0 i=0 j
∞

ν

∞

= ∑ V (ν, c)
c=i

(184)

xc
,
c!

where V (ν, c) can be finally obtained as
min{ν,c} j

V (ν, c) =

∑

j=0

  
ν
j
c!
∑ j i (−1) j (ν − j)c−i (c − i)!
i=0
(185)
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Appendix 4 Computation of the expectation for the
Binomialized problem (Theorem 3.7)
The number of balls (i.e., devices) to distribute in the slots is assumed a r.v. described by
the probability qH = k/H(η) ≤ 1. Therefore, the probability of having exactly h balls to
distribute into H(η) slots, with 1 ≤ h ≤ H(η) can be expressed as follows


H(η)−h
H(η) h
qH · 1 − qH
.
h

Pr{h} =

(186)

Under the constraint described in Section 3.7, the probability pz for the zth slot to
be occupied meets the condition pz ≥ pz+1 . The probability that at least one of the k
h
balls is distributed into the zth slot is 1 − 1 − pz . The conditional average number of
occupied slots can be calculated as
!

H(η)

1 − 1 − pz

∑

h

.

(187)

z=1

The unconditional average number of occupied slots is instead calculated as follows
H(η)

µ(k, η) =

∑
h=0

!#

H(η)

1 − 1 − pz

∑

h

!H(η) #


1 − qH 1 − pz + 1 − qH

∑

· Pr{h} =

z=1

"

H

=

"

=

z=1
H(η)

∑

"
1 − 1 − qH pz

#
H(η)

z=1

H(η)

=

∑

z=1

"

#
H(η)
k
1− 1−
pz
.
H(η)

(188)

To calculate the average number of configurations yielding η as the HOBS at the end of
the EP phase, it is implicitly assumed that a slot is occupied at most by one device.
!
k
H(η)
Therefore, the expectation for the original problem is µk,η = ∑z=1 1 − 1 − pz
.
Taking now the difference between the two expected values it comes that
H(η)

µk,η − µ(k, η) =

∑

z=1


1−

!
 
k
k
pz − 1 − pz
.
H(η)
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Since that when k grows also H(η) does so, for a sufficiently large value of H(η) the
following asymptotic behavior can be obtained
!

H(η)

lim

∑

H(η)→∞ z=1

−kpz

e

− 1 − pz

k

=0

(189)

Lemma 1 of [164] proves formally equation (189), thus showing that the Binomialized
problem has the same statistical average as the original one.
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Appendix 5 Computation of the variance for the
Binomialized problem (Theorem 3.7)
To fully apply the results showed in [164] it must also proved that the variance of the
modified problem goes to infinity, to apply the L-CLT. Since the distribution of the k
devices into the H(η) slots follows a binomial process, for a slot occupied by h balls,

h
h  
h
2h
the variance can be expressed as 1 − 1 − pz
· 1 − pz = 1 − pz − 1 − pz .
Summing over the slots it comes that
!

H(η)
2

σ (k, H(η)|h) =

∑

1 − pz

h

− 1 − pz

2h

.

(190)

z=1

By using equation (186) it can be taken the expectation with respect to the number of
balls h
σ 2 (k, H(η)) =
"

H(η) H(η) 
h
H(η)−h
H(η)
−
∑ ∑ h qH 1 − pz 1 − qH
z=1
h=0
#

H(η) 
2 b
H(η)−b
H(η)
− ∑
qH 1 − pz
1 − qH
.
b
b=0

(191)

Developing more equation (191) with the binomial theorem and neglecting the terms

o pz , it writes that
"
#
H(η)
H(η)
H(η)
2
σ (k, H(η)) = ∑ 1 − qH pz
− 1 − 2qH pz
z=1

H(η)

=

∑

"

1−

z=1

H(η) 
H(η)
k
2k
pz
− 1−
pz
H(η)
H(η)

#
(192)

As it was already done in Appendix 4, as k grows (i.e., H(η) grows), equation (192) can
be rewritten as follows
σ 2 (k, H(η)) =

∞

∑



e−kpz − e−2kpz = µ(2k) − µ(k)

z=1

Therefore, based on the hypothesis that limz→∞

pz+1
pz

= 1 all hypothesis of [164] are

fulfilled, thus making possible to apply the L-CLT.
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Appendix 6 Poisson analysis of S-Aloha with
acknowledgment traffic (4.2.5)
Using the hypothesis stated in Theorem 4.2.5, an ACK frame is transmitted only when
one data packet was transmitted in a slot and no other ACK frames was scheduled in the
same slot. Thus, the probability pt,a writes as
pt,a = ωP1 (1 − pt,a ) ⇒ pt,a =

ωP1
,
1 + ωP1

The probability a slot carries successful transmission (either a data or an ACK packet)
can be written as

(1 − ω)P1
ωP1
+
.
ps = ps,a = P0 pt,a + (1 − ω)P1 1 − pt,a = P0
1 + ωP1
1 + ωP1
Using elements of Renewal theory idle, busy and useful probabilities can be expressed


as pi = P0 (1 − pt,a ) = P0 / 1 + ωP1 , pb = 1 − pi and pu = ps / 1 − pb . Thus, by using
the geometric distribution, the average durations of idle, busy and useful periods can be
written as follows
1 + ωP1
,
1 + ωP1 − P0
1 + ωP1
,
TB =
P0
P0 ωP1 + (1 − ω)P1 1 + ωP1
TU =
·
.
1 + ωP1 − P0
P0
TI =

(193)

By inserting equation (193) into the throughput expression given in equation (86), the
thesis of Theorem 4.2.5 is proved.
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